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The enhanced Landsat image on the cover shows Gebel Uweinat, an 1800 m high 
mountain located at the borders of Egypt, Libya and Sudan. The dark, elongated 
streak surrounding the mountain is created by the predominant northerly winds 
characteristic of this part of the Western Desert of Egypt. Relationships 
between topographic features and wind streaks in southwestern Egypt show many 
similarities to those observed on Mars. 
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With respect and admiration we dedicate this volume to the late 
W. B. Kennedy Shaw, archaeologist, historian, botanist, and pioneer 
explorer of the Libyan Desert (Western Desert of recent literature). 
Born in Northumberland in 1901, Shaw was trained in forestry at 
University College, Oxford and in 1923 took a forestry job in Sudan. 
In Khartoum he met Douglas Newbold, who became Governor of Kordofan 
Province the year after his epic "Desert Odyssey of 1000 Hiles" 
(Newbold, 1924), and together in 1926 they mapped the Herga 
depression, discovered Burg El-Tuyur (hill of the birds), and 
explored the desert between Herga and Selima on the last scientific 
camel expedition in the Western Desert (Newbold and Shaw, 1928). In 
1930 they gave up the use of camels and joined R. A. Bagnold in 
exploring the sand sea, Gilf Kebir, Uweinat and the Selima sand sheet 
with Model A Fords (Bagnold, 1931). During the discussion of their 
presentation to the Royal Geographical Society, Shaw presented one of 
the few published accounts of the plight of refugees from Kufra in 
1931. The skeleton we found at Black Hill is probably one of them 
(see Haynes; Chapter 9). 
A further journey with Bagnold (1933) was made in 1932 from 
Kharga to Uweina t, Sarra Wells, El-Fasher, El-Atrun, Herga, Laqiya, 
and Selima covering over 6000 miles. Three years later Shaw (l936a) 
organized his own expedition and covered over 6300 miles to explore 
parts of the sand sea, Gilf Kebir, Wadi Howar, and Wadi Hussein. This 
led to new discoveries of rock paintings, ~umerous archaeological 
sites in Wadi Howar, and an unmapped depression between Herga and 
Selima. 
His desert expertise was put to more practical use in 1940 when 
he left the Palestine Department of Antiquities to join the Long Range 
Desert Group as Intelligence Officer and later the Special Air 
Service. His book "Long Range Desert Group" (Shaw, 1945) is now a 
collector's item. 
Those of us who are fortunate enough to travel the deserts west 
of the Nile are frequently reminded of those who have gone before (see 
HcHugh; Cqapter 2) by their tracks on the stony parts of the desert 
floor, by the wind-swept remains of their camp sites, and by the names 
of places: such as Burg El-Tuyur, a remote but conspicuous outcrop 
within the Great Selima Sand Sheet in northern Sudan. This year, upon 
finding this lonely rock and viewing the single engraving of a 
Neolithic steer that Newbold and Shaw had found 54 years earlier, the 
thrill of Cliscovery was mixed with one of sadness. Bill Shaw died 23 
April 1979. 
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FOREWORD 
R.. A. BAGNOLD 
Rickwoods 
Mark Beech 
Edenbridge, Kent 
England 
It is now more than half a century since I first went to Egypt. 
Motor transport, introduced during the First World War, was still 
largely confined to the few existing roads. I very soon became 
interested in the possibilities it offered of reaching, at a cost we 
could afford, the many famous antiquities of the Middle East, then 
accessible only with difficulty and at considerable expense in time 
and money. The possibilities grew with our experience, and we turned, 
inevitably, to those of penetrating the still largely mysterious vast-
ness of the Egypto-Libyan Desert far beyond camel range. Ahmed 
Hassenein, later Hassenein Pasha, had made his epic camel journey of 
some 2000 miles but three years previously, crossing for the first 
time ever the entire desert from north to south; from Sallum on the 
Mediterranean coast, via the then little-known Kufra group, an oasis 
then the center of Senussi influence, to E1 Fasher far away in the 
Sudan (see map on following page). On the way he discovered for the 
civil ized world the exis tence of the solitary Uweina t -Arkenu massif 
with its permanent water supply from isolated local rainfall on the 
mountain, and its prehistoric rock drawings and paintings. This 
modest man, uniquely half a Bedouin by birth, a Ballio1 scholar by 
education and a diplomat by profession, could probably alone have 
achieved such a journey at the time. His book ThE~ Los t Oases is a 
mine of information. 
The discovery of Uweinat' s water supply broke the biological 
barrier that had limit~d all previous attempts to penetrate westwards 
from southern Egypt. As an immediate result, Prince Kemal el Din led 
two successive expeditions southwestwards frorn Kharga Oasis, organized 
in the grand manner and including geologists, surveyors and others. 
He discovered and traversed the foot of the long high cliff line which 
he named the Gilf Kebir, however, without exploring the plateau above. 
He reached and surveyed the Uweinat massif and was able to push on 
westward as far as the deep well-shaft of Maaten Sarra dug by El Mahdi 
Senussi. To the north, though, there still remained the 400 mile long 
physical barrier of the Great Sand Sea whose westward extent was then 
unknown. Its huge parallel dune chains remained uncrossed until 1932. 
To those few of us whose interests extended beyond the confines 
of the Nile Valley it was a stimulating time of new discoveries. John 
Ball, director of the new Egyptian Desert Survey and one of the 
fathers of desert exploration had just shown that a single common 
artesian aquifer in the Nubian Sandstone underlay the whole desert, 
outcropping wherever wind erosion had proceeded to a sufficient depth. 
In order to do this, he had collated altitudes above sea level of the 
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Sketch map showing route of Hassanein Bey through the Libyan 
Desert (drawn by H. A. Bumstead, 1924; courtesy National 
Geographic Magazine). 
standing water in all the oases and known wells and water holes. His 
map, with surface contours superimposed on those of the artesian water 
table neatly explained the mystery of how the oases could exist. 
Life in a rainless land depends entirely on a continued supply of 
artesian water. The populations of the inhabited oases have for ages 
been limited by the natural rate of supply_ That of the tiny oasis of 
Qara has, for instance, traditionally been limited to forty people. 
As early as 1921 a development company started pumping from newly sunk 
bore-holes in Kharga Oasis. The immediate rapid draw-down in all the 
existing wells and springs caused the whole project to be abandoned. 
But now the lesson seems to have been forgotten, or deliberately 
ignored. The present very large-scale Libyan irrigation project in 
the neighborhood of Kufra is causing a fall in the artesian water 
level amounting to one meter per year. 
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The Egypto-Libyan .;.!rt is vulnerable to Man's activities in 
another, Very different sense. Having been subjected to wind erosion 
for a great period of time, evidence of its past successive human 
occupations are all concentrated together on the present surface. 
Hence if appreciable progress is ever to be made in the interpretation 
of the human past in this desert it seems probable that special 
methods involving comparative statistics concerning the surface den-
sity and distribution of the various types of artifacts will be 
necessary. This seems to apply particularly to the rock drawings and 
paintings. Some of the latter are far more spectacular than those at 
Uweinat. They are of at least three different kinds, often found 
together on the wall of the same cave or protected recess. The dif-
ferences of style and theme are so great that the artists must have 
belonged to peoples of different ages and cultures. But when the 
paintings were done and by what successive peoples we have no direct 
means of estimating. The most promising approach, which has not been 
hitherto attempted , appears likely to be a wide-ranging and coor-
dinated statistical survey, covering as much as possible of the paint-
ings belt across north Africa, aimed at correlating the type or types 
of painting (recorded in some agreed standard color-photographic 
format) ,together with the character of the location (always in my 
experience a water-source), with the relative densities of the arti-
fact types found nearby. But, alas, human nature is such that the 
temptation to pick up and remove ancient artifacts seen lying on the 
ground is almost irresistable. Even now the original statistical pat-
tern of artifact distribution must in some places have already spoilt. 
Almasy discovered an exceptionally fine and well--preserved picture 
gallery in a cave beneath a western outlier of the Gilf. Being an 
artist he spent some time copying the paintings, and being also a 
cigarette smoker he unconsciously ground the ends into the sand floor 
(why not, in such a remote region?). Some years later, Ronald Peel 
and I happened to scoop away the few centimeters of sand and cigarette 
ends from beneath one of the paintings. There, on the floor, still 
intact, lay small lumps of all four of the original mineral pigments. 
We re-buried them. 
There is, in this wonderful desert, unlimited scope for many more 
scientific expeditions similar to that reported in this book. But for 
the sake of posterity it is to be hoped (I fear probably in vain) that 
mankind's craving for exploitation will not lead to the exhaustion of 
the accumulated past, whether of water or of archaeology, in the same 
way as is now happening in the case of fossil fuels. 
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Cnapter 1 
JOURNEY TO EGYPT'S FARTHEST CORNER 
F Al{OUK EL- BAZ 
National Air and Space Huseum 
Smithsonian Institution 
Washington, D.C. 20560 
ABSTRACT 
The Gilj' Kebip-Uweinat expedition oj' 1978 was opganized 
to vePij'y geologic intepppetations of Apollo-Soyuz photo-
gpaphs. These photogpaphs and Landsat images showed featupes 
that apepeminiscent of those depicoted by Mapinep and Viking 
missions to Maps. Ituus thepej'ope intended to f',:eld study 
these featupes in opdep to bettep undepstand theip mo-pphologic 
analogs on Maps. Fop two weeks, an intep-disciplinapy gpoup 
of sixteen peseapcheps investigated the extpemely a''(Iid tpacts 
acposs 2500 km fpom Khapga Oasis south-southwest to the bopdep 
intepsection of Egypt, Libya and Sudan. The convoy of 
vehicles consisted of six Soviet Gaz desept jeeps, two 
Volkswagen type 181 caps, two 4.5-ton tankep tpucks fop uutep 
and gasoline, and one 12-ton loppy loaded with food and eamp 
supplies. The findings of the expedition lend suppopt to 
othep indications that climate change played a significant 
pole in the fopmation of the eastepn Sahapa. These findings 
also peveal that coppelations between the eolian featupes in 
southwestepn Egypt and the wind-blown pattepns on the supface 
of Maps will pesult in a bettep undepstanding of eolian acti-
vity on both planets. 
INT}{ODLJ CT ION 
The seeds of the 1978 expedition to southwE~s tern Egypt were 
planted four years earlier during the planning for astronaut obser-
vations and photography on the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP). As 
principal investigator for the "Earth Observations and Photography" 
ASTP experiment, I was responsible for selecting and flight-scheduling 
of sites for study from Earth orbit (El-Baz and Hitchell, 1976). At 
the same time, a jo int research pro ject between the 8mi thsonian 
Instituti<?L1 and Ain Shams University was organized to study "Desert 
Erosion and Sand l10velilent in Egypt". 
Study of the photographs of the ~Jestern Desert of Egypt taken 
prior to ASTP revealed interesting eolian features, al though detailed 
study of • some required additional photography. ThUS, the area of 
Uweinat i'lbuntain was selected as one of the primary sites of obser-
-1-
vation on the AbTP mission. When the mission was accomplished in July 
1975, the ASTP as tronauts were debriefed on what they observed. 
Further study of their observations and the photographs they obtained 
added to the significance of the locality, particularly in terms of 
analog correlations with wind-blown features on Mars (El-rlaz, 1977, p. 
80,) • 
In the course of discussions with colleagues from both the United 
States and Egypt, it became apparent that a field investigation of the 
Uweinat region utilizing the added perspective of Earth orbital pho-
tographs would be very worthwhile. The purposes of the investigation 
were manifold, and included: 
1. Field checking of photogeologic interpretations 
Apollo-Soyuz observations and photographs as well as 
images. 
based on 
Landsat 
2. Study of wino-blown features revealed in the Earth orbital 
photographs and images for comparison with eolian features 
revealed on the surface of Mars by l1ariner 9 and Viking 1 and 2 
spacecraft. 
3. Investigation of fluvial landforms, particularly the dry wadis 
of the Gilf Kebir plateau, for comparison with martian channels. 
4. Cbllection of information on the Quaternary and Recent depo-
sits that may be significant to the understanding of the origin 
of the Western Desert of Egypt. 
5. Gathering data on prehistoric human habitation in the region 
for a better understanding of the environmental factors that pre-
vailed in tne region during the pas t few thousand years. 
6. Study the potential of the southern and southwes tern parts 
of the Western Desert of Egypt in terms of agriculture and/or 
economic mineral deposits. 
Because of the above, it was necessary to put together a multi-
disciplinary team of investigators for the expedition, and it also 
became necessary to secure funding from various sources to support the 
journey. The trip was made possible through the cooperation of many 
individuals and numerous agencies in both the United States and Egypt. 
The group assembled in Cairo and proceeded from Kharga Oasis to Bir 
Tarfawi ~Jest, to the Gilf Kebir, Uweinat Hountain, and back (Fig. 
1.1). Field work was conducted during two weeks bet\Jeen 25 September 
and 8 OctOber, 1978. Preliminary resul ts of the expedition were 
published in the Geographical Journal (El-Baz and others, 1980). 
THE TEAl1 
The scientific investigation team was composed of seven American 
and nine Egyptian specialis ts in the fields of geology, planetology, 
Quaternary geology, geography, arcllaeology, and botany, including: 
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Loutf'y Boulos, National Research Center, Cairo: Botanis t specializing 
in plant ,taxonomy with much experience in desert flora, who visited 
the Uweinat region in 1968. 
Carol Breed, U. S. Geological Survey, Flags taff, Arizona: Geologis t 
with much experience in the classification of dune types trom orbital 
images and in the formation of sand dunes. 
Atif Dardir, Geological Survey of Egypt, Cairo: Geologist speciali-
zing in igneous petrology and economic mineral deposits. 
Hamid Dowidar, Geology Department, Ain Shams University, Cairo: 
Graduate student (Ph.D), presently working on the structural setting 
of the southern part of the Western Desert. 
Figure 1'.1 Generalized route of the 1978 journey to Gilf Kebir and 
Uweinat as plotted on a Landsat image mosaic of Egypt. 
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FarouK ill.-r>az, National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C.: Geologist specializing in desert studies and plane-
tary geology; (b-Principal Investigator of the research project on 
"Desert Eros ion and Sand Movement in Egypt", and Science Advisor to 
President Sadat. 
Hassan El-Etr, Geology Department, Ain Shams University, Cairo: 
Structural geologist and CO-Principal Investigator of the research 
pro ject on "Desert Erosion and Sand Movement in Egypt". 
Nabil Embabi, Geography Department, Ain Shams University, Cairo: 
Geomorphologis twho specializes in dune forms and rates of sand 
transport; now teaching at the University of Qatar, Doha. 
Naurice Grolier, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona: 
Astrogeologist with much experience of mapping of planetary surfaces 
with photographs from space. 
Vance Haynes, Departments of Anthropology and Geosciences, University 
of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona: Quaternary geologis t who spent eight 
field seasons in the Western Desert of Egypt. 
Hohamed Ibrahim, Geological Survey of Egypt, Cairo: Geologist who is 
charged with field investigation in the Western Desert. 
Bahay Issawi, Geological Survey of Egypt, Cairo: Senior geologist and 
field guide of the expedition who mapped. the area in 1971. 
Ted. Naxwell, National Air and Space Huseum, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C.: Geologist specializing in geomorphology and sedi-
mentology who was charged with the radio transmissions to the Nimbus-6 
satellite. 
John McCauley, U. S. Geological 
geologist with much experience 
on eolian features of Mars. 
Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona: Astro-
in planetary geology and specialis t 
~Jilliam HcHugh, GAl COnsultants, Inc. , Kansas City, 
Archaeologist who investigated the implements collected 
Hyers in 1938 from archaeological sites in the Gilf Kebir. 
Hissouri: 
by Oliver 
Adel Moustafa, Geology Department, Ain Shams University, 
Geologis t now working on a Ph. D. in photogeology at the 
Department, University of Texas at Austin. 
Cairo: 
Geology 
Hahmoud Youssef, Geology Department, Ain Shams University, Cairo: 
Geologist who specializes in remote sensing particularly the use of 
Landsat data. 
In addition, Hatim Farid, science editor of Cairo's October 
Hagazine joined the expedition. He wrote several articles on the 
expedition and its results in October (Farid, 1978). Sixteen 
employees of the Geological Survey of Egypt supported the expedition 
as drivers, mechanics, and cooks, making a total of 33 participants. 
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Figure .in Cbmputer generated mosaic of Landsat 
Uweinat region showing bright streaks 
darker rock surfaces. (Cburtesy of 
Flight Center). 
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LOGISTICS 
When the trip was firs t planned in 1977, the Military Survey of 
Egypt was to provide necessary logis tical support. However, in the 
summer of 1978, the Military Survey decided to postpone their expedi-
tion to Uweinat. This necessitated organizing the logistical support 
through the Geological Survey of Egypt. 
In preparation for the trip, I took care of adminis trative 
arrangements and secured the necessary approvals from the American and 
Egyptian Governments. Hassan El-Etr acted as quartermas ter, and was 
responsible for procurement of field supplies and food. Vance Haynes 
duplicated photographs of areas visited by previous expeditions and 
William McHugh provided team members with reprints of O. H. Myers' 
unpublished maps of archaeological sites in the Gilf Kebir area. The 
Smithsonian Institution procured a small scale mosaic of computer-
enhanced. Landsat images of the Uweinat area (Fig. 1.2) and the U.S. 
Geological Survey prepared enlargements of selected Landsat images 
along the route. 
Figure 1.3 Photographs of some of the vehicles used on the journey 
including a water tank truck (top), the truck that 
carried food and camping supplies shown here during an 
attempt to get it unstuck (middle), and a VW "thing" 
parked near the bones of a camel, with a camel caravan 
in the background in the Darb El-Arba' in (bottom). 
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The basic logistical support was provided by the Egyptian Air 
Force and the Geological Survey of Egypt. The Egyptian Air Force very 
kindly flew the scientists from Cairo to Kharga and back in a 
Convair-280 airplane usually reserved for military staff. Bahay 
Issawi supervised the preparation of Geological Survey vehicles and 
the selection of support personnel. The organization was very care-
fully done with regards to schedules, itinerary, transportation of 
personnel and supplies, camping, sanitation, and cooking. All 
vehicles, except for the two German Volkswagen cars~ were Soviet made 
as other equipment that found its way into the civilian sector of the 
Egyptian economy before termination of Soviet aid in the early 
seventies. The convoy of vehicles (Fig. 1.3) included: One l2-ton 
3-axle truck, which carried tents, bedding, food and medical supplies, 
and some drinking water and fuel; one 4.5-ton tanker truck for 
gasoline; one 4.5-ton tanker truck for drinking water, and six 4-wheel 
dri ve 7-seater 1969 Gaz Jeeps. It is beyond the scope here to eval-
uate in detail the performance of these vehicles in the field. 
Breakdowns were minor and few, mostly due to engine overheating. Air 
ventilation inside the passenger cab was a little inadequate, but 
system redundancy was superb. Only once did one Jeep run out of gas, 
and rescue from the lead Jeep came within one-half hour. 
The ~outhern part of the Western Desert of Egypt consists to a 
large extent of a discontinuous eolian peneplain (Fig. 1.4). It 
extends for hundreds of kilometers, and is interrupted here and there 
by sand seas, low ridges, escarpments, dissected plateaus, and shallow 
flat-bottomed valleys. The surface is covered by thin, densely-packed 
sand sheets mantled in places by desert lags ranging in size from sand 
to granule, cobble stones. The landscape is old, and the sand and the 
lag are mature, making travel at speeds of 60-80 km/hr across the 
trackless desert a surprisingly easy accomplishment. In places, this 
speed can be maintained over continuous distances of hundreds of 
kilometers. Our guides navigated from one major landmark to another, 
but dead reckoning by compass was also used. The large truck, and at 
least one of the two 4.5-ton tankers traveled one day ahead of the 
convoy, so that camp could be set up before the arrival of the 
passenger Jeeps. Only the l2-ton truck had some difficulty in nego-
tiating the worst areas of loose sand. 
For planning purposes, the rule of thumb used by the Geological 
Survey of' Egypt in calculating water rations adequate for work in the 
desert is; 3 gallons per day, per scientist; 1.5 gallons per support 
personneL As a mat ter of fact, century-old experience proves that 
corpulent, let alone obese persons, drink more water than lean ones. 
Thus, a Very severe selection process favoring lean workers over fat 
ones is applied to Egyptian labor working in the desert. These water 
rations and also gasoline rations are augmented from 10 to 50 percent 
to take into account leaks and other unforeseen contingencies. Upon 
completion of the journey and return to Kharga Oasis, there was a 
sOO-gallon (2-ton) surplus in the water truck, representing a 50 per-
cent redundancy on the party's ac tual requirements, and therefore a 
large margin of safety. 
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Figure 1.4 Photographs illustrating the peneplained nature 
of the Wes tern Desert of· Egypt. Pho tograph at 
bottom shows cairns along the Darb El-Arba'in. 
Camping in the open, in light sleeping bags, was quite possible 
and even pleasurable, bo th at the northern slope of Gebel Uweina t and 
100 krn south of Kharga Oasis. Nevertheless, we stayed mos t of the 
time in 2-man or larger conical tents. These, like the cone-shaped 
or multifaceted pyramidal hills in the regional landscape, seem to 
-il-
Figure 1.5 Camp at Bir Tarfawi Wes t showing the wind-resis tant 
conical tents. 
conform to the shape offering the least resistance to the wind (Fig. 
1.5). Sanitation practices current in any military camp were 
observea. Food, cooked in the Egyptian style, was adequate, and hot 
tea was the main beverage. Egyptian wine and stronger alcoholic 
drinks were available to those who liked them. Fresh meat, besides 
canned me~t, was provided by live dOlaesticated ducks brought from a 
ducK-raising ranch at Kharga Oasis (Fig. 1.6). 
Time of travel was ideal. Temperatures ranging up to 40°C rarely 
became a problem, except in midday, because of the low moisture con-
tent in the air. The breeze was surpris ingly cons tant (average wind 
velocity: 20 kra per hour), except around Gebel Uweinat, where the 
weather was very calm. Flies were found at some oases and around 
Gebel Uweinat, probably because of the nearby presence of herds of 
Figure l.? Wtlite ducks from Kharga that provided the fresh 
meat supply during the journey. 
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domesticated goats and occasional feral donkeys and wild gazelles. 
THE ROUTE 
Our expedition greatly benefited from the knowledge gained from 
thirteen previous journeys to Uweinat from various localities in 
Egypt, particularly the 1938 Bagno1d expedition (Bagno1d and 0 thers, 
1939). Based on this knowledge, we plotted our route on maps and 
space photographs and were thus ready to begin. On the morning of 25 
September 1978, our plane departed from Cairo's Almaza Airport, and 
during the next two hours we observed and photographed many 
interes ting features from the air. At Kharga we met with the jeeps 
that had arrived a day earlier from Cairo. We used some time to study 
the Kharga "mud lions", which are wind sculpted yardangs of lacustrine 
deposits with blunt fronts and aerodynamically shaped bodies. On the 
fo11crwing day we started our drive to the south-southwest. 
From Kharga we drove west on the Kharga-Dakh1a asphalt road and 
at the 60-km mark we made a turn toward the south-southwest, leaving 
the last asphalt surface we saw for the rest of the trip. Our target 
was Bir Tarfawi Wes t (Fig. 1.1) where the heavy vehicles awaited. 
We reached our destination long after sunset. 
In the vicinity of the camp at Bir Tarfawi West we visited a 
patch of burned organics along an ancient, now dry, lake shore. 
Because of the known age of gastropods and snails embedded in the dry 
lake strata, archaeologists were able to assign a relative age to the 
abundant manmade artifacts in these strata. The visited site, Vance 
Haynes noted, may have hosted human settlements at least 30,000 years 
ago. The water at the well dug by the Geological Survey of Egypt was 
reached at 2 m depth. As we drove toward a red-colored field of 
barchan dunes, we encountered flint implements that were estimated to 
be about 6,000 years old. A few inches in the soil below, Vance 
Haynes found pieces of ostrich egg shells. 
On 28 September we headed east to Qaret El-Haiyit, which is 
Arabic for "hill of the dead", because of the human skeleton that was 
discovered there in 1922. The exposed granitic rock (Fig. 1.7) dis-
played a long down-wind tail of dark surface that was surrounded by 
light-colored sand on either side. The streak appeared very similar 
to those photographed by Viking spacecraft in the Cerberus region of 
Mars (E1-Baz and Maxwell, 1979a; Chaikin and others, 1980). Weathered 
products of orthoclase from intervening pegmatite veins in the granite 
gave this tail a dark red tone. Nearby were large sandstone and gra-
nite blocks arranged in crude circles; we assumed that these repre-
sented an ancient human settlement (Fig. 1.8). We continued the drive 
towards the fabled Darb E1-Arba' in caravan route, ~vhich is nearly 20 
km wide where we intersected it. At its border we examined the 
mineralized products of a geyser, which turned out to be mostly silica 
and iron. 
As we continued the exploration southeastward toward Bir Sheb, we 
came upon a ghost settlement at Bir Kurayim that was established by 
the Egyptian Desert Development Organization in 1964. The build ings, 
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Figure 1.7 
Figure 1~8 
Granitic rocks of Qaret El-Maiyit in the foreground 
with a dark tail surrounded by sand deposits in the 
background. 
Remains of a prehistoric house, marked by large rocks 
arranged in a 4 m diameter circle. 
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Figure 1.9 A typical 2 m high yardang with a blunt side facing the 
wind. 
which were half-filled with sand, were made of galvanized metal and 
glass, materials one would least expect in a desert environment. 
On the following day, we were up at sunrise to break camp. We 
drove north for 32 km to a block of conglomerate that sprung from the 
featureless plain. Saleh, the roost conscientious of our support crew 
erected a 2 III high cairn on top of it to lead other drivers. Along 
the route we stopped several times to wait for the heavy vehicles. It 
took many men to get these uns tuck using two huge chain ladders. At 
one stop a sheet of sand, a few grains thick, moved hurriedly along the 
surface. The wind velocity was measured to be 16 km/hr. It appeared 
that most grains were rolling rather than saltating on the surface. 
We continued westward on 30 September and with the morning light 
our first stop was to study a field of yardangs (Fig. 1.9). Several 
of these were 2 m high 'and exhibited very straight windward faces. 
As we approached the southeastern scarps of the Gilf Kebir we headed 
to "Bagnold's camp" (Fig. 1.10). The 1938 tracks of his trip were 
partly covered by a 1 km longitudinal dune. The side of the dune 
adjacent to the camp site had partly submerged the low structure .. 
~JoO<1en boxes at the site showed the effects of wind erosion; a piece 
of wood that was 13 mm in thickness on the nailed side, was only 2 mm 
thick at the exposed surface. We es tablished camp at the entrance of 
~Jadi Wassa near the southeasternmost tip of the Gilf Kebir (Fig. 
1.11). 
On 1 October 1978, we traveled northward to ~Jadi Hash!. On top 
of the Gilf Kebir, William HcHugh discovered a site where implements 
were strewn near "core" blocks of quartzite, from which they were 
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Figure 1.10 Group assembled at the site of the camp erected in 1938 
by Bagnold and his team of explorers at: the southeastern 
edge of the Gilf Kebir plateau. 
chipped, perhaps 100,000 years ago. Geologists studied the tluvial 
landforlllsthat were highly modified by wind action as the archaeolo-
gist studied the site down to 20 em below the surface. At the head of 
Wadi Hashi we noticed the smooth dome-like appearance of basalt hills. 
The columnar basal t pieces were dense and fine grained inside, but 
pitted by wind action on outer surfaces (Fig. 1.12).. Back at camp we 
decided to break the expedition into two groups, one to stay at the 
Gilf, and the otner to head for Uweinat Hountain to the southwest. 
For the next three days two-thirds of the expedition investigated 
details of \Jadi El-bakht and ~Jadi Ard El-Akhdar. At Wadi El-Bakht, 
the archaeological site of neolithic age discovered by Oliver Hyers in 
1938 was studied. Geologists examined the wind and water erosion in 
ttle lower part of the wadi. Pebbles and cobbles of friable sandstone 
on ttle floodplain stlowed abundant evidence of wind erosion in the form 
Figure 1. ill Setting of the camp at Gilf Kebir as depicted in drawing 
by Hamid Dowidar. 
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Figure 1.12 A. block of columnar basalt, 30 cm long, with a pitted 
outer surface and a dense, fine-grained interior exposed 
at left. 
of delicately-etched projections along bedding planes aligned with the 
wind. The team also studied the relationships of falling and climbing 
dunes, yardangs and ripples, and surveyed the wadis f topographic 
profiles. 
At Wadi Ard El-Akhdar, the Gilf party excavated additional 
archaeological sites, surveyed the topography and investigated the 
relationships of present setting to the blockage of a narrow part of 
the wadi. The wadi cons triction mus t have been blocked in prehis tory 
to allow water to form a lake upstream. Members of the team were 
divided in opinion; some lnaintained that a presently active dune must 
have blocked the wadi, while others argued that sand is not good 
enough for a dam and the blockage must have been by a wedge of 
fanglomerate, parts of which were exposed in the wadi wall at the 
constriction. The controversy lingered on. 
l1eanwhile, the Uweinat party headed westward in Wadi Wassa, whose 
floor kept a record of rainy seasons in the form of mud layers. The 
team's botanist, Loutfy Boulos, once again was able to put his exper-
tise to use (Fig. 1.13) since the expedition had left the last plants 
benind at .Hir Tarfawi West. From the condition of vegetation, he 
es timated that it had no t rained there for approximately 20 years. 
The party left the Gilf Kebir through a pass, 10 km north of Hadi 
Diyaq, where kaolinized material was exposed at the base of the 
cliffs. The Hehashiraat, a low lying and highly fractured plateau, 
loomed in the dis tance as the mountains of Gebel 1114 and Peter and 
Paul appeared. All of a sudden, the sandstones of the Gilf Kebir gave 
way to dark volcanic rocks of basal ts and trachytes wi ttl surrounding 
aprons of flags tones and pea-size pebbles. Some volcanic craters 
appeared to be marked crater rims, without any volcanic rock wi thin. 
By nightfall the Uweinat party arrived at the north entrance of a 
small unnamed valley just west of Karkur Talh where we found many 
trees, petroglyphs in caves, and a prehistoric milling stone (Fig. 
1.14). 
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Figure 1.13 
Figure 1.14 
Botanist Loutfy Ibulos samples a Zilla spinosa in Wadi 
Wassa at the southern edge of the Gilf Kebir. Hud-
cracked surface surrounds tne plant. 
A 40 cm wide milling stone with its spherical grinding 
s tone from a valley, Karkur Talh, in Gebel Uweinat. 
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Exploring the northern slopes of Gebel Uweinat we were most 
impressed by the power of wind, which came from the north. The wind 
had sculpted the rock into eerie shapes of frozen dinosaurs and other 
giant animals~ The exposed rock surfaces were all pitted. Where sand 
grains were lodged in these pits they twirled around as the wind 
gusted, enlarging the pits. Fluted rock surfaces formed from 
pits that were lined up in rows (Fig. 1.15). 
On the return journey from Uweinat we wanted to achieve the last 
objective before rejoining the other party at the Gilf Kebir. This 
was reaching the broad sand mass just east of Gebel tiabein. I wanted 
to sample the sand there in order to compare it to sand samples from 
other parts of tne Great Sand Sea tnat were collected on an earlier 
expedition. This would increase the geographic spread of our samples 
and allow us to study the reddening of sand as the distance frOhl 
source increases. \Je were unable to find an active slip face on the 
dune. The sand was accumulated in a giant whaleback dune with gentle 
slopes. On top of the dune, approximately 1 kID away from the desert 
surface, we encountered pencil-sized, tube-like pieces of rock. 
Nothing could have carried these objects to the eastern flank of the 
whale back dune but a fierce wind storm. 
The reunited party broke the Gilf Kebir camp on the morning of 5 
October 1978 and headed eastward back to Bir Tarfawi West. We passed 
by remains of World War II; an English army truck that was 
disassembled with pieces strewn in the sand. The engine hood had 
created a small wind shadow that resul ted in the formation of an 8 m 
sand tail in its lee. The heavy trucks were left to return at their 
own slow pace with one jeep for emergencies. 
During the return trip, several areas of iron-rich sands tone 
were noted. In one place, hematite was exposed as a thinly laminated 
red layer of unknown depth (Fig. 1.16); vIe dug over 40 em without 
reaching the base. Within this red la"yer were dark brownish-black 
nodules of iron and manganese oxides. We drove for 11 km over this 
iron ore, whicn we estimated to be about 150 km west of Bir Tarfawi. 
We recommend to the Geological Survey of Egypt the assessment of the 
economic po tential of this particular depos it. 
We arrived back at Kharga about midday on 6 October. The first 
item on the agenda was to shave and shower for the firs t thile since we 
left Kharga eleven days earlier. After a meal that was more like a 
banque t, a group assembled to study the Kharga barchan dunes. In the 
evening we met with local geologists, hydrologis ts, engineers, and 
agricultural experts to discuss our findings on the expedition and the 
pros and cons of large scale agricultural development in the New 
Valley province. It was stated that although underground water 
supplies were plentiful, the irrigation schemes were was teful of the 
water. Also, the available data did not allow a resolution of whether 
or not the underground water supply was being replenished from the 
south and wes t. 
On the following day the party was again split into two groups; 
one headed toward the plateau north of Kharga depression, and the 
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Figure 1.15 Photographs showing the effects of sand-blasting 
of sandstone rocks along the northern face of Gebel 
Uweinat showing elongate pits (a;b) , coalescent pits 
(c), flutes (d), and the appearance of a pitted and 
fluted rock (e). 
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Figure 1.16 Dark nematitic nodules cover the surface 150 kni west of 
Bir Tarfawi (top), and thinly laminated hematitic 
sands to ne (bo t tom) • 
other headed south towards Baris Oasis. On top of the _plateau more of 
the wind-formed features were studied. There, ttle wind had carved 
yardangs in the extremely resistant crystalline limestone. Within the 
depression, the other group observed mounds that marked ancient 
springs, which were aligned along north-soutn trending faul ts. Faul t 
boundaries were marked by tamarisK trees and bamboo growths in the 
-lt$-
sal ty soil. We also studied remains of irrigation canals buil t in 
Roman times and lined with palm tree bark. EvidencE~ of deflation of 
the soil by wind was clear everywhere. At Ein El-Shorafa, Vance 
Haynes estimated that nearly 55 m of soil had been deflated during the 
pas t 3000 years, or 18 mm per year. In the evening, the two groups 
returned to Kharga to exchange experiences and discuss the findings. 
The field work at Kharga ended in the morning of 8 October 1978. 
Some of the hours of the day were spent in sorting of the samples and 
separating those to be left at Kharga. One of the resul ts of the 
expedition was to interest the local unit of the Geological Survey to 
keep samples from all expeditions at the newly established Kharga 
Museum. In the afternoon our plane was ready to fly us back to Cairo. 
As it took off, the lighting was perfect for a view of the enormous 
concentration of yardangs north of Kharga, probably one of the largest 
fields in the world. We reached Cairo at sunset, ending a most 
interes t ing expedition and starting new thoughts on desert landforms 
and wind-blown features on both Earth and Mars. 
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A CHRONICLE OF RESEARCH AND EXPLORATION 
IN THE GILF KEBIR-UWEINAT MOUNTAIN REGION 
WILLIAM P. McHUGH 
G. A. I. COnsultants Inc. 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15146 
ABSTRACT 
Six decades of explo-ration and -resea-rch in southweste'Y'n 
Egypt and nO'Y'thweste'Y'n Sudan a-re -reviewed. Afte-r the ini-
tial discove-ry of Gebel Uweinat in 1923 by Hassanein Bey and 
the pionee-r explo-rations of no-rthe-rn Sudan by Newbold and 
Shaw, the a-rea became a popula-r destination fo-r explo-re'Y's 
and a-rid lands scientists. By the middle and la"be 1930's, 
a-rchaeological investigations we-re an impo-rtant component of 
these expeditions, and clea-r evidence of once widesp-read 
human occupation in late p-rehisto-ric times became appa'Y'ent. 
Wo-rld Wa-r II te-rminated scientific study in the a-rea, 
although it UktS used by B-ritish fo-rces miding the Italian 
Libyan outposts. Scientific -resea-rch commenced again in the 
1960's with expeditions by B-ritish, Egyptian, Belgian, and 
Libyan g'Y'oups, wi th a-rchaeology an impo-rtant el ement of the 
Belgian expedition. The 1970's saw only t?vO -repo'Y'ted expe-
ditions to the Gilf Kebi-r-Gebel Uweinat befo-re the 1978 
expedi tion of the Geological Su-rvey of Egypt and the 
Smithsonian Institution -repo-rted in this volume. 
RESEARCH AND EXPLORATION: PRE-1940 
The Gilf Kebir and Gebel Uweinat remained outs ide the pale of 
scientific knowledge until the middle of the 1920' s. Although W. J. 
Harding-King may have seen the Gilf Kebir in the distance in 1909 
(Harding-King, 1913), and Dr. John Ball and a Lt. Hoore approached the 
northeast outliers of the Gilf Kebir in 1918, it was not until April, 
1923, that either the Gilf or Uweinat were actually reached by 
explorers. In that year, Ahmed H. Haasanein Bey, an Egyptian diplomat 
and explorer, discovered Gebel Uweinat to be temporarily inhabited by 
about 150 Goran tribesmen under a Sheikh Herri, and also discovered 
some prehistoric rock engravings (Hassanein Bey, 1924a; 1924b; 1925). 
At the same time, Douglas Newbold, a British colonial servant in 
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, made an extended journey into northwestern 
Sudan and discovered widespread artifactual remains and rock engra-
vings at Zolat el Hammad and Gebel Tageru (Newbold, 1924). In 1927, 
Newbold, accompanied by W. B. K. Shaw, made a second journey into 
northwest Sudan, again on camel, reaching Merga (Nukheila) Oasis 
(19°03'N, 26°l5'E) and Burg El-Tuyur (29°95'N, 27°41'E), where they 
discovered rock engravings, and Selima Oasis (21 0 23'N, 29°20'E). 
Newbold authored an article on the rock pictures and archaeology of the 
Libyan Desert in Antiquity (1928) and he and Shaw authored a second 
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article in the Sudan Notes and Records (1928) on the general results 
of the journey. 
In early 1925, Prince Kemal El-Din Hussein led an expedition of 
Citroyen (half-track) motorcars into the southern Libyan Desert and 
formally discovered and named the Gilf Kebir which he saw on his route 
from Kharga Oas is to Gebel Uweinat. Dr. John Ball of the Desert 
Survey of Egypt accompanied the prince on this expedition (Ball, 1927; 
1928). In 1926, the prince made a second trip to Uweinat, this time 
following the eastern cliffs of the Gilf Kebir. Kemal El-Din 
publ ished the resul ts of his expeditions in La Geographie (Hussein, 
1928) and the Revue Scientifique Illustree with Abbe Breuil (1928). 
The latter article concerns the rock engravings of Gebel Uweinat, the 
first publication devoted solely to the rock art of Uweinat. 
In 1928, H. J. L. Beadnell made a quick trip to Gebel Uweinat and 
discovered an easy car-route from Bir Tarfawi (22°55'N, 28°55'E) 
(Clay ton, 1937). In the winter of 1930-31, P. A. Clayton made a 
triangulation survey from the Nile Valley to Gebel Uweinat and then 
north along the Darb El-Arba'in (the forty day track) to Kharga Oasis. 
On April 2, 1931, he made a rapid, one-day plane-table survey of the 
western cliffs of the Gilf Kebir mapping this stretch for the first 
time (Clayton, 1933; 1937). At 23°34'N, 25°l6'E on the western side 
of the Gilf Kebir, Clayton discovered some rock engravings and milling 
stones at the mouth of a large wadi, the first of several such dis-
coveries made in this area. 
In October and November of 1930, R. A. Bagnold led the first 
of his three expeditions to Uweinat and the Gilf Kebir (Fig. 2.1). He 
skirted the eastern cliffs of the Gilf, paralleling Prince Kemal El-
Din's route of 1926. Newbold, Shaw, and others accompanied Bagnold on 
this journey which took them to Gebel Uweinat, Gebel Kissu, Wadi 
Howar, and Selima Oasis (Bagno1d, 1931; Bagnold and others, 1931). 
Shaw reported the botanical results of this (and the 1932) expedition 
(Shaw, 1931; Shaw and Hutchinson, 1931; 1934) and on the rock art of 
Uweinat (Shaw, 1934). 
In the spring of 1932, an expedition led by Robert C. E. Clayton 
and Count L. de Almasy, including P. A. Clayton and H. G. J. Pendere1, 
made a reco nnaissance 0 f the wes tern and northern parts of the Gi1f 
Kebir using a small, two-seater Gipsy I Moth airplane for flights 
across the Gi1f Kebir. On these flights, the long wadis of the 
northern Gilf were discovered, but their actual exploration was not 
accomplished until a few years later. R. C. E. Clayton died within 
the year and the resul ts of this expedition are known only from the 
short note published by Rodd (1933). 
In late 1932, R. A. Bagnold led his second expedition to the 
Gi1f-Uweinat area and explored far to the south and west of Uweinat 
(Bagnold, 1933). An important member of the party was Dr. K. S. 
Sandford, a geologist who made observations which are still the pri-
mary source of much of our knowledge on the geology and geomorphology 
of this vast area (Sandford, 1933a; 1933b; 1935a; 1935b; 1936). 
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Map of Southeastern Gilf Kebir and vicinity, 
Bagnold, 1931. 
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In March and April, 1933, P. A. Clayton, Lady R. C. E. Clayton, 
and Lt. Cbmm. Roundell made a survey of the northern part of the Gilf 
Kebir. At the same time, H. W. G. J. Penderel, Cbunt L. de Almasy, 
Dr. L. E. Kadar, Hans caspar ius , and Dr. R. A. Bermann surveyed the 
norttleastern and western parts of the Gilf Kebir. Almasy went on to 
Gebel Uweinat, where he met an Italian group. The Italians had 
established a frontier outpost there after capturing Kufra Oasis in 
1931. According to Almasy (1936), his driver discovered the painted 
caves at Ain Doua and brought them to the attention of Cbunt L. di 
Caporiacco who published a description of them (1933; di Caporiacco et 
P. Graziosi, 1934). Almasy also published two travelog-type descrip-
tions of his explorations in the Libyan Desert (1936, 1940). 
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The first purely archeological expeditions to the Gilf-Uweinat 
and surrounding areas were those led by Leo Frobenius in 1933 and 
1934-35. The purpose of these expeditions was to investigate the rock 
pictures and archeology of the Libyan Desert, which resul ted in the major 
monograph on the rock art of the area by Hans Rhotert (1952). The 
expedition members also made collections of artifactual materials from 
the locales of the rock pictures and elsewhere but unfortunately these 
were destroyed in World War II (Rhotert, pers. cOlmn.). The Frobenius 
expeditions recorded, by manual and photographic means, the rock 
engravings and paintings from the northern and western Gilf Kebir, 
from Gebel Uweinat, and from a number of localities in northern Sudan. 
Rhotert's 1952 monograph provides us with the most comprehensive 
collection of representations of the rock art of the southern Libyan 
Desert. 
In 1935, W. B. K. Shaw led a party to the southern part of the 
Gilf Keb ir where they discovered a single shel ter with painted pic-
tures and some scant artifactual remains. Shaw reported the results 
of this expedition, which covered much more than the southern Gilf, in 
several articles (1936a; 1936b; 1936c), and Hichael H. Mason wrote a 
popular account of the journey (1926). 
The final pre-war scientific expedition to tbe Gilf-Uweinat area 
was again led by R. A. Hagnold in the winter and spring of 1938. It 
was actually a combined expedition with Bagnold and R. F. Peel 
responsible for the geological research, and Oliver H. Myers and Hans 
A. Winkler responsible for the investigations of the archeological 
sites and the rock art. Sir Robert Hond provided the financial sup-
port for Myers' and Winkler's participation. A number of publications 
resulted frmil this combined expedition: a multi-authored preliminary 
report in the Geographical Journal (Bagnold and others, 1939) inclu-
ding Myers' contribution to the archeological investigations, the 
articles on the archeology, geology, geomorphology, rock art, and eth-
nography by Peel (Peel, 1939a; 1939b; 1941; 1942), and the article and 
monograph on the rock art of Gebel Uweinat, the southern Gilf, Dakhla, 
and the wes t bank of the Nile by Winkler (1939a; 1939b). Because of 
the outbreak of World War II and his sudden involvement and permanent 
separation from the artifactual. materials collected on this expedi-
tion, Hyers was unable to publish a description of them or his inter-
pretations of their significance. He did leave three short, 
unfinished manuscripts outlining some of his ideas (Hyers, not dated; 
a, b, c). HcHugtl (1971) has studied part of the Hyers collection and 
has publ ished the resul ts of this analysis and his paleographic and 
cui tural ecological reconstructions in three papers (HcHugh, 1974a; 
1974b; 1975). 
RESEARCH Al'JD EXPLORATION: POST-1940 
During the early part of World War II after the Italians had 
declared war on the British, the Gebel Uweinat and southern Gilf Kebir 
were used as a staging area by the British long Range Desert Group 
(LRDG) for reconnaissance and military operations against the Italian 
outposts in southeastern Libya (Bagnold, 1945; Wright, 1945; and Shaw, 
1945). The desert patrols accompl ished a considerable amount of 
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mapping in eastern Libya, but collected no further archeological data 
during the war. During the 1978 expedition, we found evidence of the 
presence of LRDG in the form of stripped lorries and concentrations of 
empty petrol cans in three localities near the eastern Gilf. 
Ttle earliest post-\.Jorld War II expedition to tile Gilf-Uweinat 
area was that of the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, England, to 
Gebel Archenu and southeastern Libya in 1962. This expedition was led 
by M. A. J. Williams and D. N. Hall (1965). In April, 1967, a group 
comprised of members of the U. S. Naval Medical Research Unit Number 
Three (NAMRU-3), Cairo, the Egyptian Ministry of Health, and the 
Egyptian Desert Reclamation Department, journeyed to Uweinat to 
collect mammals and their ectoparasites, insects, and botanical 
specimens. This expedition has been reported on by Dale J. Osborne, 
medical zoologis t, and Karl V. Krombein, Smithsonian entomologis t 
(Osbo rne and Krombein, 1969). This group co ncentrated its ac tivi ties 
in the Karkur Hurr, in the southeastern part of Uweinat in the Sudan, 
and briefly visited Karkur Talh in the northwestern part of Uweinat. 
The NAMRU-3 group collected 55 plant species, six mammalian species, 
and 30 species of wasps. 
In the fall and winter of 1968-69, a joint Belgian-Libyan con-
tingentwent to Uweinat for a period of several months. The Libyan 
contingent consisted of Dr. Loutfy Boulos, botanist and leader, Prof. 
Rashid Hamdy, zoologist, Dr. Mohamed EI-Mokahel, mycologist, all from 
the University of Libya, and a military and police support group 
(Boulos, pers. comm., 1978). The Belgian contingent consisted of J. 
Leonard (leader and botanist), J. Klerkx (geologist), X. Misonne 
(zoologist), J. de Heinzelin and P. Haesarts (Quaternary geologists), 
and F. Van Noten (prehistorian), in addition to a military support 
group (Leonard, 1969, p. 102; Van Noten, 1978, p. 12). The Belgians 
concentrated their investigations in the Karkur Talh and connecting 
wadis, and in the plain to the north in order to intensively study a 
restricted area rich in rock art (Karkur Talh) and prehistoric 
settleulents. The Belgian effort has resul ted in two publications, the 
mul ti-authored preliminary report (Leonard, 1969) and Van Noten' s 
monograph on the rock art of Karkur Talh and connecting wadis (Van 
Noten, 1978). 
In November, 1968, an expedition representing the Geological 
Survey of Egypt under M. H. Hermina and M. A. EI-Hinnawi, and indivi-
duals from several other organizations (Prof. S. M. El Shazly, Atomic 
Energy Ins ti tute, Dr. R. El Tahlawy, Ass iut Uni versi ty, and M. Hab ib , 
Desert Development Organization) conducted a reconnaissance trip to 
Uweinat and the Gilf Kebir (B. Issawi, pers. comm.). In December, 
1971, tlle Geological Survey of Egypt under Dr. Bahay Issawi returned 
to the Gilf and Uweinat accompanied by Dr. Robert Giegengack, 
University of Pennsylvania geologist. They camped at the eastern end 
of Wadi Wassa in the southern Gilf (where the 1978 expedition camped), 
made a trip to Uweinat, and attempted but failed to reach the silica 
glass area north of the Gilf. On his return, Issawi surveyed the 
northeastern flank of the Gilf in late January and early February, 
1972. Giegengack and Issawi have published their review of the silica 
glass problem in Annal V of the Geological Survey of Egypt (1975), and 
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Issawi has published or reported on other results of the expedition 
(Issawi, 1973a). 
In February, 1975, a group from the Combined Prehistoric 
Expedition consisting of Fred Wendorf, Vance Haynes, Rushdi Said, and 
Romauld Schild made a brief trip to the southern Gilf and visited the 
large Upper Acheulean site investigated by Hyers as well as the locale 
of the lake sediments and neolithic settlements in upper Wadi el Bakht· 
(Wendorf and others, 1976; 1977). Haynes (pers. comm.) collected 
ostrich egg shell from the surface of the lake sediments which has 
provided the firs t 14 C date from the southern Gilf (7280 BP ± 90; 
SHU-273). The Hadi EI-Bakht and Wadi Ard EI-Akhdar to the west were 
two objectives of the 1978 expedition. 
The early expeditions to the Gilf Kebir and Gebel Uweinat are 
mos t important because they fixed the location and determined the 
broad nature of these two physiographic features and because they laid 
the basis for future research. Bagno1d conducted experiments and made 
observations on the movement of sand when in the field and combined 
these data with laboratory data in his pioneer work, The Physics of 
Blown Sand and Desert Dunes (1941), still an important work on this 
subjec~ ~S. Sandford and R. F. Peel made extremely important 
contributions to our understanding of the geology and geomorphology of 
the southern Libyan Desert and to arid land geomorphology in general. 
W. B. K. Shaw made the first extensive collections of the flora of 
this region. The investigations of Newbold, Rhotert, Shaw, and 
~Hnk1er, especially, brought the remarkable rock art of this area to 
notice. 
In addition, al though only two of the pre-World War II expedi-
tions to the Gilf-Uweinat and surrounding areas were primarily or 
largely motivated by archeological considerations, these early expedi-
tions revealed that this part of the southern Western Desert had for-
merly supported a varied native fauna and extensive human populations 
in prehistoric times as evidenced by the rock art and the widespread 
sites of human settlement. Finally, the knowledge of this area gained 
by some individuals was later employed in military operations against 
the Italians in Libya during World War II. 
In the subsequent 35 years, expeditions to the Gilf-Uweinat area 
have been intermittent but gradually increasing in frequency. The 
geological, paleogeographic potential of this vast area is now more 
widely appreciated and its multidisciplinary promise will attract more 
scientists to this incredibly beautiful and barren area. Oil explora-
tion is already underway and tourists cannot be far behind. 
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ABSTRACT 
Navigation in the Westepn Desept of .Egypt has tpadi-
tionaLLy been done by using ceLestiaL sightings with a 
theodoLite, using a sun compass deveLoped duping the L930's, 
peLying on native guides who ape famiLiap with the teppain, 
and most fpequentLy by dead peckoning using a compass and 
odometep peadings. As an imppovement on the dead peckoning 
method, a vepticaL oopd compass UXlS used on this expedition 
mounted on the windshieLd of one of the vehicLes. In 
addition, a sateLLite-peLayed pemote access measupement 
system (RAMS) UXlS used as a check on oup positions as 
pLotted by dead peckoning. Fop stationapy sateLLite 
tpansmissions, the Locations computed by the RAMS system 
wepe accupate to within 3.4 km, 7JJhiLe fop tpansmissions en 
poute, the computed positions wepe much Less accupate than 
those depived fpom tpaditionaL methods of navigation. 
I NT RODU CTlON 
During the early days of Western Desert exploration, navigation 
was either celestial, by the use of theodolite (Hassanein Bey, 1925; 
Hussein, 1928) or by Bedouin guides who navigate by making use of 
various comb inations of landmarks, sun angle, Polaris, experience, 
intuition, and luck (Harding-King, 1925). Normally, the former method 
was the most precise. In the 1930's Bagnold (1953) and his associates 
navigated by use of his sun compass, and by astronomic observations 
with theodolite at evening halts (Newbold, 1931). Further refinements 
were made by the Long Range Desert Group (LRDG) during World War II 
and later (Hall, 1967). During the 1978 trip, we were equipped with a 
transmitter that relayed a signal via Nimbus satellite to a ground 
receiving station. The position of the transmitter was computed nomi-
nally three times a day, so that our location could be determined and 
compared to navigated locations. 
NAVIGATION METHODS 
Dead reckoning by magnetic compass and odometer is somewhere 
in between celestial navigation and the use of native guides in 
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bo tll simplicity and accuracy. Some guides, however, have little or no 
diff icul ty relocating an area as long as there is reasonably good 
visibility. Some, in fact, have remarkable abilities in this regard. 
Two such guides, Saleh and Ayed Harif Salem have worked for the 
Geological Survey of Egypt in this capacity for years, and accompanied 
us on this journey. 
The main problem with dead reckoning is in the use of magnetic 
compasses (Sheppard, 1970). With hand-held compasses, such as the 
Hrunton type, one must step away from the magnetic vehicle, ,sight 
along the desired heading and select a landmark (rock, hill, contact 
between color changes, etc.) as far ahead as visibility and terrain 
will allow. In irregular or broken ground this is not usually very 
far, and one mus t rapidly select al ternate marks along the heading as 
hills and dips obscure the initial mark. As the landmark is 
approached, it is sometimes possible to prolong the heading by lining 
up with another distant object, but this can lead to serious error if 
true direction is not checked frequently. 
On the flat, featureless sand sheets where there are no 
landmarks, one mus t rely on a properly compensated compass mounted on 
the windshield. Dead reckoning in this way, while less accurate, is 
faster and less tedious than with the seemingly incessant stops needed 
with the hand-held compass, but the main difficulty is overriding by 
the liquid-filled cOlilpass as one bumps along over irregular surfaces. 
In extensive areas of broken terrain, frequent stops are needed to 
allow the compass to settle and to line up a new mark. Because such 
marks are seldom more than a few kilometers away, one is cons tantly 
looking for additional marks farther ahead and alternate marks in bet-
ween as the main target disappears from view. Only those who have 
experienced this kind of desert driving can appreciate how exhausting 
it can be. One often does not realize the degree of their fatigue 
until the stop at Ule end of the day, but an objective successfully 
reached makes it all worthwhile. 
Wherever possible, the objective of dead reckoning should be a 
clearly recognizable or identifiable landmark, and the route must be 
faithfully plotted on the map. Only in this way are discrepancies apt 
to be discovered in time to be usefully corrected. With this degree 
of care and a distinct landmark as the day's objective, one is 
impressed with the accuracy with which distant locations can be 
reached. After a field season or two, as one becomes more familiar 
wittl Ule landscape, a high degree of confidence can be attained. This 
is the stage at which one has to guard against being overconfident 
and therefore careless. The desert is notorious for the unforeseen to 
happen. In a sandstorm visibility is commonly reduced to only a few 
meters, and pat terns or tracks on the desert surface can be obli-
terated in minutes. 
One of the mos t common mis takes of desert travel is the at tempt 
to rely on old tracks. It is incredible how subtly the wrong track 
can lead one as tray, and now with ever more people mo toring in the 
Western Desert, such as petroleum exploration parties, scientific 
expeditions, and even desert tours, there are many tracks that are not 
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a part of the traditional routes of Bagnold or the LRDG. In following 
one's own tracks, distance and direction records should be faithfully 
continued as a check and as a backup in case the tracks have been 
obliterated. This is particularly true at night, and more than one 
desert traveler has been embarrassed by going the wrong way on his 
outbound tracks. 
A significant factor noticed when being guided by a native guide 
was a bias for the left whenever a choice had to be made in deviat ing 
from the main course. In one case, it was apparent from dead 
reckoning that we were veering too far to the south from our intended 
southwe.s terly heading (Haynes and others, 1979). By Knowing the 
direction in which we were off course we were able to head due north 
and pick up the lost caravan track. \vhen dead reckoning over long 
distances, it can be useful to maintain a slight bias in order to 
err toward fallliliar ground or to know on which side an ob jecti ve may 
be in case it is lllissed. 
When avoiding difficult ground such as dunes, the most reliable 
procedure is to take a new course until the obstacle can be passed by 
one or two more straight legs. In so doing, one is often tempted by 
apparent stlOrt cuts that can lead to cul de sacs. Needless to say, it 
takes very few deviations of tnis type to introduce' large errors in 
one's navigation. One solution is to have a second vehicle (it is 
always best to proceed with no less than two vehicles in desert 
travel), wait while the first explores the route. If a way through is 
found, the second vehicle can proceed after a preset waiting time. If 
not tne first vehicle can return and pick up where :it left off. All 
of tnese cautions and good intentions are not, however, always 
followed. 
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Q 
Figure 3.2 Vertical card compass mounted on windshield of 
Volkswagen Type 181 desert vehicle. 
Vertical Card Compass 
On the present journey while being guided by Saleh and Ayed we 
maintained a dead reckoning course log and map plot (Fig. 3.1) by use 
of a properly compensated vertical card magnetic compass manufactured 
for aircraft by Hamilton Instruments, Inc., Houston, Texas. The 
advantages of this ins trulllent over the standard liquid filled compass 
is that ttle motion is damped so there is essentially no override, and 
vibrations are not detrimental. Thus, the compass can be read while 
underway even over fairly rough terrain. With the compass mounted on 
ttle windshield of our Volkswagen Type 181 (Fig. 3.2), and centered 
between the two seats, both the driver and navigator could monitor it. 
Ove-r rough ground, the navigator advised the driver of any course 
corrections necessary, leaving tlim free to maintain visual contact 
wittl the route. Also, the driver advised the navigator whenever a 
significant change in course was made or anticipated. 
Periodically, the vertical card compass was checked by Brunton, 
wi ttl declination properly set, by either sighting back along the 
tracks if straight, or by sighting along the long axis of the vehicle 
frOId far enough in front to avoid its magnetic effect. If mapped 
landmarks were in view and positively identified, we would check our 
position by resection. 
NIMBUS-6 1~1S EXPERIMENT 
In addition to these traditional methods of desert navigation, 
the Nimbus-6 RA1:1S (Remo te Access Measurement Sys tem) was used to 
obtain location data that would aid in plotting the field trip route. 
The system operates by transmission of a signal from the ground to a 
satellite, which is ttlen relayed to a ground receiving station where 
frequency shifts in the transmitted signal are converted into ground 
locations by knowing the precise orbital track. The RAMS system was 
used for three reasons: 1) Available map coverage of the Gebel 
Uweinat - Gilf Kebir region is limited to 1:500,000 scale maps made 
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on the basis of surveys done before and during Horld War II; 2) 
Uncertainties in the accuracy of desert navigation (essentially 
mileage and azimuth recordings) made an alternate means of plotting 
sample locations desirable; and 3) In order to test the "search and 
rescue" capabilities of the RAMS, and in the absence of any other 
means of communication, the transmitter was equipped with a switch 
that would relay a message signalling an emergency situation. 
Logistics 
The ground-based platform for the Nimbus-6 RAMS communications 
link consists of three parts; a power supply, transmitter and antenna. 
A 12 vol t Gel Cel bat-tery (fully charged before the trip) provided 
power to the transmitter continuously for two weeks. The transmitter 
(manufac tured by Handar) had the capab il i ty to send messages on four 
channels during each transmission. For our use, however, it was pre-
set for no message transmission during normal operation, and full-
scale transmission on the first channel during an emergency. During 
operation, both battery and transmitter (wrapped in I-inch foam for 
cushioning) were kept on the rear floor of the vehicle. No problems 
were encountered with either the transmitter or the battery. 
Locating the antenna (manufactured by CHU Associates) at the 
highest point of a canvas-covered vellicle was much more difficult. A 
wooden antenna mount made before the trip proved unsuitable after one 
day in the field. Consequently, the antenna was bol ted to the body of 
the vehicle (Fig. 3.3). This position resulted in 90-100° loss of the 
(circular) radiation pattern of the antenna, but using the predicted 
pass time, an attempt was made to favorably orient the vehicle with 
the antenna facing the spacecraft. 
Resul ts 
The resul ts of the Nimbus-6 RAMS calculated locations and those 
from navigation while en route are presented in Table 3.1. As a 
minimum, at leas t one location per day was expected, al though up to 
three per day were possible. Hefore the trip, it was not known 
whether the Nimbus-6 communications link would be operating during the 
nighttime passes in order to provide addi tional coverage. For the 11 
days of the Gilf Kebir - Gebel Uweinat trip, 31 translfliss ions were 
received at Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbel t, Naryland. 
During the emergency tes t procedure on October 13, 2 transmiss ions 
were received. Of these 33 transmissions, sufficient data were 
received for computing 22 locations. 
Locations computed froul RAHS do not compare well with those 
plotted from the more traditional mettlOds of desert navigation (Fig. 
3.1). During the trip a record of mileage and direction was kept 
independently by both authors; one familiar with the terrain (C. V .H.), 
and one unfamiliar with the terrain (T .A.H.). Despite tnis obser-
vational bias, over one stretch of 367 km (from Hir Sahara to the Gilf 
Kebir), the final navigated positions fall within 10 kID of each other. 
However, of the 22 total locations computed by the RAl:1S, only 11 were 
within 10 km of the navigated positions. Of these li locations, 9 
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Table 3.1 Comparison of Nimbus - Rill1S and Navigated Tracking Data. 
Day Local No. Transmissions Location Error** RAJ.'1S CALCULATED NAVIGATED Difference 
Time Received Hethod* LAT. LONG. LAT. LONG. (km) 
9/26 I2:44pm 9 IPP 96.6 24.79 29.87 24.58 29.83 16 
(9/27) 12:09am 15 IPP 100.0 22.93 28.76 22.93 28.76 ±3 
9/27 10:28am 12 1PP 99.9 22.99 29.03 22.91 28.90 14 
12:01pm 13 1PP 100.0 23.16 29.79 22.66 28.42 150 
1:50pm 10 IPP 99.9 22.89 28.43 22.83 28.77 6 
11:41pm 3 no location computed 
9/28 11: 21am 25 2PP 21.0 23.00 29.13 23.00 29.23 12 1:07pm 
I 10:49pm 10 IPP 38.7 22.91 28.76 22.80 28.52 ±3 (N 
tV 
l 9/29 12:24pm 12 IPP 100.0 23.23 28.80 23.20 28.70 10 
2:16pm 4 IPP 58.9 23.29 28.80 23.20 28.43 8 
(9/30) 12:05am 3 no location computed 
9/30 10:04am 3 no location computed 
11:11pm 12 IPP 23.03 26.45 23.05 26.45 ±3 
( 10/l) 2:51am 2 no location computed 
10/1 11:03am 23 2PP 48.0 23.06 26.45 23.05 26.45 ±3 12:48pm 
(10/2) 12:27am 3 no location computed 
10/2 10:25am 9 1PP 99.2 22.94 26.12 23.05 26.03 15 
12:08pm 21 2PP 37.0 22.98 25.66 22.67 25.76 33 1:55pm 
10/3 11:35am 19 2PP 45.0 22.05 25.11 22.05 25.11 ±3 1: 13pm 
10/4 10:45am 9 IPP 60.3 22.43 25.32 22.65 25.72 48 
2:18pm 5 1PP 50.2 22.78 26.00 23.10 26.08 40 
11:59pm 12 1PP 100.0 23.05 26.45 23.05 26.45 ±3 
10/5 10:07am 6 1PP 99.8 23.19 26.56 23.08 26.92 44 
11 :58am 25 2PP 32.0 22.81 26.89 23.07 27.58 76 1:35pm 
11: 18pm 10 1PP 99.0 24.15 29.61 24.17 29.57 ±3 
10/6 12:53pm 11 1PP 50.3 25.45 30.51 25.45 30.51 ±J 
Emergency Test 
10/13 11:35am 15 1PP 100.0 28.50 29.14 28.45 29.35 7 
11:00pm 3 no location computed 
I 
0:l 
0:l 
* IPP: one pass position; 2PP: two pass position (Location is computed for first transmission time). j 
** Test for accuracy; on one pass position, 100.0 is best score. On two pass positions, 50.0 is best 
score. 
Figure 3.3 Nimbus-6 RAMS antenna mounted on rear of Volkswagen 
Type 181 desert vehicle. 
were from camp or otherwise stationary pos it ions. The average dif-
ference between RAMS and navigated locations is 3.4 km for stationary 
transmissions, and 36.3 km for transmissions while en route (tracking 
data are summarized in Table 3.2). 
The lack of correspondence of navigated versus RAMS-calculated 
positions most likely resul ts from a combination of several factors, 
al though orbit geometry, placement of the antenna, and the roughness 
of the terrain are thought to be mos t important. For example, the 
12 :01 PM location on September 27 (discrepancy of 150 km) was 
transmitted from the middle of the Abu Hussein dune field while the 
Table 3.2 Summary of Nimbus - RM1S Tracking Data. 
Total No. Transmissions received 
Total No. Locations computed 
Hinimum expected locations (No. days in field) 
DISCREPANCIES 
No. Locations in camp or stationary 
Average error of stationary locations 
No. Locations while en route 
Average error of ~ route locations 
Total Locations computed 
Total Locations < 10 km off 
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33 
22 
11 
9 
3.4 
13 
36.3 
22 
11 
km 
km 
vehicle was making a wide turn from west to north. The angle from 
horizontal to the spacecraft at this time was 85°, greater than the 
10°-80° needed for optimum locations. 
The test of the emergency switch on October 13 performed as 
expected, and indicated that the battery had remained fully charged. 
The battery voltage was further confirmed upon return to Goddard Space 
Flight Center, and no significant loss of power had taken place 
throughout the trip. 
Recommendations 
Equipment. Neither the transmitter nor battery created any problems 
during the trip. However, for the extremely rough terrain, suitable 
means of strongly anchoring the antenna is necessary. Since mos t 
desert vehicles have canvas tops, the antenna eannot be bolted 
directly to the top of the vehicle, as the struts that support the 
roof are not strong enough to support the antenna. Any vertical-pole 
mount must be secured by guy lines attached as close as possible to 
the top of the antenna. Judging from the results of this experiment, 
however, the most important consideration is keeping the antenna sta-
tionary for the duration ·of a pass. Consequently, predictions of pass 
times are a necessity, as are predictions of the groundtrack 
(spacecraft sub-point) so that a proper antenna-spacecraft orientation 
can be maintained. Even this mode of operation can create problems 
for a large caravan, since it means that at least one of the vehicles 
must stop for each pass. At present, however, this seems to be the 
only feasible method to improve the accuracy of location data. 
Data Handling. During this experiment, two-pass positions were calcu-
lated for 5 0 f the locations. Although these locations would theore-
tically be more accurate than one-pass positions, the actual location 
of the transmitter had changed several tens of kilometers between the 
times of the two transmissions. A potential improvement in the calcu-
lation procedure would be the capability to calculate these 
transmissions as one-pass positions. 
Potential for Remote Desert Studies 
In spite of the large discrepancies in location resulting from 
this experiment, the Nimbus-6 RAMS has great potential for studies of 
the remote regions of the world. With suitable accuracy, this system 
will aid future desert studies by: 
1. Allowing a group (or several groups) to remain in the field 
with a communication device that could be relied on in an 
emergency situation. 
2. Providing location data that would be useful for both 
locating samples and checking navigation. 
3. Providing real-time data (locations while still in the 
field) that could be used for field checks on the locations of 
known landmarks and other features, and for correcting the field 
trip route during travel. 
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4. Adding two-way communication with the outside world. In 
addition to the added sense of security, this would provide an 
internal test on the operating condition of the system. 
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ABSTRACT 
No systematic aepial photogpaphs wepe eVep obta-ined of 
the southwestepn papt of the Westepn Desept of Egypt. This 
lack of aepial photogpaphs incpeases the value of images 
taken fpom space in studying the landscapes of this papt of 
the desept. Covepage fpom space of the Westem Desept of 
Egypt includes data fpom the manned missions of Gemini IV 
thpough XII, Apollo ? and 9, Skylab 2, 3, and 4, and pap-
ticulaply the Apollo-Soyuz Test Ppoject. It also includes 
images obtained by the unmanned Landsat spacecpaft and 
weathep satellites such as Meteosat. Detailed study of the 
landfopms in this desept is hampeped by the low 'Y'esolution 
of space images and photogpaphs. It is pecommended that 
high pesolution photogpaphs of this desept be taken by the 
Lapge F'opmat Camepa on the Space Shuttle. Such photogpaphs 
should be used in rraking lapge-scale topogmph'ic rraps of the 
Westepn Desept, papticulaply its southwestepn papt. Othep 
data that may be hel pful in the futupe incl ude the tel evi-
sion (RBV) images fpom Landsat 3 and stepeo, high pesolution 
images fpom the F'pench SPOT spacecpaft. . 
INTRODUCTION 
The Western Desert occupies 681,000 km2 , more than two-thirds the 
land area of Egypt. It is basically a rocky platform crossed in 
places by parallel belts of sand dunes. The generally flat terrain is 
broken by numerous depressions that enclose oases , and in the south-
western part, by the Gilf Kebir sandstone plateau and the granitic 
mountains of the Uweinat region (Said, 1962). 
Aerial photographic coverage of this desert is patchy. The only 
part that is adequately photographed is the coastal strip; much of the 
coverage was obtained during World War II. Also, the western borders 
of the Nile Valley were photographed along with the oases, because of 
their value to agricultural and other economic development. The rest 
of the desert, particularly the southwes tern part has never been 
systematically photographed by aerial cameras. 
The lack of aerial photographs increases the value of those taken 
from Earth orbit. Since the advent of NASA's manned space program, 
orbital photographs have been used to provide information on remote, 
inaccess ible and unexplored areas. Because of their large regional 
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Figure 4.1 Enlargement of t'ieteosat image, at 2.5 km resolution, 
showing Egypt and parts of Libya and Sudan. Arrow 
points to the Uweinat Hountain (photo courtesy of G. 
Hunt). 
coverage, these photographs provided a new perspective and an effec-
tive tool to study large-scale 1andforIlls. These photographs were 
later supplemented by images obtained by unmanned satellites such as 
Landsat andi"leteosat (Fig. 4.1). 
Table 4.1 lists the usable photographs and images covering parts 
of the deserts of Egypt. This list is here provided to allow ordering 
individual frames from NASA. The list includes those obtained on the 
Gelaini IV through XII (55 frames), Apollo missions 7 and 9 (15 
frames), SKy1ab lilissions 2,3 and 4 (40 frames), Apollo-Soyuz Test 
Project (53 frames). Of nearly 500 images with less than 30% cloud 
cover rrom Landsat satellites, 65 reasonably cloud free images from 
Landsat 1 alone provide complete coverage of the deserts of Egypt 
(Table 4.2; Fig. 4.2). 
ASTRONAUT PHOTOGRAPHS 
All the American astronauts who orbited the Earth agreed that 
the view from space was wondrous. During the Hercury, Gemini and 
early Apollo flights it was quickly realized that trained astronauts 
were able to expertly describe observed phenomena and adequately pho-
tograph significant features (El-Haz, 1977). 
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Table 4.1 Earth Orbital Photographs Covering the Egyptian Deserts 
GEHINI IV 
S-65-34664 
S-65-34665 
S-65-34668 
S-65-34776 
S-65-34779 
S-65-34780 
S-65-34781 
S-65-34782 
S-65-34783 
S-65-34784 
GEMINI V 
S-65-45569 
S-65-45606 
S-65-45697 
S-65-45608 
S-65-45626 
S-65-45736 
S-65-45778 
GEMINI VII 
S-66-63535 
S-65-63748 
S-65-63749 
S-65-63849 
8-65-63850 
S-65-64006 
GEHINI X 
S-66-45678 
S-66-45679 
S-66-45680 
S-66-45681 
GEMINI XI 
S-66-54528 
S-66-54529 
S-66-54530 
S-66-54531 
S-66-54662 
S-66-54663 
S-66-54664 
S-66-54"1"16 
S-66-54777 
S-66-54778 
S-66-54893 
S-66-54895 
GEJvIINI XII 
S-66-62986 
S-66-62987 
S-66-63081 
S-66-63476 
S-66-63477 
S-66-63478 
S-66-63479 
S-66-63480 
S-66-63481 
S-66-63402 
S-66-63529 
S-66-63530 
S-66-63531 
S-66-63532 
S-66-63533 
S-66-63534 
APOLLO 7 
AS7-5-1622 
AS7-6-1693 
AS7-6-1694 
AS7-8-1905 
AS7-8-1906 
AS7-11-1999 
AS7-11-2000 
AS7-11-2003 
A87-11-2006 
AS7-11-2008 
AS7-11-2009 
APOL10 9 
AS9-20-3176 
AS9-2 0-317 7 
AS9-23-3521 
AS9-23-3522 
SKY LAB 2 
SL2-106-1142 
SL2-106-1143 
SL2-106-1144 
SKYLAll 3 
SL3-115-1884 
SL3-115-1885 
SL3-115-1886 
SL3-115-1900 
SL3-115-1901 
S13-115-1917 
SL3-115-1918 
SL3-115-1919 
S13-115-1920 
SL3-115-1921 
SL3-118-2158 
SL3-122-2620 
SL3-129-3076 
SL3-129-3077 
SKY LAB 4 
SL4-138-3769 
SL4-138-3770 
SL4-138-3771 
S14-138-3772 
SL4-138-3773 
SL4-138-3790 
SL4-138-3815 
SL4-138-3369 
SL4-190-6993 
SL4-194-7219 
S14-194-7220 
S1I1--194-7221 
SL4-194-7222 
S14-194-7254 
S14-194-7255 
S1I1--194-7256 
SL4-194-7257 
SL4-194-7258 
S14-194-7259 
S1I+-19 /1--7261 
S14-194-7262 
S14-208-8143 
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APOLLO-SOYUZ 
70 mm Camera 
AST-1-048 
AST-1-049 
AST-1-050 
AST-1-051 
AST-2-126 
AST-2-127 
AST-2-128 
AST-2-129 
AST-2-130 
AST-2-131 
AST-2-132 
AST-2-133 
AST-2-134 
AST-2-135 
AST-2-136 
AST-2-137 
AST-2-138 
AST-2-139 
AST-2-140 
AST-9-553 
AST-9-554 
AST-9-555 
AST-9-556 
AST-9-557 
AST-9-558 
AST-13-843 
AST-13-844 ~ 
AST-13-845 
AST-13-846 
AST-13-847 
AST-13-848 
AST-13-849 
AST-13-850 
AST-13-851 
AST-13-852 
70 mm Jliapper 
AST-16-1246 
AST-16-1247 
AST-16-1248 
AST-16-1249 
AST-16-1250 
AST-16-1251 
AST-16-1252 
AST-16-1253 
AST-16-1254 
AST-16-1255 
AST-16-1256 
AST-16-1257 
AST-16-1258 
AST-16-1259 
AST-16-1260 
35 mm Camera 
11.ST-31-2633 
AST-31-2634 
AST-31-2635 
Figure 4.2 Landsat 1 coverage of Egypt; image numbers correspond to 
those listed in Table 4.2. 
At the start of the American manned space fligtlts, Mercury 6 
ttlrough 9, an informal surface observation and photography experiment 
was conducted. The most valuable photographs were obtained on Hercury 
9 by astronaut Gordon Cboper ,who also made several observations that 
Table 4.2 Landsat 1 Frames Providing Complete Cbverage of Egypt. 
--.. -----~----------"--~--------.-
.. ~-.-.----~--.--,-----.~.-,. 
--------
1. t:-llS7-0S230 17. E-1204-0S1S2 33. E-ll13-0Sl32 49. E-1112-0S0S3 
2. E:-1204-0Sl73 18. E-11l3-0Sl23 34. E-1058-0S065 50. E-1165-0S023 
3. E-1113-08ll4 19. E-1058-08060 35. E-1165-080l4 51. E-lllO-075 7 0 
4. E-105d-OS05l 20. E-1039-0S00l 36. E-lll0-07561 52. E-ll09-075l1 
5. E-1039-07592 21. E-1110-07552 37. E-1I09-07502 53. E-1144-07453 
6. E-LL64-07541 22. E-1145-07493 3S. E-1144-07444 54. E-ll07-07394 
7 • t:-1145-07484 23. E-llOB-07434 39. E-1204 OS194 55. E-12l4-0734l 
S. 1~-1l69-08;Ul 24. E-1205-0S243 40. E-1113-0Sl35 56. E-1042-0Sl93 
9. E-1204-0Sl80 25. E-1204-081S5 41. E-1112-0S0S0 57. E-113l-0Sl44 
10. E-1LL3-0B12l 26. E-1113-08130 42. E-120l-0S022 5S. E-1112-0S0S5 
11. E-1053-0S053 27 • E-1050-08062 43. E-11l0-07563 59. E-1165-0S025 
12. E-1039-07595 20. E-1039-08004 L~tt • E-1I09-07504 60. B-lllO 07572 
13. E-1074-07S41 29. E-LLl 0-0755 4 45. E-1I0S-07450 61. E-114l-07285 
14. E-114S-0749l 30. E-1145-'07500 46. E-1I07-07J92 62. E-1144-07455 
1). E-1144-074J2 31. E-ll OS-07 441 47. E-1204-0S200 63. E-1143-0740l 
16. E-12 OS-Od2 !·d 32. E-1042-0S1S2 4S. E-113l-0Sl4l 64. E-12l4-07344 
65. E-109l-07482 
-.-.. -.,-'"-.-.----.-,-.. ,-,-,,---.-.-.-.---~-.,-..-,------'--'-'---'--'~'-' ---,_. 
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showed that he was able to see more than expec ted. These resul ts 
generated considerable interest among the scientific community and 
encouraged plans for additional experiments on later missions. 
Photographs on these missions were obtained using handheld 
Hasselblad cameras (Cortright, 1968). The 70 mm format allowed 
enlargement of the originals without affecting the sharpness of the 
photographs. Color film was used, which increased the value of the 
data. Scientists working with astronaut-obtained photographs were 
able to discriminate subtle changes recorded on the film because of 
the high sensitivity of the human eye to color. Particularly in pho-
tographs of desert regions, color was a significant factor, and 
variations in the color were found to be meaningful (El-Baz, 1978a), 
thus adding to the scientific content of space-borne photographs. 
The first useful photographs of the Western Desert of Egypt were 
obtained by the Gemini missions. These photographs provided views of 
the remote southwestern regions and allowed mapping of the morphology 
(Pesce, 1968). One particular photograph with large regional coverage 
(S-66-54528) vividly portrayed the flow directions of sand dune belts 
among the topographically-high plateaus and granitic mountains (Fig. 
4.3). 
A near vertical view of the Uweinat Mountain was also obtained by 
the Gemini XI mission (S-66-54776). Taken from an altitude of 482 
km, the photograph showed the details of the mountains of Uweinat, 
Figure 4.3 The eastern Sahara as viewed by Gemini XI, photograph 
number S-66-54528. 
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Figure 4.4 Apollo 7 view of the Gilf Kebir plateau. Width of pho-
tograph at top is approximately 140 km. 
Archenu, Kissu, and Babein, all of which are circular granitic intru-
sions (Pesce, 1968, p. 62). The same view showed details of the 
southern Gilf Kebir and the diversity in the directions of dune belts 
as they made their way between the topographic highs. 
Perhaps the best photograph of the 
obtained by Apollo mission 7 (Fig. 4.4). 
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Gilf Kebir plateau was 
The southern half of the 
Gilf was depicted as a flat and smooth-surfaced plateau with straight 
wes tern borders. The photograph clearly displayed the numerous deep 
canyons particularly in the southeastern border. The canyons were 
clearly formed by water erosion under rainy conditions, which pre-
vailed over 8,000 years ago. These canyons were Ilnrphologically com-
pared to similar gorges in the martian canyonlands (Maxwell and 
El-Baz, 1979). 
Apollo mission 9 obtained two noteworthy photographs of the 
southern part of the Western Desert of Egypt. The first, AS9-23-2533, 
depicted the Uweinat Mountain region, particularly the sand dune 
bel ts in southwes t Egypt (Nicks, 1970). The second, AS9-20-3l76, 
showed the vas t plains of the southeas tern part of the desert. In 
this photograph east-west trending scarps were clearly displayed along 
with patches of light-colored deposits, which marked the sites of 
ancient playa deposits of former lakes. 
The Skylab astronauts also obtained useful photographs of the 
southern part of the VJestern Desert of Egypt. Two photographs in par-
ticular provided new information on the Darb El-Arba' in Desert (as 
named by Vance Haynes in this volume), in the southeast (SL4-l38-3770), 
and on the extension of features in the southwest part deep into Sudan 
(SL3-ll5-l900)o In the latter photograph, it is clear that the light-
colored streaks in Egypt extend into the Sudan with a distinct veering 
towards the southwest (Fig. 4.5). The scarps and isolated hills typi-
Figure 4.5 Skylab 3 photograph of the southwes tern desert of Egypt 
and the northwestern desert of Sudan, showing the curved 
nature of eolian streaks (SL3-115-1900). 
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cal of tne Hestern Desert are also prevalent in northwestern Sudan. 
The nUlllerous color variations in this photograph are not yet fully 
understood. 
Photography of the deserts of Egypt was considered a major ob jec-
tive on the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP). ASTP photographs were 
obtained \vith one Nikon and two Hasselblad 70mm cameras (Table 4.1). 
One 70mlll camera was bracket-mounted and was equipped with an inter-
valometer and reseau plate to provide stereo mapping photography. 
Tl1e second camera had a single lens reflex mechanism for handheld 
photography. Some photographs were taken with a color sensitive film 
(SO-l42.) that was specifically selected for desert photography 
(EI-Baz, 1977). 
Tl1e ASTP photographic coverage is sho~m in Figure 4.6. Some of 
the photographs covered areas previously photographed on earlier 
missions, for example the Uweinat t10untain region (Fig. 4.7). This 
allowed [ilaking comparisons of the two data sets to study changes with 
time. Using a Bausch and Lomb model ZT-4 Zoom Transfer Scope, one 
pho tograpn can be pro jected onto ano ther, despite differences in obli-
quity and scale, by optically rotattng, stretctling, and enlarging one 
of the photographs. 
One such comparison 
(Slezak and El-Baz, 1979). 
"vas made of the Uweinat Hountain region 
As ShovVIl in Figure 4.7, the wind-deposited 
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30 32 
Egypt from the 
are lis ted in 
Apollo-Soyuz 
Table 4.1. 
sand between the mountain highs is much lighter in color than the 
surroundings. The region was analyzed in an effort to determine the 
temporal changes that may have occurred between the time of the Apollo 
9 photograph that was taken in 1969 (AS9-23-3533) and the ASTP photo-
graphs that were taken in 1975 (AST-2-l26, 127, 129, and 130). It was 
found that the lateral shift distance of sand in the region was 2.5 km 
in 6 years, or more than 400 m per year (Slezak and El-Baz, 1979, p. 
269) • 
LANDSAT IMAGES 
The unmanned Landsat satellites operate from the relatively high 
al titude of approximately 920 km. Landsat spacecraft are in a near-
polar orbit (81 0 inclination) and travel around the Earth every 103 
minutes. Therefore, they fly over the same area of the Earth every 18 
days. Each spacecraft is equipped with scanners that image portions 
of the Earth on selected orbit. 
The Landsat multispectral scanners produce images representing 
four different bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. The four black-
and-white bands are designated as follows: band 4 for the green 
spectral region (0.5 to 0.6 microns); band 5 for the red spectral 
region (0.6 to 0.7 microns); band 6 for the near-infrared region (0.7 
to 0.8 microns); and band 7 also for the near-infrared region (0.8 to 
1.1 microns). 
Figure 4.7 Apollo-Soyuz photograph of the Uweinat Mountain region. 
Note the bright sand dune belts between the topographic 
highs (AST-2-127). 
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Light reflectance data from the four scanner channels are con-
verted first into electrical signals, then into digital form for 
transmission to receiving stations on Earth. The recorded digital 
video data are re-formatted into computer compatible tapes and/or con-
verted at special processing laboratories to black-and-white photo 
images. The images from the four bands can be recorded on four black-
and -whi te films from which photographic prints are made in the usual 
manner. 
Because each of the four bands records a different range of 
radiation, the black-and-white images generated for each band display 
different sorts of information. Combinations of three or four of the 
bands produce false-color composites. Such composites covering the 
total area of Egypt (Fig. 4.2), have been made, annotated and 
published (El-Baz, 1979a). 
The effective resolution of Landsat images at 1:1,000,000 scale 
is approximately 400 m. However, the Landsat data can be computer-
enhanced to produce images at 1:250,000 scale and larger. The effec-
tive resolution of enhanced images becomes about 150 m, which is 
double the size of individual picture elements (one "pixel" = 80 m). 
However, linear and very high-contrast features the size of a pixel 
can be detected in such enhanced images. 
The difference between the standard and enhanced Landsat products 
is shown in Figure 4.8. The standard image shows part of the Nile 
Valley in the upper right corner and the Kharga Depression in the 
lower left. Terrain characteristics are barely discernible in this 
image. Only the bright-colored dune bel ts within the dark-floored 
Kharga depression are barely visible. However, the enhanced image of 
part of the Kharga depression clearly displays the lineated nature of 
the yardang field north of Kharga. This image also shows the texture 
of sand dune belts and the road that connects Kharga with Dakhla Oasis 
to the west and the Nile Valley to the northeast. 
To date, only a few images covering the Western Desert oases and 
the Uweinat Mountain - Gilf Kebir region have been enhanced. The cost 
of this computer enhancement, over $1,000 per image, has limited the 
amount of Landsat images that are fully utilizable in photogeologic 
interpretations. 
Landsat spacecraft 1, 2 and 3 were also equipped with a televi-
sion camera system referred to by the acronym RBV, for return beam 
vidicon. This system was shut down early in Landsat 1 operation and 
only worked occas ionally on Landsat 2. Digital images from the REV 
contain additional information, in the visible range, to the 
mul tispectral data. For this reason it was recently recommended to 
NASA to acquire RBV images of the Western Desert from Landsat 3. 
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(A) Landsat image of the Kharga depression (lower left) 
and part of the Nile Valley (upper right corner); (B) 
Computer enhanced part of image marked by a box in (A). 
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RECOMHENDATIONS FOR FUTURE MISSIONS 
The Large Format Camera 
The Space Shuttle program will allow the application of what has 
been learned on previous space missions to better photograph the Earth 
from orbit. The earliest such use will be of the "Large Format 
Camera" (LFC; as shown in Fig. 4.9) to allow the acquisition of 
mapping quality, vertical, stereo, color, and high-resolution pho-
tographs from orbit. Photographs from this camera can be used for 
mapping utilizing conventional techniques and instruments without 
costly electronic and digital enhancement or image correction. 
The LFC derives its name from the size of its individual frames; 
45.7 cm in length and 22.9 cm in width. Its 305 mm, f/6 lens has a 
40 0 x 74 0 field-of-view. The film will be driven by a forward motion 
compensation unit as it is exposed on a vacuum platen (El-Baz and 
Ondrejka, 1978). 
The LFC system resolution will be 100 lines/mm (1000:1 contrast) 
to 88 lines/mll1 (2:1 ,contrast). This means a photo-optical resolution 
of 10 to 20 m from an al titude of 260 km. The camera will have the 
ability to utilize a number of films, including Kodak high resolution 
. black-and-white (3414), color (SO-356), and color infrared (SO-13l) in 
magazines with a capacity of 1,200 m of film. Also an electronic 
f il ter changer will permit different films to be used during a single 
mission. 
Orthophotomaps may be made from LFC orbital photographs at scales 
of 1:100,000 and 1:50,000. The operating framing rate of 80% will 
provide the required base/height ratio for topographic mapping with 20 
111 co n to u r s (Do yl e, 1979). 
Figure 4.9 Sketch illustrating the deployment of the Large Format 
Camera (LFC) in the Space Shuttle cargo bay (from El-Baz 
and Ondrejka, 1978, p. 716). 
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ooth the resolution and the geometric accuracy of the LFC make it 
very suitable for photography of the southern part of the Hestern 
Desert of Egypt. It is recommended that such photographs be taken to 
allow geologic interpretations and the making of large scale 
topographic maps. High resolution photographs and accurate 
topographic maps are required for detailed study of this region, both 
for its development potential and for analog correlation with the 
martian deserts. 
The SPOT System 
The European Space Agency has adopted the SPOT system as one of 
its major earth observation programs. SPOT is a mul ti-mission plat-
form that was initiated as part of the national space program of 
France (Honvault, 1980), with the first satellite to be launched in 
1985 using an Ariane rocket. 
The basic data acquisition system is composed of two imaging 
instruments in the visible and near-infrared spectra within a 60 kill 
field-of-view. These instruments utilize the recently-developed 
"linear array" detector technology rather than the Landsat type 
"scanners". The detectors will allow the acquisition of images with 
the ground resolution of 20 m in the mul tispectral (3 band) mode, and 
10 m in the panchroillatic mode. 
SPOT instruments will also be able to acquire stereoscopic images 
of the same area of the Earth. This will be accomplished by a mirror 
placed in the opening of each ins trument that may be swiveled ±26°. 
Tnis mirror will allow the instruments to acquire images of areas as 
distant from the satellite ground track as 400 kill. ~ath the satellite 
placed in a sun-synchronous 98.7 0 inclination orbit at 822 km above 
Earth, it will cover the globe in 26 days, with access to a given area 
a t an average of 2.5 days. The platform mass of SPOT is 920 kg with a 
maximUlll payload mass of 800 kg. With the solar power panels extended 
it will measure 6 m in length by 12 m in wid the The spectral bands of 
each sensor will cover the following ranges: (a) 0.50 - 0.59 microns, 
0.61 - 0.69 microns, and 0.79 - 0.90 microns for the three Illulti-
spectral bands (20 m resolution); and (b) 0.50 - 0.90 microns for the 
panchromatic sensor (10 m resolution). 
Botn the resolution and the stereo coverage of the panchromatic 
sensor make it suitable for photography of subtle topographic 
features, such as those of the \Jestern Desert. SPOT images should be 
obtained of this desert for use in photogeologic interpretations and 
for analog correlations with features of tiars. 
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LINEATION PATTERNS OF THE CENTRAL WESTERN DESERT 
H. A. EL-ETR and A. R. MOUSTAFA 
Department of Geology 
Faculty of Science 
Ain Shams University 
Abbasia, Cairo, Egypt 
ABSTRACT 
Multi-band Landsat images (scale 1:1,000,000 and 
1 :500,000) UJefie used to delineate the photo linea-I;ions of 
an aflea appfloximately 281,280 km2 in the centflal Westefln 
Deseflt. A total of 481 lineaments UJefie detected, of which 
197 [ineafl featufles afle in the Bahafliya flegion (41,750 sq 
km). FOfl compaflison pUflposes, aeflial photogflaphs (scale 
1 :60,000) and mosaics (scale 1 :100,000) UJefie used to iden-
tify the detailed lineation pattefln of the main raflt of the 
Bahafliya flegion (appfloximately 18,530 sq km). In this ease, 
a total of 8,326 lineaments we fie identified. The study 
shoUJS that flegional photo lineation pattefln of the centflal 
Westefln Deseflt is chaflacteflized by a stflong pflefeflfled oflien-
tation in the NW to NNW and ENE diflections. Local 
deviations, hOUJevefl, also OCCUfi in the Bahafliya flegion. 
These afle attflibuted mainly to lithostflatigflaphic contflol. 
Space image fly is valuable in deciphefling flegional 
[ineations that may be obscufled in aeflial photogflaphs and 
mosaics. Such lineations contflol, to a substantial de gfle e , 
the shapes of the Si1iJa, Bahafliya, and Faflaffla Depflessions. 
Aeflial photogflaphy, hOUJevefl, is still an indispensable 
souflce of data with significant details of diflect beafling on 
the local and semi-flegional scales and pflovides a high fleso-
lution medium fOfl checking the details and "gflound meaning" 
of flegional featufles on space imageflY. 
INTRODUCTION 
Photo lineations are defined as natural linear or curvilinear 
features of any length, including topographic, physiographic, 
1i tho1ogic, structural, vegetation, or soil zonal alignment, visible 
primarily on aerial photographs (E1-Etr, 1976). Lineaments detected 
in surface or near surface rocks may reflect significant linear struc-
tures (e.g. faults) in the basement rocks underlying the sedimentary 
section (Hodgson and others, 1976) or they may be expressions of 
smaller or shallower linear structures originating in the surface or 
near surface rocks (e.g. related to the joint and fracture systems of 
these rocks). The advent of space imagery has provided a powerful 
tool for the direct identification of regional lineaments (10 kIn to 
)100 kIn). 
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Space images provide wide coverage, revealing lineations which 
cannot be detected on aerial photographs, and providing means for spa-
tial correlation between widely separated features. The Landsat ima-
ges used in this study are recorded in four spectral bands designated 
4 through 7; the first two are in the range of the visible light and 
the other two in the near-infrared range. Band 7, at 0.8 to 1.1 
microns is especially useful and has the following unique 
capabilities: (a) effective penetration of thin clouds and contrails 
under certain conditions and (b) definition of water/land interface 
with high precision, enabling detection aid identification of rather 
small circular and linear water bodies (Williams and Carter, 1976). 
Aerial photographs, although they cover smaller ground areas, do so at 
higher resolution and provide more details of lineations detected in 
space images. Both types of data are employed in this study. 
PROCEDURE OF STUDY 
The technique of quantitative photo lineation analysis was 
discussed by El-Etr (1967 and 1976) and reviewed recently by El-Etr 
and Abdel Rahman (1976). In the present study, this technique is 
adopted for both space images and aerial photographs. The first step 
is to study the single band images (1:1,000,000) and plot the detected 
lineations on the corresponding 1: 500, 000 images. Reliabili ty orders 
are then assigned, the first order denoting the most pronounced 
lineations and the third order the mos t subtle. The lineations are 
annotated with lengths recorded in kilometers and orientations 
(azimuth) in classes of 10° of arc for later construction of frequency 
curves. The detected lineations are next checked on the false-color 
images (scale 1:1,000,000), and compiled on a false-color mosaic. 
The principal parameters used in the present study for the iden-
tification of photo lineations are persistent linear topographic 
expressions of scarps, ridges, and wadis, and linear features 
separating geologic units of different tone, texture or pattern. 
Features interpreted as faults, fractures, and joints are also 
included. 
LINEATIONS OF THE CENTRAL WESTERN DESERT 
The studied area of the Western Desert covers approximately 
281,280 km2 between latitudes 26°00'N and 30 0 30'N, and longitudes 24°E 
to 30 0 E. A total of 482 linear features with a total length of 6,488 
km were detected (Figure 5.1). A high lineation density is apparent in 
and adjacent to the depressions which contain oases. A pronounced 
lineament system in the Giarabub-Siwa region consists mainly of north-
westerly to west-northwesterly and east-northeasterly trends. In 
Bahariya, northeas t to eas t northeas t and no rtherly trends are 
conspicuous. The eastern part of Farafra is characterized by rel-
atively low lineation density. This region is underlain by relatively 
nonresistant Cretaceous chalks and shales, but the western part of 
Farafra, including El-Quss Abu Said Plateau shows a much higher 
lineation concentration with pronounced northwes terly to wes t-
northwes terly and northeas terly trends. This part of the depress ion 
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lines, and third order lineations shown by thin solid 
lines. 
is capped by more resistant Paleocene and Eocene limestone beds. 
Belts of high lineation density also connect the oases 
depressions. For example, a well-defined belt extends southeasterly 
from Giarabub through Siwa and the smaller Sitra and Nuweimisa 
depressions to Bahariya. This belt diffuses in a broader belt 
extending southeasterly from the southern part of Qattara to Bahariya. 
The Batlariya and Farafra oases are connected by a narrow bel t oriented 
northeasterly to east-northeasterly, and Farafra and Dakhla (further 
south) are connected by a north-northwesterly oriented belt. Such 
bel ts outline the boundaries of the physiographic provinces of the 
central Western Desert. 
Lineation density is evidently controlled by the underlying 
lithology and the extent of unconsolidated surficial materials (desert 
pavement, sand dunes, and sand sheets) under which bedrock exposures 
are concealed. Southeast of Qattara for example, the low lineation 
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concentration is a function of the presence of the poorly indurated 
clastic l'loghra Formation of Hiocene age (Said, 1962) as well as par-
tial concealment by sand dunes south of Qattara. Another low 
lineation density characterizes the Great Sand Sea (west of the 
depressions in Fig. 5.1). A higher lineation density is present on 
the indurated Harmarica Plateau (north of Siwa). The massive Eocene 
limestones exposed in the Bahariya-Farafra region are characterized by 
a high lineation concentration. 
LINEATIONS OF 'illE BAHARIYA REGION 
The Bahariya region was used as an experimental test site to 
check the validity of space imagery in comparison with conventional 
aerial photography. Accordingly, the lineation pattern of this region 
was identified twice, once from space images (Fig. 5.2) and another 
time from aerial photographs. The designation "Bahariya region" is 
used to lllean the inner oasis-containing depression and a portion of 
the surrounding area. The region studied is bounded by longitudes 
27°20'E to 30 0 00'E and latitudes 27°30'N to 29°00'N. It is approxi-
mately 41,750 km2 in area. 
Figure 5.2 
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Lineations of the Bahariya region detected from Landsat 
images. First order lineations shown by thick solid 
lines, second order lineations shown by thick dashed 
lines, and third order lineations shown by thin solid 
lines. 
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Cretaceous and Oligocene clastic rock units, as well as four main 
basal tic occurrences are exposed in the inner depression. The floor 
and walls of the outer depression are formed mainly of indurated 
Eocene limestone. Further east on the outer plateau, gravel spreads 
of Oligocene to Lower Miocene are superposed on the Eocene limestones. 
Northwards, Oligocene sands and gravels are exposed followed by the 
Niocene Noghra Formation. South southeasterly moving sand dunes of 
Chard Abu Nuharik, Chard Chorabi and others are found in the floor of 
the outer depression to the northeast and east of the inner 
depression. 
The lineation pattern of the Bahariya region shown in Figure 5.2 
includes the same linear features expressed in Figure 5.1, but they 
are here better expressed due to the larger scale of this map. The 
lineations have a greater concentration in the depression than on the 
surrounding plateau (outside the second scarp marked in Fig. 5.2). A 
total of 197 linear features totalling 2,101 km are illustrated. A 
significant portion of these lineaments bound the straighter parts of 
the scarp. The photo lineation pattern of the Bahariya region was 
identified steroscopically on aerial photographs (scale 1 :100,000). 
The area studied approximates 18,530 km2 and is bounCled by longitude 
28°00'E to 29°48'E and latitude 27°44'N to 29° l2'N. A total of 8,326 
linear features were detected The total length of lineaments is 
measured as 6,207 km. There are 3,690 first and second order 
lineaments totalling 3,376 km; 4,636 third order lineaments total 
2,831 km. 
Construction of more than 140 ~requency curve plots based space 
image and air photo lineation data was carried out to ascertain the 
predominant lineament trends. Analysis of the orientations derived on 
the basis of Landsat images shows significant trends of east-northeast 
and north-northwes t to northwes t. Air pho to lineations also display 
significant east-northeast and north-northwest trends, although there 
is much more scatter and peaks are more broad than in the case of 
space image lineation trends. 
Table 5.1 Comparison of Landsat and Air Photo Lineations. 
---_._-----
Original Scales 
Total Area Studied 
Total Number of Lineations 
Total Length of Lineations 
Average Lineation Length 
Significant Trends 
Landsat Pattern 
1:1,000,000 
1:500,000 
41,750 km2 
197 
2,101 km 
10.6 km 
ENE, NNW to NW 
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Air Photo Pattern 
1:100,00 
1:60,000 
18,530 km2 
8,326 
6,207 km 
.75 km 
ENE, NNW 
A comparison of the characteristics of the space image and air 
pllOtO lineation patterns is summarized in Table 5.1. Several conclu-
sions can be drawn from the comparison: 
1. The long linear features seen on space images are commonly 
seen to consist of several pieces in air photos due to local 
(natural or mechanical) detail. 
2. A single linear feature in a space image may actually consist 
of linear belts of en echelon lineations; this can be determined 
by examination of the corresponding aerial photograph. 
3. Because of resolution limitations, small-sized lineation 
detec ted in air photos may be missed completely in space images. 
This may induce an element of difference in the prominent trends 
detectible in each pattern 
4. The nUlliber of lineations in the air photo is statistically 
valid to allow the construction of isopleth-type concentration 
(density) maps. Such is not the case in the space images. 
Lineation density variation is a good index for the recognition 
of lithologic variations and concealment by surficial unconsoli-
dated materials. 
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Chapter 6 
GEOLOGY OF THE SOUTHWESTERN DESERT OF EGYPT 
BAHAY ISSAWI 
Geological Survey of Egypt 
Abbasia, Cairo, Egypt 
ABSTRACT 
The ppeeambpian Lowep pateozoie gpanites, gpanite 
gneisses, opthogneisses and othep igneous and metamopphie 
poeks fopm the basat shetf of southepn Egypt OVep whieh 
deposition of etasties and eapbonates took ptaee thpough 
most of the Phanepozoie. Basement outepops have been 
peeopded and mapped fpom many apeas in southwest Egypt, 
stpetehing fpom the Nite in the east to Uweinat in the fap 
west (Et-Ramty, 1972). Nopth of tatitude 24 oN, smatt 
outepops ape assoeiated with fautt tines of petativety minop 
veptieat disptaeements, apppoximatet y 100 m. Howevep, 
nopth of tatitude 25 oN, the ppeeambpian-Lowep Pateozoie 
igneous poeks sink bet ow the supfaee and ape not exposed. 
The citf Sandstone, best exposed at the citf Kebip ptateau 
is unfossitifepous, and a Jupassie to Uppep Cpetaeeous age 
is assigned based on its stpatigpaphie ptaeement and tatepat 
equivatenee to fossitifepous beds on the supfaee and in the 
subsupfaee in the Khapga/Dakhta pegion. Based on titho- and 
biostpatigpaphie eoppetations with Uppep Cpetaeeous-Lowep 
Teptiapy units, the same age is ppefepped fop the Nubia 
Fopmation, whieh pesutted fpom deposition in sevepal basins 
on the uneVen ppe-existing supfaee. Stpuetupat eontouping 
on the base of the Duwi (Phosphate) Fopmation indieates that 
two basins and thpee highs wepe pesponsibte fop individuat 
depositionat eenteps panging in age fpom the Pateozoie in 
the west to the Mesozoie in the east. At tepnating pepiods 
of wet and dpy etimates ehapaetepized the Quatepnapy, whieh 
pesut ted in widesppead fiuviat, taeustpine and eotian 
deposits. 
PALEOZOIC SANDSTONES 
The accumulation of continental facies over the igneous shelf 
began during the early Paleozoic in southwest Egypt near Uweinat. 
Cambro-ordovician sediments were recorded in the nearby Libyan 
outcrops by Burollet (1963) and Mahrholz (1965), but their possible 
extension into Egypt was questioned by Issawi (1978). Devonian-
Carboniferous strata, however, are known from Uweinat and western 
Gilf Kebir areas. The total thickness of the exposed Paleozoic sec-
tion reaches a maximum of 300 m in the area of Gebel Kamil. North of 
the Uweinat area, igneous rocks (rhyolites, phonolites, syenites, 
and trachytes) were noticed interbedded within the sedimentary 
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section. Farther north, the Paleozoic section loses its igneous 
interbeds, and sandstone with clay intercalations dominate. Samples 
collected from the area west of the Gilf Kebir near the Libyan border 
have yielded Devonian spores and pollen. Lithologically, the 
sands tone beds are medium- to coarse-grained, poorly so rted, 
quartzitic, very hard, partly ferruginous and partly kao1inized espe-
cially at the base. Primary structures are rare, although contortion 
and microfolds are common in the area of Gebel Kamel. 
Klitzsch (1978) claimed the occurrence of a thick section (50 m) 
of tillite at ~1adi Abd E1':"'Halik. Above the tillite is a 100 m thick 
uni t of sands tone and muds tone, including traces of tri10bi tes which 
can be assigned to the Silurian-Devonian. 
The most important factors which distinguish the Paleozoic 
section are: 
1. The base is kaolinized with mica flakes and angular quartz 
pebbles and grains. 
2. Conglomerates are common in the lower part of the section, 
formed of subangu1ar to subrounded pebbles of both igneous and 
sedimentary derivations. 
3. Interbedded igneous sills and dikes are mos t common in the 
south; the sills may reach a thickness of 20 m. 
4. The sands tone is coarse-grained, partly massive quartzite, 
and partly fine-grained, and soft and flaky, including plant 
remains in Karkur Ta1h. 
In the area between Gebel Uweinat and the Gi1f Kebir plateau, the 
sedimentary section fills concavities and irregularities in the 
underlying basement surface. On a regional basis, Gebe1s Uweinat, 
Arkenu, Babein, and Nazar in the south and southwest, and the igneous 
bodies near Gebel Kamel form a huge, discontinuous ring-like structure 
inside which the Paleozoic section was deposited. This cratonic basin 
is nearly encircled by basement rocks, and might have been breached in 
post-Paleozoic times in a northerly direction. Whiteman (1971) has 
indicated that a comparable situation may exist to the northwest and 
southeast of Uweinat, suggesting that the lIDuntain created a barrier 
between two huge basins sloping northwest towards Kufra in Libya, and 
east to southeast towards Selima Oasis in Sudan. 
During a recent visit to Lagiat E1-Arba' in and Lagiat Umran in 
Sudan (20 0 00'N and 28°25'E), however, a nearly identical stratigraphic 
situation was encountered. Granites and granite gneisses comparable 
to those north of Gebel Uweinat were observed overlain by a thick <>50 
m) varicolored sandstone section with minor red clay bands near the 
base. The sandstone is characterized by irregular quartz pebbles, is 
partly kao1inized, occasionally cross-bedded, and contains ferruginous 
pockets and micas. At Lagiat El-Arba'in, the sandstone contains huge 
trunks of fossil wood approximately 20 m in length. The wood is meta-
morphosed to a white, rock like marble. 
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The sandstone section gets progressively thicker as the Egyptian 
border is approached. In places south of 22 oN and west of 27°E, the 
basement crops out again similar to the situation inside Egypt north 
of 22 ° N.. Chnsequently, it is possible that the Paleozoic section 
extends southwards into Sudan to the Lagia area, and even farther 
south to join the Paleozoic exposures around \Jadi Howar as suggested 
by Vail (1978).. In the western Sudan, Rodis and Iskander (1963) and 
Rodis and others (1964) recorded the presence of several cratonic 
basins with clastic deposits.. The thickness of this section is 300 to 
500 m, and the deposits are believed to be of Upper Cretaceous age. 
THE GILF SANDSTONE 
The Gilf Sandstone overlies the Paleozoic section with a signifi-
cant unconformity, especially prominent at the western cliffs of the 
Gilf Kebi.r, where kao1inized sandstone and sub-rounded, white, quartz, 
egg-like gravels mark the contact. The sequence covers the nearly 
vertical cliffs of the Gilf plateau and its surface. Farther to the 
northwest, it covers the ground surface between the Great Sand Sea to 
the eas t, and continues westward into Libya. North of 25 oN, it dips 
below the fossilLferous Upper Cretaceous beds. In the south and 
southeast, the Gilf beds overlie the nearly endless and vast plain 
covered by Paleozoic sandstones. 
The section is over 200 m thick and is composed of sandstone 
which is dominantly fine-grained with occasional ferruginous and 
manganiferous dark bands, pebble-beds, and several hard quartzitic 
beas. The base is kaolinized, although the top is always hard and 
quartzitic, and forms a wall over the basal-sloped beds, which makes 
the plateau inaccessible except for passes in the northeast and 
northwest. The beds are generally unfossiliferous; even fossil wood 
is not observed. Primary structures, ripple marks and cross bedding 
are common in places, dipping 30° (on the average) to the northeast .. 
Klitzsch (1978) classified the Mesozoic sandstone in southwest 
Egypt into seven units, three of which were assigned to the Jurassic 
and the others to the Cretaceous. He believed that some of these 
units extend from the Kharga-Dakhla region to the Uweinat-Gilf Kebir 
region. Surpri.singly, Klitzsch belittled the value of facies change 
in his cross section indicating consistent units between Kharga and 
the Gilf Kebir, a distance of 600 km (Klitzsch, 1978; p. 516). 
Instead, his correlations depend primarily on Lingula and plant 
remains; no index fossils were mentioned. The boundaries between his 
units are impossible to follow in the field and are not consistent 
with our concepts on Egyptian stratigraphy. 
Instead, we believe the stratigraphic position of the Gilf 
Sandstone is determined by the following facts: 
1. Dipping of the Gilf beds to the north and northeast where 
tiley disappear under the Cretaceous sandstone and shale section 
best: exposed in the Abu Ballas area. 
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2. To the west, the upper beds interfinger with the basal 
member of the Nubia Sandstone (the Taref Sandstone Hember), 
sugges ting that they are coeval. 
3. The subsurface clastic section in Kharga and Dakhla Oases, 
which lies below the outcropping Taref, is thus equivalent to 
the main part of the Gilf Sandstone. 
4. The subsurface section in the oases belongs partly to the 
Jurassic (Saad and Ghazaley, 1976). It is thus logical to 
assume that the Gilf Sandstone is Jurassic at base and Upper 
Cretaceous (the part equivalent to the Nubia Sandstone) at top. 
THE NUilIA FORt1ATION 
In light of recent work, it is now necessary to restrict the term 
"Nubia Format.ion" to sandstone beds exposed in parts of southern Egypt 
and northern Sudan. These beds are associated with a suite of litho-
and biostratigraphic units belonging mainly to the Upper Cretaceous 
and Lower Tertiary. The lower contact of the Nubia with the 
underlying igneous rocks is uneven, which might represent the develop-
ment of several depositional basins contiguous to each other. 
Continental conditions dominated, witb minor marine incursions. The 
soutbward facies change of the northerly marine beds, and the con-
tinuously younger sandstone to the south both mark a general flooding 
of the area during the late Cretaceous to early Tertiary with minor 
breaks. In southern Egypt, it is possible to recognize several phases 
in which tbe organic and detrital deposits al ternate in time and 
space. Thus, al though there was a general transgression, intricate 
relations suggest that there was fluctuation between the gain of sea 
over land and vice versa. 
The maximum exposed thickness of the Nubia is approximately 100 
m, whereas its cumulative thickness (surface and subsurface) south of 
23°N may be no greater than 350 m. The dip of cross-bedding is 
generally to the nortll, but northeast and northwest dips are not 
uncommon, indicating a southern L1ighland mass supplying ttle clastics. 
Thus, the Nubia Sandstone is a heterochronous megafacies which can be 
correlated witb different Upper Cretaceous-Lower Tertiary units 
exposed to the north. 
UPPER CRETACEOUS - LOHER TERTIARY SEDIMENTS 
Fossiliferous sediments represent two major embayments in 
southern Egypt, and follow two troughs: Dakhla to the west, and the 
main plateau just west of the Nile. The sediments are clastics at 
base, clays with sands, phosphate and marly intercalations at the 
middle, and carbonates with clay and minor sand interbeds at the top. 
The beds are generally fossiliferous, deposited under supratidal, 
tidal and infratidal environments. Generally, the beds dip gently to 
the north at 1° to 2°, except near structural lines where locally very 
steep angles of dip were recorded. The age of this section is Upper 
Cretaceous, Paleocene and LOHer Eocene, and the thickness of the sec-
tion averages 400 m. 
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VOLCANICS 
Olivine basalts and dolerites are the most w:idespread igneous 
rocks in the area. These occur in a variety of forms; creating 
plateaus, cinder cones, dikes, and sills in the dl.fferent types of 
sandstones.. In one case only, at Darb El-Arba'in, the basalt was 
observed cutting the Paleocene limestone forming a volcanic plateau 
(Issawl., 1971). The recent age determl.na tion of the volcanics in 
southern Egypt relegates them to the time span between the late 
Cretaceous and early Oligocene (Meneisy and Kreuzer, 1974). 
Trachyte and phonolite plugs and cones represent much older 
volcanics, and are present in the area south of the Gi\lf Kebir and 
northeast of Uwel.nat. These are most probably associated with the 
Hercynian movement which affected southwest Egypt during the late 
Paleozoic. 
The volcanic distribution in southwest Egypt suggests an extreme-
ly unstable surface during the times of eruptions. Many features 
were developed, including fused and jointed sandstone, and bakl.ng, 
hardening and ferrugination of the sandstone beds. Chalcedony sheets, 
especially prevalent at Darb El-Arba'in, are always associated with the 
sites of the eruptions. 
QUATERNARY DEPOSITS 
The Quaternary history of southwestern Egypt is much more complex 
than the Paleozoic and Mesozoic history. The oldest sediments contain 
Acheulean remains, 180,000 years B.C., found in Balat (Dakhla Oasis), 
in east Kharga and in the Bir Sahara area. Mousterian (100,000 years 
B$C.), Aterian (40,000 years B.C.), Neolithic (9,000 years B.C.) and 
younger si tes are widespread in the desert. Studies of these arti-
facts and associated sediments indicate several alternating wet and 
dry phases during the Pleistocene. The wet phases filled huge lakes at 
Bir Sahara and Bir Tarfawi which dried up in times of aridity. 
Quaternary lacustrine and associated deposits cover huge areas in 
southern Egypt (approximately 150 x 100 km), which can be related to 
fluctuations in climatic conditions and to the rise and fall of the 
underground water level. The level of underground water is no doubt 
related to climatic factors, hence the local alternation of water fall 
and aridity has had a great impact on both the type of sediments and 
human occupations. 
The presence of conglomerates, wash sheets and extensive mud pans 
indicates that huge amounts of water were available during the for-
mation of these features. On the other hand, dried-up springs, tufa 
deposits and deflation features indicate the water filled local basins 
that were later dessicated under more arid conditions. 
STRUCTURES 
The main factors controlling the structural framework in south-
west Egypt are: 1) Tensional forces leading to a great number of 
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eas t-wes t faul ts, and 2) Vertical or diagonal uplift of the basement 
rocks. The faults are mostly normal, and may strike in places up to 
several hundred kilometers (e.g. the Kalabsha - Tarfawi fault). They 
generally trend east-west, but may deviate a few degrees either to the 
north or south. Other trends (north-south) are also present, but are 
of less importance. The displacement along an individual fault 
varies from a few meters to a few hundred meters. En echelon, 
antithetic and step faults are common. Tearing is conspicuous along 
some of these structural features, and in places (e.g. west of 
Dungul) the horizontal displacement may reach up to 750 m. 
Hinge and pivot faults are also present, and thrusting has 
occurred in two areas; west Dungul and Gebel Kalabsha. Igneous rocks, 
grani tes and volcanic bodies are present along the course of some 
faults, especially those cutting the sandstone units. The fault 
planes have been hardened by silica solution, which produces sandstone 
dikes of considerable length. 
Uplift of the Basement Rocks 
Due to the thin cover of sediments, the uplift of the basement 
rocks is significant in the structural pattern of the area. This is 
apparent in Darb El-Arba'in area and farther east, where the sedimen-
tary beds are highly til ted around the igneous bodies. Hogbacks are 
common, and even overturned beds are present in some places near the 
uplifted igneous masses. At Qarn Ginah, Kharga Oasis, the high angles 
of dip of the sandstone beds and the steep, nearly closed anticlines 
indicate that the depth to basement is not great nearby. 
The effect of basaltic (and other volcanic) eruptions gives rise, 
also, to ring-like dikes of sandstone which, in places, completely 
surround the volcanic mass and may be topographically higher than the 
mass itself. 
The effect of arching, coupled with fault block movement against 
sufficient friction results in very complicated, short, interlocked 
features. Where varied lithologies are present, beds are twisted and 
wrinkled, giving rise to a series of interlocking or en echelon folds. 
However, where vertical movements disturb the sandstone section, beds 
are faulted rather than folded. It is here that sandstone dikes are 
most common. 
Folding 
Structural contouring on the base of the Duwi (Phosphate) 
Formation or its isopach equivalent reveals two major basins (Dakhla 
in the west, and the "Plateau Basin" in the east), and three major 
highs (Chephren in the east, Tarfawi in the middle and Uweinat in the 
west). These structural features trend generally north to northeast. 
The northwes t trend present in Libya reflects a Caledonian phase of 
structural development older than any affecting southwest Egypt, and 
is not believed to be present in Egypt (Klitzsch, 1966; 1970; 1971). 
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The earlier structural orogenic cycle recorded in the south-
wes tern desert is the Hercynian, which took place during the late 
Paleozoic - Early Hesozoic. This is followed by the Alpine cycle 
which continued during mos t of the Mesozoic and the Tertiary. The 
rocks affected are Paleo zoic in age to the wes t, and Lower Eocene in 
age to the east and north. It seems probable that stresses started 
in the soutllwest and extend with time to the east and north. Thus, 
while the Uweinat high is a Paleozoic feature, the. Tarfawi high is 
Hesozoic, and the Chephren high is Upper Cretaceous to Paleocene in 
age. The Dakhla basin is probably Jurassic in the south, ranging to 
Cretaceous and Paleocene in the north. The Plateau Basin is mainly an 
Upper Cretaceous-Lo\ver Tertiary feature. 
LITHOFACIES STUDY 
BOttl the tectonic map (Fig. 6.1) and the lithofacies isopach map 
(Fig Q 6.2) show the dis tribution and thickness of different lithologic 
units in southwest Egypt. Two major basins of deposition cover 
most of the area discussed. The Plateau Basin in the east (Issawi, 
1971) is covered by Upper Cretaceous-Lower Tertiary sediments. The 
basin becomes progressively deeper to the north, and shallower to the 
south, where igneous patches delineate its southern boundary. The 
basement relief map (GPC, 1979) shows a depth to basement of slightly 
less than that shown in Figure 6.2, especially in the northern part of 
the basin. To the west, the southern extension of the Dakhla basin is 
superimposed on an undulated, warped basement surface. 
The sediments within these basins are marine carbonates in the 
Plateau basin (Upper Cretaceous-Lower Tertiary) and continental 
clastics (Jurassic-Cretaceous) in the southern part of the Dakhla 
basin. Harine deposits of Upper Cretaceous-Lower Tertiary age are 
present in the northern part of the Dakhla basin. 
The basement relief map indicates nearly the same picture. The 
main dif ference is that the basement map (GPC, 1979) shows the Gebel 
Kandl high trending northeast as far as Kharga, and truncating the 
Tarfawi high north of 23°30'N. In the present work, the Tarfawi 
high is continued northward towards Kharga, though it may shift 
eastwards near latitude 23°N, where it occupies the Kharga depression. 
GEOLOGICAL HISTORY 
Ttle oldest exposed rocks are the basement granites, granodiorites 
and grani te gneisses representing the northern part of the African 
Shield. The area west of Bir Sahara was apparently active during the 
early Paleozoic and into the early Mesozoic. The area east of Bir 
Sahara IllOst probably remained a stable positive feature during all the 
Paleozoic. 
Lower Paleozoic sediments have a rather restricted distribution 
in this part of southern Egypt. Only a very limited thickness of 
clastics rests directly on the basement, suggesting either that thin 
Lower Paleozoic cover was deposited, or that depOSition was balanced 
by erosion. In contrast to the early Paleozoic history, the Middle 
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(Devonian) and Upper (Carboniferous) Paleozoic sediments are well 
represented west of Bi r Sahara. The Uweinat high (Fig. 6.3) started 
during the end of the early Paleozoic, and began the separation of 
this region into large intercratonic basins occupying most of south-
western Egypt. The sediments deposited in these basins are exclu-
sively clastics; coarse-grained continental facies accumulated on 
the platform fringing the southern shield. Subsidence of these 
intercratonic basins might have been initiated during deposition, but 
was later emphasized by continued warping. On the swells which 
separate the neighboring basins, Devonian sediments are absent, and 
the Carboniferous section is punctuated by unconformities marked by 
the volcanic injections and intrusions of the Gebel Uweinat area. A 
basal unconformity almost everywhere marks the base of the Devonian 
and is represented by relatively thick conglomerate bands. A similar 
unconformity is also found within the carboniferous section. 
The positive area to the east of Bir Sahara and other basement 
highs constitutes a dissected Lower Paleozoic shield, in contrast to 
the peripheral cratonic platforms which received and retained }1iddle 
to Up per Paleozoic deposits. By the close of the Paleozoic, the 
basins in southwestern Egypt were further delineated by the rise of 
the Tarfawi high in the east. The area to the west of Bir Sahara was 
still active, as indicated by the many trachyte and phonolite volcanic 
plugs. These volcani.cs probably represent the end of the Hercynian 
movement which preceded the stability of the Hesozoic. 
A 
Figure 6.3 
B 
KM 100 
Cross sections showing Paleozoic and Hesozoic deposi-
tional events of southwestern Egypt. East-west line 
A - B is located at approximately 23°N (Fig. 6.1). 
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Cratonization of the western area was emphasized by the thick 
continental deposits of the Gilf Sandstone during most of the Jurassic 
and Cretaceous. Also during the Cretaceous, movement of the area to 
the east of Bir Sahara was initiated by the rise of the Chephren high. 
Continental clastics continued to pour into the basins both east and 
west of Bir Sahara, giving rise to the top-most part of the Gilf 
Sandstone or the equivalent Taref Clastic Hember of the Nubia 
Formation. 
The late Cretaceous is marked by a marine transgression over the 
area. The Quseir Clastic and Shab Clastic Members of the Nubia 
Formation were deposited in the south, while more marine facies were 
deposited in the north. Thus, the phosphatic and fossiliferous Dakhla 
Shale beds were deposited in the Dakhla Kharga region at the 
same time as the continental fluviatile Nubia Formation in the south 
(Issawi, 1972; 1973b). 
On a broad scale, the tectonic stability of southwestern Egypt 
seems to move from southwest to northeast. Even tensional stresses 
leading to faulting moved also in this direction with time.. So, while 
the southern part of the Tarfawi fault is a Jurassic feature, its 
northern continuation to Kharga is most probably Cretaceous in age. 
During the Paleocene and early Eocene, seas covered the eastern 
part of the area, and thick and varied marine sediments were 
deposited. The final phase of instability is characterized by two 
features: 1) tensional faults with local thrusts (at Kalabsha and 
west Dungul areas), and 2) the large number of basaltic extrusions and 
minor doleritic intrusions. The age of these intrusions ranges from 
Upper Cretaceous to Lower Oligocene. Chalcedoney sheets well-
developed along the Darb El-Arba'in are associated with the sites of 
volcanic eruptions. Tensional readjustment together with vertical or 
oblique movements of the basement rocks, and to a lesser degree 
compressional forces, gave the area its final structural setting after 
the later Cretaceous. After the early Oligocene, the area reached 
complete stability, proceeding from west to east. 
The Quaternary was a period of very active fluvial and lacustrine 
sedimentation. Tufa and travertine deposits, gravels and other sedi-
mentary sequences indicate either runoff or seepage of underground 
water. However, arid phases alternated with the wet phases, and 
deflation carved many of the Western Desert depressions presently 
associated with sand dunes and sheets. 
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Chapter 7 
BASEMENT ROCKS OF THE GILF-UWEINAT AREA 
AHMED ATIF DARDIR 
Geological Survey of Egypt 
Abbasia, Cairo, Egypt 
ABSTRACT 
Eap~ y wopk on the basement pocks of southwestepn Egypt 
pesu~ted in the discovepy of gneisses and cpysta~~ine 
schists intpuded by gpanite in the Uweinat-Apchenu pegion. 
Both p~utonic and extpusive vo~canic pocks exist in the 
southwestepn desept, mnging fpom coapse-gpained gpanite at 
Abu Bayan, to extpusive basa~ts at Gebe~ Uweinat. The time 
sequences of basement ,rocks are based on two rmjop opogenies 
occupping in the midd~e and ~ate ppecambpian. The 
Ppe camb pian basement pocks investigated duping the 1978 
expedition consist of o~d gpanitoids exposed south of the 
Gi~f Kebip, young gpanitoids east of Bip Sahapa, and a few 
dikes and veins that cposs-cut the gpanite of Qapet 
~-Maiyit. Quaptz tpachyte and syenite p~ugs intYlude both 
basement pocks and ~atep Pa~eozoic sandstones, suggesting a 
Jupassic to Cpetaceous age of fope~and p~atfopm vo~ canism. 
Duping the mid-Teptiapy to Quatepnapy smaJ ~ basic extpusions 
Wepe widesppead in the Gi~f-Uweinat pegion, fopming dikes, 
cones and sheets of sma~ ~ ~atepa~ extent. Economic minepa~ 
pYlospects fop the Gi~f-Uweinat pegion pemain high, and depo-
sits of ipon, manganese and vanadium shou~d be investigated 
mope fu~~y. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Wes tern Desert of Egypt south of 24 ON latitude is charac-
terized by a monotonous, nearly horizontal surface with very gently 
northerly dipping sands tones ranging from Paleozoic to Cretaceous in 
age. Sand dunes are the most common landform, while other Quaternary 
deposits are of local importance. The sedimentary cover unconformably 
overlies the Precambrian basement crystalline rocks, which form a part 
of the north African Shield (Khein, 1971). The sedimentary cover 
thins out southwards , giving way to crystalline basement rocks. In 
this part of Egypt, both the basement rocks and the overlying sedimen-
tary cover form part of a wide peneplain surface, with hummocks higher 
than 8 m rarely disturbing the monotony of the landseape. 
Both the basement complex and the overlying sedimentary cover are 
intruded by alkaline volcanic rocks. These rocks form high cones, 
plugs and dikes, and are believed to be of Paleozoic-Mesozoic age. 
Basic extrusions in the form of cones, sheets and flows represent the 
latest phase of volcanic activity within this particular area. The 
age of the basic extrusions ranges from Tertiary to Quaternary. 
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During the Gilf-Uweinat 
outcrops were examined, 
Quaternary volcanics. 
PREVIOUS HORK 
expedition, several Precambrian basement 
in addition to the Hesozoic and Tertiary-
Basement rocks in the southwestern desert were first mentioned 
during Hassanein Bey's expedition (Hassanein Bey, 1924b). Later, 
Prince Kemal El-Din Hussein made two visits to the Gilf Uweinat area, 
accompanied by Dr. Ball in the first (1924-1925) and by Henchikoff in 
the second (1928). Until the late 1930' s, the samples brought by 
Hassanein Bey and the observations and samples of Ball and Henchikoff 
from the Kemal El-Din expeditions (Hussein, 1928) remained the only 
available geological information on the basement rocks of the tJestern 
Desert of Egypt (Menchikoff, 1926). 
Hume (1934; 1935) gave an elaborate account of the distribution, 
age and character of the "fundamental Precambrian rocks in the 
Hestern Desert of Egypt," based on the data of the above-mentioned 
expeditions. In addition, his own observations were made on Gebel 
Abu Bayan south of Kharga Oasis. According to Hume (1934), the oldest 
basement rocks are the gneisses and crystalline schists. Their 
existence was first recorded by Ball in the Uweinat-Archenu region, 
and form part of a large exposure surrounded on all sides by fan-
shaped plains of Nubia Sandstone. The fundamental member of this rock 
series is a typical grey gneiss, which is intruded by great masses of 
granite. 
In the Uweinat-Arkenu region, thick, highly-inclined crystalline 
schists are cross-cut by volcanic rocks, pegmatites, and quartz veins. 
Referring to Henchikoff' s observations, Hume (1934) mentioned that the 
schists in the Gebel Uweinat vicinity appear in the vertical walls of 
the valleys, where they have been protected by the sandstone. 
According to Hume, these rocks are of pre-Archean age. 
Plutonic rocks were identified from specimens collected during 
Hassanein Bey's expedition. These were found to be a coarsely 
crystalline, grey hornblende granite. The work of Menchikoff· (1928) 
also showed the presence of quartz diorites, alkaline aegirine 
granite, and alkaline quartz syenites with sodic amphibole. The 
existence of several granitic centers was recorded by Beadnell in the 
area between Bir Tarfawi and Gebel Uweinat (Hume, 1935). 
The Abu Bayan granites, first discovered by H. G. Lyons in 1894 
were found to be coarse-grained hornblende granites containing large 
crystals of orthoclase (Hume, 1935). In this area, Hume could dif-
ferentiate not only the grey hornblende granite, but also nearly every 
type of rock known in the Eas tern Desert of Egypt. Hume (1935) 
assigned a Metarchean to Epiarchean age to these rocks. Pegmatite 
dikes and quartz veins were mentioned briefly by Menchikoff (1928). 
The dikes crossing the Abu Bayan granites appear to belong to a 
felsite dolerite association, and do not cross the Nubia Sandstone 
(Hume, 1935). Hume assigned a late Cambrian age to these rocks. 
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Volcanic rocks in this region consist of the alkaline rhyolites 
and trachytes at Gebel Kissu, and phonolites with aegirine and basalts 
at Gebel Uweinat. The volcanics are in the form of dikes which pierce 
not only the metamorphic and igneous rocks, but enter the Nubia 
Sandstone as well (Hume, 1935). Hume stated also that the dikes 
recorded by Menchikoff (1928) in Gebel Uweinat penetrate the Nubia 
Sandstone and therefore may be of Cretaceous or post-Cretaceous age. 
New contributions to our knowledge on the basement geology of the 
Wes tern Desert have been made by Issawi (1968; 1971) who had the 
chance to investigate, map, outline and identify most of the basement 
outcrops. The samples collected by him were given to M. F. El-Ramly 
of the Egyptian Geological Survey, and results of the identifications 
were published by El-Ramly in 1972, appearing in the geological map of 
the basement rocks in the south Western Desert (scale 1:1,000,000). 
The basement exposures in the Darb El-Arba' in area, in Kurkur-
Dungul area, and in the Gilf-Uweinat area were described in detail by 
Issawi (1968; 1971). Attention was also given to the prominent base-
ment landmarks, and to the flat lying, peneplained basement rocks 
which are concealed by thin sand sheets. 
BASEHENT RO CKS 
Akaad and El-Ramly (1961) proposed a classification of the base-
ment rocks in Egypt deduced "from definite and certain field relations 
of the ground actually studied and where distinct metasedimentary and 
sedimentary rock groups and local unconformities have been mapped" 
(Akaad and El-Ramly, 1961; p. 20). The sequence of events upon which 
this classification is based consists of two main orogenies. The 
first orogeny reached its climax at the middle of the Precambrian, 
after the sedimentation of pelites, semi-pelites, calcareous pelites 
and marls (now represented by gneisses of Migif-Hafafit). The emplace-
ment of granite and volcanics has not yet been identified in 
outcrop, but they are present as pebbles in the next sedimentary group. 
The second orogeny attained its maximum during the late Pre-
cambrian after sedimentation of greywackes, mudstones, pelites and 
semi-pelites in a geosyncline. This was followed by or contem-
poraneous with volcanic eruptions and intrusion of ultrabasic bodies. 
The second orogeny is contemporaneous with the emplacement of gabbros 
and dior'ites follovl7ed by grey granites, now referred to as old 
granitoids. 
The las t cycle of events is represented by periods of volcanism 
(old vo lcanics) , sedimentat ion (Hammamat group) , and tectonism 
(intrusion of young granitoids). The Precambrian ended with a period 
of igneous intrusions represented by the post-granite dikes. 
El-Shazly (1964) presented a classification 
rocks based on the structural development of Egypt. 
major stages of structural development: 
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for the basement 
He defined three 
1. Geosynclinal and main orogenic stage constituting the main 
bulk of Precambrian 1. This stage includes geosynclinal 
sediments, volcanics and synorogenic plutoni tes. 
2. Post-geosynclinal and late orogenic stage, including sedi-
ments and associated volcanics followed by late orogenic and 
post-orogenic plutonites. 
3. Foreland volcanic stage, including the alkaline volcanics 
and plutonites, and basic volcanics. 
In 1972, the Geological Survey of Egypt published a geologic map 
of the basement rocks of Egypt (El-Ramly, 1972) in ~Jhich the term "old 
granitoids" was introduced for the later granites and granodiorites, 
and the "young granitoids" was introduced to replace "red and pink 
granite". Hore recently, the area of Gebel Uweinat region in Sudan 
and its extension in Libya and Egypt was studied by Vail (1978), who 
constructed a prelimina.ry 1:2,000,000 geological map of the area (Fig. 
7.1). He presented a tentative sequence of the basement rocks of the 
Sudan and adjacent areas, but considered the sequence of events to be 
preliminary. 
BASEMENT 
Undifferentiated 
Amphiboli te facies 
Granulite facies 
IGNEOUS ROCKS 
o Volcanic rock 
1././ I Dikes 
E~f~in Granite 
DAlluVium 
SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
Sandstone 
Carboniferous 
Upper Devonian 
Lower Devonian 
Cambro- Ordovician 
Figure 7.1 Geologic map of Gebel Uweinat area, after Vail, 1978. 
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GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF BASEHENT ROCKS IN THE GILF-UHEINAT REGION 
The basement rocks inves tigated during the Gilf-Uweinat expedi-
tion were found to represent two distinct stages in the tectonic evo-
lution of Egypt and North Africa. The first stage may be related to 
the Arabo-Nubian shield which protrudes north and northeastward from 
the centrally located African shield underlying thick platform 
sediments. The second stage may be related to thE~ early foreland 
platform volcanic stage of El-Shazly (1964), and may represent 'the 
late Jurassic-early Tertiary (Alpine) stage of activation of the 
African platform (Dardir, 1973). 
In this study, the Precambrian basement rocks and other rocks of 
magmatic affiliation are dealt with according to their orogenic evolu-
tion using the class ification of El-Ramly (1972). The location of the 
investigated sites is shown in Figure 7.2. 
Precambrian Basement Rocks 
The outcropping Precambrian basement rocks occur in three main 
classes: old granitoids, young granitoids and acidic dikes. 
Old Q.ranitoids. Rocks of this group cover extensive areas near Gebels 
Peter and Paul, EI-Hihashamat near the Libyan border (Fig. 7.3), south 
of the Gilf Kebir, southeast of Gebel Uweinat, and surrounding Ras El-
Abd, south of the Egypt-Sudan border. These rocks are mainly composed 
of granites and granodiorites with minor occurrences of diorites • 
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Figure 7.2 
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Location of basement outcrops investigated (arrows) 
during the 1978 Gilf-Uweinat expedition. Cross section 
below shows relationships among old and young 
granitoids, and overlying Paleozoic sandstones. 
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Figure 7.3 Remnants of, granitoid exposures severely modified by 
wind erosion. Intense weathering along joint planes 
produced the present discontinuous basement relief. 
Surrounding Gebels Peter and Paul, the country is covered by a 
coarse-grained, xenolitic hornblende granodiorite which forms low 
knolls 1 to 2 m high. These rocks weather into large spheroidal 
bodies 0.5 - 2.0 m in diameter (Fig. 7.3). The old granitoids are 
unconformably overlain by up to 15 m of Paleozoic sandstones and local 
thin sand sheets. In thin section, the rock is medium-grained, 
subhedral, granular and moderately deformed. It is similarly composed 
of plagioclase, quartz and orthoclase, although mafics are represented 
by biotite and hornblende, which show parallel orientation. 
Mid-way between Gebel Uweinat and Ras El-Abd, cataclased granite-
granodiorite prevail. The rock is coarse- to medium-grained, and has 
an approximately level surface. Issawi (1978) recorded an exposure of 
orthogneiss-granite near longitude 26°30' E and the Egyptian-Sudanese 
border, within which he identified the presence of two small gabbro 
outcrops. 
Near Ras El-Abd, the country is composed of gneissic hornblende 
diorite. In thin section the rock is composed of andeSine, quartz and 
abundant mafics, including hornblende, biotite anq augite. Most 
likely, the specimens brought by Hassanein Bey (1924b) and Menchikoff 
(1928) were collected from these exposures. On the Libyan side of 
Gebel Uweinat, basement rocks near the alkaline intrusions are com-
posed of charnockitic gneiss exhibiting granul i tic metamorphism, and 
granite gneiss injected by migmatites and locally granitized (Klerks, 
1978). The charnockitic gneiss provides an age of 2670 m.y., while 
the anatectic granites gave 1540 m.y. Klerks (1978) assumes that the 
magmatization is contemporaneous with the anatexis. Although the age 
of the main metamorphic event affecting the gneisses is uncertain, 
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prelilllinary interpretation suggests that their age is close to 2790 
m.y. In thin section these rocks are composed of quartz, K-£eldspar 
and [l1inor plagioclase. The quartz shows strong cataclasis, and 
biotite and quartz show subparallel alignment. 
The plain west and southwest of the Gilf Kebir is covered by 
grey, medium- to fine-grained granodiorite. The basement outcrops 
extend for more than 100 kIll in a northeasterly direction with an 
average width of about 30 krn (Fig. 7.2). The southwestern side is 
covered by a sand dune separating these basement outcrops from those 
along tne Egyptian-Libyan border and farther to the west (Gebel 
Babein) • 
Young Granitoids. East of Bir Sahara, an extensive outcrop of young 
granitoid occupies a wide area which has been leveled to the ground 
surface forming part of the Atmur El-Kibeish peneplain. An elevated 
part of the young granitoid (Qaret El-Naiyit, Fig. 7.4) rises 20-25 In 
above the ground level. The hill is composed of massive, coarse- to 
medium-grained red granite. This young granitoid mass was investi-
gated and Illapped by Issawi (1971). 
The rocks of Qaret El-Haiyit include granite, medium-grained 
quartz adamellite and biotite-hornblende granodiorite. Xenoliths are 
2 -3 cm in length, have an angular outline, and are composed of 
fine-grained, light grey diorites. Albitization and microclinization 
are well developed. 
According to Hurlle (1935), these rocks are most likely late Pre-
calilbrian in age. The young granitoid intrusions may belong to the 
Late Baikal, or Saliarck phase of folding (Dardir, 1973). El-Shazly 
(1964) regarded similar rocks in the Eas tern Desert of Egypt to be 
late orogenic plutonites. 
Figure 7.4 Young granitoids exposed at Qaret El-Mal.yit, east of Bir 
Sahara. No te the intensive vertical jol.nting. 
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\ 
Figure 7.5 Andesite dike cross-cutting granite of Qaret E1-Maiyit. 
Dike is 1 m wide. 
Dikes and Veins. Very few dikes and veins were recorded, except for 
some pegmatite and aplite veins and one andesite dike (Fig. 7.5) 
cutting the young granitoids of Qaret E1-Maiyit. These are thin 
veins, never exceeding 1 m in thickness. The pegmatites are 
coarse-grained, and have variable orientations. They are composed of 
microc1ine, microc1ine perthite and oligoclase; quartz occurs in the 
interstitial spaces between the feldspar crystals. Ap1ites are com-
posed of microcline, microcline perthite and little quartz. 
The dikes and veins belong to post-orogenic stage of E1-Shaz1y 
(1964). Intrusion of these dikes represents a transitional phase be-
tween the orogenic and platform stages which took place at the end of 
the Precambrian (Rume, 1935). 
Foreland Platform Volcanics 
Quartz Trachytes, Syenites and Rhyolites. The quartz trachytes (phono-
lites) form relatively high plugs and elongated dikes with steep 
slopes rising up to 200 m above the surrounding plain. Although 
sporadically distributed, they pierce not only the basement rocks, but 
also the Paleozoic sandstones. The most important of these are Gebel 
1114 (after Issawi, 1978), Gebe1s Peter and Paul (Fig. 7.6) and the 
northern edge of Gebel Uweinat (the 1arges t of these bodies). The 
crystalline quartz trachytes and overlying sandstones are cut by deep 
ravines. 
The quartz trachytes show microcrystalline texture on their outer 
boundary, becoming subhedra1 and even coarsely porphyritic towards the 
core. They are concentrated in the area south and southwest of the 
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Figure 7.6 Trachyte plugs south of the Gilf Kebir; known as Gebels 
Peter and Paul. Eroded bedrock in the foreground con-
sists of granitoid outcrops. 
Gilf Kebir, and are distributed around Gebel Uweinat, and its eastern 
and southeastern surroundings. The intruded sandstones are highly 
indurated and silicified due to thermal effects, which led Henchikoff 
(1928) and Hume (1935) to consider these quartziferous sandstones as 
crystalline schists. The sandstones are also impregnated with small 
pockets and veinlets of manganese. 
Syenite and carbonatite plugs intruding the Cretaceous sandstones 
are present southeast of Kufra basin 100 kIll west of Gebel Uweinat in 
Libya (Doughri and others, 1978). The syenite here is light-colored 
and fine- to medium-grained, and tne carbonatite was noticed occupying 
the center of one of these syenite plugs. These plugs contain up to 
730 ppm Ce, 700 to 7200 ppm Ba, 1330 ppm Zr, 2100 ppm Y, 1600 ppm Sr, 
340 ppm Rb, and 100 ppm U. The forms of these plugs are similar to 
tnose of the Eastern Desert of Egypt, and may indicate that the intru-
sion was explosive in nature similar to those described by Akaad and 
NOHeir (1964). 
The northern part of Gebel Uweinat is composed of quartz trachyte 
(previously referred to as phonolite). The rock is fine-grained, 
formed of trachytic matrix which includes phenocrysts of euhedral 
perthite or sanidine with minor orthoclase and rare quartz. The core 
samples are porphyri tic and coarse-grained. Grain size decreases out-
waras towards the periphery, and alkaline ferromagnesian minerals 
(aegirine or riebeckite) are common. 
Hasic Rocks. Basic extrusions in the form of dikes, volcanic cones 
and volcanic srleets are present in many parts of the Gilf-U~veinat 
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area. The extrusions are of relatively small size, though their 
aerial distribution is very wide. The basic rocks are either doleri-
tic or olivine basalts. The doleritic basalts predominate in the area 
limited by longitude 27°00' to 27°30'E, latitude 23° to 24°N, whereas 
olivine basalts crop out south of the Gilf Kebir and north of Gebel 
Uweinat (Issawi, 1978). These rocks cross-cut both the Precambrian 
basement rocks, and the Paleozoic and Hesozoic sands tones. 
Issawi (1978) suspected that these basic rocks might be of 
Quaternary age, since their geomorphic patterns are not yet adapted to 
the very recent fluvial regime prevailing in the area. However, 
El-Shazly (1964) is of the opinion that the emergence of land in 
mid-Tertiary produced deep fractures which led to the extrusions. 
The petrographic study of the samples collected at Wadi Hashi 
revealed for the first time the presence of olivine-enriched picrite. 
A lamprophyre dike I m in thickness was also discovered cutting the 
sandstones of Wadi Karkur Talh in a N-S direction. It extends for 
some 400 m, and exhibits onion-shaped weathering (Fig. 7.7). The 
rock is a coarse-grained spassert i te, with angular texture, and is 
composed mainly of augite and sanidine, with secondary minerals that 
include carbonate, iron oxides, chlorites and zeolites. 
MINERAL RESOURCES 
Recently discovered economic mineral deposits in the Western 
Desert are few in number, al though they are characterized by their 
large reserves and great areal dis tribution. For example, the re-
serves of the Bahariya iron ore are approximately 265 mill ion tons. 
The explored areas of the Abu Tartur phosphate deposit are 900 million 
tons, and the kaolin deposits at Kalabsha amount to 16.5 million ,tons. 
Figure 7.7 Larnprophyre dike cross-cutting Paleozoic sandstones at 
Gebel Uweinat. Note onion-shaped spheroidal weathering. 
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Prospects for economically valuable ll1ineral deposits may also be pre-
sent in the Gilf-Uweinat area. 
Iron and manganese deposits were discovered by Issawi (1971) 420 
km south of Kharga near 27°30'£ and 23°10'N. The area of these depo-
sits is a wide plain of about 50 kmZ. Two iron ore types were 
recognized: 1) Goethi te-hemati te ore (50-60% Fe) and Z) Highly 
ferruginous fine-grained sandstones, which represent the major part of 
the deposit. Four samples were chemically analyzed; the resul ts are 
shown in Table 7. L 
Rich manganese pockets (Z3% Mn) are common intercalations asso-
ciated with Ule iron in the sandstone of the surrounding country rock. 
l'1anganese veinlets were also no ticed in many places among the sand-
stones of Gebel Uweinat (Fig. 7.8), and nodular manganese masses were 
noticed in the volcanic rocks of Gebel Uweinat by :&1.11 and Sandford 
( 1971) • 
The basement rocks of southvlest Egypt present ano ther VO tential 
deposit. Large mineral deposits have been discovered in the basement 
and protosedimentary cover of the ancient platforms. Detailed geolo-
gical exploration of the basement outcrops and the thin sedimentary 
cover may lead to ttle discovery of iron and manganese ore deposi ts, 
copper-nickel deposits, 'titanium ores, gold and uranium. In addi tion, 
a carbonatite agglomerate plug of 500 m in diameter was discovered 109 
kHl west of Gebel Uweinat in the Libyan territory. The plug contains 
up to 730 ppm Ce, 2100 ppm Nb, 900 ppm Y, 100 ppm W, and 950 ppm Th. 
Table 7.1 Analysis of Iron Deposits from the Black Hill Region.* 
Sample Fe to t. FeO FeZ03 SiOZ MnOZ CaO P v** AlZ03 
No. 
1 Z4.5 0.75 34.14 36.10 0.15 Z.59 1.52 14.70 
Z 25.1 14.51 19.74 55.15 1.00 2.59 1.05 140 1.70 
3 58.3 3.16 79.90 6.57 0.37 Z.46 0.82 252 1.Z0 
4 15.1 2.75 18.59 51.10 12.00 1.91 0.96 196 5.00 
* Samples 1,2 and 4 represent the low grade siliceous ore, sample 3 
represents the goethitic ore. 
** Vanadium in parts per million. 
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Figure 7.8 
COHCLUSIONS 
Hanganese veinlets cross-cutting Paleozoic sandstones 
north of Gebel Uweinat. 
The basement outcrops of southwest Egypt represent parts of the 
north African platform \vhich occupies the extensive north and central 
parts of the African continent. Alternating episodes of uplift and 
subsidence within the North African platform resul ted in the 
outcropping of the basement rocks and the formation of intracratonic 
basins, where thick sediments were deposited. These uplifts are now 
represented by Regabat, Tuarig, Tibesti, and Uweinat, while the sedi-
mentary basins consist of Tayden, I1orzoq and Kufra. Eastward con-
tinuity of this series of uplifts is present in huge outcrops of the 
AraDo-Nubian snield (Khein, 1971). By the end of the Precambrian, 
many of the basement highs were subjected to peneplanation, while the 
filled depressions were preserved. Later, younger sediments covered 
both the peneplained surfaces and the depressions. 
The outcropping of Precambrian rocks is dissected in an east-west 
direction, where they are overlain by Paleozoic sandstones. These 
sandstones are intruded by alkaline rocks of probable Jurassic age, 
comparable to those of Nigeria which had previously been assigned a 
Carboniferous, or late Cretaceous age similar to the Eastern Desert 
outcrops (Knein, 1971). 
Hineral prospects of the area are encouraging, but a systematic 
geologic program is needed to cover this remote area. The iron ores 
discovered by Issawi (1971) and investigated by the present expedition 
need further detailed \vork. Spectral analysis of the few samples 
shows large amounts of vanadium and ttle area may actually represent a 
vanadium deposit rather than an iron ore deposit. 
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Chapter 8 
CRATER FORMS IN THE UWEINAT REGION 
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ABSTRACT 
The Uweinat a~ea contains th~ee diffe~ent va~ieties of 
c~ate~ fopms, namely: 1) two multi-~inged impact stpuctupes 
in southeast Libya, including the Oasis ast~obleme and the 
BP st~uctu~e, and two othe~ cpate~s of possible impact 
op~g~n; 2) simple, bpeached, and complex volcanic cpate~s 
no~theast of Gebel Uweinat, some of which rmy be rma~s and 
othe~ c~yptoexplosion st~uctupes; and 3) a complex of lapge 
ci~culap, shallow deppessions east of Gebel Kissu in nopth-
west Sudan. Because the numbe~ and va~iety of c~ate~ fo~s 
in the Uweinat a~ea is unique, additional photogeologi(J 
intepp~etations a~e ~equi~ed based on compute~-·enhanced 
Landsat images o~ high ~esolution photog~aphs j'pom the 
Shuttle. These intepp~etations UJill allOuJ detailed cop~ela­
tions of c~ate~ fo~ms in this ~egion UJith similap featu~es 
on planetapy bodies such as the Moon, Ma~s and Me~cu~y. 
INTRODUCTION 
The eastern part of the Sahara where the borders of Egypt, Libya 
and Sudan meet is underlain by a Precambrian complex of metamorphic 
and intrusive rocks (Sandford, 1935c; Said, 1962; and Pesce, 1968). 
This complex is one of many that cropout in the middle of the Sahara, 
separating it into northern and southern parts. This "Oweinat 
series" (Hume, 1934, p. 55) of metamorphics is intruded by granites 
with subordinate rhyolites, which are believed to be of post-
Carboniferous age (Pesce, 1968, p. 62). Four major intrusions 
average approximately 20 km in diameter including the mountains known 
as Gebel Babein, E1-Bahri, Arkenu, and Uweinat (Fig. 8.1). 
The Precambrian rocks are surrounded by hard quartzitic sand-
stones with highly consolidated conglomerate and syenite porphyry 
sheets, which are interbedded with sandstones, phonolites and trachyte 
sills, all of Paleozoic age (Issawi, 1980). In these Precambrian and 
Paleozoic rocks, Upper Cretaceous - Lower Oligocene (Meneisy and 
Kreuzer, 1974) basaltic and do1eritic extrusions form isolated cones. 
Farther from the Uweinat region, only the continental Nubia Sandstone 
of late Mesozoic age abounds. This sandstone unit is partially 
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Figure 8.1 
I 
Apollo-Soyuz photograph (AST-2-l27) of the Uweinat area 
in the eastern Sahara. Numbers identify the mountains 
of babein (1), El-Bahri (2), Arkenu (3), and Uweinat 
(4) • 
covered by sand dunes and sand sheets of Quaternary age. 
Tnis area of the eastern Sahara exhibits an unusually large 
number of circular features, which resemble craters photographed on 
other planetary surfaces. In this paper features observed in Earth 
orbital photographs of this region will be discussed with emphasis on 
planetary analogies, including: 
1. Hul ti-ringed impact structures in southeast Libya, including 
the".lW structure" and the "Oasis astrobleme." 
2. Numerous vents including cryptoexplosion structures north-
east of Gebel Uweinat in southwes tern Egypt. 
3. A complex of circular E\tructures in northwest Sudan, located 
east-southeast of Uweinat and east of Gebel Kissu. 
IMPACT STRUCTURES IN SOUTHEAST LIBYA 
A stereo strip of color photographs was taken of southeastern 
Libya and southwestern Egypt by the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP) 
mission of July 1975 (El-Baz and Mitchell, 1976). This strip included 
a photograph of the region of Kufra Oasis. Approximately 119 km 
north-northeast of Kufra, the photograph depicted a distinct, multi-
ringed astrobleme (Fig. 8.2). The term "astrobleme" refers to an 
ancient circular feature of impact origin (Dietz, 1961, p. 51). These 
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Figure 8.2 
o 
t 
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" / Irr "gation fields 
:'::,,~ 
The region of Kufra Oasis in southeast Libya as pho-
tographed by the Apollo-Soyuz mission (AST-15-l244). 
Harked are the Oasis astrobleme (A), the BP structure 
(B), and a circular feature of unknown origin (X). 
terrestrial features are of significant interest in 
planetology because they constitute analogs to impact 
planetary bodies such as the Moon, Mars and Mercury. 
comparative 
craters on 
This circular feature was named "Oasis structure", because it was 
called to the attention of J. R. Underwood by geologists from the 
Oasis Oil Company of Libya. French and others (1974) estimated its 
diameter to be 11.5 km. However, study of Landsat images and 
Apollo-Soyuz photographs by Dietz and McHone (1979, p. 185) revealed 
an overall diameter of 17 km. Dietz and McHone renamed the structure 
the "Oasis astrobleme", further establishing its extraterrestrial 
origin. 
The ASTP photograph of the Oasis astrobleme clearly shows a pro-
minent central dome, about 5 km in diameter. The dome is outlined by 
resistant beds that form a series of discontinuous hills. There is 
also a faint indication of a 1 km diameter central ring, which may be 
a collapse structure. Thus, the mUltiple rings of the Oasis 
astrobleme (1, 5 and 17 km in diameter) make it appear similar in 
gross morphology to experimental explosion craters, for example the 
craters produced in alluvium by detonation of TNT charges. 
Jones (1977) discussed several complex craters produced by deto-
nation of TNT charges at the Defense Research Establishment, Suffield, 
Canada. Both the Snowball Crater and the Prairie Flat Crater par-
ticularly resemble the Oasis astrobleme. The Prairie Flat Crater was 
made on unconsolidated alluvial sands, in sil ts and clays with the 
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water table at 6.7 m below the surface, and the sandstone bedrock at 
approximately 60 m depth. The resul ting crater had an average rim 
cres t diameter of 85.5 m with four inward sloping ridges measuring 
43 m, 37 m, 32 m, and 17 m (Roddy, 1977, p. 227). 
Multi-ringed craters abound on the Moon and the terrestrial 
planets, as exemplified by the well-preserved Orientale basin on the 
lunar west limb (Fig. 8.3). The inner part of the Orientale basin 
that is filled with basaltic mare material is 300 km across, and the 
basin exhibits four rings that are 320, 480, 620, and 920 km across. 
A fundamental concern in studying Orientale and similar basins on 
planetary bodies is the need to correctly interpret the apparent cra-
ter diameter and the structural meaning of the rings (Roddy, 1977, p. 
230). Al though the Orientale basin is 54 times larger than the Oasis 
feature, detailed study of the latter may shed more light on the for-
mation of lUul ti-ringed structures on planetary bodies. 
The impact origin of the Oasis astrobleme has already been well 
established by studies of shock metamorphic effects, especially planar 
structures in quartz (French and others, 1974). The structure can 
only be dated as post-Early Cretaceous, which is the age of the Nubia 
Sandstone Ulat is affected by the event (Dietz and McHone, 1979). It 
has been speculated that the Oasis astrobleme could possibly be the 
site of origin of the highly siliceous "Libyan Glass", which is also 
believed to have been produced by meteorite impact (Underwood, 1979). 
Approximately 10 km north-northeast of the Oasis astrobleme is 
another circular structure (Fig. 8.2). To our knowledge, no one has 
explored this feature in the field, although it is rather close to the 
Oasis as trobleme. It shows a partial ring that is approximately 2.5 km 
Figure 8.3 The Orientale basin on the western limb of the Moon as 
photographed by Lunar Orbiter IV (Frame M-187). The 
central part of the basin is filled with basaltic mare 
material; only patches of this mare material occur 
within the middle and outer rings of the basin. 
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in diameter and is visible on both Landsat images and Apollo-Soyuz 
photographs. It was labeled "twin site" by El-Baz and Mitchell (1976, 
p.. 54). Based on photogeologic interpretations of the Apollo-Soyuz 
photographs, it is probable that this smaller circular feature is also 
an impact crater. However, the resolution of the orbital photographs 
does not allow recognition of internal structure or r:lngs. 
Some 80 km north of the Oasis astrobleme is another multi-ringed 
crater, approximately 2.8 km in diameter. It is known as the "BP 
structure", because it was first discovered by British Petroleum 
geologists working in southeastern Libya (Martin, 1969). The name was 
used incorrectly to identify the Oasis astroblemE~ by El-Baz and 
Mitchell (1975, p. 54). 
The BP structure, which is 165 km northeast of Kufra Oasis, shows 
a distinct central peak and two rings (Fig. 8.4). The outer ring of 
hills, 2.8 km in diameter, has a maximum relief of about 20 m and is 
composed of sandstone beds that dip inward at angles ranging from 3 0 
to 15 0 • The inner ring of hills, 2 km in diameter, is more struc-
turally deformed than the outer ring with inward dip angles of 20 0 to 
40 0 (French and others, 1974). 
Because of its 600 m diameter, central peak, and the double ring, 
the BP structure may be considered an analog to many craters on the 
Moon and the terrestrial planets. For example, the ratio of the 
central peak to crater size (1 :4.6) is similar to that of lunar cra-
ters such as Icarus and Theophi1us (see, for example Masursky and 
others, 1978, p. 163). Also the same ratio of the two rings of the BP 
structure' (2:2 .. 8 km) is similar to that of the two rings of the crater 
Shroedinger (210:300 km; see Kosofsky and E1-Baz, 1970, p. 106). 
Figure 8.4 Aerial view of the "BP structure", a meteorite impact 
crater in southeastern Libya. The outer rim is 2.8 km 
in diameter; it encloses an inner ring and a large 
central peak (Courtesy of J. R. Underwood). 
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Sketch map of the fields of volcanic craters between the 
Gilf Kebir plateau and Gebel Uweinat in southwest 
Egypt. Compare with map by Peel (1939b, p. 300). 
In addition to the craters discussed above, French and others 
(1974, p. 1425) mention another structure 160 kIn east-northeast of the 
Kufra Oasis that is elliptical, with a 3.5 km long axis trending north 
and a 1.8 km short axis trending east. In spite of the unique abun-
dance of impact craters in this region, the resolution of orbital pho-
tographs is not sufficient to make more complete morphologic 
interpretations of these features. Using computer enhanced Landsat 
images or higher resolution photographs, the morphology of these 
crater forms could be more precisely compared to craters of impact 
origin on other planetary surfaces. 
VOLCANIC CRATERS IN SOUTHWEST EGYPT 
The vast plain between Gebel Uweinat and the Gilf Ke bir plateau 
is marked by many crater-like features. Several of these craters were 
discovered by P. A. Clayton in 1931 and studied in detail by Sandford 
(1933c; 1935b). Later, Peel (1939b) discovered other groups of cra-
ters during the journey to the Gilf and Uweinat with R. A. Bagnold in 
1938. Photographs and images taken from space provide a better 
perspective of their distribution (Fig. 8.5) compared to the detailed 
map of Peel (1939b, p. 300). These images also show the variety of 
crater forms in the region (Fig. 8.6). 
Craters in this region cover areas varying from 100 km2 to a few 
tens of square meters. In plan view, they are nearly circular, and 
some rise 200 m above the encompassing flat surface. The outer parts 
of the circles are made of Paleozoic sandstone, whereas volcanic rocks 
are piled inside, sometimes rising higher than the sandstone walls. A 
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Figure 8.6 
Figure 8.7 
Enlargement of Landsat 
marked in Figure 8.5. 
volcanic features. 
image (E-1131-08141) of area 
The image shows the variety of 
Photographs of crater forms in southwestern Egypt; a 
small crater within a larger feature showing mul tiple 
maar-like eruptions (a); crater floor with a drainage 
pattern from occasional rains in the area (b); and 
nearly vertical strata at rims of craters (c and d). 
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narrow gully may be found between the sediments and the volcanics. 
However, in some craters the volcanics are plastered on the sandstone 
leaving no gap in between, and filling the whole area inside the ring-
like structure. In some of these craters the interior volcanics stand 
nearly vertical without any sandstone around, e.g. Peter and Paul 
(Fig. 8.7). The lack of sandstone rims results from the outer 
sandstones wearing away by wind erosion faster than the volcanics 
inside. In some cases, the erosion is incomplete, leaving low hum-
mocks of sandstone at the foot of the vertical volcanics. 
The sandstone "ring" may be completely closed, or 
by a wadi that drains the structure. The volcanic 
distributed long distances away from the main mass. 
lie at the foot of the rims, probably produced by 
wasting) and wind erosion. 
may be breached 
debris is thus 
A few blocks 
gravity (mass 
The volcanics generally consist of trachytes and olivine basalts. 
The trachytes cross-cut and are interbedded in the Paleozoic sandstone 
together with phonolites, rhyolites andmicrosyenites. Only the 
trachytes form piles of considerable thickness, protruding 80 m above 
the sandstones, e.g., in the Ras El-Abd area; basalt has never been 
observed to form such features. The complex trachytes, phonolites, 
microsyeni tes and rhyolites are believed to be associated with the 
Hercynian orogeny which affected the area during the late Paleozoic. 
The eruption of the volcanic bodies greatly affected the nearby 
sediments in a number of ways. The sandstone was baked, metamor-
phosed, and hardened. Dull glass-like quartz occurs within the 
sandstone of a crater east of Gebel Uweinat, along the Egypt-Sudan 
border. Chalcedony is also usually associated with the basaltic 
extrusions. The bedding is usually disturbed, and vertical to over-
turned beds are not uncommon (Fig. 8.7). Sandstones near the volcanic 
masses typically exhibit columnar jointing, especially near the 
basalts on the top of the Gilf Kebir. Ferruginous and manganiferous 
pockets and lenses were recorded from near the basalts of the Black 
Hill, the top of the Gilf Kebir, and the Uweinat area. 
Our observations during the 1978 reconnaissance indicate that 
there are several craters that may best be described as cryptoexplosion 
structures. In such cases, the sandstone layers at the rim are nearly 
vertical (Fig. 8.7) and there are no volcanic rock exposures in the 
central portion of the craters. One crater displays a gentle dome of 
sediments in the middle. Similar sandstone rings are common in the 
area west of the Nile at Abu Simbel, where very intricate topographic 
features of sandstone were mapped by the second author. The bedding 
is almost obscured where the sandstone walls rise 29 to 30 m above the 
surrounding plains. In many cases, basalt cones occur inside the wall 
circles, whereas in others the volcanics are not exposed on the 
surface. The effect of heat and most probably gas emanations may 
result in more or less the same features. 
The available photographs and the brief field survey do not rule 
out the presence of impact craters in this region. The area between 
Uweinat and the Gilf Kebir (dashed area in Figure 8.5) should be 
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Figure 8.8 Enlargement of Landsat image (E-1131-·08144) of area 
southeast of Gebel Uweinat showing circular features in 
wind-striated terrain. 
studied in detail to examine this possibility. Some of the impact 
craters may have been overlooked because of the abundance of volcanic 
craters and other volcanic landforms. The situation is reminiscent of 
Meteor Crater in Arizona. Its origin may not have been recognized if 
it occurred in the middle of the volcanic field some 60 km to the 
northwes t. 
CIRCULAR FEATURES IN NORTHWEST SUDAN 
Landsat images reveal the presence of a group of peculiarly cir-
cular features (Fig. 8.8) in an area centered approximately 130 km 
east-southeast of Gebel Uweinat. This area of northwestern Sudan has 
not yet been explored, and therefore, the nature of these circular 
features cannot be ascertained. 
The circu1ari ty of the features is indicated largely by a few 
discontinuous arcs and knobs. The terrain appears to have been 
heavily modified by eolian action, and the relatively dark surface is 
striated by light-colored streaks that trend from r~rtheast to south-
west (Fig. 8.8). These bright streaks appear to be accumulations of 
sand in the form of sheets or dunes (E1-Baz and Maxwell, 1979b; E1-Baz 
and others, 1979a). 
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The circularity of these features is also accentuated by a dif-
ference in the texture of the terrain inside and outside the features. 
Inside the circular structures, the surface is relatively smooth and 
flat. Outside the terrain is hummocky and lineated. These charac-
teristics are similar to those in old, cratered terrains in the lunar 
highlands (see Masursky and others, 1978), in the southern hemisphere 
of Mars (see Mutch and others, 1976), and the plains of Mercury (see 
Davies and others, 1978). 
The largest of these features is approximately 14 km; two others 
are about 8 km and 7 km, and the smallest is 2.5 km in diameter. 
Although the nature of these features is not fully understood, they 
may represent: 1) ancient impact scars on the Precambrian basement; 
2) remnants of buried volcanoes; or 3) unusually oriented outcrops of 
rocks that were more resistant to erosion than the surrounding 
sandstone. 
The 1: 1,000,000 scale map of the region shows that all explora-
tion journeys have missed or bypassed the desolate region in which the 
circular features occur. The map, which was published in 1961 by the 
British D Survey, War Office and Air Ministry (Jebel 'Uweinat, Map 
series 1301, sheet NF-35, edition 6-GSGS) indicates that the following 
explorers visited areas adjacent to the region: Hassanein in 1923, 
Prince Kemal El-Din in 1925, Bagnold in 1930 and 1932, Sweeting in 
1934, Shaw in 1935, and Miskin in 1942. 
As shown in Figure 8.9, none of these explorers traveled through 
the area that encompasses the circular features. The closest approach 
was made by Sweeting in 1934. The area may have been avoided because 
Figure 8.9 
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Uweinat and their proposed names. 
named after the early explorers who 
locality. 
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southeast of Gebel 
The features are 
came nearest to the 
of the roughness of the terrain, with no especially high mountain 
peaks to intrigue the travelers. The existence of the circular struc-
tures was not known before the Landsat images were obtained in 1972. 
The area in which these structures are located displays numerous 
features that are similar to streaked areas in the Cerberus region of 
Mars (El-Baz and Maxwell, 1979a), thus adding to the i.mportance of the 
locality with respect to comparative planetological studies. To allow 
easy reference to the circular structures in the future, it is here 
proposed to name them after those early explorers that came closest to 
the locality. As shown in Figure 8.9, these names and their 
correspondi.ng circular structures are: Bagnold (14 km), Miskin (8 km), 
Sweeting (7 km), and Shaw (2.5 km). It is expected that field inves-
tigations of these structures will be of value to understanding the 
crater forms not only on the Earth, but also on other planetary 
bodies. 
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THE DARH EL-ARHA'IN DESERT: A PRODUCT OF QUATE.Kl\!ARY CLlulATIC 
CaANGE 
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AbSTRACT 
The Darb El,-Arba'in Desert, as dryas any place on 
Earth, is today an eolian-derived landscape with no large 
integrated drainage systems, but there is clear evidence of 
past periods of wetter ct imate separating the longer periods 
of hyperariditye On the basis of recent research a number 
of hypothetical concepts are expressed for further con-
sideration and testing in opder to better understand land-
climate interrelationships during the Quaternapy Period. 
The al ternations from moist to dpy and the attendant changes 
in processes acting upon rocks wi-th differential resistance 
caused by sil icification and ferruginization are bel ieved to 
be rrain factors in shaping the landscape. A combina-tion of 
archaeological and mdiocarbon dating has allowed some rutes 
of wind erosion to be apppoximated. 
Depressions appear to be the resul t of a combination of 
s'/;ructuml weaknesses, salt weatheping and wind erosion. 
The effects of these factors in the more uniform rocks 
appear to be the creation of extensive fiat areas as the 
Land is Lowered during interpL uviaL s to LeveL s controLL ed by 
water tabLes. What have been caL Led desert pedipLains are 
more LikeLy the resuLt of wind action ruther than water. 
The oases depressions were bLown out to essentiaLLy 
their present configurution and depth before about 200, 000 
years ago when Late AcheuLean people utiLized artesian 
springs on the depression fi oors. Since then two rrajor pL u-
viaL periods, one during Mousterian-Aterian t'ime and one 
duPing TerminaL PaleoLithic-NeoLithic time, are in evidence 
in the stratigraphic r>ecord which reveaL s smal ler epicycLes 
within pLuviaLs. Human occupation of the Darb El-Arba'in 
De sert copre sponds to. pl uvial pepiods, but these are out of 
phase with the Late Pleistocene gLaciaL stages of the 
northern hemisphere. 
PLeistocene interpLuviaLs appear to have been even 
drier than the present, and pre-Late AcheuLean wind erosion 
appears to have been cumuLatively greater than alL that has 
occurred since then. Remnants of reL ict terra rossa soiL s 
in solution cavities on the Egyptian Ptateau suggest the 
ppesence of an earL y or pre-PL eistocene karst terrain pre-
ceeding eot ian processes that have been predominant since 
the end of terra rossa soil de,vetopment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the earliest geography, that of Herodotus in the 5th century 
B.C., western Egypt is known as the land of the Libyans. The desert 
west of the Nile Valley has, therefore, long been known as the Libyan 
Desert or since World War II, as the Western Desert. But there is a 
portion of this vast area that is even drier than the rest and there-
fore different in both life (ecology) and form (geomorphology). In 
some ways it is similar in appearance to Mars (Bagno1d, 1978; Haynes, 
1978; El-Baz, 1978b). It should have a separate name, and therefore I 
shall call it the Darb E1-Arba' in Desert after the ancient caravan 
route that traverses the middle of it. The Arba'in (short for Darb E1-
Arba'in) Desert (Fig. 9.1) as here defined includes much of what has 
been referred to as the Libyan Desert or the Western Desert but excludes 
the area north of the Great Sand Sea. Specifically, it is an area 
of about 400,000 km2 that lies south of the Eocene Limestone (Libyan) 
Plateau, west of the Nile, north of Wadi Howar in Sudan, and east of 
the border with Libya and the Ennedi Mountains in Chad. Traversing 
the length of this vast desert from NNE to SSE is the ancient caravan 
route, Darb E1-Arba' in, all but abandoned since the end of the slave 
trade (Shaw, 1929). Literally, Darb E1-Arba'in is Road of the Forty, 
but the origin and meaning of the name is obscure. Murray (1967) 
disagreed with Shaw's (1929) contention that forty was the number of 
days caravans spent on the road and suggested instead that it stood 
for the forty companions of Mohamed. 
Rainfall over mos t of this area is less than a millimeter per 
year and individual storms at a particular place may be decades apart 
(Bagnold, 1954). In the area of Kharga and Dakh1a Oases in the north, 
the only population centers in the area, daily average wind velocities 
range between 4.3 and 18.5 km/hr throughout the year and the daily 
average relative humidity is between 28 and 56 percent, with an 
average potential evaporation rate at Kharga on the order of 5,000 
mm/yr (Ezzat, 1974). This is 25% greater than that of the Salton 
Basin in the Imperial Valley of California in the United States. 
Bedrock in the Arba'in Desert is composed mostly of the 
Cretaceous Nubia Formation (Said, 1962) made up of cross-bedded 
sandstones with numerous interbedded shales (Hermina and Issawi, 
1971). The Nubia Formation is underlain by Precambrian granites and 
grani te gneisses except in the southwes tern corner of Egypt where 
Paleozoic sediments are present (Issawi, 1973a; Klitszch and others, 
1979). On the Limestone Plateau and in a few outliers to the south, 
Tertiary limestones and shales overlie the NUQia Formation, which is 
locally intruded by basalts believed to be of late Tertiary or early 
Pleistocene age (Issawi, 1971). Nubian sandstone (used here in the 
general sense of any sandstone member of the Nubia Formation) forms 
the main aquifer of north Africa, and is one of the great aquifers of 
the world. 
The Arb a 'in Desert, as dryas any place on Earth, is today an 
eolian-derived landscape with no. integrated drainage systems. Aside 
from the inactive wadis descending the limestone plateau, the only 
ves tiges of former rivers are a few sinuous ridges of wind resis tant 
channel gravels (inverted wadis), most common near the Nile 
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Figure 9.2 Alluvial hamada at the base of Black dill displays run-
nels attesting to occasional rains. 
(Giegengack, 1968). Elsewhere, the only evidence of recent running 
water consists of small dry runnels at the base of slopes (Fig. 9.2). 
The landscape consists of nearly flat plains separated by 
escarpments and erosional remnants (inselbergs) without typical pedi-
ments (Fig. 9.3). Deflational hollows range in size from meters to 
many tens of kilometers, and were created by differential wind erosion 
on a large scale (Fig. 9.4). Alluvial fans are relatively small and 
essentially inactive. Structural control is obvious in only a few 
places and many structures are truncated (Fig. 9.5). 
PAST CLH1ATES 
Evidence for Pleistocene oscillation from one climatic regime to 
ano ttler in the Arba' in Desert was firs t presented by Caton-Thompson 
and Gardner (1932). They found four levels of spring deposits along 
Figure 9.3 Two hills as viewed from the Kiseiba escarpment are 
capped by resistant quartzite. 
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the sides of the Kharga depression, which represent four wet phases of 
climate separated by arid periods of severe wind erosion and suc-
cessive lowering of the desert floor. Spring deposits exposed on this 
floor contained late Acheulean hand axes in situ indicating that the 
wind had eroded to the present level bY about 200,000 ::!:: 100,000 
years ago, a rodern estimate for the age of the late Acheulean culture 
(Wendorf and others, 1976; 1977). Butzer and Hansen (1968, p. 85) 
found evidence for at least six Quaternary pluvial episodes in the 
Nubian Nile Valley. 
Pleistocene climatic oscillations are evident from the important 
archaeological excavations conducted in the Dike area (Schild and 
Wendorf, 1975) and in the area of Bir Tarfawi (Wendorf and others, 
1976; 1977; Wendorf and Schild, 1980). After late Acheulean occupa-
tion of springs, the water table dropped, man and central African type 
fauna disappeared, and the depressions were deepened by wind as the 
Figure 9.5 The <lome of Gebel Mara and bifurcated fault have been 
truncated by wind action. 
climate turned nyperarid and stayed so for tens of thousands of years. 
Somet ime after approximately 60,000 .t3P, a relatively wet climate 
returned and ttle water table rose. Ponds filled the Tarfawi and 
Tarfawi Wes t basins, and man appeared, again in the stratigraphic 
record in the form of Mousterian hunters of big game animals. 
Mousterian and later Aterian people occupied the Tarfawi basins 
several times between 60,000 and 25,000 BP, in response to times of 
high ground-water levels that occurred between periods of wind erosion 
and partial dune filling of the basins. 
After approximately 30,000 tiP, the Arba'in Desert was too arid 
for human occupation for essentially 20,000 years. Not until the 
onset of pluvial conditions at about 10,000 BP did man and animals 
again return to tlle desert. This time, Terminal Paleolithic and 
Neolittlic peoples brought domesticated animals with them, probably 
from central Sudan. They eventually practiced agricul ture around the 
margins of intermittent playa lakes that dried up and were eroded 
three times during the Holocene. By 5,000 BP the present hyperarid 
climate had set in. 
It is ttlese al ternations from moist to dry that are undoubtedly 
the signif icant cause of the present landforms of the Arba' in Desert. 
Two entirely different systems of expending nature's energy are 
represented. Solar energy is, of course, the ul timate source, but 
under u~ist climates (at best, semiarid in this part of Africa), vege-
tation grows, soils form, and the rocks at the earth's surface are 
weakened and broken down into smaller, more resistant minerals by the 
higher chemical energy promo ted by mo is ture. If the climate is so wet 
that rivers flow, then running water cuts channels and otherwise erodes 
the land into tne familiar to pography of valleys and ridges. This 
condition nas not prevailed in this area since Acheulean time at the 
latest. For the past 200,000 years, running water has played a minor 
role in shaping the surface of the land. 
Under hyperarid climates, like that of today, water plays prac-
tically no role at all because there is so little. Heasurable rain 
falls only once every 40 years or so and is immediately absorbed by 
the sand and porous rocks. Al though puddles may form in lower spots, 
they evaporate almost as fast as formed. Instead of water, air heated 
by the sun becomes the mobile agent of erosion as winds sweep the 
land. Without water the plants die, and loose soil, no longer pro-
tec ted by plants, blows away. As the land surface is lowered by wind 
erosion, evaporation from the water table occurs. Sal ts form, expand, 
and furtner weaken the rock at the surface, allowing more of it to 
blow away which enhances further evaporation. Thus, the ultimate 
limit OIl wind scour and deflation is the water table. 
WIND PHENONENA 
Nowhere is the work of persistant, unidirectional wind more 
apparent than it is in the Arba' in Desert. From a microscopic scale 
to that of satellite images, wind has influenced every fraction of the 
land. Every stone is polished, pitted, grooved, or frosted to one 
degree or ano ttler by pel ting sand, sil t, or clay; and each can take on 
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Figure 9.6 An acheulean hand ax has been converted into a ventifact 
(eolized) and rests on a pebble sheet. 
a variety of oft-repeated, faceted shapes (ventifacts, dreikanter). 
Artifacts that have remained exposed are sand blasted more or less in 
proportion to their age. Some Acheulean hand axes are barely recogni-
zable (Fig. 9.6), whereas Neolithic tools seldom show more than a 
light rounding of formerly sharp edges. 
A concretion-capped protrusion, about 2 cm long, on a fragment of 
Kurkur limestone was found on the deflated floor of a Neolithic playa 
lying oriented into the prevailing wind (Fig. 9.7). The playa was 
deflated sometime after 5000 BP which suggests that the minimum rate 
of abrasion of this limestone is 0.004 mm/yr under these particular 
localized conditions. The ac tual rate, however, is probably much 
greater because tne time of exposure and optimum orientation of the 
specimen was probably less than 5000 years. COncrete at the base 'qf 
the fence posts at the north end of Kharga airport has been abraded 
back as much as 7 cm since their installation in 1965 (Fig. 9.8); this 
Figure 9.7 Ventifact of Kurkur Limestone with a pro trusion caused 
by a more wind-resistant inclusion. 
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Figure 9.8 Sandblasted fence posts at Kharga airport in 1976 were 
constructed in 1965. 
indicates a rate of abrasion of 2 mm/yr. Other posts in the same row 
show little or no abrasion. 
On top of Bargat El-Shab are the last remaining outliers of the 
Tertiary limestone that caps the Eocene Plateau 60 km to the north 
(Issawi, 1971). The vestiges of limestone on a nearby hill are no 
more than a few scattered, boulder size ventifacts (Haynes, 1980a). 
Many erosional remnants are undercut by sandblasting at the level of 
the surrounding surface (Fig. 9.9), and flaggy outcrops commonly pro-
duce a shingle armor that protects lower slopes. In regions of broken 
ground, isolated positive features disturb the air stream and create 
horseshoe-shaped vortices (Greel~y and others, 1974a) which allow only 
a minimum accumulation of sand on the leeward side. Other hills have 
longitudinal dunes attached to the leeward sides, and still other rem-
nants have annular hollows or moats which reflect the horseshoe-shaped 
wind vortex that formed them. It is clear that every weakness in the 
Figure 9.9 Highly silicified and ferruginous caprock of the Gilf 
Kebir is contact metamorphic zone associated with 
basaltic intrusions. 
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Figure 9.10 ~vadi bed descending the escarpment at Urn Dabadib has 
been flattened and wind scoured into bed forms unrelated 
to stream flow. 
bedrock is taken advantage of by the wind, and that no outcrop has 
escaped at least some modification by the wind. Hills become aerody-
namically shaped into yardangs, and limestone-capped mountains such as 
Gebels Nabta (Fig. ld in Haynes, 1980a) and Shirshir (Plate 29 in 
Hume, 1925) become grooved into giant north-south flutes separated by 
sandblasted and pitted limestone. An outstanding example of a trun-
cated dome is Gebel l'1arawa (Fig. 9.5), which was mapped by Issawi 
(1968). 
The Pleistocene erosive force of the wind is everywhere manifest 
in the Arba' in Desert, but nowhere more so than near the remote Homan 
outpost of Urn Dabadib at the foot of the northern escarpment of the 
Kharga depression. Here, dry river channels extend from the steep 
slopes out to playa flats where they disappear under mud deposits of 
the Neol i thic pI uvial. The channels are much older and probably date 
to Acheulean times. Every cobble and boulder exposed in the streambed 
has been truncated and fluted by wind action (Fig. 9.10). The predo-
minance of wind over water in shaping the landscape in the past 
200,00U years is abundantly clear at Urn Dabadib, wherec the present 
bedform is the result of eolian and not fluvial action. 
POSITIVE TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES 
Hany positive features of the Arba' in Desert are due to differen-
tial resistance caused by silicification and ferruginization of for-
merly permeable sandstones (Fig. 9.9). This solution hardening is a 
major factor in creating topographic relief, and lilany flat-topped 
hills are maintained by a protective cap of hardened sandstone (Fig. 
9.3). These zones, some of which cross cut sedimentary structure, 
appear to be unrelated to the small basaltic intrusions in the area, 
which are commonly encased in a zone several meters thick of contact 
metamorphosed (silicified) sandstone displaying pronounced columnar 
jointing (Fig. 9.11) • The ferruginized zones probably represent 
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Figure 9.11 Cblumnar jointing in metamorphosed sandstone reveals 
the shallow presence of a basaltic intrusion. 
groundwater mineralization froIH a time when the land surface was much 
higher than it is now. Said (1975) has suggested that some of these 
erosion resistant small nills ll1ay represent old spring sites. Among 
the more common features of the Holocene playa deposi ts (mud pans) in 
the Arba'in Desert are numerous playa remnants in the form of yardangs 
(Fig. 9.12). In some basins, these aerodynamic shapes are the domi-
nant outcrop form, but there are other basins such as Nabta playa 
(Haynes, 1980a) in which they are absent, and the deflational rem-
nants are simply flat to undulating floors of playa mudstones in spite 
of tile removal of several meters of sediment. 
The relatively soft consistency of the mud deposits is an 
apparent factor in the formation of yardangs because they are not as 
common in bedrock remnants. Where they do occur in bedrock, such as 
in tne extreme northwest corner of the Kharga depression, their for-
mation appears to have been augmented by joints which occur in troughs 
Figure 9.12 Yardangs of Neolithic-age playa muds at Laqiya Umran. 
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Figure 9.13 Air view of the Eocene Plateau between Kharga and Asyut 
showing yardangs, megaf1utes, and troughs aligned with 
the prevailing wind. A few do not conform to the pre-
vailing northerly winds. (ca 1.5 km across base of 
photo) • 
between yardangs. Similar structural control may occur on the 
Limestone Plateau which is covered with innumerable yardangs (Fig. 
9.13) • 
The main positive features of the Arba'in Desert are Gebel 
Uweinat (1893 m), the Gi1f Kebir plateau (1000+ m), and the Eocene 
Limes tone Plateau (400+ m), which apparently owe their existence to 
their great resistance to erosion. These features pre-date late 
Acheu1ean time, with an age estimate of 200,000 ± 100,000, as indi-
cated by the distribution of artifact concentrations on the surface 
and in situ at the base of the great escarpments at Dakh1a, Kharga, 
and the Gi1f Kebir. P1uvia1-interp1uvia1 cycles before then are 
revealed by only a few remnants of lacustrine deposits armored by 
silica nodules, by inverted wadis in what is now a waterless desert, 
and by the terrace deposits of the Kharga depression and the Nile 
Valley (Sandford and Arke11 , 1933; de Heinze1in, 1968; Giegengack, 
1968; Butzer and Hansen, 1968). These cycles probably extended back 
at least to the beginning of the Pleistocene. 
The resistance of the Gi1f Kebir to wind erosion is most likely 
due to the protective cap of silicified sandstone. This mineraliza-
tion may be due to ground water heated by the basa1tie intrusions that 
crop out on the top of the plateau (Peel, 1939b). The baking of 
sandstone is intense in some areas (Fig. 9.9). At one time before 
the onset of Pleistocene pluvial-eolian cycles, the Gilf Kebir was 
probably eonnected with the Limestone Plateau. 
Penetrating the 300 m high cliffs that surround much of the Gilf 
are relatively long narrow wadis or canyons that end abruptly as box 
canyons. Wadis in the southern Gi1f are located mostly on the east 
side and are floored by colluvium and alluvium with terraces up to 3 m 
high composed of red, clayey sand with gravel lenses (Fig. 9.14). 
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Figure 9.14 Many wadis in the southern Gi1f Kebir expose a terrace 
of clayey sand alluvium under alluvial fan gravels. 
The rather angular courses of these wadis, and the lack of any 
significant catchments led Peel (1941) to suggest that they may have 
been caused by ground water sapping at the base of cliffs in karstic 
fashion as the surrounding land was lowered. Another possibility is 
that former catchment areas were present in shales or softer beds that 
may have overlain the plateau, but are now destroyed by deflation. 
The surface of the southern plateau has a significant slope to the 
east (Fig. 9.4), the side with the longest drainages, and recent 
mapping by Issawi (1973a) reveals the presence of northward dipping 
shales off the northern end of the Gilf Kebir that probably extended 
over it at one time. Until the wadi deposits themselves are studied 
and the Pleistocene chronology better understood, the origin of the 
wadis must remain in doubt. This view is shared by Maxwell (1980) who 
has initiated new systematic analyses of the Gilf wadis. 
The Limestone Plateau is ~a'jJt>ed by dense Tertiary limestone, the 
surface of which is severely sandblasted and wind scoured into 
hillocks (yardangs) and furr{)ws that parallel the prevailing wind 
direction (Sandford, 1933a; Plate 28 in Hume, 1925). On closer inspec-
tion there are numerous troughs and elongated hollows extending in 
other directions as well (Fig. 9.13), and patches of red, terra rossa 
soils exposed in quarry walls extend down into solution features in 
the limestone (Fig. 9.15). The pipe-like fillings of terra rossa are 
the remnants of what must have once been a thick, continuous soil over 
the Limestone Plateau. The present highly irregular surface appears 
to be the resul t of solution and soil development under karstic 
conditions, subsequently truncated and modified severely by eolian 
processes. Erosion remnants reveal more than one episode of red soil 
formation. The karst may have been initiated by a subtropical climate 
in Pliocene time with subsequent shorter or less intense intervals of 
intense eol ian action. Subsequent pluvials have not left the large-
scale evidence of solution and soil development on the limestones as 
did the earliest episode. 
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Figure 9.15 Limestone quarry in the Eocene Plateau southwest of 
Asyut reveals terra rossa soil in solution cavities. 
The karst undoubtedly formed when the water table stood closer to 
the general level of the major solution features. This was most 
likely before the major depressions of the Arba'in Desert had 
approached their pre-Acheulean depth. It is clear, therefore, that 
throughout the Pleistocene there has been a net decline in the level 
of the regional water table until it reached its present level within 
Nubian sandstone aquifers as so eloquently proposed by Ball (1927). 
The highest elevation in the Western Desert is the top of Gebel 
Uweinat (1893 m) in the extreme northwest corner of Sudan where it 
joins Egypt and Libya. This relatively flat-topped mountain (Hussein, 
1928) is composed of granitic basement rocks overlain by Paleozoic 
sands tones, bo th of Which have been intruded by syenite (Issawi, 
1973a). A prominent bench, possibly an abandoned pediment, between 
800 and 1200 m surrounds the higher mount@.i~. :tllass which is radially 
drained by several canyons containing acacia trees, grasses and low 
shrubs, indicating the presence of shallow groundwater recharged by 
infrequent rains. Though isolated by relatively flat plains, the 
mountain is large enough to cause orographic rain. Alluvial terraces 
in Wadi Talh indicate at least one episode of Holocene aggradation, 
and several of Pleistocene age (de Heinzelin et a1., 1969). The 
canyon walls are famous for their fine, though relatively inaccessible 
rock art mostly of Neolithic or later age (Winkler, 1939a; Van Noten, 
1978). Neolithic artifacts occur in ancient stabilized dunes on or 
interbedded with the alluvium and now undergo ing deflation. The 
single episode of earlier aggradation is represented by a higher 
terrace composed of well-rounded quartzite boulders (Fig. 9.16) 
representing a magnitude of discharge that has not occurred in recent 
time (Haynes, 1980b). Similar terraces have been observed at Gebel 
Archenu and farther to the west (Williams and Hall, 1965). 
In the Nile valley east of the Arba'in Desert, Butzer and Hansen 
(1968) describe several surfaces (pediplains) believed to represent 
successive cycles of stability and denudation during late Tertiary and 
Pleistocene time. Similar surfaces, such as those at Gebel Nabta 
(Haynes, 1980a), Black Hill (Fig. 9.17), Gilf Kebir (Fig. 9.18; 
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Figure 9.16 Rounded-boulder terrace in Wadi Talh, Uweinat. 
Haynes, 1980b) and elsewhere (Sandford, 1935a; Said, 1975), occur in the 
Arba'in Desert but their origins and correlation to the Nile Valley 
must await more detailed study. 
NEGATIVE TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES 
Whereas some major depressions appear to coincide with faults 
(for example, the Kharga depression), the negative topographic areas 
are principally due to deflation of shales or sandstones weakened by 
salt weathering following dessication of former lakes, or by evapora-
tion of an exposed capillary fringe. The process can be witnessed 
today at the remote salt lake of Merga in northwestern Sudan where 
deflation in a formerly much larger lake basin has exposed the water 
table. Nubian sandstone around the western margin of the present lake 
is very friable due to the high content of efflorescent salts (Haynes 
and others, 1979). Whenever it does rain, these salts may be leached 
or washed from the surface to leave another highly deflatable covering 
Figure 9.17 Erosional surfaces around the base of Black Hill are 
covered with fan gravels. Acheulean hand ax was found 
on the prominent bench in the middle ground. 
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Figure 9.18 A prominent ridge pro jecting eastward from the Gi1f 
Kebir contains a channel filled with current-bedded sand 
and is capped with alluvial-fan gravels. Alluvial fan 
deposits at the foots1ope farther out of the picture to 
the right contain Late Acheu1ean hand axes (Myers, 
1939). 
of loose sand as in the process of basin formation described by Judson 
(1950). 
The largest depression of the Arba'in desert is that at Kharga, 
which extends southward for 220 km along the western edge of the 
limestone plateau, is up to 40 km wide, and is only 1 m above 
sea level at its lowest point. A fault runs the length of the Kharga 
depress ion (Beadne11, 1909) and artes ian springs are known to have 
occurred there as far back as Acheu1ean times (Caton-Thompson, 1952). 
As with practically all of the hundreds of smaller depressions of the 
Arba'in Desert, the Kharga depress ion held playa lakes in Neo1 i thic 
times. 
Another topographically depressed area occurs in the eastern part 
of the Arb a 'in Desert between Bir Kiseiba (Fig. 9.4) and Dungu1, a 
spring below the southern part of the Limestone Plateau. The plateau, 
known as the Sinn E1-Kedab in this area, forms the northern boundary 
of the depression (Fig. 9.1). Subdepressions are numerous in this 
little known area and many contain Neolithic age playa deposits, the 
most important of which are at Nabta Playa. Extensive archaeological 
excavations there have permitted radiocarbon dating and a redefinition 
of the prehistory from Terminal Paleolithic time, 9,500 to 8,500 years 
ago, through Neolithic times, 8,000 to 6,000 years ago (Wendorf and 
others, 1976; 1977; Wendorf and Schild, 1980). 
A northeast-southwest aligned depression 80 km northwest of 
Laqiya Arba'in in Sudan (Fig. 9.19) was explored in 1935 (Shaw, 1936a) 
and is unusual in that it is located in a relatively flat stony 
plateau, bounded by cliffs, and is relatively deep for its width. The 
depression is not aligned with the prevailing wind direction, and has 
two parallel branches. A southerly arm may connect it with the main 
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Figure 9.19 Landsa t view of the Laqiya depress ion showing linear 
depressions to the northwest (upper left). 
Laqiya depression. Its form and alignment with what appears to be the 
local structural fabric suggests that it is structurally controlled. 
The unintf~grated branches indicate that it is not derived from a 
stream course, but may have formed by deflation as the wate.r table 
fluctuated in a sandstone fracture weakened at the surface by leaching 
of cement or sal t weathering. As sugges ted for the canyons in the 
Gi1f Kebir (Peel, 1941), it could also have formed via spring 
discharge and sapping. This process does occur in some karst 
terrains, but would have occurred here only if it was at one time 
connected with the Laqiya depression. 
ORIGIN OF THE DEPRESSIONS 
From observations in many depressions of the Hestern Desert, from 
the Qattara in the north to Herga in the south, I am of the opinion 
that most if not all are the result of eolian corrasion and deflation 
of beds weakened by leaching of cement and salt efflorescence (Knetsch 
and Ya110uze, 1955). The mechanism is self-enhancing, once started by 
the development of an initial area of internal drainage. Each wetting 
allows new salts to form upon drying, and crystallization and 
recrys tall ization of expanding sal ts weakens the cementing of the 
sedimentary matrix and loosens grains for their plucking by the wind. 
Thus, basins will expand at the expense of weaker rocks and at a rate 
in proportion to the frequency of cycles of wetting and drying. The 
driest (hyperarid) part of a climatic cycle would not be as effective 
as the transitional parts. The transition from wet to dry would 
appear to be optimal because it would take less time for vegetation 
and soil to be destroyed than to be reestablished. 
Once the water table is approached by the basin floor, efflores-
cence by evaporation from the capillary fringe would further aid 
deflation as long as evaporation exceeded recharge (i.e. a net decline 
of the water table). If at this stage the water table were to rise 
significantly, artesian springs could emerge, some eruptively as men-
t io ned below. 
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The occurrence of faults or fractures could augment corrasion not 
only because of physical weaknesses, but by bringing ground water to 
the surface where evaporation and efflorescence would aid the com-
minution of rocks (Knetsch and Yal10uze, 1955). The fault trace 
itself may maintain a positive relief within the basin, as it does in 
parts of the Kharga depression, because of cementation, wetness, and a 
concentration of vegetation. 
The same effect can be seen in the Qattara depression where, in 
spite of statements to the contrary (Ezzat, 1974; Murray, 1952), a 
fau1 t occurs along the northern scarp (S. Zagh10u1, personal 
communication) and several springs are located along it. The depth of 
the depression is apparently in a steady state because seasonal water 
table fluctuations show no net trend, possibly because of support from 
sea water. Also, the main mineral of the salt crusts and sabkhas is 
halite (NaCI) which is neither efflorescent nor crumbly and can form 
wind resistant deposits especially when mixed with sand. It is signi-
ficant that the Qat tara fau1 t is at right angles to the prevailing 
wind with the depression leeward, whereas the Kharga fault is parallel 
to the wind with the elongated depression along both sides. It is the 
only major depression of the Arb a 'in desert so oriented with respect 
to the prevailing wind. 
ORIGIN OF EXTENSIVE FLAT AREAS 
The center of the Arba'in Desert, a remarkably flat area 400 km 
north-south and 300 km eas t-wes t, is broken only by a few hills and 
scarps. As Peel (1966) has pointed out, it approaches being the ulti-
mate peneplain. Much of the area, the Atmur EI-Kibeish or plain of 
the sheep, is nearly level with elevations between 200 and 300 m 
surrounded by more broken ground with elevations between 300 and 400 m 
to the north and south. It rises as much as 600 m wes tward as the 
Gilf Kebir plateau and Gebel Uweinat are approached (Fig. 9.4). Much 
of the nearly level area is covered by smoo th sand shee ts on which one 
can drive motor vehicles at relatively high speed for an hour or more 
on a single heading and see no topographic break on the horizon in any 
direction (Fig. 9.20). In a few places elongate groups of barchans 
Figure 9.20 Sand (fine pebble) sheet between Bir Tarfawi and Black 
Hill is typical of the central part of the Darb El-
Arba'in Desert. 
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Figure 9.21 Qaret El-Haiyit, 
Darb El-Arba'in 
granite. 
one of 
Desert 
the few rounded hills of the 
is spheroidally weathered 
stretch out in the prevailing wind direction across the sand sheets 
the largest of which, the Great Selima Sand Sheet, was first described 
by Bagnold (1933). Hos t of the sand sheets have a surface layer of 
coarse sand or fine pebbles (see Haxwel1; Chapter 12). Their origin 
may be related to the vast flatness. 
The surface of this area does not necessarily parallel the 
bedding, which is slightly undulatory with dips to the northeast 
seldom exceeding 3° and commonly less than 1° (Issawi, 1971). Instead 
the flat surface truncates the general bedding as well as shallow 
structures. Such areas have been referred to as desert peneplains by 
Sandford (1935a) and pediplains by Peel (1966) and Said (1975). The 
sporadic hills are either erosion remnants of sandstone protected by a 
more resistant cap, pyramid-shaped where the cap is gone, or are 
rounded outcrops of granite (Fig. 9.21). On a smaller scale, and less 
commonly, phreatophytic mounds of tarfa (Tamarix sp.) or Sayaal 
(Acacia ehrenbergiana)(Fig. 9.22) interrupt the flatness. 
In the very center of the sand sheet area lie the miniature oases 
of Bir Tarfawi (Fig. 9.22) and Bir Tarfawi West in depressions 10 m or 
so below the surrounding plain which for 20 km or more in all direc-
tions is made up of dense, nodular, calcium carbonate; a calcrete, 
truncated by sandblasting and described and mapped by Bahay Issawi 
(see Schild and Wendorf, 1975). The calcrete is probably due to eva-
poration from an exposed capillary fringe, but patches of dense 
1ithified marl indicate pond deposition. futh depressions contain 
shallow ground water, phreatophytic tarfa mounds, and archaeological 
sites associated with late Acheulean age springs and Housterian-
Aterian age lacustrine deposits. These Middle Stone Age people 
apparently lived by hunting and fishing with more advanced stone tools 
than their Acheu1ean predecessors (Wendorf and Schild, 1980). 
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Figure 9.22 Date palms indicate shallow ground water at the southern 
end of Hir Tarfawi. The phytogenic mounds are stabi-
lized by tarfa (Tamarix). Foreground is calcrete, and 
late Pleistocene lake marl forms light: streak in the 
background. 
Origin of Sand Sheets 
Tne depth of wind scour and deflation is limited by the depth of 
the water table. This is very likely the explanation for the extreme 
flatness of the sand sheet areas of the Arba' in Desert because the 
water table is relatively flat where it occurs in porous sandstone 
such as in the Nubia Formation. Some lesser irregularities in the sur-
face of the sandstone are probably filled and thus smoothed over by 
the sand sheets. 
Test pits excavated through a fine-pebble lag on the sand sheets 
east and west of the Kiseiba escarpment show the upper 20 to 50 cm to 
be made up of unconsolidated (soft) laminations of medium to coarse 
and coarse sand. Deeper sands are weakly cemented (slightly hard) and 
conspicuously browner with a'n abrupt smooth upper contact, similar to 
Bagnold's (1941) observations elsewhere. The lower zone is a buried 
paleosol representing a period of greater precipitation ttlan today, 
during which clays and salts (eolian?) were translocated down the pro-
file (Haynes, 1980a). Associated archaeology and a radiocarbon date 
show the paleosol (at the surface in some places) to be of Neol i thic 
age (Haynes, 198Ub). 
The maximum thickness of the sand sheets is unkno\m, but from the 
way the edges feather out against flat surfaces of truncated bedrock 
it cannot be more than a few meters. Unfortunately, a report on two 
wells dug through the sand sheet oy Headnell (1931) made no mention of 
its thickness. 
In several places in ttle Arba' in Desert, fine pebble sheets grade 
into medium coarse pebble sheets or lag haluadas (Haynes, 1980a) com-
posed of obviously stream-rounded quartz and quartzite pebbles 
(Fig. 9.6). These areas are slightly elevated and are very likely the 
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las t remnants of inverted stream beds. It is likely, therefore, that 
much of the sand and pebbles of the sand sheets is derived from the 
beds of former rivers and streams that once dissected the area in 
earlier Pleistocene times. The other significant source of sand is 
tile one traditionally attributed to the deflation of the major 
depressions. In the fine to medium sand range, contributions from 
this source probably exceeded that from fluvial sources because these 
are the dOl.1inant grain sizes of the bedrock sandstones. In addition, 
the volume represented by the depressions probably greatly exceeds 
tnat of the former stream channels. 
EOLIAN SAND 
Overriding the bedrock landforms are the eolian deposits of the 
Wes tern Desert studied by .Bagnold (1941) and others. From satellite 
pho tography, the alignment of these mobile forms with prevai.ling winds 
of nortneast Africa is outstanding (see El-.Baz, Chapter 4). The sands 
are the bedload of a colossal braided air stream with major ana-
branches goin6 around the east and west sides of the Gilf Kebir-Gebel 
Uweinat highlands and merging again to the southwest. To the north 
lies the Great Sand Sea with undulating mountains of sand (whalebacks) 
that finger out southward into remarkably parallel longitudinal (seif) 
dunes beyond which Landsat images show discontinuous, elongate 
clusters of crescentic dunes (barchans) aligned along the same arcuate 
stream lines as the seifs of the Great Sand Sea. Each procession of 
dunes maintains its alignment with the air stream whetl1er it rises 
wi tn tne land or descends escarpments, mos t of which face southward 
(downwind). The barchan dunes are modern to late Holocene in age as 
they override the early to middle Holocene sand sheets, but the time 
of origin of the sand sea and its seif dunes is probably older. 
The Great Sand Sea lies ,-"won a subtle rise between the Qattara 
Depression and tne sand sneers of the central Arba' in Desert. The 
distcibution of the sand sea, longitudinal dunes and ~nd. sheets is 
undoubtedly related to the topography but the aerod~amics remain 
unknown. It would be useful to learn if there has been a net gain or 
loss of sand during Holocene time. The geochronology of th,Qile 
features may eventually be interpreted by correlation of interdune 
playa deposits to deposits dated arcl1aeologically or by radiocarbon. 
Gt:OCHj{Oi~O LOGY 
The chro nology of the features of tne Arba' in Desert and the 
rates of ttle processes involved in their origin are only now being 
ascertained by investigations at stratified archaeological sites. 
These sites reveal at least four major pluvial periods separated by 
periods of complete desiccation and intense eolian ac tivity during the 
late Quaternary (Wendorf and others, 1976; 1977; Wendorf and Schild, 
1~(0)o 
Late Acheulean time (approximately 200,000 :t 100,000 years 
DP) was one of relatively intense spring activity at several locali-
ties in ttle Art)a' in Desert resul ting in the deposition of lacustrine 
mar Is containing late Acheulean hand axes at Eir Tarfawi and Tarfawi 
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West. Earlier dune sands cemented by spring and lake carbonates 
attest to an earlier episode of desiccation and eolian activity for 
which no evidence of human occupation or large animals has been found. 
At least one even earlier wet phase is represented by a few isolated 
low mounds of mudstones protected by an armor of autochthonous chert 
and quartz sugges ting a hypersaline, 1acus trine environment (Haynes, 
1980a) and by the Plateau Tufa of the Kharga area (Caton-Thompson, 
1952). A great age for the Plateau Tufa is indicated by the complete 
absence of associated artifacts and by the high degree of post-
depositional lowering manifested by the Kharga depression. In the 
case of the chert-armored mudstones, the inverted topographic 
expression of what once was a basin and the complete absence of any 
shore features are suggestive of great age. 
In the Kharga and Dakh1a depressions the oldest artifacts are 
again late Acheu1ean, and are associated either with ancient springs 
(Caton-Thompson, 1952; Schild and Wendorf, 1977) or spring-laid tufa 
deposits. Along the plateau escarpment near Kharga, the artifacts are 
related to isolated terrace remnants of former drainages at higher 
levels than the present drainage (Caton-Thompson, 1952). Alluvial fan 
remnants high on the north slope of Gebel Nabta may correlate with 
these terraces or with the still older Plateau Tufa of Caton-Thompson 
(Haynes, 1980a). 
Remnants of former elevated land surfaces were observed on 
gravel-capped benches at the base of Black Hill (Fig. 9.17) and the 
eastern side of the Gi1f Kebir. The occurrences of Acheu1ean hand 
axes on these and lower surfaces suggest that the surfaces are older 
than 200,000 ± 100,000 years. At Myers' (1939) Acheu1ean site at the 
eastern side of the Gi1f Kebir, hand axes occur in alluvial fan depo-
sits lying below a gravel-capped ridge that is connected with the main 
plateau. Farther west and above the 1938 base camp (Bagno1d and 
others, 1939), this ridge contains a channel fill of red, cross-bedded 
sand (Fig. 9.18) that may be even earlier Pleistocene age (Haynes, 
1980b). Artifacts were not observed in either this channel sand or 
the overlying alluvial fan or pediment gravels. 
The late Acheu1ean pluvial period ended with desiccation and dune 
formation which led to the abandonment of the Arb a 'in Desert by man 
and other large animals until the next pluvial. During Mousterian and 
Aterian time, reoccupation occurred sometime between 100,000 and 
30,000 years ago. Bir Tarfawi and Tarfawi Wes t were again inhabited 
by man and game animals, both making use of small lakes in the 
redef1ated depressions. In the Kharga area, tufa depositing springs 
along the scarp and mound-springs on the floor of the depression were 
again occupied by prehistoric people (Caton-Thompson, 1952), and in 
the dike area between Kharga and Bir Tarfawi Mousterian artifacts were 
found associated with stabilized dune deposits (Schild and Wendorf, 
1977). 
From Aterian time to the time of reoccupation by terminal 
Paleolithic people, the last to live an Old Stone Age way of life 
(7500 B.C.), the desert was abandoned. Numerous basins were hollowed 
out by the wind, and dunes were again active on a grand scale, all of 
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which indicate hyper-arid conditions in the Sahara while late 
Pleistocene glaciation of the northern hemisphere was at a maximum. 
This out-of-phase relationship (Butzer, 1971, p. 333; Williams, 1975) 
is supported by other north African evidence (Street and Grove, 1976). 
The Holocene pluvial period, 7500 to 4000 B. C., is evident from 
the large numbers of playa remnants in numerous hollows throughout the 
Arba'in Desert (Haynes and others, 1977). Invariably, abundant 
archaeological remains of Terminal Paleolithic and Neolithic age are 
associated with these playas, and three phases of the Neolithic occupa-
tion are associated with two distinct stands of playa lakes best 
displayed in the Gebel Nabta area (Wendorf and others, 1976; 1977; 
Wendorf and Schild, 1980). 
Recognition of the large number and extent of the Neolithic playa 
depos its throughout the Arb a 'in Desert' provides an insight into the 
extent of the pluvial represented. For every depression in which 
playa deposits are clearly recognizable as remnants of bottom sedi-
ments and beach deposits, there are many other hollows which in all 
probability contained such deposits that have since been destroyed by 
wind. All stages of deflation and corrasion have been observed. The 
occurrence of eolized (sand blasted) Neolithic artifacts in and 
around such hollows attests to the former presence of water to support 
the Neoli~hic occupation. 
CLIMATIC CHANGES AND WATER TABLE FLUCTUATIONS 
From the well-preserved stratigraphic record of Holocene climatic 
fluctuations, we can extrapolate back to Mousterian and earlier plu-
vials and assume that fluctuations were of comparable if not greater 
magnitude. Arguments as to whether the landforms derive from wind or 
water action have been reviewed by Peel (1966), and both are correct 
in that they represent the dominant processes in two parts of a cycle 
in which one climatic regime prepares the land for reworking by the 
other. Thus, pluvial episodes promote weathering which weakens expo-
sures of bedrock, produce drainages that dissect the land, lakes that 
fluctuate and evaporate, and vegetated, dune stabilizing soils, all of 
which support life in relative abundance. The intense eolian activity 
of the hyper-arid episodes strips away the mantles weakened by 
weathering, erases many drainages, deflates the playa sediments, and 
reactivates the dunes that provide the abrasives for sand blasting. 
Under one regime, life flourished, similar to that of the arid regions 
to the south with 100 mm or more annual precipitation; under the 
other, it was possible for only the most adapted creatures. 
The cl imatic extremes between full pluvial and interpluvial may 
have been great, even though the full pluvial precipitation was pro-
bably relatively small. Bagnold (1954) considers approximately 24 mm 
per year to be the minimum to be effective in supporting a nomadic 
existence, but this amount of precipitation could not produce the 
numerous lakes of Neolithic time. The present precipitation of 
100-200 mm in northernmost Egypt and in north-central Sudan to the 
south (Oliver, 1965) is inadequate to support either lakes or rivers. 
It is likely, therefore, that full pluvial conditions were at least as 
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wet in the Arba'in Desert, and possibly augmented by reduced tempera-
tures in order to support standing bodies of water of the size of 
Nabta Playa and pluvial Lake Kiseiba which extended along the Kiseiba 
escarpment. The water at Lake Kiseiba was deep and persistent enough 
to produce morphologically distinct beaches with rounded pebbles 
(Haynes and others, 1977). McHugh (1980) estimates 200-600 mm of 
precipitations were necessary to support the animals shown in the 
Neolithic rock art of Gebel Uweinat and the Gilf Kebir. 
There are good indications that interpluvials were even drier 
than today (Wickens, 1975). Grove and Warren (1968) find support for 
this in central Sudan, where a succession of stabilized dunes (low and 
high Qoz) reflects late Pleistocene aridity extE~nding to lOoN 
latitude. Cores taken at Merga Lake produced Holocene bottom sedi-
ments in which there is an evaporitic layer devo id of pollen, clear 
evidence that it was drier in the recent pas t (Haynes .and others, 
1979). Hehringer has made similar findings at Faiyum and the Siwa 
area (Mehringer and others, 1979). At Bir Tarfawi West, pre-Mouster-
ian dune sands underlie the present basin floor and indicate deeper 
deflation and therefore a deeper water table during thE~ interpluvial. 
Solution features observed on the Limestone Plateau, wadi gravels 
of the Kharga area, and those on the limestone outlier of Gebel Nabta 
predate the Neolithic pluvial and have been severly modified by wind 
abrasion. Subsequent precipitation during the Neolithic pluvial 
failed to renew tufa deposition along the Kharga escarpment or to 
leave pronounced solution features on limestones other than possibly 
minor rillenstein. In addition, the Bir Tarfawi-Tarfawi West lacus-
trine deposits are for the most part chemical precipitates and not the 
slope-washed muds that make up the Neolithic lacustrine deposits. 
These findings suggest that significant differences existed in the 
character of the latest pluvial compared to the earlier ones. 
Further evidence that the Acheulean pluvial and earlier ones were 
different than the Neolithic one is indicated by the abundant artesian 
springs active during late Acheulean time and by the terrace gravels 
along the scarp of the Limestone Plateau in the Dakhla-Kharga areas 
(Caton-Thompson, 1952). 
A soil mantle over carbonate rocks can be very effective in acce-
lerating their dissolution because enriched C02 of the soil gas com-
bines with precipitation to produce carbonic acid. Such soils, relics 
of which have been observed on the Limestone Plateau and on Gebel 
Nabta, probably required several millenia to form and to be effective 
in producing the solution features observed. They suggest long 
sustained pluvial conditions (greater precipitation as well as 
reduced evaporation) as compared to the relatively brief intermittent 
rainy conditions indicated for the Neolithic pluvial by slope washed 
muds interbedded with dune sand and by the lack of all but minor solu-
tion features on limestones. Furthermore, several outcrops of 
granite, in the El-Tawila area (Issawi, 1971) in particular, display 
relict spheroidal weathering (Fig. 9.21) that probably formed under a 
soil mantle before the surrounding plain (Atmur El-Kibeish) was 
lowered to its present level. 
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Anottler indication of the differences in the nature of Neolithic 
and pre-Neolittlic pluvials is ttle height of the water table. At Bir 
Tarfawi and Tarfawi West the Acheulean spring deposits indicate a 
water table at least 12 meters higher than today and at least 8 meters 
higtler during Mousterian time, but ttlere is no evidence of a Neolithic 
rise there. Elsewhere in the Arba' in Desert the Neolithic playas 
formed from runoff which created perched water tables and raised 
local ground water levels whenever local recharge could occur (Haynes 
and Haas, 19(0). At dir Tarfawi and Tarfawi West the catchment areas 
may have oeen too small, the infiltration rate too high, or the eva-
poration rates too high to create lakes in Neolithic times. On the 
other lland if such lakes existed all remains may have been lost to 
dessication because they would have had a weak, sandy composition with 
little clay available for cohesion. However, the near lack of 
Neolithic artifacts argues against there ever having been lakes there 
during tttis time. Iso topic studies on ground water are currently 
underway to see if infil tration may have been direct to the water 
table, tnus producing a recharge bulge. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
If ttle extremes of Neolithic pluvial precipitation and post 
Neolithic hyperaridity were as great as indicated, the amplitude of 
earl ier cycles mus t have been even greater and/or 10 nger because the 
scale of alluvial deposition and deflation indicates that greater 
energy was expended in the earlier cycles. Each fluctuation in the 
water table would weaken the ground surface by sal t weathering at ttle 
capillary fringe as water levels dropped with the onset of aridity. 
Ttle water table would then be the ultimate control on deflation and 
because of its planar surace over most areas this mechanism may have 
been tile major factor in creating some of the planar deflational sur-
faces of ttle Arba' in Desert such as the surface of the Atmur EI-
Kebeish. Once the capillary fringe had dropped permanently below the 
surface, and tile destructive energy of wetting and drying was removed 
from tile sys tern, only the wind and local precpitation would be left to 
work on the surface rocks. This condition appears to have been 
reacned before late Acheulean time because the major geomorphic 
features of the ArtJa' in Desert had been es tablished by then. 
The origin of the Atmur El-Kebeish appears to be related to a 
combination of persistent high velocity winds out of the NNW over the 
Great Sand Sea (a £l1ajor source of abrasives) and a very low gradient 
(1 :1400) capillary fringe fluctuating in permeable, friable sandstone. 
The E1-Tawila granite is not so permeable, but surrounded as it is by 
Nubian sandstone, ttle concentration of water along the contact may 
have accelerated 'weathering, subsequent erosion, and slope retreat to 
leave the few positive features that occur on the Atmur El-Kibeish. 
Except for Gebel Tawila, a sandstone inlier within the outcrop of gra-
nite (Issawi, lY7l), these are rounded hills of either granite (Fig. 
9.21) or quartz peglilatite. 
If during a hyperarid ptlase basins were scoured below the piezo-
metric surface of a SUbsequent high water table, artesian springs 
could resul t where permeabili ty factors and structural factors per-
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mitted feeder paths to reach the surface. The chaotic stratigraphy of 
Acheu1ean-Mousterian age springs in Kharga reported by Caton-Thompson 
and Gardner (1932) support Beadne1l' s (1909; 1933) sugges tion that 
some springs burst forth through the confining mudstone as the 
pressure of a rising water table exceeded the confining pressure of 
the deflated aquiclude. 
The Acheulean springs at Bir Tarfawi and Tarfawi West probably 
formed as a result of a similar rise in the water table where the con-
fining calcrete was thinnest in erosional hollows formed during the 
preceding hyperarid phase. The evaporation of and precipitation from 
the spring waters then produced the younger calcrete cementing the 
late Acheulean hand axes at Bir Tarfawi. This cycle may have occurred 
more than once at both Kharga and the Bir Tarfawi-Tarfawi West area, 
but the main effects in determining the present configuration of the 
Arba'in Desert occurred no later than late Acheu1ean time. If this 
model is correct, then the Atmur EI-Kibeish became a relatively stable 
surface just prior to, or early in, late Acheulean time. The calcrete 
of the 200 m surface west of Gebel Nabta is similar to that on the 
Atmur and also has late Acheulean artifacts on it. It appears, 
therefore, that the Atmur E1-Kibeish extended at least this far east-
ward over the Kiseiba-Dungal depression before the hyperarid interval 
during which the depression was deepened (Fig. 9.4). 
Some deepening of the Kharga and Dakhla depressions may also have 
occurred in post Acheu1ean time. At present, all of the late 
Acheu1ean artifacts have been found wi thin spring conduits, so it is 
not possible to reconstruct from living floors the height of the sur-
face occupied by Acheulean people. However, the floor of the 
depressions is not likely to have been much more than about 20 m 
higher than today, if that. 
It is not known when dissection of the Limestone Plateau began. 
If the relict terra rossa soil there is of Pliocene age, eolian 
des truction of the surf ace may have begun in response to Pleis to cene 
climates. The soil may correlate with the relict red soils of central 
Sudan mentioned by Sandford (1935a) and apparently visible in Gemini II 
photographs (see EI-Baz, Chapter 4). The Sudanese relict soil (it may 
be several soils) appears to be truncated on a grand scale by the 
deflational surface of the Arba'in Desert, and is overlain in places 
by eolian deposits, some of which may be Pleistocene in age. 
Until more detailed investigations are undertaken, the orlgln of 
the Arba'in Desert and the effectiveness of various processes therein 
can only be outlined in the very general and qualitative terms 
expressed here. At present, it appears that in Pliocene time more 
warm humid conditions prevailed over a land surface several hundred 
meters higher than the central Arba'in Desert is today. The 
Pleistocene brought on desiccation that lowered water tables and con-
verted rivers to wadis, and deflation that began to strip away the red 
soil presumably made vulnerable by a decreasing cover of protecting 
plants. Eventually wind erosion progressed to a point: where drainages 
were destroyed and the armor provided by gravel stream beds left some 
reaches as pebble-armored sand sheets and others as sinuous, gravel-
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capped ridges standing above wind scoured bedrock veneered with eolian 
sand. 
If ttlis stage had been reached by 500,000 years ago, as seems 
likely, and it the last major episode of lowering began near the 
beginning of the Pleistocene (approximately 2 m. y. ago), then roughly 
200 hl of lowering occurred in 1.5 m. y. for a rate of only 1.3 cm/100 
yrs. Ac tual rates would llave been higher because only part of this 
time was spent in hyperaridi ty. In the subsequent half million years, 
the rate of overall lowering of the Arba' in Desert has been slight. 
Only in localized areas of relatively soft sediments have rates 
exceeded ttle earlier estimate. Remnants of Neolithic playa deposits 
near tiulaq stand 15 m above the basin floor and their deflation pro-
bably did not begin until after 6000 EP. The minimum rate of defla-
tion 'vJould De 25 cm/lOO yrs. and could have been considerably greater 
it deflation started later in response to Roman agricul tural practices 
(Haynes and otners, 1977), but tllese so ft, friable playa or semi-playa 
(Embabi, 1972) deposits are considerably more erodable than most 
bedrock. 
During tile late Acheulean, pluvial basins filled with spring-fed 
lakes, whictl attracted people from central Africa into the Sahara. 
Soils stabilized wind-driven sand and weathered bedrock, making 
ano tner increment susceptible to deflation in the next arid part of 
t tle cycle. 
By l/busterian-Aterian time, 100,000 to 30,000 BP, all but minor 
topograptlic features and lake basins had reached the configuration we 
see tOday. During Terminal Paleolithic-Neolithic times 9,500-6,000 
BP, numerous (probably hundreds) basins filled with shallow ephemeral 
lakes whose sediments are in the final stages of complete removal by 
wind. Another millenium with present climatic conditions may see the 
des truction of virtually all remnants of the playa muds. 
On tile basis of ttleir stratigraphic position and lack of even 
moderate paleosols, most of the lIlajor eolian deposits of the Arba'in 
Desert are clearly Holocene in age. The buried paleosols in the sand 
sheets indicate stability during Neolithic time, and older stabilized 
dune deposits are only minor deposits preserved at a few places such 
as bir Tarfawi, Tarfawi West, and Nabta Playa. Such ancient dunes are 
more prevalent in Sudan south of the Darb El-Arba' in Desert (Grove and 
Warren, 1966). 
A major unanswered question is the age of the Great Sand Sea. No 
paleosols have been recognized there, and their stratigraphy is 
unknown. Future effort in this regard should be directed toward 
investigation of playa deposits and archaeological sites around the 
souttlern borders of tile Sand Sea with the hope that the sand could be 
stratigrapnically related to datable sediments. 
Of critical importance to the future of irrigation for agri-
culture in the oasis depressions is recognition of the fact that the 
bes t agricul tural so ils there, the Neolithic playa deposit and the 
early historic semi-playa deposits, are the most deflatable deposits. 
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This fact, in conjunction with the extremely high evaporation rate and 
the reliance on "fossil" ground water for irrigation, constitutes a 
very tenuous economic situation whereby a combination of 1) depletion 
of ground water, 2) soils poisoned by sal ts, and 3) high rates of 
deflation can result in gradual devastation just as it did when the 
aquifer in the "Shallow Water Sandstone" was depleted in Roman times 
(Haynes, not dated). 
Furthermore, from the paleoclimatic history reviewed here it 
should be abundantly clear that the role of man in desertification is 
minor compared to that of natural change. In fact, except for the 
sensitive fringe areas and the oases where ground water is being over-
exploited (Haynes, not dated), his role is insignificant. But these 
are the only inhabited areas of deserts, so from a provincial point of 
view the result of man's activities can be disastrous. Not until the 
next pluvial, perhaps thousands of years from now, will aquifers be 
recharged and stable vegetation established. In all probability the 
climate will at best be semi-arid. 
Resul ts of the Viking landings on Mars (Viking Lander Imaging 
Team, 1978) reveal that there are features on the surface that are 
more similar to some parts of the Western Desert of Egypt than to most 
other places on Earth (Bagnold, 1978; Haynes, 1978; El-Baz, 1978b) and 
sal ts resul ting from evaporation from the capillary fringe in the 
Arba'in Desert are believed to be possible analogs for Martian surface 
crusts (Prestel and others, 1979). On the other hand, the physical-
chemical conditions on Mars are so different from those on Earth that 
exac t analogs seem unl ikely. Cons iderable caution, therefore, should 
be exercised in proposing terres trial analogs of Martian processes, 
landforms, and mineralogy, even if large-scale climatic cycles 
occurred there as they have during the Pleistocene on Earth. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Westem Desept is papt of the dpiest pegion ,on 
Eapth, whepe the incident solap mdiation is capable of eva-
popating 200 times the amount of ppecipitation. POP this 
peason wind is the main agent of eposion and deposition in a 
completely eolian enviponment. Data on wind velocity and 
dipection ape analyzed in this papep to establish theip 
pelationships to sand tmnspopt and opientation of dunes. 
Supface wind data ape surrrmapized fop 42 meteopological sta-
tions between 15 0 and 35 0 N latitude and 15 0 and 41 0 E 
longitude. The 8ummapies ape p-pesented in the fopm of 
gpaphs showing the pattems of sand-moving winds in wind 
poses, sand-dpift potential in pesultants, and stpeamlines. 
The basic pattepns agpee with the ovepall southwapd dipec-
tion of ppeva'U ing wind, and thus of genepal sand tmnspopt 
d'ipections. Vapiations fpom this gene pal pattepn ape 
believed to be due to intepaction between the wind and local 
topogpaphy. ppevailing wind dipections in the Westepn 
Desept ape also analyzed in tepms of seasonal wind cip-
culation pattepns in Nopth Afpica. Because of the scapcity 
of data, it is pecommended that automated meteopological 
stations be used to gathep infopmation on local winds in the 
open desept, papticulaply in the southwestepn papt, which is 
impoptant fop analog coppelations with Maps. 
li'JTKODU CTlON 
As part of the eastern Sahara, the Western Desert is one of the 
driest places on Earth. The "aridity index" of much of this desert is 
200, Which means that the incident solar energy is capable of eva-
porating 2UO times the amount of precipitation received (Henning and 
F10hn, 1')77). Because of this extreme aridity, wind is the main agent 
of sculpture in this desert. Wind, air moving more or less parallel 
to ttle surface of the ground, dismantles scarps, deepens hollows and 
erodes exposed rocks. The products of erosion are either hurled in 
tl1e atmosphere as dust, accumulated in the form of sand sheets and 
dunes, or are left betlind as coarse lag deposits. 
Thus, an understanding of the prevailing wind directions and 
trleir variations is necessary to the study of eolian depositional and 
erosional features of tnis desert. In this paper we present a preli-
minary analysis of the available wind data and their relations to 
known directions of sand dunes. 
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Much of the basic research on dune classifications and sand move-
ment has been carried out in the Western Desert. Based on his obser-
vations in this desert, Bagno1d (1933; 1941; Bagno1d and others, 
1939) charted the major dune locations and discovered the basic prin-
ciples of sand transport by wind. He attributed the main direction of 
dunes to a clockwise circulation of wind about a center near the Kufra 
Oasis in southeastern Libya. 
Bagno1d's early observations have recently been supported by stu-
dies of sand dune patterns as revealed by photographs taken from space 
(Fig. 10.1). Gifford and others (1979, p. 219) established that "the 
dune orientations change from north-northwesterly in the northern 
desert to north-northeasterly in the south. The dunes are intimately 
associated with scarps that bound numerous depressions in the Western 
Desert. This relationship is believed to result from the interactions 
between sand-carrying winds and scarps and other topographic 
variations. " 
A preliminary investigation of sand-moving winds from 21 stations 
in Egypt by Wolfe and E1-Baz (1979, p. 299) revealed two major wind 
regimes: "a narrow band of predominantly westerlies along the 
Mediterranean seacoast and generally north-northwester1ies throughout 
the Wes tern Desert. Imposed upon these regional trends are local 
variations that may be attributed to topographic effects." 
It is important to note here that the northeasterly trend 
observed on the basis of dune orientations (Gifford and others, 1979) 
did not show up in the wind data analysis by Wolfe and E1-Baz (1979). 
This is basically due to the lack of wind recording stations in the 
southwestern part of the desert, where the dunes veer towards a 
northeasterly orientation. In other localities, dune orientations 
were found to mimic prevailing wind direction. For this reason, the 
local topographic setting of meteorological stations in the Western 
Desert must be considered when using the wind data. 
The wind data used in this study were obtained from the U.S. 
National Climatic Center in the form of U. S. Air Force N-type sum-
maries (Summary Form 2 - surface winds). These summaries were pro-
duced from observations by World Meteorological Organization (WHO) 
stations, and cover periods ranging from 7 to 13 years. 
GENERAL WIND CIRCULATION 
The wind circulation of northern Africa including the Western 
Desert of Egypt is influenced by many factors, especially the presence 
of seasonally semi-permanent high pressure areas and the location of 
the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (L T. C.Z. ), a discontinuity 
separating southeasterly and northeasterly winds (Griffiths and 
Soliman, 1972). The location of the LT.C.Z. generally follows the 
path of the Sun with the advance of the seasons (Fig. 10.2) and may 
play the greates t role in determining the winds of southern Egypt and 
the Western Desert. 
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Figure 10.1 
Sand dune bel ts of the \~es tern Desert of Egypt as mapped 
from Apollo-Soyuz photographs and Landsat images. 
(Modified from Gifford and others, 1979, p. 225). 
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North Africa as indicated by four 
the seasons (After Griffiths and 
1. Winter (December-February): During this season, the 1. T. C. Z. 
is far to the south and wind circulation is dominated by the pre-
sence of the large Saharan high situated in the western Sahara 
and moditied by the passage of depressions across ttle 
Medi terranean Sea in northern Egypt. The winds, then, are 
generally north-norttlwesterly. In northern Egypt, winds are 
south-southwesterly in advance of the Hediterranean depressions 
and become northwesterly as the depressions pass. These two 
wind regimes are clearly seen in the wind map for January (Fig. 
10.2). 
2. Spring (March-May): During these months, the 1.T.C.Z. 
begins to move nortnward (Fig. 10.2) and depressions become less 
frequent and follow tracks that are more southerly Ulan in 
winter. Often these depressions are accompanied by strong 
souttlerly winds and may cause severe sands to rms. 
3. Summer (June-September): The I.T.C.Z., which reaches its 
northerly limit during July, is located in norttwrn Sudan (Fig. 
10.2). During this season winds are generally northerly, even in 
nortnern Egypt. Generally, winds are stronger, blow more 
frequently, and are less variable than in other seasons. 
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4. Autumn (October-November): Like Spring, Autumn is a transi-
tion season with the I.T.C.Z. retreating southward. This retreat 
is more rapid than the Spring advance. With the exception of 
Aswan, this is the season of lowest wind speed (Griffiths and 
Soliman, 1972). 
INTERACTIONS OF ~HNl) AND SAND 
Wind Data 
Surface wind summaries for 42 observing stations between 15 ° and 
35°N and 15° and 41°£ listed in Table 10.1 were selected for analysis 
(Fig. 10.3). Of these, half (21 stations) are in Egypt, including the 
Sinai Peninsula. Only 9 stations cover parts of the ~Jestern Desert 
including eastern Libya, but none are located in the southern and 
soutrlwestern parts of the desert. A guide to these and other weather 
summaries for the entire world is given by Ownbey (1978). 
No details about the placement of anemometers or frequency and 
resolution of Observation are included in the N-type summaries. 
HO\4eVer, vJorld. Neteorological Organization guidelines omo, NO. 8 TPB) 
Table 10.1. Name and designation of 42 wind stations whose data were 
studied in this report. See locations in Figure 10.3. 
STATION mi0 No. STATION WHO No. 
- ... -~"-.-~-----------,---.,---~-. 
1. Abu Hamed 62640 22. Gulf of Suez RS012 
2. Abu Suer 62438 23. Helwan 62378 
3. Agedabia 62055 24. Jeddah 40477 
4. Alexandria 62318 25. Jerusalem 40184 
5. As wan 62414 26. Kassala 62370 
6. Atbara 62680 27. Kharga 62435 
7. badanah 40357 28. Khartoum 62721 
8. dahariya 62420 29. Kufra 62271 
9. Benina 62053 30. Luxor 62405 
10. Cairo 62366 31. Hanqabad 62393 
11. Dakhla 62432 32. l'1ersa Matruh 62306 
12. Derna 6205<) 33. Port Said 62333 
13. \~ilat 40199 34. Port Sudan 62641 
14. E1- Adem 62063 35. Quseir 62465 
15. EI-Aristl 62336 36. Red Sea North RS011 
16. El-Tor 62459 37. Salum 62300 
17. faiyum 62318 38. Siwa 62417 
18. Farafra 62423 39. Suez 62450 
19. Gaza 62333 40. Tanta 62438 
20. Gia10 62161 41. Turaif 40356 
21. Giarabub 62176 42. Wadi HaIfa 62600 
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Location map of 42 wind stations from which data were 
analyzed (See Table 10.1 fo r name and number of indi vi-
dual stations). 
reCOIUll1end placement of anelilometers 10 m above the surface· and 
recording winds to the nearest one knot and to the nearest 10 0 
direction. The data are summarized by month (in some cases an annual 
summary is available) and presented as frequency of occurrence in 15 
(sometimes B) directional classes corresponding to points of the 
compass, and 5 to 9 velocity classes stlown in Table 10.2. Calm and 
variable winds are tallied separately. 
Sand-Moving Winds 
The basic expressions for the movement of sand by wind were 
developed by Bagnold (1941) based on field and laboratory observations. 
He assumed that a sand particle at rest would be about to move when 
the force of wind on the particle equaled the particle weight. The 
static threshold drag velocity, V* describes ttlese conditions, and is 
given by: 
(1) 
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Table 10.2 Wind : Jcity classifications in WMO data. 
5 Classes 9 Classes 
---,._-----_ .. _-------,_._._-_._._--------------,-----. 
1 - 6 kno ts 
0.5-3.1 tn/sec 
7 - 17 kno ts 
3.6-8.2 Ill/sec 
17 - 27 kno ts 
8.7-13.9 Ill/sec 
2<5 - 40 knots 
14.4-LO.6 m/sec 
> 40 kno ts 
> 20.6 m/sec 
1 - 3 
0.5-1.5 
7 - 10 
3.6-5.1 
17 - 21 
8.7-10.8 
28 - 33 
14.4-17.0 
4 - 6 knots 
2.1-3.1 m/ sec 
11 - 16 knots 
5.7-8.2 m/sec 
22 - 27 knots 
11. 3-13.9 m/ sec 
34 - 40 knots 
17.5-20.6 m/sec 
> 40 knots 
> 20.6 m/sec 
_._-_. __ ._-_._--_._--------_._---------_. __ ._--------
wnere A is a constant; p, particle density; f, fluid (air) density; g, 
acceleration of gravity; and d, particle diameter. For medium sand 
(0.25 mm), the threshold drag velocity is about 0.22 ill/sec. Once sand 
has begun to flow, the drag velocity decreases to 0.19 m/sec., which 
is called the dynamic threshold drag velocity, v* I (Bagnold, 1941). 
The wind velocity, v, at any height, z, near the surface can be 
related to ttle ttlreshold drag velocity by: 
v = 5.75 V* log z/k (2) 
where K is tne height below which the velocity is zero. This height 
is related to the roughness of the surface and is approximately equal 
to 1/30 of the diameter of grains making up the ground surface (Fig. 
10.4). f'or moving sands, a new roughness parameter, k', is observed 
and may be approximated by height of ripples on the surface. This 
height ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 cm for sandy surfaces. The 
co rres ponding wind velocities, V t, at height k I range from about 2.5 
to 3.0 m/sec (Fig. 10.4). 
To assess ttle sand-moving potential of winds recorded by meteoro-
logical stations, the wind velocity, Vt, at the height, z, of the 
recording instrument corresponding to the threshold wind velocity at 
heignt k', must be determined from a modification of equation (2) as 
follows: 
5.75 V* log (z/k') + V
t (3) 
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Table 10.3 Sand-moving potential of winds. See text for descrip-
tion of parameters. 
k' V* (10 m) 
Initiation 0.3 cm 6.96 m/sec 
of sand (V* = .22 m/sec) 
movement 0.8 cm 6.92 Ill/sec 
Maintenance 0.3 cm 6.39 rn/sec 
of sand (V*'= .192 m/sec) 
movement 0.8 cm 6 .. 42 m/sec 
where v t is the threshold wind velocity at height z (10 m) and V t is 
the threshold wind velocity at height k'. The results of these calcu-
lations for some cases are shown in Table 10.3. Al though tnreshold 
wind velocities for sand movement as measured at 10 III range from 6 to 
7.0 m/sec., otner workers (Brookfield, 1970; l1cJ(ee and others, 1977) 
have used the value 4.6 m/sec. To facilitate comparisons with pre-
vious studies, we also nave chosen the same value. Possible errors 
arising from this choice will be discussed later. 
Sand Drift Potential 
Bagnold (1941) showed that the rate of sand transport, q, across 
a unit width is proportional to the cube of the dynamic threshold 
velocity,V*', namely: 
q c (%) 1/2 .ei g 
(4) 
where C is a cons tant related to the degree of sorting of the sand, 
and ranges trom 1.5 for well-sorted sand to 2.8 for poorly-sorted 
sand; D is 0.25 mm, the diameter of "standard" sand; d is t~le average 
diameter of sand in tne area studied; Pf is the fluid (air) density; 
and g is the acceleration of gravity. 
Tl1e rate of sand transport can be calculated from meteorological 
observations by subs ti tution of equation (3) into equa tion (4) as in 
the following steps: 
q Bv 3 e (5) 
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where B 
and 
C r. O .. lU~ '\ 3 (.i) 1/2 \;Og (z/k' f) D Pf g 
(Sa) 
(5b) 
ve is the wind velocity in excess of the threshold velocity. The 
constant B is evaluated for several cases in Table 10.4. The amount of 
sand transported across a unit width, M, can be determined by 
multiplying the rate by the time wind is blowing,_ t, as follows: 
(6) 
PROCEDURES OF COMPUTATION 
Wind data were converted to computer readable files as matrices 
of direction and velocity, and ordered by month and station. All com-
putations of sand-moving winds and sand drift potential were performed 
on these raw data. 
Winds of velocities less than the threshold wind velocity, Vt' at 
the height of the anemometer are not capable of moving sand and, 
therefore, are excluded from consideration. Because the threshold 
wind velocity falls within a veloci ty class interval rather than 
dividing classes (Fig. 10.5), the frequency of occurrence in that par-
ticular class must be weighted according to where vt falls within the 
Table 10.4 Evaluation of the constant B for sand transport potential. 
Sand Size d(mm) k'(cm) C /g B (kg-sec2 /m4 ) 
well-sorted 
.25 .3 1.5 1.25X10-6 2.26 
medium sand 
poorly-sorted 
.25 .8 2.8 1.25X10-6 6.21 
medium sand 
well-sorted 1 .3 1.5 1.25X10-6 4.52 
coarse sand 
poorly-sorted 1 .8 2.8 1.25X10-6 12.4 
coarse sand 
->-"-,--------
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Figure 10.4 Plots illustrating relation of wind velocity to height. 
(See text for explanation). 
interval. This assumes, probably unrealistically, that tne frequen-
cies of wind velocities are equally distributed within a given velo-
city interval. Most likely, this procedure tends to over estimate ttle 
frequency of sand-moving winds. 
A similar sort of error arises from the compression of the data 
into fewer velocity classes as shown in Figure 10.5. Data originally 
summarized .in nine velocity classes were compressed into five classes. 
Computation of frequency of sand-moving winds by the above method 
resul ted in over-estimating their frequency by 20%. Wind distribu-
tions are commonly shown as circular histograms (\,rind roses) in which 
tne arms are oriented in the direction from which the wind blows and 
their lengttl is proportional to trle frequency winds from that 
direction. The frequency of winds in each direction class, Fi' is: 
(7) 
where n is ttle number of velocity classes; and fi, j the frequency of 
winds in each direction-velocity "bin". 
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7 17 28 >40 knots 
Cumulative graph of percentage of sand-moving winds as 
calculated in one station (Jeddah, number 24 in Figure 
10.3 and in Table 10.1) during ttle month of January. 
Wind roses may be constructed for sand-moving winds as well as 
for the total winds. Figure 10.6 illustrates the wind roses for all 
winds from stations in the ~"'estern Desert oases. Figu're 10.7 shows the 
sand roses of the sand-moving winds in the same area covered by Figure 
10.3. It is clear from this summary of the sand-moving winds in the 
\.Jestern Desert and adjacent regions that in the northern part of the 
desert a trend towards the southeast predominates. In the southern 
part of the desert, the trend of sand-moving winds is more toward the 
souttl. 
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Figure 10.6 Annual summary of all winds in the six oases of the 
~ves tern Desert of Egypt. 
As shown previously, the po tential for the drift of sand is pro-
portional to the cube of sand-moving winds and their frequency. The 
sand drift potential, Pi, for a given direction is, therefore: 
(8) 
where v is taKen as the mid-point of each velocity class, j. Errors 
may be expected to arise for the same reasons outlined above. These 
errors are compounded by cubing the velocities and are especially 
prone to arise from the highest velocity class, for whicll there is no 
mid-point. Instead, an arbitrary "mid-point" is assumed, namely, 25.0 
m/sec. 
A summary of the sand drift potential in the studied area is 
shown in Figure 10.8. Cbmparisons of the directions in this figure 
witn those in Figure 10.7 indicate that: (1) in the northern part of 
tne desert, ttle sand drift po tent ial is more eas terly than tlie direc-
tion of sand-moving winds; and (2) in the southern part of the \Jestern 
Desert, bottl sand-moving winds and sand-drift potential pOint to the 
same direction. The direction in Figure 10.8 represent resul tants, 
which were calculated as discussed below. 
For comparison with eolian features and sand distribution 
patterns, tile wind data (recalculated as sand drift potential) are 
more conveniently studied as resultant (or effective) directions, r, 
and Illagni tudes, m. These resul tant directions and magni tudes are com-
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Figure 10.8 Annual summary of resultant sand drift potential at sta-
tions shown in Figure 10.3. 
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puted as the vector sums of frequency (sand drift potential) for each 
direction class by: 
(9) 
and 
1/2 
m + (10) 
where x. is eittler the to tal of frequencies, or the drift potential 
for dirJ"ction class, i, of n classes. The angle (in E-N coordinates) 
is the lower limit of eactl direction class. 
Meteorological stations are scattered in the study region and are 
sparse in the area of most interest, the \Jestern Desert (Fig. 10.3). 
This makes the patterns of wind and drift potential difficul t to 
interpret. To alleviate ttlis drawback, a regular, rectangular grid of 
pOints was overlaid on the region and values of direction and magni-
tude were interpolated from the locations of meteorological stations 
to the grid points. Ttle computational procedure for this inter-
polation is ttle simple algorithm described by Davis (1973). 
Essentially, the value at a given grid point is ttle average of 
the nearest n values (we chose n=6) weighted by the inverses of their 
distances froIn the grid point. The value, Mk, at a grid point is 
given by: 
(11) 
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where Mi is the value at one of ttle 5 nearest. neighbors and D. k is the 
Euclidean distance from that point to the grid point determin~a by: 
1/2 
(12 ) 
where xi and xk are the x-coordinates (longitude) of ~he station and 
grid point, respectively; and Yi and Yk the y-coordinates (latitude). 
To interpolate orientations, two values were computed for each 
grid po int, namely: 
and 
6 
2: (sin8i/Dik) 
i=l 
6 
2: (cos8i/Dik) 
i=l 
(13a) 
(13b) 
where D. is as previously defined and is the resul tant vector orien-
tation ~f station i. Ttle orientation of a grid point, is then: 
tan -1 (~) (14) 
The general flow pattern of wind in the study area is shown in 
Figure 10.9 as annual summary of sand drif t po tential streamlines. 
Tt1is pattern clearly established the westerly flow of wind along the 
Mediterranean seacoast, whicn continues eastwards into the Arabian 
Peninsula. In the northern part of the \Jestern Desert, the streamline 
wind flow pattern is to the south-southeast. In the rest of the 
desert the flow pattern is basically to the south. The veering to the 
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Streamlines of annual summary of resul tant sand dr.ift 
potentlal developed by trend surface analysis of data 
shown in Figure lU.8. 
soutnwest near the convergence of the borders of Egypt, Libya and 
Sudan, which is displayed in the sand dune patterns (Fig. 10.10), is 
not indicated in these streamlines. 
COMPARISONS WITH. EOLIAN FEATURES 
If we compare the annual summaries of sand drift potential in 
resultants (Fig. lU.8) with the orientation of dunes (Fig. 10.9) in the 
\Ves tern Desert of Egypt, numerous confl ic ts appear. Among these are: 
1. In the north, the sand drift potential is basically to the 
east, while the dunes of Qattara are oriented in a southeas terly 
direction. Ttlis may be due to ttle fact that wind stations are 
placed in towns along tne seacoast and reflect only ttle 
Hediterranean Sea system of winds, which may have little to do 
with ttle sand-liloving winds inland. 
2. In tile central part of the desert, annual SU[llmaries of the 
sand drift potential are also more easterly ttlan ttle dune 
orientations. This is most liKely due to the fact ttwt wind sta-
tions are in oases within depreSSions, which locally affect wind 
directions as discussed below. 
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Figure 10.1U Landsat image showing the deflection of dune bundles by 
topographic highS at the border intersection between 
Egypt, Libya and Sudan (E-2398-08044). 
3. In the southern part of the desert, particularly the south-
western part, little correlation can be made, because of the 
lack of meteorological stations southwest of Kharga Oasis. 
Ttlis stlOWS that annual resul tants of sand transport potential of 
tile winds stlould no t be used to es tablis h dune orientation. Resul ts 
o t SUCll co rrela t io ns may be misleading. However, when the data are 
generalized by interpolation to produce annual summaries of sand drift 
potential streamlines (Fig. 10.9), the correlations of sand dunes in 
Ute I-Jestern Desert of Egypt (Fig. 10.1), correlate better with such 
streamlines. 
KELAT lOt~SlH2 OF IHND DIRECTION TO LOCAL TOPOGRAPHIC SETTING 
The 'vJes tern Desert of Egypt is basically a rocky plain vvhich 
slopes gently to the north. The Oweinat Hountain and the Gilf Kebir 
pIa teau in Ule southwes t co rner co ns t i tute ttle only prominences that 
are nigtler ttlan 1900 11l above sea level. The central and southern 
parts of trte desert average 200 to 500 m in elevation, and rocks of 
Ute no rtilern bel t are less than 200 m above sea level. The generally 
flat plateau desert of sedimentary rocks is broken by seven major 
depressions including the Qattara and those that enclose the oases of 
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Siwa, Faiyum, Bahariya, Farafra, Dakhla, and Kharga (Fig. 10.1). 
Summaries of wind directions based on data from meteorological sta-
tions in the six oases are given in Figure 10.6. 
Qattara Depression 
The Qattara Depression is the largest of the Western Desert 
depressions and occupies approximately 19,500 km2 , or 1/15 the land 
area of Egypt. This depression also contains the lowest point on the 
continent of Africa, being 134 m below sea level. Much like other 
depressions in the Western Desert, its northern borders are clearly 
marked by a distinct scarp, whereas the depression grades into the 
terrain to the south (El-Baz, 1979b). The dunes of Qattara emanate 
from its southern part as bundles of longitudinal dunes that taper to 
the southeast (Fig. 10.1). This direction reasonably agrees with the 
inferred sand transport directions in Figure 10.8. Agreement between 
the orientation of dunes and inferred wind direction is probably due 
to the fact that southern Qattara can be considered an open plain, 
without scarps or other topographic barriers to affect wind 
circulation. 
Siwa Depression 
The Siwa depression is irregularly-shaped and generally elongate 
in an east-west direction. It is the farthest depression from the 
Nile Valley and is approximately 50 km long and covers 300 km2 ; parts 
of it are 60 m below sea level. About 15 km eas t of the Siwa 
depression is another depression about two-thirds its size (EI-Baz, 
1979c). Both depressions are bounded by faults that intersect in an 
"X" pattern. The southern borders of the Siwa Oasis blend with the 
northern boundary of the Great Sand Sea. Near Siwa, the dunes of this 
sand mass are sinuous and appear to have formed under varying wind 
regimes as suggested by the wind directions in Figure 10.6. However, 
yardangs along the western borders of the depression are all oriented 
in an eas t-wes t direction. This may have resul ted from both struc-
tural control and strength of local winds from the west (Mediterranean 
wind sys tern). 
Faiyum Depression 
The Faiyum depression is closest to the Nile Valley and occupies 
a circular area of approximately 1,700 km2 , much of which lies below 
sea level. The limestone cliffs of the Faiyum depression confine 
bundles of complex barchan chains. These dunes appear to be shifting 
in a south-southeast direction (Fig. 10.1). Some have reached the 
western borders of the fertile Nile Valley and have started 
encroaching on its agricultural land (El-Baz, 1979b). The alignment 
of the dunes along the scarp indicates the effect of that scarp in 
dividing the sand carrying wind towards the south rather than to the 
southeast (Fig. 10.1). 
Bahariya Depression 
The Bahariya depression is spindle-shaped and is elongate in a 
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northeast direction. It is approximately 95 km long and 45 km wide 
and covers an area of 1,800 km2 • The escarpment that completely 
encircles the depression is approximately 100 m high. The depression 
is unique among others in the Wes tern Desert in that hills form a 
discontinuous line in its center. These hills appear to affect the 
local wind regime in the Bahariya depression as shown in Figure 10.6. 
Farafra Depression 
The Farafra depression is roughly triangular in shape and is 
bounded by high scarps on the eas t and wes t and a low scarp on the 
north. It is open towards the south where it meets the Dakh1a escarp-
ment some 200 km away. Host of the exposed rock in the depression is 
chalk of Haastrichtian age (Said, 1962). The eastern half of the 
depression is covered by dune sand. Field observations indicate that 
this sand mass is similar to that of the Great Sand Sea. The large 
dunes are gently sloping whaleback dunes, several kilometers across. 
Superposed on these dunes are sharp-crested, partly sinuous longitudi-
nal dunes (EI-Baz, 1979b). There is a small field of dunes that is 
enclosed in a small depression in the northern part of the larger 
Farafra depression. The dunes in this small field are oriented in the 
same direction as the scarps, approximately N sOoE (Manent and EI-Baz, 
1980). 
Dahkla Depression 
The Dakhla depression lies south of an escarpment that trends 
west-northwest from Kharga for approximately 250 km. South of the 
escarpment, the exposed rock belongs to the Nubian Sands tone, which 
covers most of the southern half of the Western Desert. The Dakhla 
Figure 10.11 Landsat image showing dunes oriented in a NW-SE direc-
tion in the upper right corner and more southerly in the 
Kharga depression in the lower left corner 
(E-lllO-07s6l). 
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depression is connected to the Kharga depression by level ground south 
of a large, arcuate escarpment known as the Abu Tartur Plateau. The 
wind pattern in the Dakhla depression appears to be identical to that 
of Kharga (Fig. 10.6). Because the Dakhla depression is open to the 
south, there are little if any topographic effects on wind direction 
and orientation of dunes. 
Kharga Depression 
The Kharga depression (Fig. 10.11) is aligned in a north-south 
direction. The succession of rocks from the floor upward begins with 
Nubian Sandstone, which is overlain by purple and varigated shales, 
phosphatic beds, Dakhla shale, chalk, Esna shales, Thebes limestone, 
and travertine and loess on top (Said, 1962). The depression is open 
to the south and southwest. The width of the depression varies from 
20 km in the north to 80 km in the south. Within the depression 
numerous bundles of active barchans and barchan chains hamper the 
agricultural development of the land (E1-Baz, 1979b). Hence, the 
effect on dune orientation of the north-south trending scarp on the 
eastern side of the depression are quite obvious (Fig. 10.1). North 
and east of the depression, the dunes point to the southeast, but 
within Kharga, they move due south. 
Gilf Kebir and Uweinat 
Beyond Kharga, and southwest of the other oases, the terrain of 
the Western Desert is flat to undulating; it is interrupted by a few 
topographic highs particularly in the southwestern corner (El-Baz and 
Maxwell, 1979a). The effects of the Gilf Kebir plateau and Uweinat 
Mountain on dune orientations are clearly visible on Earth orbital 
photographs (Fig. 10.10). However, the exact wind directions are not 
known because of the lack of recording stations in southwestern Egypt. 
AUTOMATED METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS 
As previously stated, a full understanding of the wind regime in 
the Western Desert is hampered by the lack of meteorological stations 
in the open desert. The present stations are located within 
depressions, and there are no stations in the southwestern part of the 
desert. This deficiency may be remedied by utilizing automated 
meteorological stations. 
Space age technology has provided a wide variety of sensing 
devices that can, for example, measure air and water quality, monitor 
the flow within a pipeline, or detect earthquakes. It has recently 
been proposed that the same kind of technology be appl ied to moni-
toring c1imat ic and meteorological conditions in remo te desert regions 
(E1-Baz, 1979d). Automated stations can obtain the measurements, 
average them over a period of time, and relay them to orbiting 
satellites. The satellites, in turn, can beam these data to Earth for 
analysis and synthesis. 
A meteorological data collect ion scheme may use Earth orb it ing 
satellites to relay data from a number of automated stations to one or 
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more recelvlng sites. There are three basic elements to such a 
sclleme: 1) a data collection platform (DCP) connected to the sensor 
recorders; 2) a radi.o transponder with receiving and transmitting 
capabilities on board a satellite; and 3) a data receiving station 
for retrieval, processin6, and dissemi.nation of the collected data. 
There are two experimental programs that utilize such a system 
for lileteorological monitoring. These are for use in remote places 
ttlat represent extremes of Earth weather : the perpetual ice sheets 
of Antarctica (T. Howard, pers. comm.) and tne sun-scorched deserts of 
tile American soutnwest (J. F. l'1cCauley, pers. comm.). 
tlased on ttle above, it is recommended that testing of this method 
ot meteorological monitoring via orbiting satellites be conducted in 
the western Desert of Egypt. The desert is ideal for this type of 
researcll, because tIttle free interplay of sand and wind has been 
allowed to continue for a vas t period of time, and tlere, if anywhere, 
it stlOuld be possible in the future to discover the laws of sand 
movement, and the growttl of dunes" (Bagnold, 1933, p. 121). 
COl~CLUSIOl~S 
1. The general clockwise wind circulation pattern noted by 
Bagnold (1933) in the vvestern Desert of Egypt is supported by 
study of dune orientations from space images and photographs. 
2. Annual wind sumlilaries and sand drift potentials based on these 
SUllll~laries do not provide the same directions as those of the 
dunes. Generalizations by interpolation between stations corre-
late better with dune orientations. 
3. Dif ferences between directions of sand-moving potential and 
tne dunes may be due to local topographic effects on the wind. 
4. Depressions trIat are bound by north-souttl escarpments such as 
Faiyum and Kllarga impose tbe same al ignment of the dunes wi tbin 
tllese depressions. 
5. Topographic Ilighs Suctl as the Gilf Kebir plateau and ttle 
Uw-einat l'1ountain in the southwestern part of the desert also 
atfect dune orientations, where Ule winds change directions to 
s Kir t ttlese hi8hs. 
6. To fully unders tand ttle wind regime of the ~ves tern Desert, 
automated meteorological stations sllould be emplaced in the open 
de8ert, particularly in its southwestern parts. 
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BARCHANS OF THE KHARGA DEPRESSION 
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ABSTRACT 
The Khapga deppession in the Tvestepn Desept of Egypt 
contains numepous nopth-south tpending belts of bapchan 
dunes, which cpeate a sepious ppoblem fop economic develop-
ment of the pegion. The dune bel ts ape oP1:ented [Xlpallel to 
the long axis of the deppession, and ape herae divided into 
thpee bel ts; the westepn bel t consists of simple and com-
pound bapchans that extend fpom the Abu Muhapik dune bel t. 
The middle belt of bapchans is smallep, but of gpeat econo-
mic impoptance since it cpOSSet3 the Khapga-Asyut high1Jay. 
The eastepn bapchan bel ts, studied in detail, papal-lel the 
eastepn scapp of the deppession and consist of 261 bapchans 
of vapious sizes. Analysis of bapchan shape papameteps 
indicates that the shape of the dunes pemains essentiall y 
constant as gp07JJth takes place, al though the degpee of asso-
ciation of the papameteps decpeases as the dunes incpease in 
size. The rote of bapchan movement vapies between 20 and 
100 m/yeap, and exhibits stpong coppelation tvith dune size, 
gpound length of the II)indwapd side and mean slope angle of 
the windwapd side. Thus, mapping of bapchan distpibution 
and measupement of theip shape papameteps may allow ppedic-
tion of bapchan movement, and will aid planning fop futupe 
development in the deppession. 
INT RODU eTION 
The Kharga Depression is one of the seven major depressions of 
the Hestern Desert of Egypt. It lies in the southern part of the 
desert, about 150 km west of the Nile Valley (24° to 26°N; 29° 50' to 
30° 55'E), and is the only depression that is aligned in a north-south 
direction. The interior of the depression is characterized by a rela-
tively flat semi-playa or pedip1ain surface broken only occasionally 
by small, streamlined hills, groups of barchans, and barchanoid dunes. 
These dune bel ts are also elongated in a north-south direction, and 
are formed where sand has migrated southward across the northern scarp 
of the depression. Consequently, this area is well-suited to the 
study of barchan growth and movement (Embabi, 1967). 
MORPHOLOGY OF THE KHARGA DEPRESSION 
The depression is bounded by steep scarps on the east, north and 
northwes t; and is open to the south and southwes t. The surrounding 
plateaus vary in height from 300 to 500 meters above sea level. The 
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surfaces of ttw plateaus are characterized primarily by micro-relief 
landforms (s[1tall closed depressions, gullies, small wadis and 
yardangs). The most significant landform to the present study is the 
hUGe etune bel t of tile Ghard Abu-Muharik, which enters the Kharga 
Depression from the norttl. This dune bel t represents the main source 
fo r barchan sands wi thin Ute depressio n. 
The depression scarps are characterized by concave, convex-
concave, or step-liKe slopes, whicn are dissected by small wadis, and 
are covered by surf icial deposits. Al though the eas tern scarp has a 
general nortll-south trend, it changes its alignment several times 
soutll of lati tude 25 0 N. These changes have led to the development of 
several promonto ries, which obstruct the dunes of the eastern barchan 
bel ts. Ttle northern and northwes tern scarps have two general trends; 
east-west and nortll-south. The wadis of the northwest scarp act as 
passages for the sand of the Ghard Abu-Huharik, wtlich spills over the 
scarp to tbe depression floor (Fig. 11.1). 
The depression floor is a flat to undulating pediplain. Apart 
from the various projecting hills, the plain rises between 2 and 209 m 
above sea level, but most of it lies between 20 and 190 III above sea 
level. J'lost of the floor is covered either by water-laid deposits 
(outwash gravel and playa deposits), or by eolian deposits (dunes and 
sand sneets). Characteristic forms can be divided into two groups; 
scattered hills and eolian sculptured landforms. The hills consist of 
three types: the outlier hills (Taref, EI-Teir, and Ganima), the en-
echelon synclinal and anticlinal hills (Tarawan, EI-Qarn, EI-Qalaa, 
and El-Dibaball), and tlle granitic (inlier) hills in· the south 
(Abu-Bayan hills). 
Eol ian landforms in the depression floor may be divided into two 
types: tne first type is the clay plains of the semi-playa deposits, 
witll Wind-sculptured hummocks (Embabi, 1972, p. 84). These are 
typified by t11e Sherika plain in the north and the Paris plain in the 
soutll. The second type is the barchan dunes which occur in north-
south trending belts in various parts of the floor. Barchan dunes can 
be considered the most significant landform in the Kharga Depression 
not only from the geomorphological point of view, but also from the 
viewpoint 0 f economic development. Barchans are presently the mos t 
dynamic fo rm in the area, and are a serio us threat to exis ting and 
projected human activities. 
BARCHAN DISTRIBUTION 
The Kharga barchans are organized into bel ts that are approxi-
mately parallel to the longitudinal axis of the depreSSion (Fig. 1l.1). 
Al though they are dis tributed in various parts of the floor, the 
barchan bel ts can be divided into three groups: the western, middle 
and eastern belts. 
The wes tern barchan bel ts are the extension of the great dune 
belt of Ule Abu l'1uharik, and form the main group of barchans in the 
depression. The sand dunes sweep down the northwestern scarp of the 
depreSSion, forming several bel ts in the wadi floors, and then are 
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partially piled against Gebel Teref and Gebel EI-Sheikh. South of 
these hills, the barchans are unhindered by any further obstacles. 
Along these bel ts, barchans change from simple to compound form, and 
are replaced by small climbing and descending longitudinal dunes or 
barchanoid ridges, according to local relief and sand supply. 
The middle barchan belts are smaller and more localized than the 
wes tern bel ts, al though two of them are mos t significant. The firs t 
bel t starts from the eastern tip of the northwest scarp and passes 
slightly to the east of Gebel El-Teir, Gebel Tarwan, Gebel EI-Nadura 
downwind to the northern slopes of Gebel El-Qarn (Fig. 11.1). Along 
this belt, barchans cut the Kharga-Asyut highway and change from 
simple to compound to complex form due to local relief. The second 
important belt in this middle group consists of barchans which are 
trapped in the small, closed shallow basin 5 km east of Gebel El-Qarn 
(Fig. 11.1). 
The eastern barchan belts extend from the foothills of the 
depression scarp opposite Gebel EI-Yabisa downwind to the granitic 
hills in the southern part of the depression. They start and continue 
as one unit, running approximately parallel to the scarp before being 
checked by the northern slopes of the promontory facing the Paris 
plain. South of this promontory, three small barchan bel ts are pre-
sent in the Doush plain. 
BARCHAN HORPHOLOGY 
Form 
The barchans of Kharga vary between the simple compound and the 
complex crescentic shape. The simple form is present in various sta-
ges of development at many localities (Fig. 11.2). Generally, youth-
ful forms are present at the upwind end of barchan belts, while older 
ones are present at the terminus of belts. Compound barchans develop 
when two or more dunes coalesce due to differential rate of movement 
(Fig. 11.3). The complex barchan is the largest dune, and a relati-
Figure 11.2 A simple barchan. 
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Figure 11.3 A compound barchan. 
vely rare form at Kharga. It has a single majo r slip-face and many 
smaller ones on its windward slope. In many cases it acts as a source 
of sand for the development of new dunes. 
Shape 
tiarcnan shape parameters measured in this study include: height, 
lengttl of dune, lengttl of windward slope, wid ttl of ho rns, and length 
of tDrns. Kharga barchans vary from 0.5 to 25 m in height, from 30 to 
b5u m in lengttl of dune, from 24 to 300 m in length of windward side, 
from 25 to 540 m in widtn of horns, and from 2 to 340 m in length of 
horns. 
Statistical analysis of shape dimensions for a sample of 60 
barchans suggests that there is a linear relationship with a higtl 
degree of association among the shape parameters (Embabi, 1978). This 
indicates that shape dimensions grow simultaneously at a constant rate, 
a t any stage of development. However, because of modifications which 
occur during dune growth and movement, the degree of association 
decreases as dunes grow in size. This type of relationstlip exists 
between barchan shape dimensions in other arid regions of the world, 
such as southern Peru and Calitornia (Embabi, 1978). 
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Slo pe Angl es and Fo I'm 
Along ttle longitudinal axis, the barchan profile exhibits two 
asymme tr ic slopes wtlicl1 llleet at the cres t or brink of the dune. These 
are the leeward and windward slopes. In order to inves tigate the 
asymmetry of tbe two slopes, a slope profile survey was done on a 
sample of barcnans from various localities at Kharga. In this survey, 
slope profiles of 34 dunes, varying between 0.9 and 15.2 m in height, 
were lfleasured along the longitudinal axis. Measurements of slope 
angle to the nearest [lalf degree were taken every 50 cm using an Abney 
level and a flac wooden rod. Al though detailed resul ts and field 
techniques will be the subject of another publication, the relevant 
characteristics ot slope angles forms are the following: 
1. Slope angle distribution is characterized by three sub-
populations of low· (0°-12 0), moderate (13 °-15 0), and high 
(32 °-34 0) angles. The low-angle group is the most prevalent on 
alL dunes, and constitutes 92 to 97% of the total slopes on small 
dunes, and 82% on large dunes. This group is representative of 
the gentle slopes of the windward side. The second important 
group is ttle high-angle slopes which represent the slip-faces 
ot barchans. It constitutes 7% and 15% of the total slopes of 
small and large dunes respectively. 
2. The characteristic slope angle of 
barchans is 5 degrees, while on small 
degrees. 
both 
dunes 
small 
this 
and 
angle 
large 
is 4 
3. The slope form of the windward side is convex-concave on all 
dunes. Altnough convexities exceed concavities on all barchans, 
the ratio of convexity/concavity is .1.6 and .1.2 for small and 
large barchans respectively. 
4. The leewaru. side is either convex, convex-straight, or 
straight in form. Cbnvex and convex-straight slopes prevail on 
small dunes, whereas straight slopes dominate on the leeward 
side of large barchans. 
5. The relationship between slope angles, form and dune size is 
supported by the following aspects: A) Slope angles of the wind-
ward side tend to increase as dunes grow in size, B) Slip-faces 
occupy a higher percentage of the total slope as barchans 
increase in size, C) The ratio of convexity/concavity on the 
windward side decreases as dune size increases, and D) The 
leeward side tends to change from convex to convex-straight, to 
straight as barchans grow in size. 
Distribution 
Barchans in Kharga, as in many other arid regions, are organized 
in belts parallel with the direction of the prevailing winds. In 
order to investigate ttle nature and properties of barchan distribution 
in belts (en masse), the belt which originates in the eastern scarp 
promontory facing the Paris plain (Fig. 11.1) was chosen as a repre-
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sentative belt because of both its location and size. Except for a 
gently sloping small hill, this belt developed on a featureless plain. 
In addition to the absence of local vegetation and the presence of 
uni-directional winds, the location renders this site ideal for the 
propagation of crescentic dunes. In addition, the belt is of a con-
siderable size; its length is about 20 km, and it comprises 261 dunes 
of assorted sizes. 
The method adopted for the study of dune distribution is a 
mOdification of that used by Finkel (1959). A base map (Fig. 11.4) 
was prepared from aerial photographs originally at a scale of 
1 :20,000. The dune belt was divided into square kilometer-s along a 
base line of N SoW for the first 6 km from the northern tip, and at 
N l5°W along the rest of the belt. These directions parallel the pre-
vailing orientation of the dunes as measured on the base map. The 
squares parallel to the prevailing dune orientation were numbered, 
while those sides perpendicular to the wind dir-ection were letter-ed 
increas ing to the wes t. The number of barchans, regardless of size, 
was counted for each square. These numbers repr-esent the density of 
barchans in a unit ar-ea of 1 km2 • 
The to tal number of barchans in each unit ar-ea as well as the 
average number of dunes for each row and column are summarized in 
Figure 11.4. The area within the boundaries of the belt is 27 km2 , 
while the to tal number of dunes counted is 261. This represents an 
overall mean density of 9.7 dunes per- km2 • The mean density in the 
numbered columns indicates a decrease in dune distribution as distance 
increases downwind fr-om 37 to 5 dunes per km2 • The cor-relation coef-
ficient between the mean of the two variables is 0.7 ,which indicates 
a relatively high degree of association between mean dune density and 
the distance downwind. 
Similarly, the average densi ty of the dunes in the rows tr-ans-
verse to the wind was computed. In this comparison, the mean dune 
dens i ty in row A (the wes tern one) is lower (6.25) than tba t 0 f row B 
(11.1), indicating that dune density also decreases in the westward 
direction. This tendency is in accordance with the fact that the 
level of the ground decreases generally in the same dir-ection. 
The decrease in dune density in a downwind direction is accom-
panied by an increase in dune size. This sugges ts that dunes merge 
together during their movement downwind, resul ting in a decr-ease in 
the actual number of barchans and an incr-ease in size. This rule is 
interrupted occasionally wher-e newly-born dunes develop fr-om large 
complex barchans, as in rows 16-18 (Fig. 11.4). In addition, the 
secondary reason for the decrease in dune density is the lateral 
spreading of dunes downwind due to the westward slope of tile terrain. 
BARCHAN GRmJTH, HOVEHENT AND STRUCTURE 
Naturally, tl1e growth of a barchan depends on 110\" much sand it 
gains or loses. This gain and loss occurs on a dune body due to sand 
removal from the lower part of the windwar-d side, and deposition on 
the top and leeward side. Sand removal and deposition leads to the 
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movement of barchans downwind and the development of their character-
istic structure. 
Barchan Gro\vth 
The presence of various sizes of barchans in the field indicates 
that any single dune Hlay grow bigger with time. As shown by Embabi 
(1978), barchan shape dimensions grow simultaneously at a constant 
rate at any stage of development. 
In the field, sand was obse rved to creep acro ss the bare gro und 
be tween barchans, especially in the lee of the ho rtls. The sand whictl 
leaves a barchan usually accumulates on the n.ext one which obstructs 
its path. For "steady-state" movement with no dune growth, the rate 
of sand loss must be balanced by sand gained from Uw upwind dune. 
Finkel (1959) l.lentioned that the rate of sand gained from the up\vind 
dune nearly balances ttle sand loss in Southern Peru. (bursin (1964) 
has done two experiments to examine the sand balance sheet of a 
barchan in the region of Port-Etienne (Mauritania). In both 
experiments, the barchan lost more sand than it gained. 
Another method of barchan growth was deduced from the study of 
the mass distribution of barchans east of the Paris Plain. Smaller, 
faster-moving dunes occasionally overtake ttle larger ones, and their 
sand blends together to form a still larger dune which soon develops 
the crescentic shape. This process can be seen in all its stages in 
Figure 11. 4. It seems that the barchans 0 f this bel t grow in this 
manner rather than by movement of sand from the horn of one barchan to 
the windward side of the next. The gradual increase in the average 
dune size in the downwind direction supports this mE~thod of barchan 
growth. 
Barchan Hovement 
Movement of barchans in the downwind direction is known to all 
research workers in desert geomorphology (Beadnell, 1910; Bagnold, 
1941, p. 199-200; Finkel, 1959; Hastenrath, 1967). At Kharga, three 
a ttempts have been made to measure and study barchan movement. The 
first one was a pilot study based on field measurements (Beadnell, 
1910). This study indicated that ttle annual displacement of dunes 
varied between 10.8 and 18.8 meters, and that there is an indirect 
relationship between dune height and rate of advance. The second 
study was based on a comparative study between two series of aerial 
photographs of 92 barchans at various localities (Ashri, 1970). This 
study revealed the same findings as those of Beadnell (1910). 
The third study was carried out by Embabi (1979), and entailed 
periodic field measurements of the displacement of 25 barchans between 
February 1970 and February 1971. The sample of dunes was distributed 
at various localities in the Kharga depression, which was chosen to be 
representative of Kharga barchans. Dunes in this sample varied from 
0.8 to 15.2 m in height, from 22 to 160 m in width, from 18 to 124 m 
in length of windward side, and from 2.0 to 11.8 degrees in mean slope 
of the windward side (Table 11.1). 
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Table l1.1 Shape dimensions of selected barchans in Kharga. 
-.-,-~-,---~-,---,--------.------.-,------,-...-.---
_ .. .,.,.. ,,-.--,,-.-~-.---.--~--------, 
Dune Displacement Dune Height Length of Dune Width Mean Slope 
(m) (m) Windward (m) of Windward 
Side Side 
1 49.6 2.6 36 27 4.33 
2 37.0 9.2 76 110 7.30 
3 43.5 4.0 54 56 4.60 
4 33.7 10.0 124 120 4.58 
5 75.5 2.0 38 26 4.34 
6 87.0 1.8 38 30 2.60 
7 60.8 2.3 40 30 2.80 
8 81.0 1.8 30 40 3.06 
9 29.6 7.4 108 125 4.78 
10 29.6 8.0 80 88 5.83 
11 20.8 15.2 74 160 11.79 
12 22.0 11.2 76 160 8.38 
13 23.1 12.4 98 150 6.65 
14 53.0 1.8 28 45 5.07 
15 53.5 3.2 28 40 6.64 
16 59.5 3.6 40 38 6.35 
17 70.0 2.6 46 42 3.93 
18 28.0 7.1 60 117 7.78 
19 100.0 0.8 20 20 2.00 
20 79.0 2.4 18 22 7.22 
21 35.0 5.0 58 42 4.55 
22 41.0 4.5 42 60 4.50 
23 31.5 6.0 50 72 4.56 
24 27.5 9.0 85 110 4.57 
25 37.5 4.2 50 56 4.65 
-----
As a result of this study, it was found that dune displacement 
varies between 20.8 and 100 meters per year (Table 11.1). Dune move-
ment in the southern direction is controlled by several factors; the 
most important of which are the effective wind, dune size, slope angle 
and length of the windward side. The effective winds (20 km/hr) blow 
from the northern direction. Wind data of the Kharga meteorological 
station indicates that about 95% of the effective winds are from this 
direction. In addition, smaller dunes move faster than larger ones 
because the sand mass transported decreases as the dune gets smaller. 
The correlation coefficient between these two variables is 0.91. 
High slope angles on the windward side decelerate wind 
velocity, resul ting in a slower rate of movement. The correlation 
coefficient between these two variables is 0.62. The ground length of 
the windward side also affects the rate of dune movement. Time taken 
for sand grains to travel from the toe to the crest and leeward side 
is a function of the ground length of the windward side. The correla-
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Figure 11.5 Internal structure of barchan. 
tion coefficient between dune movement and ground length of the wind-
ward side is 0.84. 
Consequently, 94% of the variations in the dune displacement of 
barchans can be correlated \vith three variables: dune size, ground 
length of the windward side, and ttle mean slope angle of the windward 
side. 
Internal Structure 
In order to investigate the type and scale of barchan sedimentary 
structures, vertical sections were cut along the longi tudinal axis of 
two dunes in different stages of development (Embabi, 1970-1971). 
Analysis of the exposed stratification in both dunes reveals two major 
structures separated by a nearly £10 rizontal bound ing surface (Fig. 
11.5). High-angle (29-34°) cross stratification forms tile lower part 
of the barcllans. A set of lo\v-angle to horizontally stratif.ied cross-
beds form the upper part of the dunes, and dip upwind. 
The analysis of the exposed structures also reveals distinctive 
features that are ctlaracteristic of each dune. An ill-defined struc-
ture with no clear stratification forms the core of the smaller, and 
younger barcilan. Two micro-structures (trough and reverse dipping 
beds) were found in the large barchan (Fig. 11. 6). The angles of ttle 
dipping beds are constant in the large barchan, but decrease upwind 
from 34° to 18° in the small dune. 
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Figure 11. 6 Trough structures in low-angle stratified deposits on 
the dune surface. 
TEXTURAL PROPERTIES OF BARCHAN SAND 
Grain Size 
The predominant grain size of barchan dune sand is between 3.3 
and 1.3 ¢ (0.1 to 0.4 mm); the percentage of sand lying between these 
two sizes varies from 85% to 97% for all samples (Table 11.2).. The 
foot of the windward side contains a higher percentage of coarse sand 
(1.3 - 0.7 ¢ ; 0.4 - 0.6 mm) than does the crest. In addition, the 
barchan cres t contains a higher percentage of fine sand «= 3.3 ¢ ; 
0.1 mm) than does the foot of the windward side. 
The larger percentage of coarse grains at the foot of the wind-
ward side is due to sorting processes which occur at both the base of 
the \vindward side and at the dune crest. These characteristics have 
been observed in other desert regions of the world (Cook and \~arren; 
1973, p. 310-311). 
Roundness 
To study the roundness of barchan sand, a fraction of each par-
ticle size from four different samples was examined under the 
microscope. A series of photomicrographs were taken (for at least 100 
sand grains) for each particle size (Fig. 11.7). Using Powers' round-
ness scale (Powers, 1953), roundness values were estimated for each 
particle size. 
Differences in .roundness values among the various particle sizes 
of the four samples are almost negligible. This is most likely due to 
the fact that all samples are composed of similar shaped quartz grains 
from the same origin (the Ghard Abu-Muharik). 
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Table 11.2 Grain size of barchan sand. 
-----_._--_.---- .. -.-_---...... .- ----,~,-... -.--~-.- ... -----.----.-,---.-.. -...----.. -, ... ---.. -.,--.--.-,-.-~,- ---..----
____ • __________ ... _ .. _,.,._~_, ___ ,._..__. ____ ~. ___ .. _'w ____ .. ____ .,_""_,.._. __ .... ""_ .. -...._,, ________ .,_. .. _ •. __ ... ,.. .... ..-.._ 
Dune Size ¢ (mm) 
Location* 4.0(.063) 3.3(0.1) 2.3(0.2) 1.3(0.4) 0.7(0.6) 
---.--.------.--~-, .. ----,.-------.----.--.--,-~-.---.~-~-... ----... ----------" .. -.. -.. -,,-.-- .... -.-.,-.~,-.. --,,--
1 C 8.7 52.1 39.5 
T 5.9 60.6 34.8 
2 C 3.3 27.0 69.7 
T 4.3 49.0 41.0 5.7 
3 C 5.1 46.2 49.0 
T 3.0 54.5 42.5 
4 C 5.7 50.6 34.4 
T 4.1 43.7 61.4 
5 c 6.3 31.3 63.4 
T 4.1 39.2 57.0 
6 C 2.5 7.3 39.5 50.6 
T 53.0 4/+.2 
7 C 0.8 8.8 25.5 59.0 5.8 
T 2.9 32.0 56.6 8.6 
8 C 1.0 10.6 34.8 50.8 2.9 
T 0.6 23.8 67.0 8.8 
9 C 8.0 69.5 22..5 
T 2.5 44.0 44.0 9.4 
10 C 3.8 42.3 51.0 2.9 
T 27.9 67.4 4.7 
Mean C 0.4 6.8 41.9 49.9 1.2 
T 2.7 41.8 S1.6 4.1 
-,-,---_ .. _-----------
*c crest of dune; T, toe of dune. , 
Roundness does, however, vary with grain size; the larger the 
grain, the greater the roundness values. Particles less than 3.3 ¢ 
(0.1 mm) have roundness values between 0.30 and 0.32 (subangu1ar); 
particles 3.3 - 2.3 ¢ (0.1 - 0.2 mm) have values between 0.33 and 0.37 
(subangular to subrounded), and particles 2.3 - 1.3 ¢ (0.2 - 0.4 mill) 
have values of 0.40-0.41 (subrounded). This may result from less 
abrasion at smaller grain sizes. 
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Figure 11.7 Photomicrographs of Darchan sand: A) 3.3 ¢ (0.1 mm) 
sand; B) 2. 3 ¢ ( 0 • 2 mm) sand; C) 1. 3 ¢ ( 0 • 4 mm) sand. 
ECONOl'1IC IHPLICATIONS 
Locally, several attempts to avoid dune encroachment have been 
made by bO th direct and indirect methods. These methods and some 
o tners \vere discussed by Embabi (1979). Dune stabilization by means 
of vegetation fences, plastic or petroleum spray, vegetation growth, 
or any mechanical means is impractical due to the nature of dune 
distribution, water shortage, climate, and importation of petroleum 
materials. Stabilization can be done by any of the above cited 
methods, or by covering the lower concave part of the windward side by 
a ttlin veneer of granule-size grains (0.0 to 1.6 ¢; 1-3 mm). 
Temporary divergence of highways at the crossing of barchan belts 
at times of dune encroachment can serve light traffic only. But if 
the Kharga area is going to be economically developed to absorb large 
populations, or to export its production, another method for avoiding 
barcllan encroactl111ent should be adopted. The author suggests the 
construction of tunnels or bridges at dune crossings. 
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Future researctl should concentrate on those methods which lead to 
co-existence with moving barchans. The present distribution of 
barchan belts should be mapped, especially in populated areas and in 
areas of future development. Areas of future development should be 
selected away from paths of dune belts. However, if there is a 
necessity to utilize areas lying along the paths of dune belts, the 
location should be proportionate to rate of barchan movement in the 
lower part of the bel t, in order to avo id dune encroachment over a 
relatively long period (500-1000 years). 
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SAND SHEET AND LAG DEPOSITS IN THE SOUTHWESTERN DESERT 
TED A. MAXWELL 
National Air and Space Museum 
Smithsonian Institution 
Washington, D.C. 20560 
ABSTRACT 
Based on size anal yses of sand sheet and lag deposits 
in the southwestepn desept of Egypt, it is possible to 
distinguish these sediments fpom the mope commonly studied 
eolian dune deposits. Sand sheets consist of a bimodal mix-
tupe of sand-size gruins and coapsep lag fpagments which 
vapy fpom -1.0 to -2.5 <p (2.0 to 5 .. 7 rrun) in modal gpain 
size, and ape well sopted. In contpast, the sand-si.'2'.e fpac-
tion of these deposits is much mope pooply sopted, and exhi-
bits widep vapiations in both sopting and skewness than does 
dune sand. Except on a local scale, thepe is no evidence 
fop selective pemoval of a saltation fpaction in sand 
sheets .. ' Instead, the wide runge of gpain sizes· and poop 
sopting of the sand-size fpaction suppoPt fopmation of sand 
sheets by pelativel y infpequent high winds that ape capable 
of distupbing the ppotective lag supface. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since Bagnold's (1941) classic study on the physics of windblown 
sand, most studies of desert sediments have concentrated on the ero-
sion and deposition of sand-size material in an eoLian environment. 
These studies have dealt primarily with dune morphology and stratifi-
cation (McKee and Tibbitts, 1964; McKee, 1966; Sharp, 1966; McKee and 
Moiola, 1975; Ahlbrandt, 1979; Moiola and Spencer, 1979) and the tex-
tural characteristic's of eolian dune sand as compared to those of 
other environments (Amstutz and Chico, 1958; Friedman, 1961; 1967; 
1973; Martins, 1965; Moiola and Weiser, 1968; Shepard and Young, 
1961).. However, studies of the size characteristics of desert lag 
surfaces typical of extensive sand sheets are less numerous in the 
geologic literature. McKee (1966) and McKee and Moiola (1975) have 
analyzed the interdune regions of the White Sands dune field in New 
Mexico, which essentially consist of deposits from former dunes. Folk 
(1968), in an extensive review of desert floor sediments, found that 
"reg" was universally bimodal, consisting of a mixture of several 
populations of sand. Ahlbrandt (1979) and Moiola and Spencer (1979) 
combined 40 interdune and serir samples from a variety of deserts, and 
presented additional evidence for bimodality and textural differences 
between interdune and dune sand. Studies of coastal dunes have con-
centrated primarily on the dune sand textures (Mason and Folk, ]958; 
Inman and others, 1966) rather than interdune sediments, because of 
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periodic reworking of the interdune sediments by water. Although 
these studies have provided much information on the nature of dune 
sands, these relatively small, interdune regions are not directly com-
parable to the vast expanses of sand sheet deposits in southwestern 
Egypt. 
A wide variety of terms have been used to describe the sedimen-
tary deposits in the open desert, including "desert pavement, hammada, 
lag gravel, interdune, reg, sand sheet and serir." In order to be 
consistent with Bagnold's (1933) naming of the Great Selima Sand Sheet 
the term "sand sheet" will be used in this paper to describe "A thin 
accumulation of coarse sand and fine gravel formed of grains too large 
to be transported by saltation, characterized by an extremely flat or 
plain-like surface broken only by small sand ripples" (AGI, 1974). 
Consequently, the term "sand sheet" is analogous to the "reg" samples 
described by Folk (1968), and some (but not all) of the "interdune" 
sediments of Ahlbrandt (1979).. In this paper, the term "desert pave-
ment" will be used to describe a surface of large, angular fragments 
(generally larger than a few centimeters) that may veneer a bare rock 
surface, or a layer of sand. 
As described by Bagnold (1933), the Great Selima Sand Sheet occu-
pies an area of about 52,000 km 2 stretching from Bir Tarfawi in the north 
to latitude 21 0 in the south. It is bounded on the wes t by the rocky 
terrain of the Gilf Kebir - Uweinat region, and on the east by Selima 
Oasis.. In addition, numerous smaller sand sheet surfaces cover much 
of the Western Desert, where less than one fourth of the surface is 
covered by actively moving sand deposits and dunes (Gifford and 
others, 1979) .. 
The study of sand sheet and associated deposits is important for 
several reasons: 1) These sediments provide a widespread, ubiquitous 
surface type in desert regions which can be correlated with tonal 
variations, visible on orbital images. 2) Larger size lag fragments 
protect the active moving sand, thus the size distribution of this 
material is important to studies of potential sand movement and 
desertification. 3) Surface materials with these size characteristics 
may be representative of windblown sediments on the surface of Mars 
(Maxwell and El-Baz, 1980). 
Because of the dominant eolian environment on Mars, and the 
variations in sediment size seen at the Viking lander sites (Patterson 
and others, 1977; Zimmer and others, 1977), it is possible that large 
areas of Mars are made up of surface materials analogous to 
terrestrial desert pavements. 4) As suggested by Folk (1968), it is 
also possible that the desert floor environment may be present in 
ancient sandstones. Thus, investigation of the textural properties of 
the widespread sand sheets in the Wes tern Desert will aid in the 
characterization of this environment. 
The intent of this paper is firs t, to present the results of 
grain size analyses for sand sheet and dune samples, and second, to 
compare these two distinct desert environments on the basis of tex-
tural characteristics in the sand-size fraction alone (see below) .. 
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These results will then be compared to those reported from other major 
inland dune regions in order to typify the size characteristics of 
sand sheet deposits. Finally, some speculations on the nature of 
eolian sedimentary deposits on the martian surface will be made, based 
on data from the Western Desert. 
METHODS 
For the purposes of this study, the coarse and fine fractions of 
the bimodal sand sheet deposits are treated as two separate samples. 
While in the field, it became apparent that the method of sampling 
sand sheet deposits would greatly influence any later study of their 
textural characteristics.. Sampling emphasis on the thin, surficial 
lag deposits would result in a greater weight percent of coarse 
material in the total sample (hence negative skewness), whereas empha-
sis on the underlying sand would fail to provide a representative 
sample of the coarse lag. Consequently, in order to provide data 
representative of both sediment modes and of the present-day eolian 
regime, only the top surface of the sand sheets was sampled. 
All samples were obtained by scraping the top 2-3 cm of an area 
about 0.5 m2 (about 600 gm). In some instances, where lag spacing was 
greater, wider areas of the sand sheets had to be scraped in order to 
provide a representative sample of the lag deposits. Samples were 
split and about 100 gm of each sample was sieved for 15 minutes at 
1/4 ¢ intervals using a Rotape Both frequency and cumulative fre-
quency curves were plotted for each sample, and graphic textural para-
meters (Folk, 1974, p. 46-49) were calculated for the sand-size 
fraction. Because the width of the sampling field for the lag depo-
si ts is variable, it would not be valid to include the total samples 
of the lag and sand fractions in the calculation of graphic 
parameters. In any individual case, if the sample area were larger, 
the coarse fraction of the total sample would have been proportionally 
greater. Consequently, the lag and sand fractions are treated 
separately. For this study, the average size of lag was determined by 
visual estimate of the sieved separates which were compared with the 
bulk samples and photographs of the sampling sites. 
DUNE SAND 
Barchans 
Samples of barchan dunes are from three localities: the dunes on 
the Kharga-Dakhla road within the Kharga depression, the Abu Hussein 
dune field west of Bir Sahara, and an individual low barchan south of 
Beacon Hill (Fig. 12.1). The individual barchans of the Kharga region 
are extensions of the longitudinal dunes north of the scarp bounding 
the depression, and range from 25 to 540 m wide (Embabi, 1967). Those 
of the Abu Hussein dune field are generally 300-500 m wide, and are 
not aligned ina north-south direction as are the barchans of the 
Kharga depression. Instead, the Abu Hussein barchans consist of 
laterally coalescing and individual dunes with a wide (almost 1 km) 
north-south interdune spacing. South of Beacon Hill, 2 samples were 
taken from a low barchan (approximately 2 m high). 
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Figure 12.1 
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The mean grain size of the barchans is 1.97 ¢ (0.27 rom) (Table 
12.1). Dune sand of the Kharga-Dakhla region is slightly finer-
grained than that of the Abu Hussein dune field, although there is no 
statistically significant difference between any of the localities. 
All barchan samples are well- to moderately-well sorted (average eJI = 
0.61 ¢ ), and 12 out of the 17 samples are slightly fine-skewed. 
Despite the fact that these samples are from a different dune type and 
a different continent, sorting and skewness are virtually identical to 
those of longitudinal dunes in the Simpson Desert, Australia (Folk, 
1971), and to inland dunes of North America and North Africa (Moiola 
and Weiser, 1968). Mean grain size of these dunes is slightly larger 
than that reported for Simpson Desert dunes (2.7 ¢, 0.15 mm; Folk, 
1971). 
Longitudinal Dunes 
The 19 samples of longitudinal dunes were taken from 3 dunes on 
the eastern side of the Gilf Kebir (Fig. 12.1), and 2 dunes in the 
Bahariya Oasis region north of Kharga. One dune in Bahariya was 
extensively sampled along the crest (10 samples), and was trenched in 
order to determine the internal structure. Samples from the Gilf 
Kebir include the longitudinal dune at the entrance to Wadi Mashi, the 
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Table 12.1 Summary of grain size statistics. 
Environment Mz( 4> ) eJI ( 4> ) SKI 
Barchans 1.97!.s2 O.61±.28 +O.O26±.16 
n=17** 
Longitudinal 1.80±.32 O.S4±.19 +O.146±.ls 
Dunes n=19 
Coastal Dunes 2.12±.2s o.s6i.13 +O.lssi.04 
n=3 
Sand Sheets 1.42:!.76 1.13±.34 -o.Ols::t.39 
n=28 
*Transformed Kurtosis (Kc/(1 + Kc». 
** Includes 11 samples from Kharga-Dakhla region. 
Kc* 
O.487±.O41 
O.s21±.043 
O.s33i.039 
O.sI0±.106 
dunes east of Bagnold's 1938 camp (see El-Baz and others, 1980) and a 
low (whaleback?) dune northwest of Uweinat. 
As might be expected, grain size parameters of these dunes are 
similar to those of the barchans. Longitudinal dunes are composed of 
medium sand (average Mz = 1.80 4>; 0.29 rom), are moderately well-
sorted (eJI = 0.54 4> ), and are slightly fine-skewed (SKI = +0.15). As 
is the case with barchans, sorting and skewness are similar to those 
reported for other inland dunes (Folk, 1971; Moiola and Weiser, 1968), 
whereas mean grain size is larger than Simpson Desert or "inland dune" 
sands, but is comparable to the medium-sand size reported for a seif 
dune in Libya (McKee and Tibbitts, 1964). 
Coastal Dunes 
For comparison with inland dunes of the Western Desert, 3 samples 
from the northern coast of Egypt are included in this analysis. All 
are from the crests of beach dunes in the Hersa Matruh region west of 
Alexandria, and are composed of calcareous sand rather than the quartz 
grains of the inland dunes. Unlike the north-south orientation of the 
inland dunes, the coastal dunes are oriented east-west, and have a 
seif-like appearance. 
These calcareous sands have a smaller mean grain size (2.12 ¢; 
.23 mm) than the average mean for inland dunes (Table 12.1), although 
several inland dunes have mean grain sizes that are less than these 
coastal dunes. Sorting (oI = 0.56 ¢ ) and skewness (SKI = +0.15) are 
also similar to values of both barchans and longitudinal dunes. 
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Figure 12 .. 2 
SAND SHEETS 
Typical lag-covered surface and underlying sand east of 
the Gilf Kebir plateau. Note the close spacing of the 
I-grain thick lag surface; mean grain size of the coarse 
fraction is -1.25 ¢ (2.4 mm). Pencil is 14.5 cm long. 
The 27 samples of sand sheets were taken from various locations 
ranging from the top of the plateau north of Kharga, to the southern 
end of the Gilf Kebir (Fig. 12.1). Although implied by the name given 
by Bagnold (1933), the Great Selima Sand Sheet is surfaced not by 
sand-size particles, but by coarser granule- to pebble-size lag that 
overlies and protects the sand. In a strict sense, only those samples 
between Bir Sahara and Beacon Hill, and the 5 samples southwest of the 
Gilf Kebir might be considered as belonging to a true sand sheet. On 
this extensive, featureless sand sheet, the spacing of coarse material 
is variable (Fig .. 12 .. 2).. Granule-size grains may exhibit such close 
packing that they obscure the underlying sand. Such spacing was noted 
in both planar-bedded, featureless sand sheets, and in a field of 
flat-topped (truncated?) ripples east of the Gilf Kebir (Fig. 12 .. 3) .. 
Besides the rounded desert lag deposits that form the surface of 
the sand sheets, closely-spaced deposits of dark, locally-derived 
desert pavement occur near outcrops and in the lee of hills.. These 
angular fragments range up to several cm' s in diameter, and create 
dark streaks on the desert surface that emanate downwind from the 
topographic obstacle.. In some cases, these dark streaks are large 
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Figure 12.3 (A) Flat surfaced (truncated?) ripples of coarse lag 
deposits east of the Gi1f Kebir. Planar surface may 
result from high speed winds needed for redistribution 
of lag. (B) Closely-spaced lag and underlying sand 
deposits of flat-topped ripples. Mean grain size of lag 
fraction is -0.75 ¢ (1 .. 7 mm). Pencil is 14.5 cm long .. 
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enough to be visible on orbital images, and attribute their charac-
teristic streamlined shape to the pattern of movement of the 
surrounding lighter-colored sand sheets (El-Baz and Maxwell, 19 79a). 
The size range of individual coarse fragments within these streaks is 
strongly dependent on the distance from the source outcrop. Because 
of the local size variations, the desert pavement is not included in 
this study. It is doubtful that the larger fragments of the desert 
pavement have been extensively transported by the wind, as have the 
coarse, rounded fragments of the sand sheet deposits. 
Coarse Fraction 
The average size of the coarse fraction of the sand sheet samples 
ranges from about -1.0 ¢ to -2.5 ¢ (2.0 to 5.7 rom; Fig. 12.4). 
However, one-third of the samples have a coarse mode at -1.25 ¢ (1.0 
to 1.2 mm). In an extensive review of the literature, Folk (1968) 
reported that the average size for desert lag varied from 1.4 ¢ to 
-1.0 ¢ (0.38 to 2.0 mm), and that for the Simpson Desert of Australia, 
the coarse mode was predominantly 0.25 ¢ (0.84 rom). The large size of 
the granule to pebble-size lag fraction in the Western Desert deposits 
is most likely the result of the widespread Nubian sandstone, which 
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provides a source for the eolian sediments. However, the influence of 
locally derived material can only be documented where there are 
outcrops of rock other than sandstone (El-Baz and others, 1979b). The 
Eocene limestone north of Kharga provides one such example. Here, the 
lag fraction is composed almost entirely of limestone fragments that 
stand out against the background of reddish sand-size grains. South 
of the Kharga depression, however, quartz grains of the Nubian 
sandstone provide an immediate source for both lag and sand fractions 
of the sand sheets. 
Fine Fraction 
The fine fraction of the sand sheets (here used to denote the 
sand and smaller size fractions) exis ts both underlying and inter-
spersed between lag pebbles and granules. Horizontally-bedded layers 
of sand separated by lag deposits were observed in several areas of 
the Great Selima Sand Sheet, although the total thickness of these 
deposits seldom exceeded a few lOts of centimeters (see Haynes, 
Chapter 9). Consequently, repeated episodes of deposition and win-
nowing have caused the build-up of the sand sheet surface, and have no 
doubt acted to smooth any pre-existing topographic relief. 
As opposed to the lithologic variations noted within the coarse 
fraction, the sand-size grains are composed almost entirely of quartz 
(El-Baz and others, 1979b). Even north of Kharga, where the lag is 
composed entirely of limestone fragments, quartz grains predominate at 
sizes of 0.0 ¢ (1.0 mm) and smaller. The influence of the Nubian 
sandstone source rock, together with compositional segregation during 
weathering and transport are both responsible for these monomineralic 
sands. In a similar manner, the variations in color of the ,sand frac-
tion may also be inherited from original hematite coatings of grains 
in the Nubian sandstone. However, in situ modification of these 
coatings (precipitation of additional hematite or abrasion or the 
coating due to transport) nonetheless remains a possibility_ On these 
samples, there are no specks of carbonaceous material such as those 
found on reg grains from the Australian Simpson Desert (Folk, 1976). 
\Hthin the sand-size fraction, the sand sheet samples are almost 
nonmodal in their size distribution. Mean grain size for all the 
samples averages 1. 41 ¢ (0.38 mm), larger than the average size for 
any of the dune environments, and the mean value for sorting is 
1.13 ¢. As is true for the coarse fraction, these sands have a 
larger mean grain size than the sand fraction of most desert lag depo-
sits from the Simpson Desert, or those reported in the literature 
(Folk, 1968) .. Both skewness (SKI = -0.015) and kurtosis (KG = 1 .. 14) 
lie within the range of dune sands. 
COMPARISON OF TEXTURAL PARAMETERS 
Although textural parameters have been used extensively for 
discrimination among river, beach, beach dune and inland dune sands 
(Mason and Folk, 1958; Friedman, 1961; 1967: Moiola and Weiser, 1968), 
few studies have presented detailed size analysiS data for the exten-
sive sand sheet environment. In a study of seif and interdune areas 
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in northern Libya, McKee and Tibbitts (1964) presented histograms of 
the grain size distributions, noting that serir deposits were domi-
nantly bimodal. Sharp (1966) discussed the dominantly unimodal sand 
of the Kelso dunes in southern California, but there are no extensive 
interdune tracts similar to sand sheets in this region. The first 
comprehensive analyses ot grain size parameters for featureless 
desert plains are those of Folk on the Simpson Desert in Australia 
(Folk, 1968; 1971; 1976).. Using graphic grain size parameters, Folk 
(1971) found systematic changes in the size distribution of sand from 
longitudinal dunes and the reg. According to his diagrams of the 
higher moments, there is considerable overlap in the fields of dune 
crests, windward flanks and leeward flanks. Warren (1972) presented 
cumulative curves for the size distribution of sands from seif, inter-
dune flat and zibar (very gently undulating sand ridges) environments 
in the Tenere Desert of Niger. Both interdune flat and zibar sedi-
ments were found to have poorer sorting than dune sands. 
In a study of the White Sands National Monument in New Mexico, 
McKee and Moiola (1975) found that the relatively small interdune 
areas are characterized by a high percentage of silt and clay, depo-
sited from suspension and trapped by vegetation. Based on 40 inter-
dune and serir samples, Ahlbrandt (1979) noted that the most 
significant textural differences within the eolian environment were 
between dune sands and those of the interdune and serir deposits. 
This distinction was further supported by the work of Moiola and 
Spencer (1979), who found that discriminant analysis of the quarter-
phi weight fractions would separate inland dunes from interdune 
deposits. However, none of the above studies specifically treated a 
sand sheet type of environment, such as that which covers vast expan-
ses of the southwestern Egyptian desert. 
Sorting Versus Mean Grain Size 
The poor sorting and wide variation of median grain size are 
responsible for the range of values for sand shee,t sands compared to 
values from the dune environments (Fig. 12.5).. Within the field of 
dune samples, there is no systematic relationship between size and 
sorting for the different dune types, nor any consistent variation 
with location on the dune. However, only three of the sand sheet 
examples fall in the field outlined by dune samples. 
These results are consistent with those of Ahlbrandt (1979), in 
which interdune and serir samples were determined to be more poorly 
sorted than dune deposits (see Figs. 20 and 21 in Ahlbrandt, 1979). 
However, the major different between previous studies and the analyses 
presented here is in the treatment of the sand-size fraction as a 
discrete sample. 
As shown in Figure 12 .. 5, the sand sheets are characterized by 
moderate to poor sorting even within the sand fraction alone 
(excluding the coarse lag, which would create an additional tendency 
for poor sorting). 
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Skewness Versus Mean Grain Size 
Al though several early studies of dunes and associated eolian 
deposits suggested that positive skewness is characteristic of eolian 
sands (Mason and Folk, 1958; Friedman, 1961; Folk, 1971), more recent 
analyses of dune sands suggest that positive skewness is not a univer-
sal phenomenon (Bigarella, 1972; Friedman, 1973; Ahlbrandt, 1979). 
Results of the present study support the latter view, since one-third 
of the Western Desert dune samples are negatively skewed (Fig. 12.6). 
There is a lack of distinct fields of dunes and sand sheet sands on a 
plot of skewness versus mean grain size, although the larger ,mean size of 
the sand sheets provides a slight separation (Fig. 12.6). Coarse-
grained sand sheet sands tend to have both positive and negative 
skewness values, and several of the samples fall in the field defined 
by dune sands, further suggesting that this pair of graphic parameters 
may not be the best for separation of environments. 
Ahlbrandt (1975; 1979) found that for dune samples in the 
Killpecker Dune Field in Wyoming, and for interdune and serir deposits 
from various deserts, skewness was dependent on mean grain size. By 
using both coarse lag and sand-size material as one sample in the 
calculation of graphic parameters, however, this "dependence" 
naturally results from the bimodal nature of the sample. Positive 
(fine) skewness will result from a relatively coarse sand with another 
mode in the fines, whereas negative skewness will result from a sample 
with a finer mean grain size with an admixture of lag grains. As 
shown by the present study, there is no tendency for a grain-size 
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Figure 12.6 
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dependence of skewness within the sand fraction of sand sheet 
deposits. 
Skewness Versus Sorting 
The combination of skewness and sorting provides the best separa-
tion of environments for Western Desert sands (Fig. 12.7). Separation 
is due primarily to the characteristic poor sorting of sand sheet 
sands, but it is aided by the narrow range of skewness of dune sands 
(-0.2 to +0.6). A similar grouping of inland dune sands is presented 
in Figure 5 of Moio1a and Weiser (1968), although they found it dif-
ficult to separate dune from river sand on the basis of these 
parameters. The data of Folk (1971) would compare well in the dune 
field; Simpson Desert dunes have an average skewness of +0.09, and 
sorting values from 0.32 ¢ to 0.71 ¢ The better sorting values and 
narrower skewness range for his reg samples, however, would cause his 
reg field to fall just to the right of the dune field outlined in 
Figure 12.7. Considering the number of variables involved in both 
source and transport on two different continents, the agreement is 
much better than would be expected. 
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Skewness Versus Kurtosis 
Since neither skewness nor kurtosis values individually exhibit 
any consistent variation with environment, the plot of these two para-
meters (Fig. 12.8) shows the expected high degree of scatter. 
Western Desert sands reveals more extreme variations in both SKI and 
KG than sands of the Simpson Desert (Folk, 1971), or eolian sands of 
Mustang Island, Texas (Mason and Folk, 1958). There is a general 
trend for platykurtic sand sheet sands to be negatively skewed, which 
is consistent with the polymodality and presence of the coarse grained 
fraction in these samples. 
DISCUSSION 
As shown by the present and previous studies of dune sands, no 
distinction has been made between the size and sorting characteristics 
of sands from different dune types, although a few studies have noted 
the textural differences between desert floor and dune sand. R. A .. 
Bagnold provided the initial physical rationale for sand sheet sand, 
noting that "a desert surface is never composed entirely of fine dune 
sand, unprotected by a layer of coarser grains" (Bagnold, 1941; p. 
168). Once deposited, the stability of sand sheets was thought to be 
maintained by the increased drag produced by the pebbles. 
Consequently, Bagnold regards the pebble surf ace as a reservo ir in 
which sand is stored during periods of gentle wind, and removed in 
sudden storms (Bagnold, 1941, p. 169). 
Recently, modifications of this basic theory have been proposed. 
Folk (1968) has proposed that selective removal of the saltation size 
fraction (1.5 to 4 .. 0 ¢ ; .. 35 to 0 .. 63 mm) is responsible for bimodal 
sands of the desert floor.. Coarser grains from 1.0 to -1.0¢ which 
are too heavy for saltation would move primarily by rolling.. This 
gave rise to Folk's (1971) "quantum theory" of eolian deposition, in 
which reg sediments were thought to be a combination of several 
populations, each having a normal distribution. 
In contrast, Warren (1972) proposed that bimodal sands could not 
be explained by invoking high threshold velocities needed to move fine 
sands. Fine sands would be as likely to move because of bombardment 
by coarser grains.. Therefore, Warren's (1972) "protectionist theory" 
involved a modification of previous selective transport models. 
According to this theory, the slightly coarser fraction of the salta-
tion load would be too large to fit in the inter-particle voids of the 
surface creep fraction, and thus would be kept in transport to even-
tuaily end up as dunes. 
The resul ts of each of these methods for sand sheet development 
should be manifested in the size distribution of the sand fraction. 
According to Bagno1d' s (1941) near-surface drag theory and Folk's 
(1971) quantum theory, the mean grain size of the sand fraction should 
be highly variable, having been deposited by the less frequent, strong 
winds capable of disturbing the lag surface" However, if selective 
removal of the sa1tating, dune-forming fraction has occurred (Folk, 
1968; Warren, 1972), then that size should be deficient in sand sheet 
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deposits.. As a group, the widely distributed values for mean grain 
size of Western Desert sands suggest that selective transport, if it 
has occurred, has not been an efficient means of modifying the size 
distribution of sand sheets. The poor sorting of the sand-size frac-
tion makes it difficult to single out any individual size populations 
within the sand sheets. The wide range of grain sizes present in the 
Nubia sandstone (Issawi, 1973b; Klitzsch and others, 1979) indicates 
that a continuum of source material in the Western Desert overrides any 
eolian sorting into "quanta." On a local scale, however, selective 
transport is supported by observations within the Abu Hussein dune 
field. Here, the mean grain size of the sand sheet is 2.83 ¢ (.14 mm; 
sand fraction alone), finer than the 1.79¢ (.29 mm) sand of the 
surrounding terrain. 
INFERENCES FOR SURFICIAL DEPOSITS ON MARS 
As shown in Mariner and Viking images of the surf ace of Mars, 
dunes and other eolian features have suggested the presence of a 
significant population of saltation-size particles that are available 
for eolian transport (Cutts and Smith, 1973; Greeley and others, 
1974b).. In addition, observations of the duststorms indicate that 
material in the 1 ]J m range is extensively redistribut.ed on a p1anet-
wide scale (Arvidson, 1972). In contrast to t.hese observations, 
however, Viking lander images indicate an apparent deficiency of sur-
ficial material in the 1.75 2.5 ¢ (.30 .18 mm) size range 
(Patterson and others, 1977), and theoretical calculations of wind 
velocities needed for eolian entrainment both suggest that sand-size 
material should not be an important constituent in the martian eolian 
regime. According to Greeley (1979a), three possible explanations for 
the presence of sand on the martian surface are: 1) the dunes are 
remnants of a previous episode of a denser atmosphere, 2) the calcula-
tions sugges t.ing the need of sand are incorrect, or 3) the eolian 
features may be formed of agglutinates of smaller grains that act as 
sand-size material during transport. Based on the size charac-
teris tics of sediments from the \ves tern Desert, however, it is also 
possible that. these seemingly conflicting lines of evidence are the 
result of the heterogeneity of eolian depositional environments. 
Source materials for many present-day terrestrial deserts are 
found in previously consolidated sedimentary deposits, sub jected to 
fluvial reworking during Pleistocene and Recent times (Folk, 1968) .. 
Eolian sands of the Western Desert are one example of this process, in 
that they were derived from highlands to the south, and transported 
northward by rivers only to be blown back southward by the prevailing 
winds (EI-Baz and Maxwell, 1979a). In the southwestern desert, 
however, there is an additional local source of sand grains in the 
widespread Nubia sandstone that underlies the surficial deposits 
(Issawi, 1973b; Kli tzsch and others, 1979).. Consequently, there is 
likely to be a continuum of particle sizes present that are available 
for eolian sorting. The characteristics of source materials for mar-
tian deposits are much more difficult to specify.. The effects of 
impact, thermal and chemical weathering, and possible fluvial erosion 
may all play an important role in generation of sand- and silt-size 
material. Because of our limited knowledge on the nature of martian 
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bedrock, however, the grain size of source materials on that planet 
still remains unknown. 
On both Earth and Mars, the resultant size distribution of wind-
transported material can be divided into two fractions: 1) Unimodal, 
saltation-sized grains that are the dune-forming population, and 2) A 
bimodal population of sand sheet, interdune and desert-pavement type 
of deposits. Locally, material derived from an immediate source will 
modify both populations in the form of large fragments let down from 
eroded outcrops. As indicated by the comparison of textural parameters, 
the deposits of dunes can be distinguished from those of sand sheets 
on the basis of textural parameters. Although both the gravity and 
the atmosphere differ on Mars, the basic processes of eolian sorting 
are likely to be the same. Differences in the martian environment 
suggest that the size of the saltation fraction may be greater than 
that of the Earth (Sagan and Bagnold, 1975), but that both wind speeds 
and net sediment transport rates are greater (Arvidson, 1972; White, 
1979). Because of the differing modes of sand sheet deposition, it is 
likely that these environmental effects may be represented more by 
sand sheet and associated deposits rather than the relatively homoge-
neous dune deposits. 
Unfortunately, data from the Viking landers are inconclusive with 
respect to particle size variations at the two locations on the mar-
tian surface. Limitations on pixel size and sampling rate of the 
lander cameras make it impossible to see surface particles finer than 
about 2.5 ¢ (.18 mm). Based on an absence of false low frequency com-
ponents in surface imaging, Patterson and others (1977) suggested that 
there is a deficiency in the medium to fine sand size range (1.75 to 
2.3 ¢, .30 to .20 mm). On the basis of grain counting in the footpad 
of Viking Lander 2, Zimmer and others (1977) also suggested a deple-
tion of fragments less than -1 ¢ (2 mm) in diameter. Consequently, 
there is an apparent bimodal sediment distribution among the < 5 mm 
size material at both sites. Grains greater than a few millimeters 
are abundant on the surface, with finer material (less than about 
2.5 ¢ ;.18 mm) forming intervening areas and possibly the drifts. 
The deficiency of sand-size material has been attributed to 
particle break-up due to reduced atmospheric density (the so-called 
"Kamikaze" particles of Sagan and others, 1977), or a debris-flow ori-
gin or material near the landers (Shultz and others, 1979). Based on 
sorting characteristics of Wes tern Desert sands, however, it is also 
possible to consider this size distribution as the result of the sand-
sheet mode of deposition transferred to the martian environment. On 
Mars, the larger gap between the modes of fine sand and silt versus 
clay material may be the resul t of the much higher wind speeds and 
wind speed variations present at the martian surface. 
CONCLU SIONS 
Different dune types studied in the Western Desert of Egypt are 
indistinguishable from each other on the basis of textural parameters. 
However, the median grain sizes of the sand fraction of sand sheet 
deposits are coarser than those of dunes, and there is a much wider 
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range of mean sizes for sand sheets than for dunes. On an individual 
sample basis, this is consistent with both the poor sorting of the 
sand fraction of sand sheets as opposed. to the good sorting of dune 
sand. 
The combination of skewness and sorting provides the best means 
of separating dune from sand sheets on the basis of the sand size 
fraction alone. Separation is due to the poor sorting of the sand 
sheet sands (even within the sand fraction alone) and the relatively 
narrow range of skewness of the dune sands. Although the selective 
transport of sand sheet sand may be represented on a local scale, the 
influences of a continuum of grain sizes present in the Nubian 
sandstone source is consistent with deposition of sand sheet sand from 
sporadic high winds that are needed to disturb the lag surface. 
The presence of fine and coarse deposits, and apparent absence 
of a sand-size component at the Viking Lander sites is suggestive of 
eolian modes of deposition similar to those of terrestrial sand sheet 
deposits. It may be possible that the great variation of martian wind 
velocities is responsible for a greater spread between the coarse and 
fine sediment populations on the martian surface. 
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ABSTRACT 
Sand samples fpom the Gilf Kebip plateau pegion in 
southwestepn Egypt wepe analyzed to study the eoatings on 
quaptz gpains. Although some ipon oxide (hemat-ite) is 
ppesent, kaolinite fopms much of the coatings, making them 
chemicall y sim1:lap to elassical "desept vapnish" .,The 
eoatings have pitted supfaces, with gpooves and cpacks that 
ppobabl y opiginate fpom eol ian abpasion. Undep high rmgni-
fication (using a scanning electpon mieposeope, SEM) the 
coatings show distinet platelet mopphology, with books op 
layeps of smallep platelets on top of lapgep ones. In addi-
tion to the Al- and Fe-pieh matepial, some gypsum and 
halite wepe detected. The pefiectance ppopepties of sand 
deposits as depieted in Landsat images and space photo-
gpaphs ape believed to be affected by the coatings on the 
quaptz gpains. Assuming that the ped coloped sands of 
southwestepn Egypt ape analogous to the peddish bpown pap-
ticles on the supface of Maps, theip pefiectanee ppopepties 
should be studied fop eoppelation. 
INTRODU CTION 
Sands from the Hestern Desert of Egypt vary considerably in 
composition. Microscopic studies of samples from various parts of the 
desert have revealed that they are composed of at least 40% quartz, 
and varying amounts of calcareous grains (including chalk, limestone, 
dolomite, marl, and calcite), heavy minerals (including glauconite, 
phosphates, hornblende), shale, and gypsum (E1-Baz and others, 1979b). 
Although these different minerals cause variations in the overall sand 
color, it is nonetheless believed that the color of the quartz grains 
themse1 ves can be an indication of the time of exposure and dis tance 
from the sand source. This is based on the proposition that the red 
color of quartz sand is caused by the presence of hematite coatings on 
individual grains. 
Reddened sands have been observed in deserts throughout the 
world.. However, their mode of formation is a matter of controversy. 
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According to one hypothesis, the hematite is detrital having been 
formed in lateritic soils of hot, humid c1imates,and later transported 
to desert basins (Van Houten, 1973).. The second hypothesis contends 
that the hematite coating is post-depositional and results from 
weathering of iron-bearing minerals (Walker, 1967; 1979; Glennie, 
1970) .. 
A1 though the origin of the red color is controversial, the fact 
that the red color increases with the distance from the sand source 
has been established in many locations. Examples include the study of 
Sky1ab 4 photographs of the Namib Desert of Southwest Africa (McKee 
and others, 1977), the Apollo-Soyuz photographs of the Sturt (E1-Baz, 
1978a), and Simpson Deserts of Australia (Breed and Breed, 1979), and 
of the Western Desert of Egypt (E1-Baz and E1-Etr, 1979). 
In addition, in the Algodones dunefie1d, the intensity of sand 
color increases from north to south; 25 to 60 percent of the grains 
are hematite-coated, with maximum values (60%) occurring in the south 
(Norris and Norris, 1961, p. 611). Because the sand transport direc-
tion in this field is to the southeast (Sharp, 1979, p. 908), the 
redder sands are farther from their source and have been exposed for a 
longer period of time. 
Because of the importance of sand color variations, samples from 
the Wes tern Desert of Egypt are being studied to inves tigate the 
nature of coatings on sand grains. Initially, samples from the south-
western part of the desert were selected because they fall near the 
end of the sand transport cycle in Egypt, which is generally from 
north to south (Gifford and others, 1979). This region showed 
increased reddening in Earth-orbital photographs and thus, the sand 
grains were presumed to show thicker coatings. 
SAMPLE LOCATION 
The sample discussed in this chapter was collected by To A .. 
Maxwell from the floor of Wadi El-Bakht (Fig .. 13.1) during a journey 
Figure 13.1 Part of the southern Gilf Kebir plateau as photographed 
by Landsat 1 (from Maxwell, 1980; Landsat Image E-1131-
08141) .. 
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Figure 13.2 Layered coarse sand deposits in the floor of Wadi E1-Diq 
on the eastern edge of the southern Gi1f Kebir. Plant 
is about 12 cm high. 
to the southeastern edge of the Gi1f Kebir plateau (El--Baz and others, 
1980).. This plateau lies south of the gigantic dunefiEdd of the Great 
Sand Sea. Grains from this sand mass travel southward with the pre-
vailing winds, and field observations indicate that some sand climbs 
up and travels southward on top of the plateau. Thus, accumulations 
of sand south of the plateau come from either side or from its top. 
Some small component may result from the erosion of the hardened 
sandstones and quartzites that cap the plateau. 
Numerous wadis incise the Gi1f Kebir plateau, particularly along 
its southeastern margin. The floors of the wadis are flat with a sand 
cover, which is often coarse and laminated. Trenches in this sand 
reveal darker layers with a high percentage of heavy minerals inter-
calated with lighter, finer-grained layers (Fig. 13.2).. This suggests 
that the sand was deposited by winds of varying velocities; the 
strongest winds deposit the coarser sands with the heavy minerals, and 
the weaker winds deposit finer, light-colored sands. 
Wadi E1-Bakht is located in the southeastern corner of the 
southern Gi1f and trends toward the northwest. In the upper reaches 
of this wadi a thick deposit of mud indicates beds of ancient lakes. 
Here, "the old lake floor consisted of alternating thin sheets of mud 
and partly cemented sand with an upper capping of mud some 6 inches 
thick. Similar reddened and hard sand was found in the meander terra-
ces in the wadi beds; probably iron oxides derived from the sand-
stones and basalts and washed into these sands during their transport 
are responsible for the alterations" (Peel, 1939b, p. 306). The Wadi 
E1-Bakht sample was collected from a dune that crosses it (Fig. 
13.3). The sand in the dune is well-sorted and contains small amounts 
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Figure 13 .. 3 Dune partly blocking the upper reaches of Wadi EI-Bakht 
in the southeastern edge of the southern Gilf Kebir 
(Photograph by N .. S. Embabi). 
of heavy minerals (Prestel and EI-Baz, 1979; Prestel and others, 
1980) .. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The quartz sand grains were initially examined with a binocular 
microscope to study the main textures and overgrowths. Single, small, 
heavily-coated grains were examined by X-ray powder diffractometry to 
characterize the mineralogy of the coatings.. Due to the thin nature 
of the coatings, which occur in amounts below the detection limit (by 
volume) of the diffractometer, only quartz appeared in the diffraction 
pattern. Heavily-coated sand grains and those with coatings con-
centrated in pits or cracks were chosen for X-ray powder diffraction 
using the Gandolfi camera. The coating was gently scraped from many 
individual grains in order to collect sufficient material for 
analysis. The Gandolfi camera geometry allows precession of the 
sample in the X-ray beam so that crystals in all orientations can be 
brought into the diffraction condition, thereby enhancing diffraction 
lines produced by a small number of crystals. Fe K-alpha X-radiation 
was used to mlnlmlze fluorescence from iron in the sample .. 
Concurrently, additional grains were fractured under liquid freon to 
expose the interior of the grains and a cross section of the coating. 
The grains were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) at 
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magnifications from 100X to 200,000X. Energy dispersive X-ray analy-
sis (EDXA) was used to qualitatively determine the chemistry of the 
coating and attached crystals. 
MICROSCOPIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Examinations using a binocular microscope indicate that the 
reddish-brown color of the sand grains may be attr-ibuted to: 1) an 
extremely thin coating or stain of reddish-brown material entirely 
covering the grains except on freshly broken surfaces, 2) small 
clumps of reddish-brown granules in pits on grain surfaces, 3) a 
reddish-brown material concentrated within cracks in the grains, and 
4) detrital dark brown grains occurring within the sand grains, which 
were probably present in pore spaces when the parent sandstone 
was 1ithified. 
Grains having either a relatively thick coating or a high con-
centration of material in pits or cracks were selected for X-ray 
diffraction analysis. The material concentrated in cracks was removed 
for detailed examination. The SEM study of the morphology of the 
Table 13.1 X-Ray diffraction data on scrapings of quartz grain 
0 Quartz* D A Kaolinite Hematite 
HKL HKL HKL 
7.277 001 
4.261 100 
4.146 111 
3 .. 721 021 
3.591 002 
3.349 101 
2.696 104 
2.578 130,201 
2.455 110 110 
2.282 102 
2.235 111 
2.123 200 
1.980 201 
1. 817 112 
1.693 116 
1.671 202 
1.541 211 
1.488 214 
1.452 300 113 
1.382 212 
1.374 203 
1.289 104 
1.256 302 
* + 10 additional quartz lines. 
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coatings in depressions corresponds to that on exposed grain surfaces, 
and associated EDXA chemical analyses supportet;! the assumption that 
the material concentrated in the cracks was of the same composition as 
that on the grain surface. 
MINERALOGY AND MORPHOLOGY OF THE COATINGS 
X-ray diffraction analysis of the scrapings indicates thALt the 
coating on the quartz grains is composed of kaolinite (a 7 A clay 
mineral, indexed after kaolinite) and hematite. Table 13.1 shows the 
diffraction lines observed for each mineral present. Diffraction 
lines from kaolinite suggest a well-crystallized material. In 
contrast, hematite displays diffuse lines, which suggests poor 
crystallinity and very fine grain size. 
A quantitative estimate of the amount of each mineral present 
cannot be made from these data. However, the greater number of 
diffraction lines corresponding to kaolinite compared to hematite, 
combined with the better resolution of the kaolinite lines suggests 
that kaolinite is either more abundant or better crystallized. 
All of the grains examined had an irregular, pitted surface with 
a ubiquitous coating of fine-grained material. Figures 13.4 through 
13.7 illustrate the variety of coating textures and morphologies 
observed. Figures l3.4a and b show the well-defined contact between 
the coating and its underlying quartz surface. The coating conforms 
closely to grain morphology. A1 though its thickness is roughly 2-5 
11m, it has been observed to vary from 0.5 11m to 4.5 11m over the sur-
face of a single grain. The sand grains exhibit a characteristically 
pitted surface with a rough, irregular, and slightly porous coating 
(Fig. l3.4c). Ridges protruding on the grains appear to have been 
smoothed during eolian transport. 
At higher magnifications (Fig. 13. 4d), the coating reveals a 
complex morphology consisting of a variety of sub-micrometer size par-
ticles and granules. Many of the particles qre obviously crystals and 
frequently are hexagonal platelets (Fig. 13 .5a). These platelets 
occur as randomly-oriented single grains or as books of platelets, 
with the individual platelets ranging in size from a few hundred 
angs troms to about 2 micrometers. Indi vidual platelets have a powdery 
surface, with small platelets occurring on the surfaces of larger 
plates (Fig. l3.5b). This may indicate that books of platelets are 
formed as the result of in-situ growth of small platelets on larger, 
pre-existing ones. 
Figures l3.6a and b are views of the coating in a depression in 
the surface of a grain. A well-defined contact and a lack of pre-
ferred orientation of coating particles are clearly shown. Some 
lineation along the quartz grain contact is indicated. Figure l3.6c 
shows books of platelets in a somewhat protected region along the con-
tact with the fractured quartz grain surface. We observed incipient 
growth of coating crystals on a quartz grain surface (Fig. 13 .6d), 
providing additional evidence that in-situ nucleation and growth pro-
cesses are responsible for coating development. Thus, a mechanical 
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Figure 13.4 (a) A fractured sand grain showing a well-defined con-
tact between the unweathered quartz and its surface 
coating (300X, width of field 300 11 m); (b) An SEM view 
illustrating how the coating covers the entire grain 
surface and conforms to its morphology (300X, width of 
field 300 11m); (c) A sand grain exhibiting the charac-
teristic pitted surface with ridges, probably smoothed 
during eolian transport (1000X, width of field 90 11 m); 
(d) The same grain under higher magnification (8000X, 
width of field 11.25 11 m) showing the porous nature of 
the coating and its complex morphology. 
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Figure 13.5 (a) Texture and morphology of hexagonal platelets of 
quartz grain coating (20000X, width of field 4.5 llm); 
(b) Books of platelets, small ones on top of a larger 
plate. The dusty appearance is probably due to fine 
grained hematite (80000X, width of field 1.12 um); (c) 
An unusual, cracked coating with grainy rather than 
porous material. The grooves may be a result of exten-
sive abrasion (6000X, width of field 15 llm); (d) A 
feathery silica deposit with white gypsum crystals espe-
cially in the lower left part of the view (6000X, width 
of field 15 llm). 
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Figure 13.6 (a) A typical coating in a depression in a quartz grain 
(500X, width of field 180lJ m; marked area is shown in 
Fig. 13.7b); (b) Enlargement of the same coating showing 
the lack of preferred orientation of particles, although 
some layering of the coating is visible along the con-
tact with the grain surface (2000X, width of field 
45 lJ m); (c) Additional enlargement of area X in Figure 
13.6b, showing books of platelets on a somewhat pro-
tected area of the grain surface (20000X, width of field 
4.51lm); (d) Another enlargement, of area Y in Figure 
l3.6b, showing initial growth of coating crystals on the 
grain surface (10000X, width of field 9 lJ m). 
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Figure 13.7 (a) Randomly oriented books of hexagonal platelets that 
appear powdery and delicate (30000X, width of field 
3 ~m); (b) Examples of twisted platelets and of oriented 
platelets in a pit shown in Figure l3.6a (8000X, width 
of field 11.25 ~m); (c) Crystals of calcium sulfate 
(gypsum) attached to a coating on quartz grains (1500X, 
wid th of field 60 ~ m); (d) Growth steps and penetrating 
crystals of sodium chloride (halite attached to the 
coating (15000X, width of field 6 ~ m). 
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plastering of clay particles on a quartz substrate cannot be a predo-
minant process in coating formation. Figure l3.7a shows the randomly-
oriented books of hexagonal platelets frequently observed. 
Al though the coating probably develops gradually during eolian 
transport, it shows little evidence of successive layers of deposition 
over most of the surface area of the grain. The lack of successive 
layering most likely precludes episodic growth periods with inter-
vening erosion and is consistent with gradual, continuous growth. No 
systematic changes in morphology (crystal size or orientation), 
mineralogy or chemistry were observed in the coatings. However, in a 
few pitted regions, some preferred orientation of platelets in 
response to grain morphology was seen (Fig. 13.7b). Twisted platelets 
and oriented (flat-lying) platelets occur within pits and in areas 
surrounding pits. 
Additional features of interest were secondary crystals and 
abrasion features on the coatings. Secondary crystals of gypsum (Fig. 
13.7c and 13.8) and halite (Fig. 13.7d and 13.9) were observed 
attached to the coatings and were identified by EDXA. A silica depo-
sit with superposed gypsum crystals (Fig. l3.5d) was also recognized. 
The crystals are believed to have grown in situ, since they exhibit 
growth steps on crystal faces and penetrating crystal forms. These 
deposits indicate that processes involving a fluid phase were encoun-
tered after the underlying coating was formed. Recognized abrasion 
features include extensive grooving, cracking, degrading of the 
coating to a grainy texture, and polishing of protruding ridges on the 
grains (some of these features are visible in Figure 13.5c). 
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Figure 13 .. 9 
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The hexagonal platelet nature of the coating agrees well with 
the presence of kaolinite and hematite, since both minerals are known 
to have a hexagonal, platy habit. Chemical analyses by EDXA indicate 
that the coating is much richer in Al than Fe (Fig. 13.10). This 
suggests that the coating is composed predominantly of a clay material 
with very finely disseminated hematite. The two minerals are probably 
growing either simultaneously or successively, since all attempts to 
separate them with SEM-EDXA have failed .. 
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DISCUSSION 
From observations of fine drainage lines leading northward 
towards the Mediterranean and eastwards towards the Nile Valley, it is 
pos tulated that the sands of the Wes tern Desert originated from the 
"Nubian" and from other sandstones exposed in the southern part of the 
desert.. The sand was most likely transported to the northern part via 
the Nile and subsidiary drainage wadis, particularly during wetter 
climatic conditions in the past. After the climate became drier and 
an eolian regime dominated, the sands were driven southward by the 
action of wind. Most of the physical characteristies and ehemical 
coatings were probably acquired in this eolian regime in an extremely 
arid environment .. 
The presence of large amounts of sand-sized grains not origi-
from the Nubian Sandstones is related to the nature of local 
rocks, particularly in the Wes tern Desert depress ions that enclose 
oases" Preliminary study of the sands from the northern and central 
parts of the desert supports this hypothesis.. Sand samples from the 
various oases show varying compositions of sand-sizE~d grains, with 
certain unique components such as phosphate, glauconite, shale, and 
carbonate (El-Baz and others, 1979b). 
The detailed analyses of sand samples from the Gi1f Kebir area 
in the southwes tern part of the desert produced one major unexpected 
result.. Although hematite is present in coatings of the quartz 
grains, there is a considerable amount of kaolinite. The presence of 
clays in the quartz sand coatings makes these coatings more like 
"desert varnish".. (Recent studies of desert-varnished. rocks indicate 
that clays constitute a significant component of the varnish; (Potter 
and Rossman, 1977, 1979 .. ) The coatings in quartz grains in south-
western Egypt show complex morphology and mineralogy. Although kaoli-
nite and hematite comprise the major part of the coatings, gypsum and 
halite do occur in minor amounts. 
We are presently analyzing samples from other parts of the Wes-
tern Desert. The purpose of these investigations is to study the 
quartz sand grain coating to determine its mineral components, and 
whether local components affect the composition of the coating. 
Additionally, samples from different localities will be studied to 
determine whether the observed geographic variations in desert color 
are due to varying thickness and. mineralogy of the coatings on indivi-
dual sand grains.. ,These studies should allow us to further ascertain 
how the coatings develop and if they vary in different environmental 
conditions" 
Also, the effects of these coatings on the reflectance properties 
of the sand accumulations will be studied.. The chemistry and thick-
ness of the coatings were assumed to affect the reflectance of the 
desert surfaces as measured by remote sensing (e .. g., by the Landsat 
multispectral sensors)o Attempts will be made to relate a 'measure of 
reflectance in the Landsat data to the nature of coatings on sand 
grains" In addition, there are possible correlations between the red-
dish brown sands of the extremely dry Western Desert and the yellowish 
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brown grains on the surface of Mars. Results of the Viking mission to 
Mars indicate that the color of the surface is consistent with an 
abundance of Fe+3-rich weathering products, notably nontronite (Huck 
and others, 1977, p. 4401). Thus, the study of the kao1inite/ hema-
tite coated grains of the Western Desert of Egypt may provide an ana-
log to the oxidized regolith on Mars. 
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Chapter 14 
GEOLOGY OF THE SOUTHERN GILF KEBIR PLATEAU AND VICINITY, WESTERN 
DESERT, EGYPT 
MAURICE J. GROLIER and PATRICIA A. SCHULTEJANN 
U. S. Geological Survey 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 
ABSTRACT 
The Gi~f Kebira P~ateau is ~ocated in the pemotest and 
most apid parat of the Westeran Deserat.. Bounded by ipraegu-
~ara~y dissected c~iffs, it stands severaa~ hundped meteps 
above the suppounding deserat fioop" Sandstone stpata of 
Pa~eozoic and Mesozoic age, intpuded he rae and thepe by 
vo~ canic raocks, ape exposed in c~ iff s and lJ.'n~ ~ S of deep~ y 
incised lJ.'ndis e The Gi~f is a pesidua~ sandstone mass on 
which the successive (and a~ teranating) impraints of raunning 
watera, rrKlSS lJ.'nsting and wind rray be decipheraed.. Its 
interaest to pa~eoc~imato~ogists, geo~ogists and aracheo~o­
gists ~ies in the pa~eoc~imatic pecopd petained in 1:tS erao-
siona~ ~andfoPms and suraficia~ deposits. 
The geo~ogic rrap of the southepn" Gi~f Kebira P~at;eau and 
vicin1:ty praesented herae is deraived ~apge~y fraom ana~ysis of 
a Landsat image. Severaa~ Landsat data praoducts, such as 
fa~se-co~ora composites of bands 4, 5 and 7, ~ineara~y and 
sinusoida~ ~ y stpetched to enhance contraast, werae used in map 
compi~ation" Geo~ ogic mapping of the sandstone straata that 
undera~ie the Gi~f Kebip shows the extpeme~y d1:ssected 
out~ ine of the p~ateau in graeatep detai~ than on eara~ iera 
geo~ogic maps of the pegion. Supficia~ deposits, mapped in 
detai~ fora the firast time, ape differaentiated into eight map 
units. These units inc~ude a~~uvium, co~~uvium and vapious 
types of eo~ ian sand that mant~ e the fi oop of the Westepn 
Deserat in the vicinity of the Gi~f. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Gilf Kebir is a sandstone plateau bounded by high, steep-
sided cliffs, which are broken here and there by incised but essen-
tially abandoned stream valleys. These valleys are vestiges of past 
fluvial activity in the southwestern part of the Western Desert of 
Egypt.. The shallow channels of underfit, ephemeral streams are the 
only morphological evidence of present fluvial activity on these 
valley floors (McCauley and others, Chapter 15). 
The Gi1f Kebir Plateau was approached on January 7, 1926, by 
Prince Kemal EI-Din Hussein (Hussein, 1928, p. 324-325), and named by 
him in recognition of its bounding escarpment, which is, of all 
escarpments in the Western Desert, unusually high and forbidding. 
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Fifty-two years later, the E1-Baz expedition to the Gi1f Kebir and 
Uweinat (a dissected mountain massif astride the Egypt-Libya-Sudan 
borders, 120 km southwest of the southern tip of the Gi1f) approached 
the Gi1f Kebir from the eolian peneplain to the east. It came to a 
halt on September 30, 1978, at the base of east-facing bluffs (E1-Baz 
and others, 1980), where Bagno1d's 1938 camp still stands (Bagno1d and 
others, 1939).. Base camp was established 31 km to the south at the 
east entrance to Wadi Wassa, at a site used by Issawi while on recon-
naissance surveys of the region (1971-1972, 1972-1973) for the 
Geological Survey of Egypt (Issawi, 1973a). 
A preliminary geologic map of the southern Gi1f Kebir Plateau and 
vicinity is shown in Figure 14.1. The map is based on analysis of 
Landsat image 1131-08141, December 1, 1972, and on visual interpreta-
tion of rock-stratigraphic units. Image analysis was supplemented by 
field observations made by John F. McCauley, Carol S. Breed, and 
Maurice J. Gro1ier during traverses along the east border of the pla-
teau and en route to Uweinat in October 1978. Field observations by 
earlier workers during several pre- and post-World War II expeditions 
to the Gi1f were helpful in compiling the map, and are incorporated 
wherever scale constraints allow. 
The map is a product of the regional study of the Gi1f first 
recommended by E1-Baz and Mitchell (1975, p. 9) because of the simi-
larities in climate and geomorphology between the Gi1f and the deserts 
of Mars. It illustrates the kind of geologic map that can be prepared 
on a regional scale in the Wes tern Desert, using computer-processed 
Landsat images as base maps ,(E1-Baz and others, 1980). 
PREVIOUS EXPLORATION AND GEOLOGIC WORK 
The recorded expeditions to the Gi1f Kebir are many. Among them 
are those of Prince Kema1 E1-Din (1925-1926), Bagno1d (1930), P. A. 
Clayton (1931), R. C.. E. Clayton and de Almasy (1932), Pendere1 and 
de Almasy (1933), R. C. E. Clayton (1932, 1934), Shaw (1935), Bagno1d 
(1938), Muhammed Wasfi Bey (1939), Misonne (1969), Issawi (1971-1972, 
1972-1973), Wendorf (1974), and E1-Baz (1978). A historical account 
of the exploration of the Gi1f has been summarized by Peel (1939b) .. 
Wright (1945), spent four days in 1942 adding topographic detail to 
the 1 :250,000 scale map covering the region between Uweinat and the 
Gi1f. In January 1969, after a lapse of 27 years, Misonne, the biolo-
gist on the Belgian scientific expedition to Uweinat (1968-1969), tra-
veled for 600 km across the Gi1f Kebir Plateau. He recorded the 
presence of wild sheep, small foxes and lizards, but stated that half 
the trees (mostly acacias) in the wadis of the northern Gilf were dead 
(Misonne, 1969a). During two field seasons (1971-1972 and 1972-1973), 
Issawi carried out a geologic reconnaissance of the southwestern part 
of the Wes tern Desert, including the Gi1f Kebir, for the Geological 
Survey of Egypt (Issawi, 1973a). In 1974, Wendorf paid a short visit 
to two archeological sites (described by Myers in Bagno1d and others, 
1939" p. 287-295) and dated them (Wendorf and others, 1977, p. 230). 
Since the winter 1976-1977, a geologic research program in southwest 
Egypt (including the Gilf Keber Plateau), sponsored by the Deutsche 
Forschumgsgemeinschaft in cooperation with the Academy of Sciences of 
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Egypt, has been carried out by Klitzsch (1978, Klitzsch and others, 
1979) with the support of the Continental Oil Company (CONOCO). 
The geology of southwestern Egypt is described in reports by the 
geologists and archeologists attached to the expeditions listed above. 
It is generalized in the 1:2,OOO,OOO-scale geologic map of Egypt by 
the Geological Survey of Egypt (1979). This map incorporates some of 
the stratigraphic information gathered by Issawi (1973a) and earlier 
explorers, but except for the dune sand of the main linear dune belts, 
the regional distribution of surficial Quaternary units is not known. 
BEDROCK GEOLOGY 
The first mention of basement rocks in the area south of the Gilf 
Kebir Plateau was by P. A. Clayton (1933), who stated that the hills 
10 km north of the peaks of Peter and Paul (35 km WE~st of southwest 
map corner, Fig. 14.1) are mostly granite, and that the volcanic cra-
ters he had observed northeast of Uweinat rest on gneiss and granite. 
According to Sandford (1935a), the basement rocks that crop out be-
tween Uweinat and the Gilf consist of metamorphic rocks intruded by 
pink granite, aplite and pegmatites. A geologic map of basement rocks 
exposed in the Uweinat-Gilf Kebir area (south and east of area of Fig. 
14.1) was c.ompiled by El-Ramly (1972). Some of these rocks were also 
described by Issawi (1973a). 
An older sandstone of Paleozoic age (unit PZ8) unconformably 
overlies basement rocks exposed at Uweinat (south of map area, Fig. 
14.1), and in depressions between the Gilf and Uweinat (Sandford, in 
Bagnold, 1933, p. 127 and 214-225). Sandford (1935a, Fig. 6) noted 
that such a sandstone crops out in the hills east of the Gilf. Peel 
(1939b) reported a similar sandstone in the lower part of the cliffs 
along the wes tern side of the Gilf, in the region of Wadi Sura 
(latitude 23° 35' N, longitude uncertain) in the northwestern part of 
the map area. The known regional distribution of this sandstone was 
extended by Issawi (1973a) to the area west and southwest of the Gilf, 
where he subdivided it into a basal unit of pre-Devonian age (a 
measured section near Gebel 1114, just west of area shown in Fig. 
14.1, is 22.8 m thick), and an upper unit of Devonian-Carboniferous 
age, which is 104.5 m thick west of the Gilf Kebir Plateau near lati-
tude 23° 50'N. 
Igneous rocks, particularly those in the hills northeast of the 
peaks of Peter and Paul, and on Gebel Babein as tride the Egypt-Libya 
border, are of uncertain Paleozoic age. The syenite layer interbedded 
in the basal unit of the Paleozoic sandstone, and some of the 
phonol i te, trachyte and microsyeni te sills and dikes known to occur in 
the upper unit (Issawi, 1973a) may be Paleozoic in age or younger. 
The igneous rocks (interstratified in Paleozoic sandstone unit Pzs) 
are not shown on the geologic map. 
Within the Gilf Kebir Plateau, Paleozoic sandstone is unconfor-
mably overlain by a younger sandstone (unit KJs), which includes the 
Gilf Sandstone, named by Issawi (1973a) and probably of Jurassic age, 
and Nubia strata of Cretaceous age. At its type locality, in the 
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escarpment bordering the Gilf Kebir Plateau near the west entrance to 
Wadi Wassa, the Gilf Sandstone is about 165 m thick and dips very 
gently northeastward (1 °_3°) under younger "Nubia" sandstone and shale 
of Late Cretaceous age (Issawi, 1973a). 
"Nubian sandstone" is a nomenclatural term traditionally applied 
to sandstone of almost any provenance and geologic age in Egypt and 
other Middle Eastern countries (Pomeyrol, 1968). Like Ball (1927) and 
Sandford (1935a), Issawi (1973a; 1973b) recognized this unsatisfactory 
situation, and was one of the first geologists to restrict usage of 
the term "Nubia" to sandstone of mostly Late Cretaceous age that crops 
out in southern Egypt and probably northern Sudan. However, the term 
"Nubia" is still used in the less restricted sense by other workers, 
particularly Klitzsch and others (1979). 
The Nubia strata of Klitzsch and others (1979) have an aggregate 
thickness of 1000 to 2000 m in southwestern Egypt and include six 
units (Klitzsch, 1978). The lowermost is the Gilf Kebir unit of 
Jurassic age. Klitzsch and others' type area for the Gilf Kebir unit 
is on the west side of the southern Gilf Kebir Plateau, near Akaba 
Pass, 95 km north-northwest of the type locality of the Gilf Sandstone 
as defined by Issawi. The Gilf Kebir unit consists of' channel and 
floodplain deposits that accumulated in a near-marine environment on a 
shallow shelf. According to Klitzsch (1978) and Klitzsch and others 
(1979, Fig. 2), the Gilf Kebir unit is the western lateral equivalent 
of three other newly defined Nubian strata: the basal clastics, the 
Lingula shale, and possibly the basal part of the Desert Rose unit of 
Jurassic age; west of the southern Gilf Kebir Plateau, the Gilf Kebir 
unit unconformably overlies the Paleozoic sandstone. 
Despite these unreconciled differences of stratigraphic interpre-
tation and nomenclature, most references to the Gilf Kebir region 
(Sandford, 1935a; Peel, 1939b; Issawi, 1973a; and Klitzsch and others, 
1979) agree that both the older (unit pzs) and younger (unit KJs) 
sandstones generally dip a few degrees northward or northeastward, and 
that the cliffs bordering the plateau are highest on the southern side 
of the Gilf, and lowest on the northern side. The triangular outline 
of the Gilf, and the bends of many reaches in the wadis incised into 
it, are strongly suggestive of a multi-joint pattern. Kadar (1937) 
reports three systems of fractures in Gilf rocks: NW-SE, NE-SW, and 
N-S. These fractures probably are mainly joints, for they show little 
or no apparent displacement on the Landsat image. 
J Obvious vertical displacement between north and south fault 
blocks is apparent only in a narrow northeast-trending graben, and 
along one local NW-trending fracture at the mouth of the second wadi 
enlargement south of Wadi Diyaq in the north-central part of the map 
(Fig. 14.1). The sudden changes in direction along contiguous reaches 
of most of the wadis cut into the plateau can be explained by struc-
tural control of drainage by at leas t two joint sets. The anomalous 
bifurcation angles between main wadis and some of their tributaries, 
as alluded to by Peel (1941) and discussed by McCauley and others 
(Chapter 15) , may also be explained in part by joint control of 
ancient river valleys. 
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Figure 14.1 Geologic map of the southern Gilf Kebir Plateau and 
vicinity, Western Desert, Egypt. Geographic base: Parts 
of Landsat scene 192/044 and image 1131-·08141, December 
1, 1972. Latitude and longitude lines are derived from 
tick marks and are approximately located. 
EXPLANATION 
DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS 
Individual map units were delineated on a false-'color composite 
(FCC) of Landsat image 1131-08141, Dec. 1, 1972. The FCC was prepared 
from three filtered bands (4-blue, 5-green, and 7-red) after the bands 
had undergone linear stretching of contrast. In the following 
descriptions, the numbers 4, 5, and 7 refer to the actual bands on 
which map units are most easily detected and identified; FCCs refers 
to the sinusoidally stretched FCC. Fraction symbols. such as Qg/KJs 
are used wherever image interpretation suggests that a bedrock unit 
(KJs) is unevenly mantled by a thin veneer of a surficial rock unit 
(Qg). 
All bedrock map units are rock-stratigraphic units. Eolian sand 
deposits as a whole also constitute one rock-stratigraphic unit, of 
dominantly quartz-grain composition. However, the subdivisions of 
eolian sand are morphogenetic, and thus are not based on compositional 
differences. They are facies divided primarily on the basis of 
variations in color and grain size (McCauley and others, Chapter 15), 
and secondarily on the basis of their variations in response to local 
and regional wind flow. 
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Figure 14.1 (continued) 
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Figure 14.1 (continued) 
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EOLIAN SAND DEPOSITS 
QS2 DRIFT SAND--Occurs in large, 
slightly curving swarms of 
mottled material in eolian 
thoroughfare on desert peneplain 
adjacent to east border of 
plateau. Many swarms oriented 
NNE-SSW or NE-SW, have a blunt 
convex northern end, and flare 
out southward; none of the blunt 
ends are located in immediate lee 
of an obvious adjacent 
topographic obstacle. Effective 
sand drift direction is 
southwestward. Overall shape of 
drifts is that of low, parabolic 
swarm of short transverse sand 
dunes, over the surface of which 
sand grains move southward from 
one superposed transverse dune 
(barchanoid ridge) to another. 
Wavy textural pattern, near limit 
of image resolution, is normal to 
long axis of swarm. Material 
cuts across or is superimposed on 
almost all adjacent rock units. 
Best defined as dark-gray mottled 
material on band 4, mottled light 
yellow on FCC, and orange on 
FCCs. Interpretation: Dune sand 
in large drifts or sheets with 
surface wave forms ("streaks" of 
Breed and Grow, 1979); also 
called sand shadows). Probably 
youngest of all eolian deposits. 
Probably consists of dune sand 
momentarily accumulated in 
drifts, but in transit from 
linear dunes of Great Sand Sea 
(north of map area) to western 
fringe of Selima dune field 
(south of map area). 
Qdl LINEAR DUNE SAND--Occurs 
mostly in northeastern part of 
map area, in single, narrow, long 
ridges, generally oriented NNW. 
Ridges are slightly sinuous, a 
few hundred meters to a few kilo-
meters apart, and lie in eolian 
thoroughfare east of Gilf. 
Wes termnos t dunes extend south-
ward in the lee of promontories 
or isolated hills along plateau 
margin. Farther east, some sand 
ridges extend through gaps bet-
ween east-trending bedrock 
ridges. Material crosscuts or is 
superimposed on adjacent rock 
units. Grain-size distribution 
shown by McCauley and others, 
Chapter 15. Best detected as 
light-dark-gray material on band 
4, light-gray to white on band 7, 
light orange on FCC, and 
yellowish orange on FCCs. Ridges 
exhibit wavy pattern, nearly nor-
mal to their long axes. Medium 
gray on 7, light orange on FCC, 
and bright red on FCCs. 
Interpretation: Dune sand 
migrating southward from Great 
Sand Sea (north of map area) to 
Selima dune field (south of map 
area). In southern part of map 
area, dune sand partly derived 
from local sources. 
QSl DRIFT SAND--Occurs as very 
thin veneer, not quite mantling 
pediplane surface beneath. 
Generally restricted in map area 
to one major elongate zone of 
wind transport' ("eolian 
thoroughfare") described by 
McCauley and others, Chapter 15. 
Thoroughfare is 10-25 km wide, 
extends from north around east 
side of Gilf. Mantling material 
of unit thicker around groups of 
isolated hills, which protrude 
above eroded bedrock surface, but 
evenly spread elsewhere. 
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Includes coarse lag of white 
quartz granules. Grain-size 
distribution shown by McCauley 
and others, Chapter 15, Fig. 15.7. 
Truncates all surficial map 
units except Qdl. Appears as 
white or very light gray on band 
4, light gray on 7, white to very 
light orange on FCC, and red on 
SFCC. Interpretation: Drift 
sand deposited as thin sand 
sheets, along paths of northerly 
prevailing winds that are 
topographically diverted around 
plateau. Sand sheet is thin 
where wind deflation and abrasion 
dominate over deposition. 
Qdb BARCHANOID DUNE SAND--Occurs 
in two discrete areas on desert 
peneplain extending east of Gilf. 
Areas are distinctive because of 
wavy pattern of east-trending 
sinuous ridges. Ridges are many 
kilometers long, 0.5 km wide, and 
0.5 to 0.75 km apart. Unit 
medium gray on 4 and 7, light 
pink on FCC, and red on FCCs. 
Interpretatio~: Barchanoid 
ridges of dune sand that trend 
east, transverse to northerly and 
southerly winds. Sand accumula-
tion extends eastward outside 
mapped area. 
Qsp SAND PLAIN ~~TERIAL--Forms 
extensive fine-textured surfaces 
on peneplain eas t south and wes t 
of Gilf. Truncated by all other 
surficial deposits. Light-gray 
on 4, dark gray on FCC, and green 
and red on FCCs. Interpretation: 
Thin, stable sand sheet, pro-
tected by residual lag cover of 
coarse sand or granules. Lag is 
well sorted, extremely mature, 
with closely fitted particles of 
sizes obviously in equilibrium 
with local peak wind energies. 
Grain-size distribution shown in 
McCauley and others (Chapter 15). 
Color differences on sine-
stretched FCC probably due to 
variations in particle size and 
in clay and hematite coatings. 
Unit extends for hundreds of 
kilometers east of map area, and 
according to Bagnold (1933, p. 
125) is confined to "Nubian 
Sandstone country". Oldest sur-
ficial unit in map area, and 
ultimate evolutionary stage of 
sandy desert peneplain developing 
under hyperarid climate. Age of 
unit increases with distance from 
Gilf, which results from gradual 
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retreat of the Gilf escarpment by 
fluvial erosion, mass wasting and 
deflation. 
FLUVIAL AND COLLUVIAL DEPOSITS 
Qay YOUNGER ALLUVIUM--Occurs in 
narrow, sinuous, braided and 
meandering tongues on floors of 
major wadis incised into edge of 
the Gilf Kebir Plateau. Best 
detected as dark-gray material on 
Bands 4, 7, and FCC, but 
generally lighter gray than allu-
vium and colluvium (Qac). 
Tongues trend east-northeast and 
cut across adjacent map unit 
(Qac). Only seven tongues deli-
neated on map: In Wadi Haftuh (20 
km long, 100 III wide); along north 
edge of Wadi Wassa, east of 
entrance to Wadi Ard El-Akhdar (9 
km long, 75 m wide); in floors of 
three unnamed wadis west and 
northwes t of Eight Bells; and in 
. floors of unnamed wadis (9 kIll 
long, 100 m wide), 15 km and 25 
km south of Wadi Diyaq. Al] 
tongues except the two last men-
tioned narrow gradually, and show 
gradual decrease in grain size, 
to east (downstream). 
Interpretation: Alluvium in 
channels, banks and flood plains 
of short, local, ephemeral 
streams, none of which appears to 
fit into an integrated regional 
drainage network. 
Qac ALLUVIUM AND COLLUVIUM-- In-
cludes colluvium mixed with 
sheetflood deposits and eolian 
sand on valley slopes adjacent to 
wadi walls; alluvium includes 
older coarser grained wadi 
deposits, ranging in size from 
sand to boulders, and younger 
finer grained alluvium in chan-
nels and flood plains of present-
day ephemeral streams and in 
alluvial cones at east and west 
mouths of major wadis; unit 
also includes lake beds at the 
heads of Wadis EI-Bakht and Ard 
El-Akhdar, and small playa depo-
sits in depressions within wadis. 
Appears as dark-gray material on 
bands 4,5, and 7, darkest on 
bands 4 and 7, very dark gray to 
dark orange on FCC, and aqua-
marine on FCC's; generally dar-
ker than younger alluvium (Qay), 
and locally striped with dark 
streaks. East boundary with 
lighter material of desert 
peneplain is a few hundred meters 
to 3 kms wide. This boundary, as 
defined by arcuate border of 
dark-brown materials on FCC, is 
tangential to east tips of pro-
montories between major incised 
wadis; easternmost extension of 
boundary is east of Wadi 
El-Bakht. Interpretation: Dark 
streaks observed on Landsat image 
probably due to desert varnish. 
Colluvial and alluvial materials 
commonly covered with desert var-
nish may range from late Tertiary 
to late Pleistocene; younger 
alluvium is as young as late 
Holo cene. None of these indi vi-
dual sub-units are mappable at 
1:250,000 scale. 
Qg GRAVEL--Occurs as desert pave-
ment generally south of sandstone 
hills in northeastern part of map 
area. Dark gray on 4 and FCC, 
and green on FCCs. 
Interpretation: In places repre-
sents lag gravels sorted out of 
later Tertiary(?) and Quaternary 
alluvium by wind; elsewhere con-
sists of angular gravel and 
hematite-bearing flagstones 
derived from mineralized 
sandstone bedrock. Commonly 
covered witH desert varnish and 
fluted by wind erosion. 
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VOLCANIC DEPOSITS 
QTv HAFIC AND INTERMEDIATE 
VOLCANIC ROCKS--A) Form black to 
dark-gray subcircular constructs 
on surface of Gilf, and on floors 
and valley walls of some wadis; 
also occur as low subcircular and 
arcuate ridges that protrude 
above plateau surface. B) Occur 
as black peaks, open craters, or 
arcuate exposures that protrude 
above peneplain south of Gilf. 
Interpretation: A) Basalt cones, 
domes, or lava flows that i~trude 
or overlie both older and yqunger 
sandstones (units Pzs and KJs). 
B) Trachyte in form of volcanic 
necks, plugs in craters, and lava 
flows capping isolated hills of 
sand stone, and materials of 
uncertain composition in diatreme-
like craters. Several episodes of 
volcanic activity, ranging in age 
from Oligocene or Miocene to Qua-
ternary, are probably represented. 
SANDSTONE DEPOSITS 
KJs YOUNGER SANDSTONE, UNDIFFEREN-
TIATED--Underlies surface of Gilf 
Kebir Plateau and is exposed in 
its cliffs and wadi walls; also 
occurs on discontinuous, 
generally east-trending ridges 
and isolated hills east and 
southeast of the Gilf. Strongly 
jointed by at least three joint 
sets trending NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW, 
and, less strongly, E-W. Light 
to dark gray in 4 and 7 in 
northern and central parts of 
plateau, black along highly 
dissected southeastern plateau 
edge. Orange to black on FCC, 
and green to pink and light red 
on FCCs. Interpretation: 
Includes Issawi's (1973a) Gilf 
Sandstone of probable Jurassic 
age; also includes Klitzsch and 
others' (1979) Nubia strata of 
Late Cretaceous age, and possibly 
their Lingula shale and basal 
Desert Rose units. Baked and 
strongly silicified near lava 
flows and dikes; topmost layer at 
ground surface much silicified 
and indurated. Variations in 
gray tone and color observed on 
Landsat products from central 
part of plateau outward probably 
due to outward decrease in sur-
ficial sand and silt cover. Wadi 
walls and bordering cliffs have 
receded through headward erosion, 
pediplanation and groundwater 
sapping during former cycles of 
fluvial erosion, and through mass 
wasting and wind erosion during 
present-day and former cycles of 
hyperaridity. Sandstone cliffs 
are local source rock for much of 
mapped younger surficial 
deposits. 
Pzs OLDER SANDSTONE, UNDIFFEREN-
TIATED--Occurs as very rough, 
hilly fluvially dissected and 
wind-deflated material in 
southern part of map area. 
Strongly jointed by at least 
three joint sets trending 
NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW, and less 
strongly, E-W. Appears as light 
gray or dark gray on 4 and 7, 
yellowish orange on FCC, and 
light green or red on FCCs. 
Locally intruded by volcanic 
rocks (QTv). Interpretation: 
Sandstone unconformably resting 
on Precambrian metamorphic rock, 
west and south of the Gilf Kebir 
Plateau and outside map area. 
According to Issawi (1973a, p. 
13), basal layer of unit is 
kaolinized sandstone. Remnants 
of ancestral drainage pattern 
incised into this unit (long V-
shaped benches open southward and 
southwestward) suggest slight 
dips northward, and former 
streamflow southward. 
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Peel (1939b) recorded the presence of rounded hills of basalt on 
the top of the Gilf Kebir Plateau and in the wadis. Among at least 50 
such basaltic intrusions, he singled out as most representative the 
one in Wadi Ras El-Qi bli on the south side of the Gilf. Issawi 
(1973a) confirmed Peel's earlier observations. These volcanic rocks, 
and other igneous rocks in southwestern Egypt that range in age from 
Early Cretaceous to early Miocene (Meneisy and Kreuzer, 1974), are now 
being studied by El-Baz and Issawi. Those igneous rocks of the Gilf 
plateau mapped as mafic and intermediate volcanic rocks (unit Qtv) are 
younger than the (Jurassic-Cretaceous) sandstone (unit KJs) that they 
intrude, and may be as young as Pleistocene in age on the basis of 
preservation of their volcanic landforms. 
SURFICIAL GEOLOGY 
The surficial units of the southern Gilf Kebir Plateau and vici-
nity consist of colluvium, alluvium, playa and lake deposits, and 
eolian deposits of late Tertiary (?) and Quaternary age. Neither 
colluvium nor eolian deposits in this area were described by previous 
workers, although Bagnold's (1931, p. 524) classification of sand for-
mations in the Western Desert includes types that he observed in the 
Gilf region. 
Alluvium consisting of very coarse, rounded, boulder gravel was 
observed by P. A. Clayton (1933) in a gorge located probably near 
Akaba Pass, and in wadis incised in the plateau. Bermann (1934, Fig. 
facing p. 469) illustrated fine alluvium in dry stream channels 
slightly entrenched in a wadi floor in the northern Gilf Kebir 
Plateau. Bagnold and others (1939, Fig. before p. 285) also 
illus trated alluvium in dry channels near the head of Wadi El-Bakht, 
and on the pediplane extending east of their camp. Peel (1939b, Fig. 
3) described and sketched the alluvial channels issuing from volcanic 
craters northeast of the peaks of Peter and Paul. 
Older and younger alluvium and colluvium can be differentiated in 
the Gilf region both on the ground (by differences in particle size 
and amounts of desert varnish), and on the Landsat image (by 
differences in surface reflectance). However, the map scale of Figure 
14.1 requires that older alluvium and some of the younger alluvium and 
colluvium be lumped together and mapped as a single unit (Qac). 
The older alluvium consists of fluvial materials ranging in size 
from sand to large boulders, which were deposi ted on wadi floors when 
the climate was more humid and streams more competent than now. The 
older alluvium, which may range in age from late Tertiary(?) to late 
Pleistocene, extends in places across wadi floors up to the foot of 
wadi walls, where it is interstratified with colluvium. 
Since the onset of the latest cycle of hyperarid climatic 
condi tions about 5000 years ago (Haynes, Chapter 9), the surface of 
the older alluvium-colluvium has been exposed to intense wind erosion, 
and locally is mantled by a thin accumulation of eolian sand. On the 
Landsat image, the surface of older alluvium-colluvium is generally 
darker than that of the younger alluvium (Qay), and is striped with 
dark streaks that suggest downslope movement of the debris, possibly 
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by slow creep. Its appearance and distribution contrast with that of 
the younger alluvium, which is lighter gray and is confined to a few 
narrow channels in the Centers of major wadis (Fig_ 14.1). The 
younger alluvium consists of finer particles deposited by recent, less 
effec ti ve, underfi t ephemeral streams (McCauley and others, Chapter 
15); its presence shows that sheet flooding and concentrated flow 
occur episodically even today inspite of the present hyperaridity. 
Considerable stratigraphic, geomorphic and even archaeologic evi-
dence indicates that lake, marsh, and playa deposits accumulated on 
wadi floors in the not-too-distant past, when the region was not as 
hyperarid as today (Issawi, 1973a; Haynes, 1980b, and Chapter 9; 
McHugh, 1980; McCauley and others, Chapter 15). R. C. E. Clayton and 
Penderel, during the first reconnaissance flight over the Gilf Kebir 
Plateau on April 26, 1932, observed that the surface was "seamed with 
water-ways" and held mud pans in depressions (Rodd, 1933). Peel 
(1939b) later confirmed these observations, and noted that "traces of 
mud occur in shallow depressions on the plateau itself," and that 
alluvium and eroded lake beds can be observed in the banks of some of 
the dry stream channels. Earlier, both Bagnold (1933) and Sandford 
(1936) observed mud pans while on their way to the Gilf and Uweinat. 
In 1938, lake beds were discovered in the upper reaches of Wadis 
El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar (Bagnold and others, 1939; Peel, 19 39b). 
Sediment-filled pipes in the lake beds indicate soaking of these depo-
sits since the lake was drained, and recent mud pans were observed on 
the deflated surface (McCauley and others, Chapter 15). These lake 
beds and playa deposits are not mappable at the scale of the geologic 
map (Fig. 15.1) ; they are all included in the older alluvium and 
colluvium unit (Qac), from which they cannot be differentiated, even 
though many are late Holocene in age (McHugh, 1980; Haynes, 1980b; 
McCauley and others, Chapter 15). 
The distinctive characteristics of eolian deposits on the Landsat 
image permit mapping of their regional distribution in the vicinity of 
the Gilf Kebir Plateau for the first time (Fig. 14.1). Previous 
descriptions of these deposits are very few, consisting of brief men-
tions of a sand sheet that covers the floor of Akaba Pass and a 
complex dune field that abuts against the northern cliffs of the pla-
teau (Penderel, 1934), and comments on the south-south-western trend 
of the linear dunes southwest of the Gilf Kebir (Ball
" 
1927). Bagnold 
(1931) published a map of the Great Sand Sea, but his rnap does not 
extend to the Gilf. He lamented (1931, p. 524) that "there appears to 
exist no recognized convention to show the general characteristics of 
systems of sand formations", but he had already recognized "such 
details as: A) land submerged by a sea of undulating or flat sand; B) 
longitudinal dunes resting either on bedrock or other sands; C) chains 
of barchan dunes; and D) fields of short-crested cha.otic dunes." He 
further pointed out (1933, p. 125) that north of a line extending from 
the Gilf Kebir to Dakhla (an oasis 335 km to the northeast), seifs 
(linear dunes) are dominant, whereas barchans dominate to the south. 
Bagnold also gave an extended description (1933, p. 121-126) of four 
basic categories of eolian sand accumulation: sand drifts or sand 
shadows, dunes, whalebacks or undulations, and sand sheets. 
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HETHODS OF STUDY AND LANDSAT DATA PRODUCTS 
Most of the southern Gilf Kebir is located within Landsat scene 
192/044. "Scene" refers to an area, 185 km by 185 km, which is part 
of the l8s-km-wide swath of the Earth's surface scanned by the sensors 
of the Landsat spacecraft. Scene indexing is based on the path/row 
system of global subdivisions, which is utilized in the Landsat Index 
Atlas (World Bank, 1976). Only image 1131-08141, December 1,1972, 
among those acquired by American receiving stations, was relatively 
cloud free and immediately available in the spring of 1979, when work 
on this geologic map began. In spite of blowing dust, haze, desert 
fog and clouds hanging low in the northwestern and central parts of 
the image, immediate availability of a computer-compatible tape 
dictated selection of this image for computer processing and geologic 
analys is. Thick cloud cover in the wes tern part of the image cas ts 
shadows and al ters the natural reflectance of the desert surface 
beneath; this part of the image was excluded from image analysis and 
geologic mapping. A southern strip, where stratigraphic data are 
uncertain, was also deleted. 
Geologic mapping was done on the linearly stretched false color 
composite (FCC). Among the linearly stretched and sinusoidally 
stretched data bases, Band 4, and to a lesser extent Band 7, were the 
most useful in differentiating and delineating surficial deposits. 
The 4SG, 5SR, and 7SB sinusoidally stretched FCC was the more useful 
of the two sine-stretched FCCs available, because this particular 
color-filter combination brings out surficial deposits in various hues 
of red, which approach the natural colors of, the desert floor. It was 
also useful in checking minute differences in spectral reflectance 
that were not immediately detectable on the linearly stretched FCC, 
but its overall usefulness was impaired by the reflectances of low-
lying clouds and their shadows on the original image. 
IHAGE INTERPRETATION 
In the Gilf Kebir area, the synoptic view of the desert surface 
provided by a Landsat image makes possible the mapping of rock-
stratigraphic units in greater detail and more accurately at a scale 
of 1:250,000 than heretofore possible. The regional distribution of 
surficial deposits in the area, and the relation of these units to one 
another, is shown for the first time. Several constraints are: 1) 
the spectral resolution of the Landsat sensors (which range only from 
blue green to near infrared); 2) spatial resolution of the sensors 
(about 80 m); 3) the restriction of our traverses to the eastern 
margin of the Gilf, to the valley floors of Wadis Mashi, Diyaq, 
El-Bakht, Wassa and its northern tributary, Wadi Ard El-Akhdar, and to 
our route to the peaks of Peter and Paul; and 4) the corresponding 
lack of field samples from all parts of the region. These constraints 
restrict image analysis to the identification of medium-scale stra-
tigraphic units and landforms. Many questions of lithology, composi-
tion, provenance and morphology, therefore, are left unanswered. 
However, the method does allow us to pose pertinent field problems, 
and to direct the attention of future field investigators to them. 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The oldest rocks in the map area are the older and younger 
sandstones (units Ps and KJs). Volcanic rocks ranging in age from 
Oligocene to Quaternary (unit QTv) occur in sills, dikes, diatremes, 
volcanic necks and other volcanic edifices, but they could not be 
differentiated without extensive field sampling. Because band-ratio 
data products were not available, no attempt was made to differentiate 
individual strata of the younger sandstone that underlie the plateau, 
despite subtle differences in spectral reflectance observable on the 
Landsat image. However, the older sandstone in the southern part of 
the map area was distinguished from the younger sandstone by 
its distinctive spectral reflectance (light yellow versus dark gray on 
the FCC). The older sandstone crops out southeast of the Gilf Kebir 
Plateau on a low, stripped structural surface that appears to be of 
fluvial origin (V-shaped notches in northeast-dipping layered rocks), 
but modified by wind erosion. This surface lies near the junction of 
the defunct, south-flowing Eight Bells wadi system (HcCauley and 
others, Chapter 15) with the defunct valley of the south-flowing 
master stream (now an eolian thoroughfare), to which most of the 
incised wadis that debouched from the eastern Gilf Kebir Plateau are 
graded. 
The textural and color contrasts detectable on linearly and sinu-
soidally stretched FCCs made possible the detection and identification 
of either different types of surficial deposits. Three of these 
-younger alluvium (Qay), alluvium and colluvium, undifferentiated 
(Qac), and gravel (Qg) - attest to the roles played by running water 
and mass wasting. The five eolian deposits mapped - drift sand 
(Qsl and QS2)' linear dune sand (Qdl), barchanoid dune sand (Qdb), and 
sand plain material (Qsp) provide abundant evidence for the 
hyperarid conditions that alternated with more humid conditions during 
most of Pleistocene and Holocene time. These hyperarid conditions 
still prevail. Erosional landforms detectable on th«~ Landsat image 
include the deeply incised wadis noted above, irregularly dissected 
cliffs that characterize the Gilf KebirPlateau, isolated residual 
hills (inselbergs) and palimpsest valleys on the intermediate 
pediplain, and the eolian thoroughfares that sweep around the borders 
of the Gilf. These landforms and the erosional processes by which 
they were formed are described and discussed in a companion paper 
(McCauley and others, Chapter 15). When the surficial deposits 
observed on the Landsat image and out 1 ined on the geologic map are 
considered jointly with the erosional landforms also shown on the 
Landsat image and even better observed on the ground, the stage is set 
for an analysis of the interplay of running water, mass wasting, and 
of the wind in the Gil f Keb ir region (McCauley and 0 thers, Chapter 
15). 
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Chapter 15 
THE INTERPLAY OF FLUVIAL, MASS-WASTING AND EOLIAN PROCESSES IN THE 
EASTERN GILF KEBIR REGION 
JOHN Fe l'1cCAULEY, CAROL S. BREED and MAURICE J. GROLIER 
Uo S .. Geological Survey 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 
ABSTRACT 
The Weste'Pn Dese'Pt of Egypt p'Povides many analogs fo'P 
inte'Pp'Peting landfo'Pms on Ma'Ps. In this hype'Pa'Pid 'Pegion of 
EaY'th, as on MaY's, eolian eY'osional and deposition,aJ pY'O-
cesses a'Pe now dominant" In the Western DeseY't, w'ind and 
mass wasting have seveY'el y al teY'ed landscapes whose basic 
patte'Pns weY'e established long ago by Y'unning wateY'. Relict 
dY'ainage basins, Y'econstY'ucted on a Landsat image of the 
Gilf KebiY' Y'egion, fOY'meY'ly contained integY'ated, matuY'e 
stY'eam netwoY'ks. These Y'estoY'ed netwoY'ks shaY'e ceY'tain 
mOY'phometY'ic chaY'acteY'istics with dY'ainage systems developed 
undeY' faY' mOY'e humid cl imatic conditions" StY'eams of pY'o-
babl e mid- to late-TeY'tiaY'Y age dY'ained the Gil f hi:ghlands 
to the nOY'th, east, west, and south; theiY' Y'estoY'ed patterns 
indicate that the Gilf KebiY' was fOY'meY'ly a majoY' dY'ainage 
divide in southwestern Egypt. UndeY' pY'esent conditions of 
hypeY'aY'idity, the tY'unk stY'eams aY'e defunct, and theiY' 
valley-side slopes aY'e being Y'educed mainly by mass wasting 
and wind eY'osion. 
The distY'ibution of old inteY'fluves on Landsat images 
cleaY'ly shows that the fOY'meY' stY'eams within the plateau 
weY'e continuous with wateY'couY'ses that extended faY' beyond 
the pY'esent plateau escaY'pment on the sUY'Y'ounding deseY't 
plains. The newl y Y'ecognized Eight Bells system dY'ained 
3,400 km2 OY' mo)?e of the southeY'n Gilf Y'egion and diHcha'Pged 
to the south hundY'eds of kilometeY's beyond the pY'esent pla-
teau scaY'p. In mOY'e humid inteY'vals such as the late 
TeY'tiaY'Y, this system must have been paY't of a laY'geY' system 
of inteY'nal dY'ainage in the east centY'al SahaY'a. 
Remnant inteY'fl uves used to map the now defunct Gil f 
d'Painage basins aY'e identified by clusteY's of conical hills 
on wadi flooY's and on the pediplain that sUY'Y'ounds the 
plateau. The symmet Y'i cal , conical shape of the most isola-
ted Y'eBidua:l,s Y'eflectB dynamic equilibY'ium with pY'esent-day 
slope-for'ming pY'ocesses. In the Western DeseY't, this 
equilibY'ium fOY'm appa'Pently develops when inselbeY'gs ini-
tiall y isolated by fl uvial dissection aY'e fur>the'P Y'educed 
pr'incipal, l y by wind and mass wasting in the viY'tual absence 
of Y'unning wateY'. 
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The bpoad, fiat-fiooped wadis within the GiLf pLateau 
ape chamctepized by wind-epoded Lake beds, ventifacted 
stpeam cobbLes, pesiduaL conical, hiLLs, dunes, nppLes, and 
ephemepaL undepfit guLLies choked with windbLown sand. 
These featupes pecopd a compLex inteppLay of punning watep, 
wind, and mass wasting undep QuatePnapy cLimatic fiuctua-
tions, in which Long intepvaLs of hypempidity wepe 
punctuated by episodes of semiapidity with savannah-Like 
conditions. On the pedipLain outside the esooppment, 
windbLown debpis is in tpansit aLong bpoad eoLian thopough-
fapes that foLLow the appapent coupses of defunct rnastep 
stpeams. Loose papticLes dpiven south by nopthepLy ppe-
vail, ing winds ape segpegated accopding to gmin size into 
dunes and sheet deposits of vapying mobiLity. These eoLian 
pLains deposits ovepLie and obscupe much of the fopmepLy 
fLuviaL Landsoope apound the pLateau. 
The fpetted teppain aL ong the nopthern rnapgin of the 
maptian highLands is a bel, t of dissected pLateaus, ppotected 
by capPocks, fpom which peLict fiuviaL channeLs debouch onto 
the smooth, fiat nopthepn pLains. The pLains ape paptLy 
veneeped with eoLian deposits and dotted with cLusteps of 
inseLbepgs, inct uding mesas and conical, hit L s that pesembLe 
in gene pal, those of the Gil, f pegion. The geomopphic peLa-
tions of the "wadis", dissected pLateaus, insetbepgs, and 
pLains of the fpetted tepmin on Maps may be at Least paptty 
expLained in tepms of an inteppLay between fi uvial, 
ppocesses, wind, and mass wasting, such as descPibed hepein 
fop the Gitf Kebip pegion of southwestern Egypt, one of the 
best teppestpiaL anaLogs fop the supface of Maps. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since discovery of the Gilf Kebir Plateau by modern explorers, 
this 12,000 km2 erosional remnant of sandstone strata has been of 
intense interest to geologists and geomorphologists. Peel (1941), in 
an account of general relations of the Gilf Kebir to ~he surrounding 
desert plains, focused on the problem of development of the large 
wadis that embay the plateau (Figs. 15.1 and 15.2). Subsequent work 
by Maxwell (1980) and Haynes (Chapter 9) emphasized the unusual 
character of the$e almost-defunct watercourses.. Broad but steep-
watled valleys incised in the Gilf are now occupied only infrequently, 
perhaps as seldom as 20 year intervals, by water that runs briefly in 
underfit channels partly choked with windblown sand (Fig. ls.2B). 
Present-day fluvial processes play a very minor role in the region .. 
Collected sheetwash runs off only a short distance into the desert 
sands, and the tracks left by expeditions more than 40 years ago show 
no signs of erosion by running water (Fig .. 15 .. 3).. However, in and 
near the plateau, abundant evidence remains of earlier erosional and 
depositional fluvial activity. Complex but topographically subor-
dinate sequences of local damming, lake formation, and wadi floor 
cutting and filling attest to several Quaternary pluvial episodes that 
postdate the probable Tertiary incision of the regional drainage 
pattern .. 
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Figure 15 .. 1 Landsat image of southeastern part of Gilf Kebir Plateau 
region with overlay map of now-defunct drainage networks 
extending well beyond present plateau margin. Lines of 
drainage divides are dashed where approximately located, 
queried where uncertain. Restored network patterns are 
consistent with patterns of active stream systems in 
less arid regions. Bright zones adjacent to plateau are 
eolian thoroughfares, where sediments reworked by wind 
are blown southward across the pediplain toward dune 
fields in the eas t -cent ral Sahara.. A geologic map of 
the region included in Figure 15.1 is shown in Grolier 
and Schultejann (Chapter 14). (Landsat 1131-08141, Dec. 
1, 1972). 
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Figure 15 .. 2 A) View west near locality H, Figure 15.1, showing 300 m 
high, flat-topped escarpment (arrow) that marks margin 
of Gilf Kebir Plateau.. Stream gravels on desert floor 
are covered by wind-rippled eolian deposits charac-
teristic of eolian thoroughfares. Cobble in right 
foreground (arrow) about 15 cm long. B) View southwest 
across Wadi Mashi, showing steep wadi walls and the 
broad, flat wadi floor cut by an underfit channel, 
approximately 6 m wide, which is choked by wind-rippled 
sand. Streamflow from right background, toward viewer. 
Expedition botanist (Boulos, 1980, po 69) estimates 
from conditions of dried vegetation that no precipita-
tion or runoff have occurred in the wadi in about 20 
years.. A climbing dune (arrow) occupies part of south 
wall next to conical spur remnant. 
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Figure 15 .. 3 Tracks near gap leading south from Wadi Wassa towara 
Eight Bells (locality C, Fig. 15.1) show no evidence of 
erosion by running water, but are filled with windblown 
sand. Narrow widths of tire tracks indicate they were 
made by vehicles of the type used in early expeditions 
such as those of Bagnold and Peel in 1939. 
During the period from September 30 to October 4, 1978, we recon-
noitered the east and south sides of the Gilf Kebir and conducted 
brief field studies on the top of the plateau and in Wadis Mashi, 
El-Bakht, Wassa, and Ard El-Akhdar (Fig. 15.1). We found that many of 
the peculiar geomorphic characteristics of the Gilf region are the 
results of an eolian and mass-wasting overprint on a landscape whose 
basic patterns were established by running water. Much-degraded 
drainage basins, now invaded by windblown sand, are relicts of an 
ancient (mid-Tertiary?) landscape that had probably reached a mature 
or "quasi -equilibrium stage" (Strahler, 1952) of fluvial dissection. 
During later episodes of aridity, these ancient stream valleys were 
altered to wadis (steep-sided, flat-floored dry washes); even today, 
though all but defunct, these wadis retain certain characteristics in 
common with those in semiarid plateau areas of the American southwest. 
The present unusual characteristics of the Egyptian landscape, 
however, have evolved under climatic conditions of hyperaridi ty pecu-
liar to the Western Desert, which is about 200 times more arid 
(Henning and Flohn, 1977) than the driest parts of the American 
deserts. 
The Gilf Kebir lies near the center of what is now the largest 
expanse of hyperarid terrain on Earth (Henning and Flohn, 1977) and is 
almost completely lacking in vegetation. It is one of the few places 
on Earth where wind, not water flow, is now the most effective agent 
of surface sculpture. In less arid regions, landscapes most familiar 
to European and North American geologists are formed principally by 
the interplay of running water and mass wasting processes. In 
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contrast, the Western Desert of Egypt has been episodically mostly 
hyperarid since at least early Quaternary time (Haynes, 1978; Chapter 
9), and wind processes are an added and important factor in landscape 
evolution. As a consequence, the area displays peculiarities that 
include relict drainage systems, broad, essentially horizontal sand 
plains beyond the scarps of the Gilf, and clusters of conical 
inselbergs, fields of yardangs, unusual ventifacts scattered on the 
desert floor, and chains of migrating sand dunes. 
Our investigations in the Western Desert of Egypt may provide 
insights into some terrain features of probable eolian origin on the 
hyperarid planet Mars (McCauley and others, 1979a,1980a,b; El-Baz and 
others, 1979a; Breed and others, 1979, 1980a,b). Both in southwestern 
Egypt and on Mars, wind erosion and mass wasting have obscured former 
fluvial landscapes. Surface debris , derived at least in part from 
fluvial processes, has been redistributed in the form of windblown 
sand sheets, streaks, and dunes. In Egypt, dune sand is still in 
transit southward toward sites of deposition in the great ergs of the 
east-central Sahara; on Mars, most of the dune "sand" is already con-
centrated in the north circumpolar erg (Cutts and others, 1976; Breed 
and others, 1979, 1980a). 
Haynes (Chapter 9) has discussed the climatic cycling that has 
occurred in the Egyptian desert through Quaternary time. This 
cycling, as in most older desert regions of the world, has caused 
numerous "stops and starts" in geomorphic evolution: no one model or 
inferred sequence of events can be invoked. The observations pre-
sented here come from numerous localities in the eastern part of the 
Gilf Kebir, on part of the "desert peneplain" (Sandford, in Bagnold, 
1933) between the Gilf Kebir and the Nile Valley, and from interpreta-
tions of certain regional geomorphic patterns studied on Landsat ima-
ges (Fig. 15.1). 
Figure 15.4 Clusters of conical hills (curved arrow) to the south mark 
positions of old interfluves in Wadi MaEihi (locality B, 
Fig. 15.1). Large talus blocks in foreground (straight 
black arrow) are less than 0.3 m long. Minor gully 
system (white arrow) in tributary valley partly obscured 
by windblown sand. 
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FEATURES OF THE GILF KEBIR PLATEAU 
General Description of the Wadis 
As described by Peel (1941, p. 12), the incised wadis of the Gilf 
seem to differ from river valleys of more humid regions in that "there 
are none of the swinging curves of the normal river valley. 
Tri butaries run into them at all sorts of abrupt angles, some even 
pointing upvalley .. " The wadis at some places are enlarged into broad 
open bays and at other places are constricted; they are bounded by 
high steep walls that rise as much as 300 m along the west edge of the 
Gilf .. 
Myriads of small sandstone inse1bergs (isolated residual hills) 
are clustered on the wadi floors and on the pediplain (Howard, 1942) 
immediately adjacent to the plateau (Figse 15.3; 15 .. 4). Peel (1941, 
p.. 7) recognized these inse1bergs as "relict features, left 
outstanding by the lowering of the desert surface around and between 
them .. " On the Landsat image (Flg. 15.1), the inse1bergs are 
interpreted as remnants of the interf1uves of much-degraded, relict 
drainage basins. Ancient drainage networks, only partly recognizable 
on the ground, extend tens of kilometers or more to the east and 
south, beyond the present retreating plateau scarps.. Although greatly 
modified by wind erosion and mass wasting, the relict patterns appear 
to be part of a former regional drainage system, and are clearly con-
tinuations of the wadi systems within the plateau. Beyond the region 
shown in Figure 15.1, the pediplain surrounding the Gilf Kebir grades 
into the great peneplain of central Egypt and northwestern Sudan, from 
which rocks of the type remaining in the Gilf plateau have largely 
been stripped; this stripped surface is now covered by a nearly ubi-
quitous eolian veneer. 
From the Landsat image we have reconstructed the patterns of 
ancient interfluves by tracing the outlines of residual outliers. The 
streams inferred to have flowed between these interfluves are shown 
restored in Figure 15.1. The reconstructed patterns indicate that 
several drainage systems, integrated to at least sixth-order main 
streams (Horton, 1945), formerly drained sizeable catchment areas in 
the southern and eastern parts of the Gilf region.. One or two of 
these relict systems extended across the entire plateau. The larger 
of these, now almost entirely erased from ground view, drained an area 
of approximately 3,400 km2 south of Wadi Wassa and discharged to the 
south more than 100 km beyond the present posi tion of the ret reating 
Gilf scarp. We suggest the name "Eight Bells" for this former 
drainage system, after a prominent landmark visible from a gap in the 
divide separating it from Wadi Wassa (locality C, Fig. 15.1). 
Mass wasting and wind erosion have altered many parts of the 
former drainage networks almost beyond recognition, either in ground 
view or on the best available Landsat images, and topographic maps are 
inadequate for morphometric analyses.. However, some characteristics 
of the "fossil" Gilf drainage nets can be reconstructed and compared 
with characteristics, such as Horton's (1945) Law of Stream Numbers, 
which are common to all "normal" stream systems (Shreve, 1966; Smart, 
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Graphs illustrating close adherence of reconstructed 
Gilf Kebir drainage networks (Fig. 15.1) to Horton's 
(1945) Law of Stream Numbers.. Numbers of streams of 
each order in each drainage basin form an inverse 
geometric series, each having a very high coefficient of 
correlation (r). The trend equations have the form log 
Y = log a + Xb. Regression coefficient (b) of the 
equation for Wadi Eight Bells is close to the mean for, 
Gilfwadis.. It does not differ significantly (at the 
.. 95 confidence level) from regression coefficients of 
"normal" stream networks in less arid regions. 
1978). Using Horton's method as modified by Strahler (1952, p~ 120), 
numbers of streams of each order in the reconstructed drainage nets of 
Wadi Mashi, Wadi Maftuh, Wadi El-Bakht, Wadi Wassa, and Wadi Eight 
Bells sys terns were plot ted (Fig.. 15 .. 5).. As shown in Figure 15.5, in 
each basin the relation takes the form of an inverse geometric series, 
as demonstrated by Horton (1945, p. 286-291 and Table 1) for humid 
areas in New York and Michigan, for drainage networks in clay badlands 
in New Jersey (Schumm, 1956, Fig. 2); for an ephemeral stream system 
incised in terrace sediments near Poquonock, Connecticut (Carter, 
1957); and for ephemeral stream systems in semiarid New Mexico 
(Leopold and Miller, 1956, Fig. 13) and South Dakota (Smith, 1958, 
Fig. 17). 
The slopes of the graphs in Figure 15.5, expressed by the coef-
ficient of regression, b, provide a dimensionless standard for com-
paring drainage networks of different sizes, geographic settings, and 
drainage densities (Chorley, 1957). The covariance of the coef-
ficients of regression (Walker and Lev, 1953, p. 387) shows no dif-
ference among drainage nets in New Jersey, Connecticut, and the Eight 
Bells system in the Gilf region. The "fossil" Gilf networks thus 
share certain basic characteristics with "normal" streams. We suggest 
that they were normal streams that formed under climatic conditions 
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sufficiently humid to provide rainfall, which collected in runoff that 
carved integrated valleys in the bedrock of the Gilf region. 
The reconstructed streams of the Gilf region were drawn as if 
each flowed in a straight course down the midline of each present wadi 
to join the nearest higher order stream segment. Possible twists aud 
turns were necessarily omitted, so that the length of each segment is 
the minimum required to join it to the next. Furthermore, beyond the 
present topographic margin of the plateau only faint, ephemeral traces 
remain, like the grin of the Cheshire cat, to show the former 
existence of tributary streams; on the peneplain farther from the 
plateau, such traces have disappeared from the present surface. For 
these reasons, more sophisticated morphometric analyses using stream 
link lengths and basin areas (Shreve, 1975) were not feasible. 
The degree of dissection of the plateau indicated by the 
reconstructed stream patterns (Fig. IS.I) suggests that the inferred 
drainage basins received precipitation in sufficient quantities to 
provide runoff with considerable erosive force. The appearance of the 
Gilf Kebir area during this stage of dissection is suggested in Figure 
IS.6A. Haynes (1978) hypothesized that initial fluvial dissection of 
the plateau took place in less resistant shales that have since been 
stripped from the highly resistant quartzitic layer that now caps the 
plateau. Topographic maps of the Gilf region lack elevation contours, 
so that hypsometric curves cannot be calculated to estimate the mass 
of rock eroded from the basins; the vertical relief suggested in 
Figure lS.6 is an approximation. Observations suggest, however, that 
the inferred former streams eroded their basins to equilibrium 
"maturity" of Strahler, 19S2, defined by him as the point at which 40% 
or more of the mass of rock above the base plane had been removed. 
The morphometric clues are incomplete due to the limits and 
paucity of ground data. However, they indicate that the relict 
drainage patterns in the Gilf Kebir area are parts of major regional 
stream systems. These streams almost surely reduced parts of south-
western Egypt to a maturely dissected fluvial terrain before the onset 
of hyperaridity in Pleistocene time. 
The Gilf and its surroundings probably began to take on the 
semiarid, desertlike appearance suggested in Figure IS.6B during late 
Tertiary or early Quaternary time. Much of the denudation probably 
occurred as a result of Quaternary climatic cycling, as described by 
Haynes (1978), whereby surfaces made vulnerable by weathering and flu-
vial processes during subhumid intervals were stripped by the intense 
eolian erosion that prevailed during arid intervals. Cliffs undercut 
by spring sapping, sheetwash, and episodic flash flooding retreated by 
mass wasting, as in semiarid to arid parts of the world today. In 
many localities, divides between adjacent drainage basins were 
breached. Many of the resulting gaps have since been partly filled 
with blown sand. Such gaps may now appear to be tributary valleys 
that enter the main valleys at peculiar angles, as observed by Peel 
(1941). Patterns observed on the Landsat image and in the field 
suggest that stream capture may have occurred in many localities, 
including capture of parts of the Wadi Wassa system by streams to the 
west and south (Fig. lS.l). 
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Figure 15.6 
A 
B 
c 
Block diagrams illustrating main stages in a suggested 
sequence of development of the southern Gilf Kebir 
landscape, viewed from the southeast margin of Eight 
Bells drainage basin (Fig. 15.1): A) Mid- to 
late-Tertiary dissection of drainage basins by 
dendritic, perennial stream systems under humid climatic 
conditions. B) Modification of stream valleys to broad, 
open wadis as climate became arid later in Quaternary 
time. C) Further modification of wadis by mass 
wasting, wind erosion and deposition, and occasional 
fluvial activity under fluctuating Quaternary climatic 
conditions culminating in present hyperaridity. 
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Wadis of the Gi1f Kebir, though greatly modified, retain certain 
characteristics of this stage, which resemble those of the "dry 
washes" of intermittent stream systems in plateau and canyon regions 
of the semiarid American Southwest (Fig. 15.7). For example, certain 
tributary valleys incised in resistant strata in the Grand Canyon 
region are commonly steep walled and appear to lack sufficient catch-
ment areas. Some of the tributaries of the Grand Canyon, like those 
on the Gilf plateau, are at least in part structurally controlled 
(Grolier and Schu1tejann, Chapter 14) and some join the. master valleys 
at odd angles - even in an apparent upgradient direction (Fig_ 15.7). 
Such "barbed tributaries" can be caused by reversal of drainage 
due to migration of divides and stream capture. Incised barbed tribu-
taries occur on the erosionally stripped, flat surface of Marble 
Platform in the eastern Grand Canyon region (Fig. 15 .. 7B). They are 
described by Billingsley and Breed (1973) as subsequent streams, 
controlled partly by cliff retreat of less resistant overlying rocks 
and partly by joint patterns in the caprock. Although this analogy 
should not be carried too far, some general similarities seem to exist 
in the patterns of dissection of the two plateau surfaces. 
During Quaternary time, climate in the Western Desert of Egypt 
cycled between arid and semiarid with possible short spans of subhumid 
conditions (Haynes, 1978; Chapter 9). As the region became increas-
ingly arid, large ephemeral streams disappeared, and the wadis were 
subjected to further modification by mass wasting, wind erosion, and 
wind deposition. The present result of climatic cycling is illus-
trated in Figure 15.6C. Scattered inselbergs dot the pediplain formed 
by retreat of the Gilf scarps. Large southward moving dunes and sand 
sheets are present along with some yardangs (wind-streamlined residual 
hills; McCauley and others, 1977). According to Haynes (1978), the 
latest cycle of hyperaridity set in about 5000 BP, after which water 
ceased to be a significant factor in landform devel~pment. 
Since the onset of the present cycle of hyperaridity, water ero-
sion in the wadis has been so infrequent that resistant cobbles of 
sandstone lying on older stream terraces have become severely wind 
eroded (Fig. l5.8B). The oriented pits, flutes, and grooves on 
sandstone and quartzite cobbles of the terraces just a meter or less 
above the most recent erosion channels are secondary in or~g~n. 
Haynes (Chapter 9) corroborates the efficacy of the wind in eroding 
stream-channel deposits in western Egypt. We observed similar wind-
erosion features on a flash-flood deposit near Bir Abu El-Hussein, 
about 340 km east of the Gilf Kebir Plateau. Stream-deposited 
boulders of quartzite and limestone, in place on the wadi floor, are 
severely wind eroded on their north-facing sides, but retain normal, 
stream-rounded shapes on their downwind sides. Similar wind pitting 
and fluting of ventifacts in crystalline limestone, basalt, quartzitic 
sandstone, and other rock types in the Western Desert are described in 
earlier reports (Hume, 1925, po 62-73; Grolier and others, 1980; 
McCauley and others, 1979a; 1980a,b). Wind-pitted fragments of 
massive basalts and orthoquartzites in the Western Desert are 
described by McCauley and others (1979a, 1980b) as analogs of similar-
appearing rocks at the Viking Lander sites; pits in the martian rocks 
were earlier thought, by many workers, to be vesicles. 
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Figure 15.7 A) Skylab photograph (SL3-l22-258l) of the semiarid 
Grand Canyon region, Arizona, showing intermittent trib-
utary stream valleys incised into flat-lying rocks of 
the Colorado Plateau. View north. The caprock is 
resistant Kaibab Limestone of Permian age from which 
overlying softer shales and sandstones of Mesozoic age 
have been eroded. Barbed tributaries of Marble Canyon 
(straight arrow) resemble those of some Gilf drainages; 
compare also with Nirgal Vallis, Mars (Fig. 15.19A). 
Curved arrow indicates Marble Platform shown in (B). B) 
Patterns of intermittent stream valleys incised in 
stripped caprock of Marble Platform in eastern Grand 
Canyon region, Arizona. View east. Arrows indicate 
erosional remnants of soft shales of Moenkopi Formation 
of Triassic age. Compare with patterns of defunct 
stream valleys incised in st ripped caprock of the Gilf 
Kebir Plateau (Fig. 15.1). (U.S. Air Force oblique 
high-altitude photograph 008 374R Sept. 6, 1968). 
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Figure 15.8 A) Dry underfit watercourses cut into terraces of pro-
bable Holocene age in Wadi El-Bakht (locality D, Fig. 
15., 1).. Talus cones and rock falls on north wadi wall 
(background) define incipient conical segments.. Wind-
eroded stream pebbles about 8-10 cm long on terrace in 
left foreground. B) Wind-eroded stream cobble with 
finger-like projections pointing in local upwind direc-
tion (eastward, to right) on terrace in same locality as 
(A). Knife is about 10 cm long. 
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The following sections discuss features shown diagrammatically in 
Figure 15. 6C: the wadis, conical hills, yardangs, sand sheets, and 
dunes of the Gilf region, including both the plateau and parts of the 
adjacent plains. Interpretations are based on field observations made 
during the 5-day reconnaissance of the eastern Gilf area described in 
preliminary reports by EI-Baz and others (1980) and Maxwell (1980). 
Suggested models relate the geomorphic features to climate change and 
to the roles of running water, wind, and mass-wasting processes in 
landscape development. . 
Wadis EI-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar 
Wadis El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar preserve partial records of 
fluvial, mass-wasting, and eolian activities that varied in effec-
tiveness with episodic climate change. These records illustrate some 
aspects of the complex geomorphic history of the Gilf. 
Both of these steep-walled valleys were dammed by natural 
obstacles in narrow parts of their upper reaches, creating lakes in 
which 6 m or more of lacustrine sediments accumulated. Both wadis 
were occupied by Man during pluvial episodes in Neolithic time, as 
shown by ar·tifacts from the surface of the lake-bed deposits (McHugh, 
1980; Haynes, 1980b). As yet no fossils or artifacts have been found 
to establish the age of the lake bed deposits; the finding of such 
evidence would be a worthwhile goal for future expeditions. A 
sequence of events in Wadi El-Bakht is proposed by McHugh (1980). Our 
tentative interpretation of the sequence of geologic events at Wadi 
Ard El-Akhdar is as follows: 
1. Stream erosion in post-Oligocene time, postdating some of the 
basaltic eruptions in the region (Meneisy and Kreuzer, 1974, p. 
25-29), results in valley cutting and exposure of a basaltic 
plug. . 
2. With the onset of episodic aridity during late Tertiary or 
early Quaternary time, streamflow becomes ephemeral. During arid 
intervals, the wadi is invaded by dunes, similar to the modern 
dune shown in Figure 15.9. Mass wasting and occasional sheet-
Figure 15.9 View north toward modern dune near breached dam in Wadi 
Ard El-Akhdar. Wind that formed slipface (arrow) blew 
upvalley from east; regional prevailing wind, outside 
the wadis, is northerly. Exhumed basalt intrusion forms 
wadi wall in background. 
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Figure 15.10 A) Interbedded reworked dune sand, sheetwash deposi ts, 
and talus fragments form breached dam at Wadi Ard 
El-Akhdar (white arrow, Fig. ls.llB). B) Pipes in 
lacustrine deposits at Wadi Ard El-Akhdar (arrow, Fig. 
ls.llA) indicate episodic soaking of the lake beds since 
draining of lake. Arrow indicates part of a sediment-
filled pipe about 20 em wide. 
wash result in continued formation of talus slopes on wadi walls. 
Fanglomerates interbedded with reworked dune sands are deposited 
in the constricted neck of the wadi (Fig. 15.10). This deposit, 
indicated by the white arrow in Figure 15.11, forms a natural dam 
that traps runoff from cloudbursts and reactivated springs, and a 
shallow lake accumulates upstream. 
3. The colluvial-eolian dam is breached, resulting in sudden, 
catastrophic draining of the lake. Such breaching would account 
for erosion of the unusually large, deep stream channel that 
excavated the lake beds to a depth of about 4-5 m (Fig. lS.llA). 
Pottery and deflated fire pits on the surface of the lake beds 
indicate Neolithic occupation of the exposed lake bottom (McHugh, 
1980; Fig. 15.12). 
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Figure 15.11 Erosion of lacustrine deposits and invasion by windblown 
sand in Wadi Ard El-Akhdar (locality E, Fig. 15.1) indi-
cate change from a dominantly fluvial to a dominantly 
eolian environment. A) View upstream (west) along the 
main drainage channel cut to depth 4-5 m in lake beds 
(arrow) following breakout of the dam in Wadi Ard 
EI-Akhdar. B) View east at constricted neck of Wadi Ard 
EI-Akhdar where colluvial-eolian dam (white arrow), now 
breached, blocked the wadi. Deposit shown in detail in 
Figure 15. lOA. Keel of well-streamlined, meter-high 
yardang in lake beds (foreground) points in the upwind, 
but downstream (eastward) direction, toward the notch. 
A modern dune (dark straight arrow and Fig. 15.9) occu-
pies north side of notch. Part of basalt intrusion is 
indicated by curved arrow. 
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Figure IS.l2 Deflated Neolithic hearth of baked sediments (arrow) on 
surface of lake bed in Wadi Ard El-Akhdar. Wind action 
has modified the channel walls, carved parts of lake 
bed into meter-size yardangs (background and right of 
photo), and deposited sand in channel. 
4. Wind erosion carves the dessicated lacustrine deposits into 
aerodynamically shaped hillocks (yardangs) with an east-west 
orientation (Fig. lS.llB). The most streamlined of these lie 
wi thin about 100 m of the narrow neck of the wadi, probably 
because of the venturi effect. Tops of the yardang keels extend 
upward to within a few centimeters of the top surface of the lake 
bed deposits; thus the heights of these excavated hills represent 
nearly the total depth of wind erosion since the lake was 
drained. Recent easterly winds at this locality are indicated by 
sand tails deposited in the lee of rock fragments on the wadi 
floor, and by orientation of the slipface on the dune at the 
notch (Fig_ 15.9). 
5. During the present interval of extreme aridit.y, active dunes 
again accumulate near the site of the earlier dam. Occasional 
runoff flows in an integrated but minor, very shallow gully 
system in the upper reaches of the wadi. Older sheetwash depos-
its of poorly sorted pebbles are preserved as low terrace rem-
nants between the gullies. An extensive talus apron mantles the 
loose dune sand surface at the notch, setting the stage for 
development of another colluvial-eolian dam. 
The Conical Hills: Remnant Interfluves 
Steep-sided conical or flat-topped hills that rise abruptly from 
surrounding plains are landforms common to most deserts; they are 
generally referred to as insel bergs. Unlike yardangs, which result 
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Figure 15 .. 13 Sequence showing suggested evolution of conical hills 
from wadi side walls and spurs. A) Semi-detached segment 
(arrow) of wadi wall near junction of Wadi Ard E1-Akhdar 
with Wadi Wassa. Dune sand blankets much of wadi wall 
and obscures underlying remnants of alluvial fans 
(curved arrow). B) Conical spur detached from side wall 
of Wadi Eight Bells, about 500 m south of divide from 
Wadi Wassa (locality C, Fig .. 15 .. 1).. Pediment slopes 
gently southward (to left across photo) from base of 
wadi wall and inse1bergs and is veneered with lag depos-
its of varnished stream pebbles and drifts of windblown 
sand. 
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Figure 15.13 C) Isolated flat-topped mesas and conical hills are rem-
nants of wadi walls standing as inselbergs on pediplane 
east of Gilf Kebir Plateau. Scarp of Gilf Plateau in 
far distance, in right of photo (arrow). View south 
(downwind) from top of 6 m high linear dune in lee of 
bedrock ridge at Bagnold's 1938 camp (Bagnold and 
others, 1939) in the eolian thoroughfare (locality F, 
Fig. 15.1). The south terminus of this dune has 
migrated 40 m southward in 40 years (Haynes, 1980). 
from excavation of intervening troughs by wind erosion, inselbergs owe 
their relief to dissection of highlands, usually by stream erosion. 
They commonly evolve from dissected plateaus capped by resistant, 
nearly horizontal bedrock: when the caprock disappears, the irregular 
buttes and mesas gradually become conical hills standing in groups, 
chains, or in isolation. 
The shapes of inselbergs evolving in hyperarid deserts differ 
significantly from those in arid to semiarid deserts, because slope-
forming processes vary in relative effectiveness under different cli-
matic conditions. In semiarid deserts, undercutting of caprock occurs 
by weathering, spring sapping, and slopewash; comminuted debris is 
removed mainly by running water, and wind erosion plays a subordinate 
role. Inselbergs in semiarid deserts are typically bounded by pedi-
ments veneered by alluvium and graded to valleys of nearby ephemeral 
streams (Bryan, 1925; Rahn, 1965). 
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In the hyperarid Western Desert of Egypt, where annual precipita-
tion is less than 1 mm, running water is now virtually absent. Flat-
topped interf1uve areas of the dissected Gilf plateau surface are now 
being reduced to conical inselbergs mostly by dry mass wasting and 
wind erosion, with only rare and sporadic episodes of spring sapping 
and slopewash. In this desert, wind is now the dominant agent for 
removal and transport of comminuted slope debris. Mass wasting, wind 
erosion and deposition have erased most traces of gullies, fans, and 
pediments from the wadi side slopes, except in areas deep within the 
dissected plateau (Fig. 15.13A, B). Many of the divides between the 
wadis, like the outliers of the plateau scarp, are reduced to groups 
of low hills (Fig. 15.4). The most isolated hills on wadi floors and 
on the plain outside the Gi1f scarp are conical in shape, and they 
rise abruptly, with slope angles of about 35 0 , from the essentially 
flat desert floor, which is veneered with windblown sando Although 
all of these hills owe their relief to regional downcutting by 10ng-
vanished streams, those that are farthest removed from the wadi walls 
and the Gilf scarp are highly symmetrical and typically lack gullies, 
fans, and pediments (Fig. 15.13C). 
The symmetrical, conical shape of these remnant hills seems to be 
an equilibrium form that results when slopes are reduced primarily by 
weathering, mass wasting, and wind erosion, in the virtual absence of 
running water. This shape, much like that of the upper part of tents 
used by the Geological Survey of Egypt, is probably a form of dynamic 
stability in winds of variable direction. Most bedrock remnants in 
and near the Gilf Kebir are eroded to such conical forms rather than 
to st reamlined forms (yardangs) that typically form in desert areas 
with unidirectional winds (McCauley and others, 1977). Although 
regional winds in southwestern Egypt are highly directional, in and 
near the Gilf they are topographically deflected (Fig. 15.14). These 
winds are only locally unidirectional, and they do not have as long as 
a fetch as winds on the open plains. Di version of the regional 
northeasterly winds into local flow patterns within the wadis is shown 
by the orientations of yardangs and dunes. In Wadi EI-Bakht, for 
example, trimodal local wind directions are indicated by the presence 
of a star dune (Fig. 15.14A) and giant ripples of coarse sand oriented 
transverse to the wadi and to the direction of transport of sand in 
climbing dunes on the south wall (Fig. l5.14B).. In those parts of the 
Western Desert where winds are highly directional, the sandstones, 
granites, and even crystalline limestones are eroded to well-
s treamlined yardangs (Grolier and others, 1980; E1-Baz and others, 
1979a). 
{tJind modifies the shapes of inselbergs during arid intervals by 
abrasion and deflation of weathered rockfall debris. Falling and 
breaking of bedrock blocks comminutes and preconditions fragments for 
weathering, abrasion, and deflation. Observations of wind-erosion 
grooves in bedrock around the base of conical hills in Farafra Oasis 
(Breed and others, work in progress) suggest that isolated hills may 
act as centers of vorticity, producing local turbulent wind currents. 
Such wind currents sweep around and between isolated hills and remove 
loose particles from all sides, thus helping to maintain the shape of 
the hills while reducing their size, in the same way as demonstrated 
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Figure 15.14 A) Star dune in lee of north wall in upper part of Wadi 
E1-Bakht. Multiple slipfaces (arrows) indicate that 
prevailing north winds are locally diverted and chan-
nelled by the wadi. Sand is driven southward over the 
surface of the plateau and down wadi side walls by pre-
vailing winds. The sand is then secondarily shifted 
back and forth, more or less in place, by upva11ey 
(east) and downva11ey (west) winds, so that the trapped 
falling dune assumes a starlike shape. B) View south 
from top of dune at the notch in Wadi E1-Bakht, showing 
giant ripples (arrow) formed by local winds blowing 
along valley axis. Footprints on dune show scale. 
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for small features in laboratory experiments and field observations by 
Whitney (1978). 
A key concept for inselberg evolution under hyperarid climatic 
conditions is that wind, unlike water, is not confined to downslope 
movements (Udden, 1894); wind transports the fines of comminuted slope 
debris up and away in suspension, not simply down onto the surrounding 
floor. Winds carrying coarser grains abrade grooves in exposed 
bedrock floors and deflate them, but do not produce pediments. As 
pointed out by Peel (1939b, 1941), one of the most peculiar aspects of 
the Gilf landscape is the general absence of pediments at the foot of 
the plateau scarps and inselbergs. The conical hills that rise 
directly from the flat plains of southwestern Egypt lack the inter-
vening break of slope (piedmont angle) characteristic of inselbergs 
developed in less arid regions (Kesel, 1972). Steep sides are main-
tained on the inselbergs of the Western Desert as they are reduced in 
size from hills tens of meters high to small nubbins. Slope debris, 
comminuted by weathering, mass wasting, and wind abrasion, is removed 
rapidly as material is almost continually deflated. 
Reduction of Gilf interfluves to groups of conical hills (Fig. 
15.13) may occur as follows: 
1. Dissection of the plateau by running water accompanied by mass 
wasting produces steep slopes on valley sides and isolates flat-
topped remnants (buttes and mesas) characteristic of plateau 
canyonlands in semiarid regions. Alluvial fans accumulate at the 
foot of gullies along the scarps and on pediment slopes graded to 
the valleys of nearby streams. Depths of erosion are controlled 
by a regional base level that is the intersection of the water 
table with the ground surface; this level was formerly controlled 
by master streams from which the bordering cliffs of the Gilf 
receded by headward and lateral erosion. 
Some of the residual hills and wadi walls deep wi thin the 
dissected Gilf Plateau rise from remnants of old pediments 
veneered by stream gravels, and a few have minor debris aprons or 
fans (Fig. 15.4; l5.l3A). These parts of the Gilf wadis retain 
the imprint of earlier fluvial erosional and depositional 
processes, which are thought to have been highly effective during 
Quaternary intervals of subhumid climatic conditions. Some bf 
the Gilf inselbergs thus have complex slopes typical of 
inselbergs that have evolved in both humid temperate regions and 
in semiarid to arid deserts (Bryan, 1925; Cotton, 1952, p. 
260-262; King, 1960; Rahn, 1965; Kesel, 1972). 
2. Hyperaridity sets in, and active downcutting by running water 
ceases except for sporadiC, local episodes of torrential 
downpour. Vegetation disappears, except for a few scattered 
bushes and clumps of grass in ephemeral stream channels (Boulos, 
1980). Backwearing of wadi walls by weathering, cliff sapping, 
and mass wasting gradually isolates conical segments on the wadi 
side slopes and spurs (Fig. l5.l3A). 
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As these segments become detached from the parent wadi 
walls, their potential catchment and storage areas for sporadic 
rainfall diminish, so that sheetwash cannot collect and carve 
gullies on their slopes. Continued slumping of debris further 
isolates the slope segments and allows increased flow of abrasive 
winds around them. 
Wind gaps develop around the semi-isolated cones, which have 
become centers of vorticity (Fig_ l5.l3A, B). Comminuted debris 
is carried away from the hillsides by wind, rather than washed 
down slope by running water. Pediment slopes are no longer 
maintained, and fans no longer accumulate. Eventually the coni-
cal wall segments become isolated conical hills whose slopes 
approach equilibrium with the forces of wind and gravity (Fig. 
15 .13C). These more fully evolved forms are typically found on 
the broad, flat floors of the larger wadis and on the open plains 
away from the Gilf scarp, as recognized by Peel in Bagnold and 
others, 1939; Bagnold, 1941, Fig. 10). 
Meanwhile, as lowering of the wadi floors by ephemeral 
streams essentially ceases, sediments are redistributed by wind 
into eolian deposits that surround the conical inselbergs, and 
fill in the low lying areas, forming smooth, essentially flat 
plains. Except for a few dry, underfi t drainage channels here 
and there, most traces of fluvial activity in the wadis are 
buried beneath the eolian plains. \ 
Figure 15.15 A) View west from eolian thoroughfare toward dissected 
Gilf escarpment at mouth of wadi near location G, Figure 
15" I. Isolated conical spur remnant on right. 
Concentrations of white lag particles veneer pediplain 
and mark course of former master stream that flowed 
southward in channel across middle of photo (arrow). B) 
Beveled "Nubian" strata (Grolier and Schultejann, 
Chapter 14) about 5 km east of Gilf escarpment (locality 
H, Fig. 15.1). Rocks that litter pediplain are stream 
pebbles; many are now ventifacts. 
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FEATURES ON THE PLAINS 
Surficial Deposits 
Elongate bands of mobile eolian sediments occupy broad zones 
along both the east and west sides of the plateau just beyond the wadi 
mouths (Fig. 15.1; Grolier and Schultejann, Chapter 14, Fig. 14.1). 
The surfaces of these "eolian thoroughfares" consist of dunes, sand 
sheets, and coarse but well-sorted lag deposits that truncate and 
override the fluvial deposits where the wadis of the Gilf debouch on 
the pediplain. Migrating windblown sand piles up against north-facing 
(upwind) slopes of isolated hills and ridges, and extends downwind 
from these obstacles in the form of drifts and numerous elongated, 
linear lee dunes. A view of the eolian thoroughfare on the east side 
of the plateau from a locality (G, Fig. 15.1) about 9 km north of 
Bagnold's 1938 camp (Bagnold and others, 1939) shows traces of former 
bedrock outliers of the Gilf and relict drainage systems (Fig. 
ls.lsA). Still farther east (locality H, Fig. 15.1), the beveled 
sandstone of the pediplain is overlain by ventifacts that are old 
stream pebbles (Fig. ls.lsB). 
Segregation by wind of grains of certain sizes into discrete 
types of surficial deposits is typical of deserts (Folk, 1968), and is 
particularly well advanced in southwestern Egypt. Most grains capable 
of saltation (Bagnold, 1941) have been winnowed and heaped into iso-
lated dunes, while finer and coarser grains lag behind to form an 
extensive flat plains deposit. This sand plain surface is commonly 
armored by a layer, one grain thick, of evenly distributed coarse sand 
or granules. 
Drifts of very coarse, white quartz sand and granules (included 
in QSl of Grolier and Schultejann, Chapter 14) are distributed 
throughout the eolian thoroughfare along the east side of the plateau. 
Distribution of these lag deposits on the Landsat image (Fig. 15.1) 
conincides rather closely with the inferred locations of one or more 
master streams to which the wadis of the Gilf may have once been 
tributary. Large drifts of the coarse material are concentrated down-
wind from wind gaps in east-trending ridges of sandstone strata that 
protrude above the pediplain. The white lag is here interpreted as 
windworked stream deposits from which finer, more mobile grains have 
been winnowed. In this interpretation, the coarse grains have not 
been blown far from their sources in old fluvial deposits. However, 
winds whose velocities are enhanced by the venturi effect in the wind 
gaps are competent to move and concentrate these coarse particles. 
Thus the coarse-grained deposits appear as white streaks in these 
localities on the Landsat image (Fig. 15.1). 
Finer, more mobile sands have been segregated into dunes that are 
migrating south-southwestward along the thoroughfares, driven by 
northerly prevailing winds (Fig. ls.13C). In the thoroughfare adja-
cent to the extreme northern and southern parts of the plateau (Fig. 
15.1), linear dunes whose long axes are aligned essentially parallel 
to prevailing winds extend in an oblique direction across the con-
centrations of white lag granules. 
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Figure 15.16 Size-frequency diagrams showing distributions of grain 
size in dunes and on the desert floor: A) in eolian 
thoroughfare at locality F, Figure 15.1, immediately 
east of Gilf Kebir (Fig. 15.l3C), and B) on peneplain 
about 180 km east of the Gilf. Both curves illustrate 
segregation, by wind, of surface sediments by grain 
size. The characteristic biomodality of grain sizes of 
desert floor deposits (pediplain surface, (A); peneplain 
surface, (B» is discussed by Folk (1968). In both (A) 
and (B), coarse grains on desert floor represent lag 
pavement composed of particles left behind as winds 
removed finer grains from surficial debris. On the 
pediplain surface, near the mouth of a Gilf wadi, coars-
est particles (mode 1.5 ¢) probably are reworked stream 
gravels. Finer particles on desert floor have a narrow 
size range; they probably represent well-sorted sand 
washed from windblown deposits in the wadi during infre-
quent flash floods. 
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Many of the linear dunes in the thoroughfares appear to have 
migrated into the Gilf region from the Great Sand Sea to the north 
(Peel, 1941).. On satellite pictures these arrays of migrating dunes 
can be traced beyond the margins of the Gilf southward for hundreds of 
kilometers.. Eolian thoroughfares diverge around Uweinat Mountain 
(El-Baz and others, 1980, Plate 5), and continue in the direction of 
the ergs of the east-central Sahara. The regional pattern of 
migrating sand is shown by Mainguet (1977, Fig .. 1).. Near the Gilf, 
many of these elongate .. st reams" of eolian sand deposits appear to 
follow the abandoned valleys of ancient watercourses (Fig. 15 .. 1), as 
if the migrating sand, like running water is "channelled" in the 
lowlands and is "discharging" toward basins of deposition in 
"downstream" areas. 
Among the southward-migrating, presently mobile materials in the 
eolian thoroughfares near the Gilf and on the peneplain farther east 
are numerous fields of barchanoid dunes.. We sampled a field of 
migrating barchans (the Abu Hussein field: McHugh, 1980) about 180 km 
east of the Gilf Kebir Plateau (Fig .. 15 .. 16).. The actively saltating 
sand grains of these dunes have a mean diameter of 2 .. 18 ~ (about 0.22 
mm: fine sand).. The sand is moderately well sorted and yellow (7 .. 5 
YR 7/6 on the Munsell Soil Color Chart)" We also sampled actively 
saltating sand from dome dunes (considered incipient barchans; McKee, 
1966) 75 km east of the plateau. One of these dunes has moved 20 m in 
8 years (Breed and others, 1980a).. Distribution of grain sizes in 
this dome dune, characterized by relatively coarse and poorly sorted 
sand, is shown on Figure l5.17A. This distribution contrasts sharply 
wi th that of well-sorted grains in less ac ti ve lee and stabilized 
dunes (Figs" 15 .. 16; l5 .. 17B) .. 
Rather rapid migration of transient features such as dome and 
barchan dunes makes their initial presence in the vicinity of 
archeological remains discovered nearby (McHugh, 1980) somewhat 
doubtful. On the other hand, many dunes located in the lee of 
topographic obstacles are relatively stable, built of sand that has 
been accumulating in those sites repeatedly during episodes of 
aridity.. Star dunes and falling dunes, such as those observed in Wadi 
El-Bakht (Fig .. l5 .. l4A) and in the lee of the cliff behind our 1978 
camp at Wadi Wassa (locality A, Fig .. 15 .. 1), are good examples of dunes 
trapped in the lee of obstacles; they are "topographically stabilized" 
dunes.. Relations of the topographically trapped dunes to underlying 
deposits, artifacts, and fossils may be of long duration and thus use-
ful for interpreting sequences of events in certain localities .. 
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
Former Drainage in Southwestern Egypt 
The basic geomorphic framework of the Gilf region is derived from 
fluvial dissection that appears to have been much more extensively 
developed and mature than is generally recognized.. In a sense, the 
ancient drainages in the southeastern part of the Gilf region repre-
sent that "most senile valley" (Peel, 1941, Pill 10) whose supposed 
absence Inight have lent credence to the hypothesis of marine planation 
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Figure 15.17 A) Size-frequency diagram showing poorly sorted, coarse 
sand in a highly mobile, transient dome dune near Black 
Hills in the Western Desert east of the Gilf. Compare 
with well-sorted sand in a less mobile, linear lee dune 
(Fig. 15.16A) and fairly well sorted sand in a barchan 
(Fig. 15.16B), whose mobility is probably intermediate 
between that of the dome and the lee dune. B) Size-
frequency diagram showing extremely well sorted, narrow 
size-distribution of sand in an inactive, topographi-
cally trapped, falling dune in the lee of wadi walls at 
Wadi Wassa (locality A, Fig. 15.1). 
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of the plateau surface. A more plausible explanation for the plana-
tion may be erosional stripping of the plateau surface by long-
vanished streams, followed by wind scouring of the resistant caprock 
according to the mechanism suggested by Haynes (1978; Chapter 9). 
The presence of the Eight Bells drainage system, which extended 
tens of kilometers south of the present physiographic boundary of the 
Gilf, raises interesting questions as to the eventual destination of 
the stream systems that formerly debouched from the plateau. Other 
workers have postulated integrated drainage in parts of southwestern 
Egypt in earlier, more humid times (Haynes, Chapter 9), but have con-
sidered that it probably flowed eastward. The pattern of the Eight 
Bells system on the Landsat image (Fig. 15.1), as well as field 
observations in its headwater tributaries (Fig. l5.l3B), indicate that 
it discharged to the south, whereas Wadi Wassa and other streams on 
the east and north sides of the plateau discharged to the east and 
north. The Gilf highlands thus apparently were the location of 
several major regional drainage divides in southwestern Egypt" 
If south-flowing drainage from the southern Gilf highlands did 
not join Wadi Howar and thence discharge into the Upper Nile, where 
did it go? If a master stream existed south of the Gilf, where was 
its course on the peneplain now mantled by the Selima sand sheet and 
what was its ultimate destination? These are tantalizing questions on 
which we can I only speculate with the inadequate photographic, 
cartographic, and field data presently at hand. 
The present regional slope of the land surface in the southwest 
corner of Egypt is, according to Said (1962, p. 11), generally 
northward, but the detailed topography of the region is poorly known 
and essentially unmapped. Capture of some of the Wadi Wassa system by 
the south-flowing Eight Bells system and by streams eroding headward 
into the west side of the plateau (Fig_ 15.1) implies steeper gra-
dients to the south and west than to the north in these areas. Relief 
maps of North Africa (Raisz, 1952) suggest that, if the Gilf Kebir 
were indeed once a major divide separating east and north-flowing from 
south-flowing drainages, the latter might have eventually discharged 
into the Bodele Depression in the Borkou region of northern Chad. 
In the southern part of the Bodele Depression is the present Lake 
Chad, a much shrunken relic of a lake formerly about the size of the 
Caspian Sea (Grove, 1970). The Bodele Depression was a major catch-
ment of internal drainage during Quaternary Pluvial episodes. At the 
latest time of maximum extent, about 5000 BP, Lake Chad filled the 
Bodele Depression to a level of at least 320 m (Grove and Warren, 
1968), extending to within about 600 km of the south margin of the 
Gilf Kebir. During humid intervals of mid- to late Tertiary time, as 
well as during the Quaternary pluvials, Lake Chad might have been at 
leas t as extensive.. If so, at such times the Eight Bells drainage 
network'may have discharged from the Gilf uplands into this great 
inland basin. Concentrated, extensive field studies are needed to 
test these hypotheses; further reconnaissance of key localities would 
be a worthwhile goal for future expeditions. 
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APPLICATIONS TO PLANETARY GEOLOGY 
Comparisons with Landforms on Hars 
Investigations in Western Egypt have proved useful in analysis 
and interpretation of landforms on other planets, particularly Hars 
(El-Baz and others, 1979a; McCauley and others, 1979a; Breed and 
others, 1979). On the Earth, Moon, Mercury, and Mars, primary land-
forms are created by impact, volcanism, or tectonism; secondary land-
forms result from numerous complex processes among which running 
water, wind activity, and mass wasting are most important. These pro-
cesses continuously compete for dominance of the landscape. Current 
states of the surfaces of the Earth, Moon, Mercury, and Mars can be 
illustrated qualitatively by three-component diagrams that use these 
parameters of primary and secondary landform development (Fig_ 15.18). 
On the Moon and Mercury, ballistic redistribution of materials by 
meteorite impact is the main process of primary surface development. 
Dry mass wasting, triggered by volcanic or seismic activity, is the 
main agent of secondary landform development. Both of these bodies 
lack atmospheres, and no evidence exists for past fluvial or eolian 
activity_ 
On most of the Earth, secondary landform development is now and 
probably has nearly always been dominated by the multitudinous effects 
of running water. These effects are well known and reasonably well 
understood by geomorphologists. Mass wasting, abetted by running 
water, ground water, and ice, is also an important agent of slope 
development. Glacial activity dominates in polar and subpolar 
regions, and in the recent past has episodically left its imprint in 
the mid-latitude and high mountainous regions. The deserts of the 
world are less well understood. 
Whereas the Moon and Mercury have little in common with the Earth 
in terms of landform development, many surface features on Mars 
resemble those in hyperarid terrestrial deserts, particularly the 
Wes tern Desert of Egypt (Haynes, 1978; Chapter 9; Breed and others, 
1979, 1980a,b; El-Baz and others, 1979a; Grolier and others, 1980; 
HcCauley and others, 1979a,b; McCauley and others, 1980a,b; Maxwell, 
1980). On Mars, as in western Egypt, inferred former fluvial activity 
has been replaced by mass wasting and wind processes, and wind is now 
the dominant agent of erosion and transport. Mars apparently had at 
least one climatic period when conditions were very different. 
Climate change would explain numerous martian gullies and large chan-
nels that are inferred to have resulted from erosion by fluvial 
processes, possibly including collected runoff, or from collapse asso-
ciated with movement or seepage of moisture from ground ice, or even 
from erosion by glaciers (B. K. Lucchitta, oral commune, 1980). 
Figure 15.19 illustrates some of the martian features that we 
consider analogous to the dissected plateau, dry wadis, dunes, 
ripples, sand plains and inselbergs of the Gilf region. Although mar-
tian rock types, particle sizes, wind regimes, and degrees of 
hyperaridity differ greatly from those on Ear,th (Mutch and others, 
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Figure 15.18 Schematic diagrams suggesting relative importance of 
water (W), wind (A), and mass-wasting processes (M) in 
modification of primary landforms produced by volcanism 
(V), impact (I) and tectonism (T). The Western Desert 
of Egypt is probably more like Mars than any other large 
region on Earth, in terms of the relative effectiveness 
of wind and mass wasting versus water in sculpting the 
landscape. 
1976, and many others), surface materials in terrestrial deserts and 
on Mars have apparently responded in generally similar ways to the 
forces of water, wind, and mass wasting. 
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Figure 15.19 Images of the martian surface from the Viking Mission, 
showing erosional and depositional features similar to 
those in the Gilf Kebir region .. A) The relict fluvial 
Nirgal channel (Sharp and Balin, 1975); compare with 
patterns of relict drainages in the Gilf (Fig. 15.1) and 
intermittent valleys on the Colorado Plateau (Fig. 
15 e 7 A).. Mosaic of Viking images 466A 49-'57.. B) Fret ted 
terrain along the boundary between highlands and smooth 
northern plains in the Ismenius Lacus region of Mars. 
Numerous flat-topped and conical hills are outliers of a 
plateau protected by caprock and incised by "wadis" 
(arrows) that resemble the wadis of the Gilf Kebir (Fig .. 
15.1) .. Groups of martian inselbergs may represent rem-
nant interfluves between valleys that extend beyond pre-
sent plateau scarp. Mosaic of Viking images 675B66, 67. 
C) Transverse bed forms of windblown sande?) trapped in 
broad flat valleys in the equatorial region at about 
15°S, 189°w.. Orientation of the bed forms varies from 
valley to valley, but is consistently transverse to each 
valley axis. Despite scale differences, the pattern 
resembles that of ripples in Wadi El-Bakht (Fig. 
15.14B). Viking image 763A16. D) Barchan dune field in 
the north polar sand sea. The large dune A has collided 
with dune B, indicating that rates of barchan migration 
vary with size (proportional to slipface height), as on 
Earth. These martian dunes are strikingly similar in 
shape to barchans observed on the peneplain and in the 
Kharga Depression east of the Gilf Kebir (El-Baz and 
others, 1979a, Fig. 4). Part of Viking image 488B27. 
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Inselbergs standing in groups on the plains outside the martian 
plateau in the fretted terrain (Sharp, 1973; Fig. 15.19D) appear to be 
remnants of divides between valleys that are continuous with the 
incised wadis within the plateau. Similar groups of hills beyond the 
margin of the Gilf Plateau in Egypt mark the positions of interfluves 
between once-vigorous, integrated streams that extended at least 100 
km beyond the present plateau scarp (Fig_ 15.1, 15.3, l5.l3C). If the 
Gilf analogy is useful, then the patterns of martian inselbergs may 
also indicate the traces of ancient watercourses that extended beyond 
the present margin of the uplands, through the fretted terrain, and 
onto the low northern plains (Breed and others, 1980b). 
One of the unsolved problems of martian geomorphic history is the 
origin of the north circumpolar erg or "sand" sea. These dunes, which 
extend over a region of at least 1 x 106 km2 around the ice cap, have 
been attributed to various "sand" sources, including aggregates of 
dust particles carried to the polar region in suspension (Greeley, 
1979b), or solid particles derived from impact, volcanism, and fluvial 
acti vity, and transported to the circumpolar region in saltation by 
surface winds (Breed and others, 1979). Two constraints on the second 
hypothesis have been 1) the lack of recognizable fluvial deposits on the 
plains north of the martian highlands, and 2) the absence of north-
blowing winds in that region under current climatic conditions, which 
are controlled by the presence of the north polar ice cap. 
Channels of apparent fluvial orlg1n occur near the Viking 2 
Lander site on the northern plains at 48°N, 226°W. Channels con-
taining deposits of probable fluvial orlgln have recently been 
described below the plateau scarp in the fretted terrain. Martian 
climatic change could account for a cyclic presence and absence of the 
ice cap, a denser atmosphere, and episodic running water with erosive 
force sufficient to carve valleys and transport rock particles from 
the highlands to depositional sites on the northern plains • Given 
these as yet unproven climatic conditions, fluvial erosion of the 
highlands materials may have provided a supply of solid particles 
suscepti hIe to saltation by surf ace winds blowing toward the pole. 
Later, as freezing and dessication set in and running water ceased to 
flow, evidence of fluvial transport and deposition on the martian 
plains may have been obliterated, as on the plains of southwestern 
Egypt.. The fluvial characteristics of the martian valleys, where gla-
cial processes may have been added to those of mass wasting and wind, 
were probably modified to a much greater extent than occurred in and 
around the Gilf Kebir. 
Whereas in Egypt, large, linear accumulations of dune sand are 
still in transit across the plains toward basins of deposition in the 
southern Sahara (Mainguet, 1977), most of the dune material on Mars 
appears to be trapped in the form of barchanoid dunes concentrated in 
the north circumpolar region (Breed and others, 1979) 0 Some of the 
north polar dunes on Mars are seasonally active, reversing their slip-
faces in response to thermal winds generated by seasonal shrinkage and 
expansion of the ice cap, but dune sands are not presently migrating 
into the north circumpolar region; cold air, always descending over 
the ice cap, causes present-day surface winds to blow generally out-
ward (southward) from the pole (Ward and others, 1980). 
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Perhaps the advanced stage of segregation of dune materials on 
Mars implies that upwind sources of sa1tating sand are exhausted. 
Martian sands, unlike the sands of the Sahara, have probably not been 
frequently replenished during repeated intervals of fluvial activity_ 
Furthermore, sand-size particles derived from weathering and from com-
minution of basaltic rocks on Mars are likely to be far less abundant 
than sands derived from quartz-rich rocks on Earth (Breed and others, 
1979, 19 80b).. At present, the northern plains on Mars appear to be 
mantled with eolian dust blankets, deposited from suspension, which 
obscure the underlying materials. In southwestern Egypt, dunes are 
migrating along eolian thoroughfares whose locations SE~em to be deter-
mined by the ancient courses of defunct master streams. If similar 
eolian thoroughfares for migrating sand formerly existE~d on Mars, they 
may lie buried beneath accumulations of volcanic and E~olian materials 
on the northern plains. 
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BOULDER TRACKS ON HILLSLOPES IN SOUTHWEST EGYPT AND SIMILAR 
FEATURES ON THE MOON 
FAROUK EL-BAZ 
National Air and Space Museum 
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Washington, D.C. 20560 
ABSTRACT 
Tpaeks of mass wasted bouldeps ape examined on the 
slope of a steep hil l 3 km east of Petep and Paul in the 
southwestepn desept of Egypt. The hill is ?uhat pemains of a 
vol eanie neek of tpaehytes and basal eongl omepates. The 
hil l is suppounded by an appon of debpis in whieh the tpaeks 
ape gpooved. One 2 m bouldep left a stpaight tpail and its 
motion appeaps to have been smooth. It eontinued to slide 
on the level sU'Y'faee suppounding the debpis appon fop about 
5 m, pephaps lubpieated by the fine sand that eoverJs this 
supfaee. Anothep bouldep left a ehain of deppessions 
suggesting that it bouneed as it moved downslope. This 
bouldep appeaps to have disintegpated just befope peaehing 
the level gpound. Eposional ppoduets fpom ppevious wettep 
elimatie eonditions appeap to have been eompletely washed 
a1iJaY in this pegion, zuhepe eolian eonditions ppedominate. 
The motion of bouldeps d01iJnslope seems to be basieally 
eontpolled by gpavity, op mass wasting. The pesulting 
featupes ape ana7/ogous to those on the Moon. Bouldep tpaeks 
in southwestepn Egypt ape eompaped to those on wal ls of 
luna-r erute-rs sueh as Hyginus, and mountain slopes sueh as 
the massifs at the Apollo 17 landing site. On the Moon, 
bouldep tpaeks oeeup as stpaight op eupved dep-ressions with 
shapp papal lel bopdeps, op as ehains of deppessions.. The 
similapity of the tpaeks left by mass-wasted bouldeps in the 
two plaees attests to the extpemel y dpy eonditions in south-
west Egypt. Fpom this eoppelation it is speeulated that 
similap tpaeks 7;Jill be obsepved on ma-rtian hillslopes, when 
those ape pevealed by high pesolution photogpaphs. 
BOULDER TRACKS ON TRACHYTE HILL 
On the way from the Gi1f Kebir to Gebel Uweinat, a hill about 3 
km east of Peter and Paul was examined (Fig. 16.1). Like many other 
hills in the region, this one is composed of volcanic rock and rises 
steeply from the otherwise flat terrain of Paleozoic sandstones. The 
hills are composed of either trachyte or basalt. The trachyte hills 
form piles about 30 m high on the average, but may reach heights of up 
to 80 m. 
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Figure 16 .. 1 Enlargement of Landsat image (E-113l-08l4l) showing four 
trachyte hills in southwest Egypt. The two hills in the 
center are known as Peter and Paul; the 3 km long hill 
to the east (right) is illustrated in Figure 16.2. 
Fluvial landforms in the Gilf Kebir and Uweinat region, in the 
form of wadis and small catchment basins, attest to wet conditions in 
the past. However, today the whole area appears to be completely 
enveloped in an extremely dry climate that is characterized by an 
eol ian regime.. In fac t, this area is part of the driest region on 
Earth, where the incident solar radiation is capable of evaporating 
200-times the amount of rainfall (Henning and Flohn, 1977). 
The desert surfaces on which the volcanic hills occur appear to 
have eradicated the climatic history of the area. Results of water 
erosion in previous episodes appear to have been completely blown 
away. Today each hill is skirted by an apron of rock rubble, which is 
most likely due to both gravity-induced mass wasting and wind erosion. 
The unnamed hill east of Peter and Paul typifies the locality .. 
It stands approximately 25 m above the plain.. The upper half is com-
posed of trachyte with characteristic jointing that gives it a 
columnar, steep-sided appearance. The lower half is composed of a 
mixture of trachyte and basal conglomerate with a distinct apron of 
debris (Fig. l6.2a). 
As shown in Figure l6.2a, the area beyond the apron does not show 
remains of the hill's erosional products. These are concentrated only 
in the debris apron, beyond which an eolian sand sheet thinly covers 
the rock surface.. Mass wasting caused by gravity and wind action is 
clearly visible on the hillslopes. Large boulders ar,= dislodged from 
the very steep walls of the trachyte mass. As these boulders land on 
the apron of debris surrounding the basal conglomerate their downward 
motion leaves trails behind. 
In one case, the approximately 2 m fallen boulder left a nearly 
straight trail with a sharp rim (Fig. l6.2b). Only one slight bend is 
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Figure 16.2 Photographs of a hillslope showing the vertical jointing 
in the upper part and the apron of debris in the lower 
half (a), with a straight boulder track (b) and one that 
is made of a chain of depressions (c). 
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Figure 16.3 Blocks on the south wall of the crater Hyginus, 
including many that have rolled and left trails of their 
downslope movement along the crater wall. Framelet 
width is 440 m (Lunar Orbiter V H-95). 
noticeable in this boulder track, suggesting a reasonably fast and 
unimpeded downward motion. The rapid motion is also supported by the 
fact that the boulder did not settle at the break in slope; it con-
tinued moving until coming to res t some 5 m away from the hill. The 
movement on the level plain may have been lubricated by the fine sand 
on the surface. As will be discussed below, some boulders that moved 
downslope on the Moon also continued to move away from the break in 
slope onto the level lunar terrain, perhaps also lubricated by the 
fine lunar dust. 
A second prominent track on the same (north) side of the hill 
shows distinctly different morphology (Fig. 16.2c). In this case, the 
track is made of a chain of depressions, suggesting that the boulder 
had bounced on the surface as it made its way downslope. However, in 
this case, no boulder can be found at the end of the track. Only 
small pieces of rock remain. This suggests that the boulder disin-
tegrated before reaching the level ground. 
BOULDER TRACKS ON LUNAR SLOPES 
The boulder tracks on hillslopes in southwestern Egypt are remi-
niscent of those photographed on lunar slopes. Large numbers of these 
occur on the walls of fresh appearing craters, rilles and massifs. By 
far, the largest number of boulder tracks is displayed along the walls 
of Hyginus crater at 7°40'N, 6°20'E. Most of these tracks are in the 
form of chains of small depressions; some are up to I km long. In 
most cases the boulder is clearly visible at the end of the slope, in 
other cases the boulder appears to have disintegrated into small 
pieces (Fig. 16.3) , similar to the track on the trachyte hill in 
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Figure 16 .. 4 Photograph taken by the Apollo 17 astronauts 
tracks on the slopes of the North Massif .. 
boulders are approximately 15 m in diameter 
21991) .. 
of boulder 
The larger 
(AS17-l44-
southwestern Egypt. Tracks in the Hyginus walls and also on the walls 
of Rima Hadley are depicted in Kosofsky and El-Baz (1970). 
Other occurrences of boulder tracks on lunar hillslopes are those 
investigated and photographed by the Apollo 17 astronauts in the 
Taurus-Littrow landing site at 20 o l0'N, 30 0 45'E. The astronauts 
observed that the tracks led from outcrops high on the slopes to large 
boulders near their bases (Fig. 16 .. 4). They also observed that "once 
a boulder is jarred loose and begins to roll, only a decrease in slope 
or the disintegration of the boulder will stop it. 
"The tracks are made up of chains of small depressions. These 
chains are generally straight; however, gradual curves were noted in 
some instances. Not all tracks are exactly perpendicular to the 
contours, and, in some cases, the tracks curve noticeably. 
"Most boulders stopped rolling at least a few tj~ns of meters 
before reaching the base of the massif slope. However, two large 
boulders in the crater Nansen moved across the base of the slope and 
up the other side of the crater for several tens of meters" (Schmitt 
and Cernan, 1973, p. 5-17). 
The use of bou1de r tracks to find the original location of the 
boulder was helpful in constructing the stratigraphy of the Apollo 17 
site, and the origin of the returned samples. Details of the utiliza-
tion of the tracks is discussed by Muehlberger and others (1973). 
The morphological similarity between the tracks observed on 
hillslopes in southwestern Egypt and those photographed on the Moon 
attests to the very dry conditions prevailing today in the Egyptian 
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desert. This leads to the speculation that similar features may exist 
on hillslopes on Marse Confirmation of this will have to wait 
acquisition of high resolution photographs of martian scarps. 
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Chapter 17 
ANALOGS OF MARTIAN EOLIAN FEATURES IN THE WESTERN DESERT OF EGYPT 
TED A. HAXWELL and FAROUK EL-BAZ 
National Air and Space Museum 
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Washington, D.C. 20560 
ABSTRACT 
Dar>k, Btr>eamlined Btr>eakB obBer>ved in or>bital imageB of 
the WeBter>n DeBer>t of Egypt ar>e Bimilar> in Bcale and fom to 
cr>ater>- and knob-r>elated str>eaks on the rrrJ/rtian sUr>face. In 
Egypt, dar>k str>eakB for>m in the lee of topogr>aphic highs, 
r>anging in size fr>om small hill B a few mete-rB acr>OBB, to the 
60 km wide Uweinat rn:.xssif. On the sUr>face of Mar>s, str>eaks 
may be either> lighter> or> dar>ker> in tone than the sur>rJounding 
plainB. Individual str>eaks occur> pr>imar>il y in the lee of 
cr>ater>s, although in the Ce-rber>us -region, seve-ral light-
toned str>eaks occur> in the lee of ir>r>egular> knobs, similar> 
to those in southweste-rn Egypt. Knob- and cr>ater>-r>elated 
wind str>eaks on both Ear>th and Mar>s OuJe their> char>acte-ristic 
patter>ns to the local deviation of wind a-round topogr>aphic 
bar>r>ier>B. Knob Bt-reaks on both planets most often display a 
conver>gent patte-rn, whe-reas cr>ater> str>eaks on Mar>s ar>e mo-re 
often diver>gent. Field inVestigation in southweste-rn Egypt 
indicates that the char>acter>istic shape of wind str>eaks is a 
function of the tr>anspor>t and deposition of rn:.xter>ial 
sur>r>ounding the str>eak ruther> than er>osion or> deposition in 
the lee of the obstacle. 
In addition to these landfor>m analogies visible at 
or>bital altitudes, many near>-sur>face featur>es in the Wester>n 
Deser>t ar>e Bimilar> to those seen in Viking lander> images 
fr>om the su-rface of Chr>yse Pl.anitia on Mar>s. Sand dr>ifts 
and smal l. dunes ar>e pr>esent in both deser>ts, as ar>e pitted 
and faceted r>ocks that occUr> in both non-vesicular> basal t 
and in sandstones. Evidence of wind pitting and er>osion in 
the Weste-rn Deser>t suggests that r>ocks in the Viking 1 
landing site rn:.xy not necessar>il. y consist of vesicular> 
basalt, but rrYJ,y OuJe their> sUr>ficial. featu-res to wind 
er>osion. 
INTRODUCTION 
Wind-dominated landforms are the most abundant features 
throughout northern Africa and particularly in the Western Desert of 
Egypt. Although the major eolian landforms of the Sahara were known 
well before the advent of orbital data, photographs from the Gemini 
through the Apollo-Soyuz missions, and images from Landsat satellites 
allow comparison of these features on an interplanetary basis. In 
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1972, when the Mariner 9 spacecraft returned images of the surface of 
Mars, it became clear that eolian activity was the most dominant pro-
cess on the martian surface. One of the first clear indications of 
this fact was the presence of wind-produced bright and dark streaks 
extending from many craters. 
Both bright- and dark-toned wind streaks occur in the Western 
Desert. Bright streaks are composed of sand dunes and dune belts, 
sand sheets, and lag deposits of light-colored bedrock, whereas dark-
toned streaks are predominantly local lag fragments and desert pave-
ment (E1- Baz and Maxwell, 1979a). As seen from orbit, the dark 
streaks in the Wes tern Desert are present in the lee of topographic 
obstacles to the predominant northerly wind flow, and create stream-
1 ined patterns similar to those in the lee of craters and knobs on Mars. 
As a result of the 1978 investigation of the Western Desert, 
however, it was found that geomorphic features on a much smaller scale 
are also analogous to several of those seen in Viking Lander 1 and 2 
images of the surface of Mars. In addition to the eolian drifts that 
are a commonplace occurrence in the Western Desert, numerous pitted 
and fluted rocks of differing lithologies are present on the desert 
surface. Similarities of these eolian pitted rocks to those on the 
martian surface have been described by McCauley and others (1979a). 
Consequently, the scale-independent resemblance of both Egyptian 
and martian landforms suggests that the Western Desert, with its 
present-day hyperarid climate, provides one of the closest terrestrial 
analogs for the study of martian geomorphic processes. The purpose of 
this study is to present detailed comparisons of dimensional parame-
ters for both martian and Egyptian wind streaks and to discuss their 
inferences for the origin of martian streaks. Based on our field 
observations of surface materials in the Western Desert, it is also 
possible to speculate on the origin of martian eolian features seen in 
Viking lander images. 
REGIONAL ,SETTING 
In the Western Desert, knobs of protruding bedrock and associated 
wind streaks form an irregular line between the Kharga depression and 
the Gilf Kebir plateau. Bedrock exposures are composed of highly 
resistant, Fe-rich sandstones and conglomerates of the Nubia series, 
although east of the Bir Tarfawi region, the protruding knobs consist 
of outcrops of the Tawe1 granite (see Dardir, Chapter 7). The linear 
nature of the Nubia sandstone outcrops is created by the gently north-
ward dipping attitude of the beds, which have been partially submerged 
by sand driven from the north. It is possible that these linear 
outcrops mark the positions of low cliffs retreating northward, now 
represented by isolated hills that create the streak patterns seen 
from orbit. The location of streaks measured for this: study is shown 
in Figure 17.1. 
In several areas on Mars, wind streaks have formed in the lee of 
irregular positive features as well as craters. Streaks may form 
behind groups or rows of knobs as well as behind isolated hills. 
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Figure 17.1 Landsat mosaic of Egypt showing location of wind streaks 
used for comparison with martian streaks. Arrows indi-
cate the locations of streaks investigated during 1978 
field trip: A) Qaret El-Maiyit, a granitic hill approxi-
mately 1 km across, and B) UweinatMountain, a 60 km wide 
mountain composed of granite and syenite. 
Knob-related streaks are well-developed in the Cerberus region of Mars 
(15°N, 200 0 W), where the knobs consist of roughly (~quidimensional 
faceted appearing hills that occur on a smooth plains unit of probable 
volcanic origin (Fig. 17.2). Comparisons of Mariner 9 and Viking ima-
ges of this region have shown that subtle changes in the patterns of 
dark and light streaks have occurred in the 5 years between the two 
missions (Chaikin and others, 1980). With this evidence of surficial 
erosion and deposition, and the presence of knob-related streaks, 
Cerberus provides a sui table location for comparison with the wind 
streaks of the Western Desert. 
WIND STREAKS 
Comparison of Scale 
For comparison of the scale of wind streaks on both planets, 
measurements of knob widths and streak lengths were made from enlarged 
Viking images and Landsat images placed in an opaque projector. Knob 
widths were measured perpendicular to the streak directi.on, and in the 
case of martian craters, rim crest diameter was measured. Streak 
lengths were measured from the downwind edge of the knob or crater to 
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Figure 17.2 
, 
M 
o km 500 
Mariner 9 mosaic of the Cerberus region of Mars showing 
dark- and light-toned streaks. Note dark crater streak 
in lower right, and the numerous light streaks within 
the dark albedo feature. 
the tip of the streak. If the streak had a ragged downwind edge, as 
wi th some divergent streaks, an average length was measured, this 
being necessarily a subjective measurement. Both the knob widths and 
streak lengths of Egyptian and martian wind streaks are within the 
same scale. Knob widths seen from orbit range from 1 to 25 km, 
although most knobs in the Western Desert occur between 2 and 7 km. 
Streak lengths range from 5 to 75 km, although most cluster at lengths 
of 5 to 25 km (Fig. 17.3). The scale and overall form of knob streaks 
on both planets are similar to those of crater-related streaks on 
Mars, which are shown in Figure 17.3 for comparison. The average 
streak length/knob width ratio for Egyptian streaks is 4.8, and for 
martian knob streaks is 3.0, consistent with the range of crater 
streak parameters noted by Arvidson (1974). Because of these simi-
larities between knob- and crater-related streaks, we believe that any 
implications resulting from our study of knob streaks in the Western 
Desert may apply equally well to the formation of both knob and crater 
streaks on Hars. 
Streak Patterns 
In addition to the similar scale of wind streaks, the patterns of 
knobs protruding through smooth, plain surfaces is also similar on 
both planets. This suggests that the local geologic setting may be 
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Figure 17 .. 3 Scatter diagram of knob width versus streak length for 
both Egyptian streaks in the Western Desert, and knob and 
crater streaks in the Cerberus region of Mars. Both 
Egyptian and martian streaks occur at the same scale, 
although some of the larger Egyptian streaks 
(particularly Uweinat) are longer than those in the 
Cerberus region. 
important in controlling both the placement and morphometric charac-
teristics of streaks. In the Western Desert, the pattern of exposure 
of dark material is controlled by the locations of numerous light-
colored longitudinal dunes that have migrated southward (El-Baz, 1977; 
p" 77). Composite streaks are generally much smaller, and average 9 
km long. In contrast to large streaks (such as that in the lee of 
Uweinat), smaller ones form in response to local bedrock outcrop 
patterns, and are affected more by local wind directions than by the 
regional wind regime. For example, composite streaks north of Uweinat 
deviate to the east and west around the mountain. As is the case with 
individual large streaks, light-colored sand deposits surround the 
dark material (local desert pavement?) of the composite streaks, 
resulting in an irregular patterno 
Streak Form 
For comparisons of streak form, Mars streaks were measured from 
enlarged Viking Orbi ter images of the Cerberus region at a scale of 
1: 425 ,000.. Martian crater and knob streaks range up to 36 km in 
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length and 17 km in width, and the maximum area of 179 knob streaks is 
450 km2 , whereas that of 62 crater streaks is 342 km2 • Because of the 
less distinct outline of the larger Egyptian streaks, only smaller 
streaks were used for shape comparison. The 239 knob streaks in 
southwestern Egypt, outlined at a scale of 1 :200,000 from Landsat 
false color images range up to 21 km2 in area, and are up to 12 km 
long and 5 km wide. 
A plot of the maximum width and length of martian crater and knob 
streaks, and Egyptian knob streaks (Fig. 17.4) indicates that all 
three streak types follow the same general curve, although the degree 
of scatter increases from crater to knob streaks. Knob streaks in the 
southwestern corner of Egypt exhibit the greatest scatter (r = 0.618), 
but are generally narrower than their martian counterparts. The rela-
tively small width of the Egyptian streaks is also indicated by a plot 
of streak length versus total area. As shown in Figure 17.5, the 
total area of distinct Egyptian streaks is much less than that of mar-
tian streaks. In both places, however, the range of values is similar 
for streaks less than about 50 km2 in area. 
In order to compare the degree of streamlining for streaks on 
both planets, we have chosen a dimensionless shape parameter (K) used 
by Chorley (1959) to analyze the shape of drumlins, and more recently 
by Baker (1978a) for loess islands in the channeled scablands of 
Washington. The value of K indicates the deviation of the observed 
form from that of a circle: 
K (1 ) 
in which 1 is the length of the form, and A is the area. Thus, a 
circle would have a value of K = 1. For streamlined forms in the 
channeled scablands, Baker (1978a, p. 92) found that K varies between 2 
and 5, and may be related to the calculated Reynolds number for maxi-
mum scabland flood flows. 
For crater streaks on Mars, values of K range from 0.6 to 4, and 
can be correlated with the length of the streak (Fig. 17.6); the 
longer the streak, the greater degree of streamlining. Although this 
relationship holds for knob 'streaks on both planets, there is a signi-
ficant difference in the slope of the regression curve between martian 
and Egyptian knob streaks. Values of K for the Egyptian streaks range 
from 0.3 to 9, and exhibit a higher degree of streamlining than do 
martian crater or knob streaks. The relatively high values of K asso-
ciated with the Egyptian streaks are most likely a function of the 
near-surface transport of material, and the unidirectional wind flow. 
Among the larger streaks visible in the Western Desert, parallel types 
are the dominant form. Many of the larger dark streaks have a 
constant width and extend for as much as 140 km before grading into 
the surrounding brighter sand. Thus, deposition of material from mar-
tian duststorms, and variability of wind direction are likely causes 
for the lower values of K exhibited by martian streaks. 
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Surface Characteristics 
A combination of photogeo1ogic evidence (Veverka, 1975; Veverka 
and others, 1978) and wind tunnel simulations with model craters 
(Greeley and others, 1974a) have been used as evidence that most dark 
streaks on Hars are erosional scars which change in response to the 
redistribution of the brighter material surrounding the streak. This 
method of change in streak form has recently been supported by obser-
vations of streaks in the Hestern Desert (El-Baz and Maxwell, 1979a). 
Bright streaks on Hars are most likely fine grained material deposited 
in the wind shadow in the lee of craters. These streaks may no t be 
affected by the lower velocity winds that occur between the martian 
dust storms. 
Both bright and dark streaks are present in the \Ves tern Desert; 
bright streaks are depositional and consist of sand aecumulations in 
longitudinal dunes, relatively thin sand sheets, and coarse lag 
surfaces. Dark streaks are erosional products of mountains and hills 
and consist of irregular chips of rock. 
The importance of local bedrock outcrops as a source of material 
for dark streaks in southwestern Egypt is demonstrated in the lee of 
Qaret El-Maiyit hill. This streak is composed of 5-7 mm size granitic 
pebbles eroded from the hill, and the dark surface is surrounded on 
both sides by a light-colored sand sheet. The surface of the streak 
itself is more than 1 m below the level of the surrounding sand sheet, 
thus providing a mlnlmum estimate of the sand sheet thickness. 
Because of their large size, the dark pebbles of the streak are less 
likely to be moved due to the more frequent sand moving winds than are 
the finer particles of the sand sheet. ~nsequent1y, the shape of the 
dark streak will change mainly in response to the shifting of 1ight-
colored sand on both sides. 
The area surrounding Ras El-Abd, a trachyte hill east of Gebel 
Uweinat typifies the conditions resulting in light- and dark-colored 
streaks in the Western Desert of Egypt (Fig. 17.7). North of the dark 
trachyte mass, the terrain is an eolian peneplain covered by coarse 
sand with numerous 15 em and smaller pieces of rock. The wind seems 
to be less effective just north of the topographic high than on either 
side of it. Near the sides of the hill the terrain is covered by a 
coarse lag composed of 20 cm size chunks of sandstone and trachyte. 
Stringers of sand up to 10 m long occupy low areas between patches of 
the rocky desert floor. On the lee side of the hill, however, only a 
dark, trachyte lag exis ts with no light-colored sand. The lag con-
sists of fragments a few ems in diameter, and appears to have formed 
soley from erosional products from Ras El-Abd. 
COMPARISONS WITH THE MARTIAN SURFACE 
The extreme aridity of southwestern Egypt causes it to appear 
more like the deserts of Mars than any other desert on the Earth. 
This is suggested not only from an orbital perspective, but also from 
the nature of the surface materials. Rocks of various sizes cover 
many parts of this desert with a matrix of very fine grained sands, 
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degree of stream-
A 
Figure 17.7 A) View of Ras El-Abd, a trachyte mountain east of 
Uweinat. Rocks in the foreground consist of both tra-
chytes and fragments of the underlying sandstone. Gebel 
Uweinat is visible to the southwest (left side of 
picture). B) Close-up of Ras El-Abd, showing exterior 
talus deposits surrounding the mountain. 
not unlike the setting on the surface of Mars as viewed by the Viking 
landers (Viking Lander Imaging Team, 1978). 
Of special significance are the pitted rocks strewn on the sur-
face of the southwestern desert (Fig. 17.8). These pits, usually 
smaller than 2 cm, occur in rocks of numerous types including 
sandstones, ferruginous quartzites, and basalts in the Uweinat region, 
and limestones north of Kharga. The basalts were always pitted on the 
surface, while dense and finely crystalline on the inside. One large 
basalt hill in the Gilf Kebir exhibited columnar jointing. All pieces 
strewn around it were dense inside with no evidence of ves icles, but 
contained windformed pits, a few mm across on the outer surface. Many 
of these pits had sand grains trapped within. It is believed that 
such entrapped grains act as grinders an~ enlarge the pits with each 
wind gus t. 
The similarity between such pitted surfaces and the pitted rocks 
on Mars was first noted by El-Baz and others (1979a) with additional 
work reported by HcCauley and others (1979a), including results of wind 
tunnel simulations. These comparisons suggest that the pits on the 
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Figure 17.8 A) Windswept surface of faceted rocks and sand drifts 
near Black Hill. B) The Viking Lander 1 site in Chryse 
Planitia, Mars. C) Pitted and fluted quartzarenite from 
the Gilf Kebir. D) Pitted rocks at the Viking Lander I 
site .. 
martian rocks may have originated, or at least been enlarged by wind 
action. 
In addition, some rocks show a transition between pits and 
flutes. Rows of elongate pits on the windward faCing slopes of the 
Uweinat Hountain appear to grade into flutes. Some of the rocks in 
the Viking lander 2 site also show what appears to be flutes (McCauley 
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and others, 1979a). These flutes, like those in the vJes tern Desert of 
Egypt, may also be windscu1pted and are being studied as possible 
indicators of prolonged wind directions at this site. 
SUMMARY 
Analogs of martian eolian features in the Western Desert of Egypt 
range in scale from the large streaks visible in orbital images and 
photographs, to the millimeter-size pits evident in rocks of various 
lithologies. Although both martian and Egyptian wind streaks occur at 
the same scale, the smaller, more distinct wind streaks in the Western 
Desert are generally narrower and more streamlined than their martian 
counterparts. Field observations indicate that dark streaks are com-
posed of material derived from the hill or mountain on the upwind end 
of the streak, and that changes in the shape of the streak may resu1 t 
from the redistribution of the surrounding· sand. In addition, pitted 
and fluted rocks, common in many areas of the Western Desert, provide 
evidence that rocks at the Viking landing sites may be extensively 
modified by wind erosion. 
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ABSTRACT 
Detailed mopphologic analysis of two basaltic bouldep 
fields in the hypepa?'Jid Westepn Desept of Egypt peveal s the 
impoptance of eolian modification in detepmining theip 
genepal appeapance. Compapisons with Viking landep sites on 
Maps ppovides evidence fop the ppesence of isotpopic, 
homogeneous, w-ind-pi tted pock fpagments at two rtrXptian 
Localities. InteppLanetapy pock mopphology analyses appeap 
to be a useful means fop investigating the fOP.mation, 
emplacement, and modification ppocesses affecting pocks on 
planetapy supfaces. 
INTRODUCTION 
The dominance of eo1 ian processes in the Wes tern Desert of Egypt 
over the last 6000 years or more is reflected in the rocks exposed at 
the surface on the Gi1f Kebir plateau in this desert. A recent (1978) 
expedition to the Gi1f Kebir has produced an excellent photographic 
record of many fields of rocks in this area (E1-Baz and others, 1980). 
Unidirectional northerly winds carrying fine particles and sand are 
known to be operating in the Gi1f Kebir at present. By studying the 
morphology of wind weathered rocks of a common lithology in this 
hyper arid, nonvegetated terres trial environment, we can extend our 
understanding of rock modification on planetary surfaces, including 
Mars. For this reason, two basal tic block fields from the Wes tern 
Desert were analyzed in a fashion analogous to that used in a recent 
study of the Viking lander sites (Garvin and others, 1981). Images of 
these Egyptian b10ckfie1ds were available in the form of 35 mm black 
and white negatives taken on location by Farouk E1-Baz. Sixteen by 
twenty inch photographic prints were made from the negatives to facil-
itate analysis. 
The two sites were chosen to be as similar as possible, but 
differ in one or two critical respects. One locality is located at 
the base of a 0.5 km basalt hill in Wadi Mashi (WMB). The talus 
fragments at the base of this Quaternary age basal t plug are fine 
grained, non-vesicular, and internally homogeneous except for 1 mm 
size olivine crystals in their matrix. All of these blocks are pitted 
and fluted, in spite of their massive or non-vesicular character. The 
WMB site has a sandy substrate devoid of lag gravels and there is 
little evidence for any fluvial deposition. 
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The second Egyptian site consists of basalt blocks embedded in a 
desert pavement of lag gravels and coarse sands in the eolian 
pediplain of the Gilf Kebir region (GKR). The flat nature of such a 
stony desert or "reg" permits occasional floods resulting from infre-
quent rains to deposit gravels and cobbles that serve to armor the 
surface, The origin of the larger basalt blocks (Le., 30-50 cm in 
diameter) is unclear, but they may have been water transported to 
their present location. 
Both sites OVMB and GKR) have similar basaltic lithologies and 
have been most recently modified by predominantly eolian action. 
Saltation of sand-sized particles is not an everyday occurrence in 
this region, but buffeting by dust-laden winds of less than 30 km/hr 
has apparently produced the pits, flutes and associated features 
observed on the rocks at the two localities (McCauley and others, 
1979a). The effects of different modes of emplacement for WMB (mass 
wasting) and GKR (fluvial deposition) might be discernible from con-
sideration of rock morphologies. 
Each rock considered in this study was "digitized" on a digi-
tizing table -- the set of morphologic parameters appearing in Figure 
18.1 was used in the systematic collection of the data. This is the 
same technique used by Garvin and others (1981) in studying the rock 
populations at the Viking sites on Mars. Due to lack of adequate 
viewing-geometry control for the Egyptian photographs, detailed rock 
size analysis was not attempted at this time. 
From the data collected on the rocks at WMB and GKR charac-
teris tics and trends in certain morphologic parameters can be docu-
mented (Tables 18.1 and 18.2). The purpose of this paper is to 
characterize two terrestrial environments in order to provide a 
framework for the understanding of the significance of the charac-
teristics of surfaces of other planets. 
Table 18.1 Characteristics of study areas in Egypt and on ~ars. 
Wadi Mashi Gilf Kebir Mars Mars 
Basalt Hill Stoney Desert VL-1 VL-2 
(n=101) (n=51) (n=250) ( n=210) 
-,-....... --------.--... -...-------~-..~--
Area Studied 5.5 m2 9.6 m2 7 m2 7 m2 
Rock Size 7-50 cm 4-45 2-25 2-30 cm Range cm cm 
Form Ratio -0.27 -0.56 -0.25 -0.30 
Roundness Angular Subangular Subangular Subangular (Average) 
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Table 18.2 Morphologic attributes for total rock populations in 
and Martian s areas • 
. --------,-~---.. ---"'----
Wadi Mashi Gilf Kebir Mars Mars 
Basalt Hill Stoney Desert VL-1 VL-2 
(n=101) (n=51) (n=250) ( n=210) 
-_ .. _-_ .. _---_ .. _ ... _-----_._-
FORM 
Compact 38% 27% 23% 
Elongate 20% 35% 23% 21% 
Compact- 32% 25% 21% 30% 
elongate 
ROUNDNESS 
Sub rounded 33% 20% 
Subangular 33% 33% 43% 54% 
Angular 52% 33% 21% 22% 
CAVITY DISTRIBUTION 
Uniform 31% 46% 39% 
Bimodal 75% 57% 40% 42% 
Heteroge- 19% 
neous 
CAVITY SIZE 
Medium 50% 59% 47% 54% 
Small 48% 27% 37% 32% 
FLUTES 
Present 100% 96% 48% 45% 
Absent 22% 28% 
Indetermi- 33% 27% 
nant 
FACETS 
Present 80% 61% 48% 31% 
Absent 19% 29% 28% 43% 
Indetermi- 25% 6% 
nant 
FRACTURES 
Planar 57% 45% 27% 29% 
Indetermi- 33% 25% 
nant 
Not Signif- 14% 37% 22% 25% 
icant 
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Table 18.2 Continued 
Wadi Mashi Gilf Kebir Mars Mars 
Basalt Hill Stoney Desert VL-l VL-2 
(n=101) (n=51) (n=250) (n=210) 
-"-----
DEGREE OF BURIAL 
High 33% 35% 22% 
Slight 60% 57% 46% 40% 
Not Buried 29% 34% 
LINEAR FEATURES 
Present 57% 69% 36% 40% 
Absent 41% 27% 46% 36% 
Indetermi- 23% 
nant 
SEDIMENT MOATS 
Present 28% 38% 
Absent 67% 98% 40% 94% 
Indetermi- 23% 
nant 
APRONS (fillets) 
Present 29% 22% 68% 36% 
Absent 53% 63% 21% 44% 
SURFACE TEXTURE 
Uniform 16% 24% 58% 56% 
Bimodal 74% 75% 41% 42% 
RELATIVE ALBEDO 
Medium 53% 45% 38% 40% 
Varying 40% 45% 3U: 35% 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
Wadi Mashi Basalt Hill Blocks (WMB): 
1. Rocks are primarily equidimensional (60% compact or compact-
elongate). 
2. Angular, faceted rocks are by far most common. 
3. Small and medium sized cavities (approximately 4 cm) dominate 
the rock surfaces (bimodal distribution). 
4:~. Virtually all rocks have some visible flutes (most are linear 
or wedge shaped). 
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5. Planar fractures are frequently observed on the blocks (pro-
bably from columnar jo ints). 
6. Most rocks are slightly embedded in the sandy substrate; 
perched or unburied rocks are rare. 
7. Over 50% of the blocks have linear features such as cracks or 
fissures. 
8. Fillets of sand are not common about rocks. 
9. Sediment moats and other wind scour features are generally 
absent. 
10. Most blocks have an intermediate albedo and highly reflective 
surfaces are uncommon. 
The Gilf Kebir desert pavement blocks (GKR): 
1. Rocks are primarily elongate (60% are elongate or compact-
elongate) • 
2. Subangular rocks dominate. 
3. Most fragments have medium sized cavities (approximately 4 
cm) • 
4. Bimodal surface textures (variable) are common. 
5. Many rocks display planar fractures, but equally many are 
lacking such fractures. 
6. Highly buried rocks are rare; most rocks appear to be slightly 
embedded in the stony substrate. 
7. Cracks and fissures occur on mos t rocks (69%). 
8. Virtually no wind scour features are observed (moats or 
tails) • 
9. Relative rock albedos are variable; rarely are reflective 
rocks seen. 
Next, in considering modification of the rocks resulting from 
wind action, we list the observations most pertinent in this regard. 
Fluting is important in this context (Whitney and Dietrich, 1973), so 
its nature can be used in making observations and compariso ns of the 
two sites. 
FLUTING AND FACETING 
A. Wadi Mashi basalt hill blocks (massive, aphanitic basalts with 1 mm 
olivine phenocrysts): 
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1. Bimodal flute distribution (2 kinds). 
2. Flutes are mostly medium size and moderate depth (approxi-
mately 1 cm long). 
3. The most common flutes are linear (straight) or wedge 
(scallop) shaped. 
4. A significant percentage of rocks have sinuous flutes 
(approximately 43%). 
5. Few blocks have grooves. 
6. Parallel flute arrangements frequently occur (79%). 
7. Crosscutting flutes are often observed (78%). 
8. Many flutes have internal pits (65%). 
9. The relative density of flutes on rocks is low to medium. 
10. Most rocks have facets (80%). 
11. Multifaceted rocks occur most frequently among faceted rocks 
(i.e., 4 facets or more). 
B. Gilf Kebir reg fragments (basalt boulders on a basalt fragment 
pavement): 
1. Many rocks have uniform flute distributions but bimodal 
distributions are IllOSt common (57%). 
2. Medium size, moderate depth flutes are typical. 
3. Linear or wedge shaped flutes dominate. 
4. Wavy or sinuous flutes are rare. 
5. Parallel flutes are common. 
6. Crosscutting flutes are generally absent. 
7. Pits are observed in 39% 0 f the fragments but the majority of 
flutes are "pit-free." 
8. Rocks with a high concentration of flutes are rare. 
9. Over 60% of the rocks are faceted, with keel--like facets the 
most common. 
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Figure 18.2 A) Wadi Mashi basalt hill survey image. Rocks in the 
foreground of this scene were studied in this 
investigation. 
Figure 18.2 B) Wadi Mashi basalt hill (WMB) study area (bottom half 
of this image. 
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EGYPTIAN SITES 
Two localities from the hyperarid Western Desert of Egypt (Fig. 
18.2) were found to differ in terms of their rock morphologies. Both 
sites have basaltic lithologies and have been exposed to dust laden 
unidirectional desert wind «30 km/hr) over at least the last 6000 
years. Thus, eol ian modification has dominated their recent 
histories. Periods of intense fluvial erosion and deposition are 
likely to have affected the GKR locale. There is no evidence for such 
activity at Wl'1B. The talus blocks at WMB lie in a coarse sand 
substrate and probably rolled to their present positions from 
somewhere on the basalt hill. The mode of emplacement for the larger 
(>20 cm) fragments at both sites varies considerably from fluvial depo-
sition to unloading and mass-wasting. 
The major morphologic differences between the rocks at the two 
sites can be summarized as follows: 
1. Rocks at WMB are more equant than their elongate GKR 
counterparts. 
2. WMB blocks are multifaceted and highly angular, unlike the 
sub-angular, simply faceted GKR rocks. 
3. Planar fractures are ubiquitous at WMB. 
4. Linear features such as cracks and fissures abound at GKR, but 
are far less common at WMB. 
5. Almost all rocks at WMB have small and medium sized cavities; 
GKR rocks are more uniform in their cavity distribution. 
6. Sinuous flutes are rare at GKR but significant at WMB. 
7. Crosscutting flutes are rare at GKR but common at WMB. 
8. Pits occur inside most WMB flutes, but not in most GKR ones. 
9. A wider variety of rock sizes are observed at GKR than at WMB 
(in the areas studied). 
10. The substrate at WMB is reflective sand whilE! that of GKR is 
composed of gravel fragments mixed with very coa.rse sand, hence 
darker. 
SIMILARITIES BETWEEN EGYPTIAN SITES 
The WMB and GKR sites in the hyperarid Wes tern Desert of Egypt 
are fundamentally similar in terms of lithology, most recent modifica-
tion history, a.nd lack of vegetation. Both sites are dominated by 
massive, almost aphanitic basalts. These rocks are non-vesicular and 
internally homogeneous. Over at least the last 6000 years both sites 
have been subject to extreme aridity coupled with unidirectional 
northerly winds normally less than 30 km/hour. These winds carry fine 
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particles (dust), and occasionally are strong enough to saltate sand 
grains. There is evidence for wetter periods in these areas in the 
past 10,000 years (McCauley and others, 1979a). Even at present dews 
can form at both locations (El-Baz and others, 1980). The WMB basalts 
were observed to contain small «1 rom) olivine crystals within their 
groundmass when broken open. It is not known if such is the case for 
the GKR basalts. 
The important rock morphologic similarities for these sites are: 
1. Highly pitted and fluted character of the rocks. 
2. Slightly buried nature of most rocks. 
3. Bimodal surface texture. 
4. Variable or medium albedo (no high albedo). 
5. Lack of rounded rocks. 
6. Predominance of planar fractures. 
7. Existence of facets at both sites (60% at either). 
8. Lack of obstacle scour features at either site (resul t of 
substrate character?). 
9. Overall trend to elongation in rock form (both sites have 
negative form ratios). 
In considering what we have learned from our study of two 
Egyptian localities (WMB and GKR), we must ask the following fundamen-
tal questions. How were the rocks at each site formed and how were 
they transported to their present location (i.e., emplacement 
mechanism)? Finally, how have the rocks been modified; what processes 
have altered their morphologies and with what intensity and duration? 
These critical questions are applicable to rock populations anywhere 
on the earth, and are hereafter referred to as the "FEW' processes for 
Formation, Emplacement, and Hodification. 
Since both Egyptian sites are made up of isotropic rocks of a 
similar, uniform lithology, i.e., massive, homogeneous basalts, their 
formation is likely related to volcanic processes. The WMB locality 
is at the base of a basalt plug, so there is no question of its volcan-
ic or1g1n. There are numerous basal t plugs and ring dikes in the 
Wes tern Desert, and one of these is likely the source for the GKR 
blocks. 
It is clear the WMB blocks were emplaced by falling, rolling, or 
tumbling from elevated portions of the basal t hill nearby. Contrac-
tion cooling produced numerous fractures which, in combination with 
weathering and tectonic processes, could unseat blocks of basal ts 
along these fractures. These blocks could then tumble to the base of 
the hill due to their positional instability. The emplacement process 
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Figure 18.3 Gilf Kebir reg study area (bottom half of image). 
Larger blocks in foreground are basalts, most of which 
are tens of cms in diameter. 
at GKR is not as well defined. It appears GKR bloeks were carried 
from their souree by a water-related process; occasional torrential 
rains in an arid region are known to be able to carry large amounts of 
debris in suspension over kilometer-scale di.stances and create wadis. 
Basalt blocks were probably transported from a nearby volcanic 
construct during one of these infrequent floods to their present loca-
tion at the GKR site (Fig. 18.3). 
While the formation and modification processes have obviously 
contributed to the morphology of the rocks at GKR and tVMB, it is their 
subsequent modification history that is most probably reflected by the 
morphologic data gathered in this study. The formation of wind ero-
sional features such as flutes, pits, sediment moats, tails, and 
facets must be attributed to the modification stage of the FEM 
sequence. Little water is available in the Western Desert, so we must 
call upon the action of wind-driven dust and sand (EI-Baz and others, 
1980; HcCauley and others, 1979a) to explain the overall morphology of 
the rocks at GKR and WMB. Differences in degrees of modification can 
be explained by variable ages of exposure along with dffferences in 
the intensity of the emplacement process. For instance, recently 
emplaced blocks at WMB would have been protected from wind and water 
weathering processes and would be less pitted, fluted, and display a 
lower albedo than rocks at GKR which experienced a more intensive 
transport process and have been exposed to surface weathering con-
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tinuous1y since their emplacement. In addition, very localized 
effects such as morning dews or fogs, along with protection from wind-
driven materials by other rocks could be responsible for some of the 
observed variations in the rock morphologies. Sl.ight variations in 
the homogeneity of the basalt blocks themselves (i.e., olivine 
phenocrys ts) might also be responsible for morphologic variations. 
However, in general the basalts at both the WMB and GKR localities 
appear to have behaved similarly under mechanical weathering by 
windblown particles based on their general morphology. Differences in 
the degree of faceting, planar fracturing, and cracking between the 
sites are probably most reflective of the original mode of formation 
and subsequent emplacement of the rocks and not to their modification. 
CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
Mu1tiparameter cluster analysis can be used to objectively 
discover related subgroups of rocks within large (>50) populations, 
This is especially the case when there are several morphologic parame-
ters that should be given equal weight in a statistical analysis. 
Garvin and others (1981) applied mu1tiparameter clustering to rock 
morphology data collected for the Viking lander si tes on Mars. Here 
the same approach is applied to Egyptian rock morphologies from the 
lJMB and GKR sites. When using this technique, a subset of the 
complete set of morphology parameters (Fig. 18.1) must be chosen. We 
have selected a set of 23 attributes all of which relate to erosional 
or modification features on the rocks. Cavity distribution, size, 
depth, shape and orientation along with flutes, facets, linear 
features, fracture style, burial, dust effects, and obstacle scours 
were considered (see Fig. 18.1). The results observed are illustrated 
in Figures 18.4 and 18.5 in dendogram format. 
For WMB the following observations can be made: 
1. Most of the rocks fall into subgroups (class A or C) which are 
distinguished by cavity size (small vs medium), cavity 
distribution, and presence of aprons; otherwise, they are 
similar. 
2. The primary separation criteria used in subdividing the entire 
population of rocks are relative cavity size and depth. 
3. The smallest cavities are not the shallowest; medium size 
cavities are often shallow. 
4. Facets are not useful in separating subgroups. 
5. Planar fractures, oriented cavities, and aprons are useful in 
finely subdividing rock morphologic subgroups. 
At GKR we observe the following trends from the clustering analy-
sis (Fig. 18.5): 
1. Cavity distribution is the primary separation criterion: 
form rocks are subdivided from non-uniform ones at the 
stage. 
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High Burial (9%) 
Slight Burial (82%) 
(n=11) 
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Figure 18.4 B) Dendograms of rock subgroups produced by clustering rock morphologic data collected for 
Wadi Mashi basalt hill site; erosional features clustering. 
2. Cavity depth is an important feature in _grouping rocks. 
3. Facets are not a useful subgroup separator. 
4. Degree of burial is somewhat diagnostic in grouping the rocks. 
5. Most rocks fall into one class (A) which is distinguished by 
its bimodal cavity distribution and moderate cavity depth. 
At both sites, erosional features such as flutes and facets are 
too pervasive to be significant separators of rock morphologic sub-
groups. On the other hand, obstacle scour effects (tails, moats, 
aprons) are too uncommon to be critical in subdividing the popula-
tions. 
When other sets of attributes are used in clustering the rocks 
other trends emerge. For ins tance, surface texture and albedo dif-
ferences were seen to be significant separation criteria at GKR, while 
angularity and fracture style were critical parameters at WMB. These 
other trends are secondary, however, since they can only be seen when 
erosional features are excluded from the cluster analysis. 
Cluster analysis of two sites in the Western Desert of Egypt in 
terms of erosional parameters illustrates how the same lithologies 
sub jected to similar weathering processes are affected in analogous 
ways. Differences in the degree of erosion as manifested by cavity 
size, depth, and distribution of rock surfaces is the critical factor 
in determining morphologic groups. Other local weathering or modifi-
cation effects playa secondary role when similar rock types are sub-
jected to similar weathering phenomena. In terms of the FEM 
processes, this resu1 t supports our contention that modification stage 
effects are best demonstrated by the morphologies of wind-affected 
basalt blocks. 
COMPARISONS \HTH VIKING LANDER SITES 
The two Egypt ian desert sites may be compared with the Viking 
sites on Mars on a rock morphologic basis (Fig. 18.6 and 18.7). In 
terms of aridity, lack of vegetation, dominance of eolian processes, 
and rock type, the GKR and \JMB localities represent some of the most 
comparable terrestrial analogs to the martian sites. Differences in 
substrate character and in the nature of chemical weathering between 
the Egyptian and martian blockfields are important, and must not be 
overlooked. From a firs t order comparison, however, sE~vera1 generali-
zations can be made: 
1. The WMB site correlates very well with the Viking sites in 
terms of overall rock form: form ratios in the range -.25 to -.30 
are characteristic of isotropic rocks (Garvin and others, 1981). 
2. The GKR site closely matches the Viking sites in average rock 
roundness. 
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Figure 18.5 A) Dendograms for Gilf Kebir reg site; rock shape and general feature clustering. 
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Figure 18.5 B) Dendograms for Gilf Kebir reg site; erosional features-based classification. 
Figure 18.6 
Figure 18.7 
Part of Viking Lander 1 Frame 11A067, showing one of the 
study areas on Mars. The larges t rocks in this image 
are 25 cm across. 
Part of Viking Lander 2 Frame 21A164, showing one of the 
study areas on Mars. The largest blocks in the lower 
half of the image are 40 cm across. 
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3. Fluting on Mars is less pronounced than in the hyperarid 
desert of Egypt, possibly due to the higher relative intensity of 
eolian abrasion on the Earth relative to Mars. 
4. Facets at VL-1 are almos t as common as at GKR. 
5. The Viking sites have far fewer linear features and planar 
fractures than the Egyptian ones. 
6. Obstacle scours (moats, tails) are roore common at VL-1 than at 
any of the other martian or Egyptian sites. 
7. Martian blocks are more uniform in their surface textures. 
8. VL-1 and VL-2 are correlative with GKR and WMB in terms of 
cavity size patterns. 
9. There are more unburied rocks on Mars than at either of the 
Egyptian desert sites. 
From these observations and cluster analyses of the Viking sites 
(Garvin and others, 1981) it is possible to conclude that there are 
rocks on Mars that morphologically resemble those from the Ues tern 
Desert of Egypt -- these rocks could be massive basalt fragments that 
have been modified by dust-laden martian winds. It is not necessary 
to require that all martian pitted blocks be originally vesicular. If 
there are significant numbers of basalt fragments at the lander sites 
on Mars then one can assess the strength of eolian modification pro-
cesses on Mars from their morphologies. It appears blocks on Mars are 
eroded much more slowly than those on Earth under similar weather 
regimes. The key resu1 t of the Mars-Egypt surface comparison is 
indirect evidence for a basalt lithology on Mars at both lander sites. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A detailed morphologic analysis of the rocks at two sites in the 
hyperarid Western Desert of Egypt has been completed. Both localities 
have similar rock types (basalts) and have recently been sub jected to 
eolian processes under some of the driest conditions on Earth. The 
effects of weathering on massive basalts by dust-laden unidirectional 
winds has been assessed. Despite differences in their modes of 
emplacement, the rocks at GKR and WMB appear to have been modified in 
a grossly similar fashion. Pitting, fluting, and faceting are signif-
icant features on most of the observed blocks. Differences probably 
relating to ages of exposure and transport history can be observed in 
rocks from WMB and GKR. 
Comparisons with Viking lander sites on Mars are ins tructi ve as 
well, since the Egyptian sites have proven to be good analogs in terms 
of their general rock morphologies and modification histories. 
Pitting and fluting on Mars and in Egypt need not be attributed to 
vesicles if a suitable eolian regime is operative. We conclude from 
our study of Egyptian basal t block morphology that there is good evi-
dence for the existence of massive, wind-pitted rock fragments at both 
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VL-l and VL-2, possibly basaltic in composition. Studies of single 
lithology block fields under known 1JJeathering processes should prove 
useful in constraining the possible lithologies and processes present 
on Bars. 
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Chapter 19 
EROSIONAL PATTERNS OF THE GILF KEBIR PLATEAU AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
THE ORIGIN OF MARTIAN CANYONLANDS 
TED A. MAXWELL 
National Air and Space Museum 
Smithsonian Institution 
Washington, D.C. 20560 
ABSTRACT 
The 'Pelict fl,uvial topogmphy of the Gilf Kebi'P plateau 
p'Povides ample evidence fo'P p'Pevious episodes of "('rUnning 
wate'P, with p'Pesent-day domination by an active eolian 
envi'Ponment. The cap'Pock of the plateau is composed of 
qua'Ptza'Penite, 1Jhich locally has been 'Pecemented into ex-
t'Pemely ha'Pd qua'Ptzite by silica ove'Pg'Powths and vein 
filLings most LikeLy accompanying adjacent Te'Ptia'PY 
int'Pusions. O'PbitaL photog'Paphs and images show both light-
and da'Pk-toned cap 'Pock, as tvel L as eol ian sand t'Panspo'Pted 
f'Pom the G'Peat Sand Sea to the nO'Pth, and 'Pedde'P sand that 
may in pa'Pt be Locally de'Pived. Incised into the plateau 
a'Pe nume'Pous wadis 10-40 km long that exhibit b'Poad mouths 
with extensive aLluviaL fans. The upst'Peam pO'Ptions of the 
wadis a'Pe na'P'Pow canyons with fl,at fl,oo'Ps, bounded by 100 m 
cliffs of sandstone. Within Wadi El-Bakht and Wadi A'Pd 
EL-Akhda'P, sp0'Padic discha'Pge of the wadis has appa'Pently 
been blocked by dunes fO'Pmed in the lee of south-·facing 
sLopes, which 'PesuLted in pe'Piodic damming of the channels 
and deposition of Lacust'Pine siL ts and muds upst'Peam f'Pom 
the dunes. MO'Pe than 10 m of lacust'Pine sediments was depo-
sited in Wadi El-Bakht, and in both wadis, inte'Pbedded mud 
and eol ian sand a'Pe exposed whe'Pe eol ian and it uvial e'Posion 
has st'Pipped away the 'Pecent playa deposits. Because of the 
absence of t'Pibu-/;a'Pies on the pLateau sU'Pface, the linea'Pity 
of wadi segments, and the evidence fo'P st'Puctu'Pal cont'Pol of 
Wadi A 'Pd El-Akhda'P, it is hypothesized that subtru'Pface 
d'Painage, perhaps in the fO'Pm of piping, has been 'Pespon-
sible fo'P the headwa'Pd e'Posion of the mdis. This met;hod of 
canyon development Tray also apply to seve'PaL 'PUnoff channels 
on Ma'Ps, such as Ni'Pgal VaLlis, whe'Pe t'Pibuta'PY canyons in 
the upst'Peam pO'Ptions a'Pe simila'P in both scale and fo'Pm to 
the blunt-shaped, ab'Pupt headcuts of the Gilf Kebi'P wadis. 
Beve'Pal of the ma'Ptian canyons te'Pminate at the location of 
sca'Pps and 'Pidges on the upland plains, suggesting st'Puc-
tU'Pal cont'Pol;, These simila'Pities in mO'Pphology and p'PO-
posed o'Pigin p'Povide justification fo'P futu'Pe investigations 
into the o'Pigin of the wadis of the GiLf Kebi'P. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Gi1f Kebir consists of a broad elliptical plateau capped by 
extremely resistant sandstones of the Nubia Series (Peel, 1939b). 
Since its first sighting in 1909 by W. J. Harding King (see discussion 
in Bagno1d, 1931), the Gi1f Kebir and surrounding region has been the 
destination of several expeditions to southwestern Egypt, although the 
remote setting and harsh environment have not allowed extensive field 
work. Many of the early expeditions concentrated on mapping the 
extent of the plateau, exploring the many archaeological sites, and 
finding ways to go around it. Legendary accounts of the lost city of 
Zerzura, reported to be in the interior of the plateau (Bermann, 
1934), no doubt were responsible for several of these trips. Serious 
investigation of the geomorphic history of the Gi1f, however, began in 
1938, and was due primarily to the efforts of Ronald F. Peel. 
The massive, steep cliffs and extensive wadi networks that 
characterize the Gi1f Kebir were of interest to the early explorers. 
In 1933, P. A. Clayton noted that the wadis commence at the scarps, 
yet have no drainage on top of the plateau. This suggested to him 
that the canyons must be the remains of an older system of drainage 
(Clayton, 1933). Studies by Peel (1939b) resulted in the first 
detailed interpretations of wadi and cliff morphology. The major 
unanswered questions of drainage pattern origin, channel incision and 
cliff retreat were raised by Peel, and still suffer today from lack of 
quantitative information. 
Recently, photographs from the Gemini and Apollo missions, and 
images from Landsat spacecraft have greatly improved our view of this 
part of southwestern Egypt. The geographic division between the 
northern and southern Gi1f Kebir discovered by Pendere1 in 1933 (see 
below) is well-documented on earth-orbital pictures, as are the exten-
sive wadi systems that are cut into the plateau (Fig. 19.1). 
Consequently, although field studies are still sparse, there is much 
new data available on the large-scale relationships within the 
plateau. 
The intent of this paper is to present both the field and orbital 
data in light of existing theories for the geomorphic development of 
the Gi1f Kebir. New field data include profiles of lvadi E1-Bakht and 
Wadi Ard E1-Akhdar, and observations on the sandstones that make up 
the caprock of the plateau. In conjunction with previous maps of Peel 
(1939b), several volcanic hills can be tentatively identified on 
Landsat images. If the association between volcanically modified 
sandstones and early human settlement sites (E1-Baz and Maxwell, 1979b) 
holds up under further field studies, then Landsat images may provide 
a useful means of predicting potential archaeological sites in this 
region. 
In addition, orbital images of this region provide us with the 
large aerial view necessary for interplanetary comparisons. As on 
Mars, landforms of the southern Gi1f Kebir show the effects of pre-
vious episodes of running water, yet are now dominated by an eolian 
environment. Fluvial canyons on both planets have been ascribed to 
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the action of subsurface drainage and cliff retreat (Maxwell, 1979a), 
and the wadi systems of the Gi1f Kebir provide a viable terrestrial 
analog for the results of these processes. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 
In early 1933, while on a reconnaissance flight for the Royal Air 
Force, H. W. G. J. Pendere1 flew northwards over the western escarp-
ment of the Gi1f Kebir, and discovered the separation between the 
northern and southern parts of the extensive plateau. The gorge 
separating the northern and southern Gi1f Kebir Plateau is 25 to 30 km 
wide, and is floored by numerous longitudinal dunes that have migrated 
southward from the Great Sand Sea (Fig. 19.2). Consequently, east-
wes t passage is extremely difficult, a1 though P. A. Clayton was able 
to cross the area later in 1933. 
The most notable feature of both the northern and southern Gi1f 
is the prevalence of steep-sided wadis that deeply incise the edges of 
the plateau. In some cases, wadis have completely separated portions 
of the plateau. This is especially true in the northern' Gi1f, where 
Wadi Abd E1-Ma1ik penetrates nearly the entire north-south length of 
the plateau, and on the southern edge of the plateau, where dissection 
has left several outliers. With the exception ot the Clayton-Almasy 
expedition of 1932, there has been little work done on the wadis of 
the northern Gi1f, although drainage dissection is more complete here 
than in the southern GiLf. In addition, the exis tence of trees and 
bushes in the wadis of the northern Gi1f sugges ted to Clayton (1933) 
that water was either more plentiful here, or that it could have 
existed for longer periods of time. 
In contras t, much more is known about the wadis of the southern 
Gi1f, resulting mainly from the work of Bagnold's expedition of 1938. 
The southern Gilf occupies an area of 5800 km2 , and is penetrated by 5 
wadis more than 15 km long. Wadi dissection appears to have 
progressed primarily from East to West, and the extreme southern por-
tion of the plateau has been completely isolated by the east-west 
trending \~adi Wassa. The wes tern side of the southern Gilf differs 
from the eastern side in that it has steeper cliffs (Bagnold, 1939; 
and Haynes, pers. comm.) and only minor incursions into the relatively 
straight walls of the plateau. East of El-Aqaba (Fig. 19.2), the few 
wadis that penetrate the plateau are elongate in a north-south 
direction. 
Knowledge of the plateau surface of the southern Gilf comes from 
transverses made by Peel and Bagnold in 1938. The surface was 
described as rough and hilly by Peel (1939b), and nearly 50 exposures 
of basal tic hills were mapped. As can be seen from orb i tal images, 
the surface of the western half of the plateau is covered with reddish 
sand, similar in tone to the longitudinal dunes on the plains 
northeast of the plateau. In the northern part of the Gilf Kebir, 
inundation of the platea~ is nearly complete; remnants of the dark, 
plateau-forming sandstone are barely visible through the haze of sand 
drifting southwards from the Great Sand Sea. 
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Figure 19.2 Hosaic of Landsat images of the Gi1f Kebir plateau. 
Caprock of northern plateau disappears to the east under 
sand from the Great Sand Sea to the north (note the 
numerous longitudinal dunes). The northern plateau is 
more completely dissected than the southern part, pri-
marily by north-south oriented wadis. 
GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The sedimentary series comprlslng the southern Gilf plateau con-
sists primarily of sandstones, although individual beds may range from 
siltstones to conglomerates. The sandstone of the northeastern part 
of the plateau is believed to be conformable with the Jurasic-
Cretaceous age Nubia Sandstone exposed south of the Kharga depression 
(Issawi, 1980), supported by the existence of upper Cretaceous 
fossils in the northeastern part of the plateau. The name "Gi1f 
Sandstone," proposed by Issawi (1980), is reserved for that part of 
the section that unconformably overlies the Paleozoic rocks south of 
the plateau, and extends upsection to the dark, siliceous caprock of 
the northern Gi1f. In contrast, Klitzsch (1978) proposed the name 
"Gi1f Kebir Formation" for the sandstone section best exposed in 
E1-Aqaba, where it consists of a cyclical cross-bedded silt to fine 
sandstone. Regardless of which stratigraphic model is preferred, the 
relatively soft siltstone cliffs of the Gi1f Kebir are capped by 
layers of hard, siliceous sandstone that may range from several meters 
to tens of meters thick. These resistant ledge-formers create a 
stepped appearance to the scarps on the southeas tern edge of the 
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plateau, but appear to be thicker in the plateau interior where 
exposed in the wall of the wadis. 
Samples of caprock and prominent ledge-formers from six locations 
on the edge of the plateau consist of quartzarenites (or ortho-
quartzite), although there is a great variation in texture, cemen-
tation and porosity of the sandstones. At the northeastern edge 
near Wadi Mashi, for example, the caprock consists of a bimodal mix-
ture of coarse- to fine-sand-size quartz grains ~vith almost no 
porosity. Almost 40% of this sandstone consists of a microcrystalline 
quartz and calcite matrix, with quartz slightly more abundant than 
calcite. Near a basalt intrusion in the same wadi, however, the 
caprock consists of a mottled white and brownish-red mixture of we11-
rounded medium sand (.20 mm) and angular medium- to coarse si1 t size 
grains. The matrix of both white and red portions is composed of 
microcrys ta11ine quartz, with the reddish stain probably made up of 
iron oxides. Numerous bright red specks of hematite, 10)J m in diameter 
are present. The porosity of this rock is 10-15%, but has been 
somewhat reduced by late-stage precipitation of calcite as vein 
fillings. 
In the upstream portions of Wadi E1-Bakht (approximately 15 km 
from the mouth), the caprock consists of a unimodal, fine quartz-
arenite with abundant grain-to-grain contacts that pre-date quartz 
overgrowths in some cases (Fig. 19 .3A). Although the rock is fairly 
strongly foliated, it is difficult to tell whether this fabric 
resu1 ted from deposition, or later diagenesis. A primary stratifi-
cation is favored, however, since quartz extinction is not related to 
the direction of foliation, and there is no other evidence for 
pressure-related phenomena. The rock is cemented by a mixture of 
microcrystalline quartz and hematite. For comparison, a resistant 
ledge-forming sands tone from near the mouth of Wadi E1-Bakht is com-
posed of a bimodal mixture of subangu1ar silt to fine-sand and well-
rounded coarse sand (0.60 mm) grains. This sample exhibits much 
higher porosity (10-15%), and similar to the other Gi1f sandstones, is 
Figure 19.3 Photomicrographs of sandstone from the eastern edge of 
the Gi1f Kebir plateau. A) Caprock sample from Wadi 
E1-Bakht showing fairly strong (original?) foliation of 
angular grains. 
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cemented by microcrystalline quartz with minor calcite as the latest 
stage authigenic mineral. A sample of unimodal fine-sand size quartz-
arenite from the caprock at the eastern edge of Wadi Wassa also 
suggests late-stage carbonate deposition in the form of narrow (20 1.1 m) 
veinlets filled with microcrystalline calcite. 
As shown by these analyses of caprock samples from locations 
scattered on the eastern edge of the plateau, there is an abundant 
source for sil ica both in detrital grains and in the matrix. The 
numerous Tertiary basalt intrusions mapped by Peel (1939b) provided a 
source of heat that aided local precipitation of silica as grain 
overgrowths and vein fillings. An example of this process is apparent 
at the constricted part of Wadi Ard El-Akhdar. Here, the hill on the 
northern side of the wadi consists of a basalt intrusion, whereas the 
southern hill is composed of an almost pure quartzite. The sandstone 
consists of an extremely siliceous mosaic of interlocking grains (0.08 
mm; very fine sand) cemented by quartz overgrowths up to 50 1.1 m wide 
(Fig. 19.3B). The porosity of this rock is much less than 5%, and 
where pores are present, they are bordered first by chalcedony, and 
then by calcite filling the center of the void. Since there are very 
few original grain-to-grain contacts, it is not likely that pressure 
solution played an important role in diagenesis. Instead, remobiliza-
tion of silica was most likely due to the proximity of the intrusion, 
which reduced porosi ty and locally produced an extremely resistant 
caprock. An archaeological reduction site on top of the quartzite hill 
suggests that early man took advantage of the local geologic 
condi tions, and used this material for production of implements 
(EI-Baz and Maxwell, 1979b). 
Surficial Deposits 
As seen on Earth-orbi tal images and photographs, the surficial 
deposits of the Gilf Kebir consist primarily of exposed caprock, and 
eolian sand alluvial deposits within the wadis. Variations in degree 
of cementation and possibly even composition of the caprock make it 
Figure 19.3 B) Extensive quartz overgrowths in a sample from Wadi 
Ard EI-Akhdar adjacent to a basalt hill. 
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possible to distinguish a dark-toned and light-toned caprock. The 
dark-toned caprock is most prevalent on the surface of the northern 
Gilf Kebir, although it is also present on the northwestern and 
southern edges of the southern Gilf. It is possible that this tonal 
distinction is solely the result of covering by recent eolian 
deposits, but investigation of cliff heights in Wadi El-Bakht suggests 
that stratigraphically different units may also be responsible. The 
light-toned caprock on the north side of Wadi EI-Bakht varies from 70 
to 96 m above the wadi floor, whereas the dark-toned caprock on the 
south side of the wadi occurs at elevations of 115 to 140 m. 
Consequently, exposure of a stratigraphically higher sandstone unit 
(20-70 m thick) should not be discounted as a possible cause for tonal 
variations within the caprock. Locally, some circular patches of dark 
caprock most likely result from low grade metamorphism of the 
sandstone surrounding basalt intrusions. 
Based on an Apollo 7 color photograph of the southern Gilf and 
numerous false-color Landsat images, it is also possible to divide the 
sand into two color zones • Relatively white sand similar in colo r to 
that of the Great Sand Sea surrounds the northern part of the plateau, 
and forms longitudinal dunes and linear chains of barchans wi thin 
EI-Aqaba. Reddish sand occurs in the middle of the plateau, as an 
extensive deposit off the southeastern edge of the plateau, and as a 
group of longitudinal dunes that have spilled over a.short wadi on the 
western edge of the plateau. It is possible that part or all of the 
reddish color may be due to the addition of sand grains from the Gilf 
Sandstone, although the influence of a possible lag surface on the 
deposits cannot be discounted. 
WADI MORPHOLOGY 
Although only two wadis were investigated in detail, it is 
possible to make some generalizations on the overall morphology of 
several wadi canyons based on the experience gained from Wadi El-Bakht 
and Wadi Ard EI-Akhdar, and the appearance of other wadis in orb i tal 
images. Minor tonal variations near the mouth of Wadi El-Bakht are 
the result of an extensive fan deposit shed off the south wall of the 
canyon, forcing the stream channels to the north side of the valley 
(Fig. 19.4). A similar process is also affecting Wadi El-Maftuh, 
where light-toned alluvial deposits occur only in the northern half of 
the valley. 
In contrast to the wide mouths of the wadis, the upstream por-
tions are narrow, linearly segmented box canyons characterized by flat 
alluvial floors. Channel incision ranges from less than a few tens of 
centimeters in Wadi EI-Bakht to more than 3 m in Wadi Ard El-Akhdar, 
and the steep cliffs bounding the wadis rise to more than 100 m above 
the floor (Fig. 19.5). The investigation of the upstream portions of 
wadis El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar indicate that eolian activity has 
locally had a major effect on the floors of these wadis, although not 
on the morphology of the canyons as viewed from orbit. 
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Figure 19.4 
Figure 19.5 
View to the southwest at the mouth of Wadi El-Bakht. 
The relatively gentle slopes on the south side of the 
wadi are composed of coalescing alluvial fans and local 
deposits of eolian sand leading up to the sandstone 
cliffs. 
Upstream portion of Wadi El-Bakht. Note the steep 
cliffs (approximately 100 m high), lack of extensive fan 
deposits and only minor channel incision. 
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Wadi EI-Bakht 
Approxima tely 15 km ups tream from the mouth of ~Jadi EI-Bakht, the 
effects of the comparatively recent eolian dominance can be seen in 
the valley floor morphology and sediments. Here, a 30 m high sand 
dune res ts agains t the north wall of the wadi, and extends 200 m to 
the south, almos t half way across the canyon floor. Because of its 
placement on the north wall of the wadi, and its north-south 
orientation, it is probable that this dune originated as a lee dune, 
formed from sand blown across the plateau surface. Although the posi-
tion of the crest may have shifted to the east or west in response to 
(diurnal) up- and down-valley winds, the posi tion of the dune itself 
has been remarkably stable as indicated by the presence of neolithic 
implements found on the upper dune surface (see McHugh, Chapter 20). 
The presence of the dune has had a marked effect on both the 
stream profile and on the type of sediments found in the wadi floor. 
Ups tream from the dune, more than 10 m of interbedded lacus trine mud 
and eolian sand was deposited, although these deposits are now exposed 
in a gorge at the present-day southern tip of the dune (Fig. 19.6). 
The valley floor above the dune is graded to the level of the playa 
surface (approximate channel gradient 0.0028), suggesting that 
either channel inc1s10n was limited by the temporary base level 
imposed by the dune dam (Fig. 19.7), or that a significant thickness 
of alluvial valley fill has been deposited upstream from the lake bed. 
In either case, the continuous gradient of the wadi floor indicates 
a cumulative effect of fluvial erosion and deposition for more than 
the past 7000 years since man lived on the latest lake deposits 
(Wendorf and others, 1976). It is possible that once the initial lake 
sediments were deposited behind the dune, they may have provided a 
positive-feedback mechanism for the stability of the dune. Sand 
carried by the up- and down-valley winds would be deposited at the 
topographic break between the valley floor and lacus trine depos its, 
.and thus would have aided dune growth during times of increased 
aridity. Near the present-day cliff of lake deposits, the bedding 
dips at low angles to the west (upstream), suggesting that at least 
during the latest episodes of playa formation, growth of the dune and 
consequent damming kept pace with formation of the intermittent lake. 
Artifacts found within the top few meters of the lake deposits 
indicate that human habitation took place contemporaneously wi th the 
last stages of deposition of the lake. The single l4C age of 7280 
.::t 90 BP of an eggshell in Wadi El-Bakht (Wendorf and others, 1976) 
sugges ts that the lates t major periods of lake sedimentation took 
place as recent as the "Terminal Paleolithic-Neolithic Wet Phase" of 
Wendorf and others (1977), al though mo re youthful lake sediments may 
have been stripped by wind erosion. The detailed topographic survey 
of the archaeological sites on the playa sediments indicates a minimum 
of 1 m of deflation from the highest hummocks of lacustrine semi-
consolidated mud to the level plain consisting of the most recent mud-
cracked playa surface. 
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Figure 19.6 
w 
View looking upstream from the crest of the dunes in 
Wadi El-Bakht. Recent playa deposits are in the 
foreground, and present-day channel and gorge are at 
lower left. 
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Longitudinal and transverse profiles of Wadi El-Bakht. 
Longitudinal profile was surveyed by pace and hand level 
and transverse profile by tape and level. 
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Wadi Ard E1-Akhdar 
As can be seen in orbital images, the upstream ends of Wadi Ard 
E1-Akhdar abruptly terminate in circular, amphitheater-like 
depress ions, wi th no evidence for channel ized flow over the surface of 
the plateau (Fig. 19.2). Similar to Wadi E1-Bakht, the downstream 
(southern) portion of Wadi Ard E1-Akhdar is 10 km wide and is charac-
terized by broad alluvial fans sloping down from the base of the steep 
cliffs of the plateau. The 2 km wide circular depression at the head 
of Wadi Ard E1-Akhdar was investigated by Peel (1939b), who noted the 
presence of numerous basalt hills surrounding the depression. In 
addition, scree slopes of extremely hard, silica rich sandstone make 
up the southern side of the narrow mouth of the amphitheater, and a 
basalt hill forms the northern side of the wadi (Fig. 19.8). Although 
wadi formation by headward erosion versus inherited drainage remains 
an open question, it seems plausible that the incision of the canyon 
was here controlled by the bedrock. ~vhether inherited or headward1y 
eroded, the stream channel mos t likely took advantage of the highly 
fractured and metamorphosed sandstone at the contact with the Tertiary 
intrusion. 
Wi thin the gorge at the mouth of the amphitheater, a sharp 
crested dune is present, stretching from the basalt hill on the north 
approximately 2/3 of the way across the wadi (Fig. 19.8). On the 
south side of the constriction, channel incision has exposed a a 3.4 m 
section of sediments, composed primarily of poorly-sorted pebbles and 
cobbles set in a matrix of silt and clay. However, alternating with 
these structureless beds are well-sorted red sand lenses with low-
Figure 19.8 Canyon constriction and dune in \-Jadi Ard E1-Akhdar. 
View from quartzite hill on south side of wadi. Hill on 
opposite side is basalt. Note jeep in lower right 
corner for scale. 
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Figure 19.9 
WADI ARD EL-AKHDAR 
(Cross-section not to scale) 
Vertical section and grain-size distributions for sedi-
ments in the constriction of Wadi Ard EI-Akhdar. Note 
similarity in size distribution of modern dune sand and 
planar cross-stratified sand exposed on the south side 
of the wadi. 
angle (6-14°), planar cross stratification dipping to the west (Fig. 
19.9). As evidenced by a comparison of the modern dune sand with that 
exposed on the southern wall of the wadi, and the stratification 
observed in cross-section, it is most likely that this dune has 
experienced several episodes of growth across the wadi, resulting in 
the damming of the channel, and consequent playa mud deposition 
upstream from the dune. 
In contrast to the limited extent of the playa deposits at Wadi 
El- Bakh t, those at Wadi Ard El-Akhdar cover the entire floor of the 
amphitheater, and are extensively eroded by later periods of channel 
incision (Fig. 19.10). The main channel is incised up to 3 m into the 
lacustrine sediments, and secondary channels, now choked with sand, 
are perched 0.5 to 1.0 m above the level of the main channel. This 
lack of adjustment of drainage within the amphitheater is consistent 
with highly localized rainfall on the upper part of the basin. 
Al though the pace and hand-level survey of the constriction of Wadi 
Ard El-Akhdar is not as long as that of Wadi El-Bakht, it is evident 
that the gradient of the main channel is much steeper in Wadi Ard 
El-Akhdar (Fig. 19.11). 
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Figure 19.10 Incised playa sediments of Wadi Ard El-Akhdar; view to 
the northwest. Dark hill on north side of the 
amphitheater (upper right corner) is composed of basalt 
intrusions. 
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Figure 19.11 Longitudinal channel profile of Wadi Ard EI-Akhdar near 
the constriction in the canyon. 
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DRAINAGE EVOLUTION 
The conflict between the absence of surficial drainage patterns 
on top of the plateau, and the presence of the extensive wadi systems 
was explained by Bagnold in 1939 (in Peel, 1939b) as the result of sub-
surface drainage forming the wadis from rainfall seeping through the 
plateau surface. This hypothesis is supported by the observation of a 
discolored, friable sandstone alcove found midway up the southern 
cliffs of vJadi Ard E1-Akhdar. However, the record of interbedded dune 
sand and lacustrine deposits found in both Wadi Ard E1·-Akhdar and Wadi 
El-Bakht suggests sporadic, high magnitude floods that were able to 
breach the dune dams in recent times «6000 years). 
An a1 ternat ive model for the development of the wadis has been 
suggested by Haynes (pers. comm., 1978). Since less resistant shales 
(e.g. the Lingula Shale of K1itzsch, 1978) once covered the surface of 
the plateau, it is possible that the present-day canyons of the 
southern Gilf Kebir represent inherited channels from pre-existing 
drainage networks on the surface of the plateau. According to this 
theory, any evidence for pre-existing integrated drainage has been 
swept away by eolian planation of the surface of the plateau. 
Drainage patterns that are present in dark-toned portions of the 
northern plateau (Fig. 19.2) may support this hypothesis, if they are 
incised into stratigraphically higher units than the caprock on the 
southeastern edge of the plateau. However, considerable modification 
of the wadi headcuts must have occurred since the destruction of 
possible pre-existing drainage, as evidenced by the abrupt cliffs that 
are not at grade with the top of the plateau. 
The lack of extensive widening of the wadis incised into the 
southeastern edge of the plateau, and the preservation of interf1uve 
ridges south of Wadi Wassa (Fig. 19.2) indicate the importance of 
headward erosion in the geomorphic development of the plateau. 
However, the occurrence of the canyons as linearly segmented reaches, 
with short, stubby tributaries often joining the main canyon at right 
angles (Peel, 1939b) suggests the influence of structural control on 
headcutting. Consequently, it is possible that subsurface, chan-
nelized flow occurred through piping, a phenomenon that occurs in 
several arid regions of the earth (Parker, 1964). However, more field 
work needs to be done on the surface of the plateau in order to test 
this hypothesis, with particular attention paid to the nature of the 
plateau surface at the heads of the major wadis. Playa lakes may have 
formed on the plateau where the water table reached the surface. If 
so, then these areas would have been attractive to the early inhabi-
tants of this region, and thus may be opportune sites for future 
archaeological investigations. 
MARTIAN CANYONS 
The interpretation of erosional processes and their results in 
the canyons of the Gilf Kebir plateau are particularly suited to the 
martian problems of canyon erosion in stable headlands, c1.iff retreat 
by possible subsurface drainage, and eolian modification of fluvial 
valleys' and channels. In addition, the climatic change from a relatively 
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humid to an extremely arid environment in southwestern Egypt is 
similar to the change experienced on Mars, where liquid water could 
have existed on the surface earlier in the planet's history (Pollack, 
1979; Cess and others, 1980). Analogous features include flat upland 
surfaces with no integrated drainage, the abrupt, blunt-shaped 
headcuts, and the prevalence of straight channel segments possibly 
controlled by regional structure. A1 though several types of channels 
exist on the surface of Mars, these characteristics are typical of 
those clasSified as "runoff" channels by Sharp and Hal in (1975). The 
spectacular outflow channels of the martian equatorial region 
generally do not share these attributes (Baker and Mil ton, 1974; 
Baker, 1978b), but terminate in chaotic, slumped terrain suggestive of 
a catastrophic release of water (Carr, 1979). 
As viewed on orbital images, the stubby, linear segmented canyons 
of the southeastern Gi1f Kebir resemble the tributary canyons on the 
south side of Ius Chasma on Mars (Maxwell, 1980), a1 though there is a 
major difference in valley morphology. Instead of the characteristic 
flat floors of the canyons in the Gi1f Kebir, the Ius Chasma tributary 
canyons are dominantly V-shaped, and very little floor is visible in 
the upstream portions of the canyons. Here, smoo th surfaced talus 
slopes form the valley sides, extending to the base of the canyon 
(Fig. 19.12). However, the absence of tributaries on the surrounding 
upland plains, and the termination of the canyons is subcircular, 
amphitheater-like depressions are suggestive of erosion by drainage of 
Figure 19.12 Tributary canyons on the south side by Ius Chasma on 
Mars. Note lack of low order channels on surrounding 
plains and abrupt termination of canyons in amphi-
theater-like depressions. 
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subsurface water (Sharp, 1973). It is possible that the differences 
in valley morphology may result from a less resistant "caprock" layer 
in the Ius Chasma region, which combined with the previously active 
tectonic formation of Vallis Marineris (Frey, 1979), would create con-
ditions that favor unstable valley walls. 
In the tectonically s table plains 500 km southeas t of Vallis 
Marineris, the canyons of Nirgal Vallis display an outline similar to 
the wadis of the Gilf, and are also characterized by flat floors. 
This 700 km long canyon in the Mare Erythraeum region is characterized 
by abrupt headcuts of numerous tributaries, widening of mid-valley 
reaches, and an increase in width downs tream, which led Sharp and 
Malin (1975) to suggest sapping and runoff as the principal mechanism 
for formation of the channels. Aided by Viking Orbiter images, it is 
possible to see finer details within the canyon than were evident in 
Mariner 9 images, which provide further evidence for subsurface 
drainage. 
Near the ups tream end of the valley, small tributaries are much 
more subdued than the main canyon possibly the result of mantling by 
eolian material. Sharp and Malin (1975) noted that the upstream por-
tion of Nirgal Vallis exhibits a darker floor than the surrounding 
plains, which could resul t from the trapping of dark, mobile material. 
Consequently, the absence of low order tributaries to Nirgal Vallis 
may be in part due to infilling by eolian debris, although the simi-
larities of canyon outlines to those in southwestern Egypt support an 
origin by subsurface drainage rather than by surface runoff (Fig. 
19.13). 
The effects of structural control on the location of canyons is 
evident in both the Gilf Kebir and Nirgal Vallis.. In Wadi Ard 
El-Akhdar, the location of the cons triction of the upper channel at 
the boundary between the basalt intrusion and the quartzite suggests 
that headward erosion took advantage of this weakness in the bedrock. 
In addition, the predominant north-south alignment of wadis in the 
northern Gilf Kebir may have resul ted from drainage localized by frac-
tures that originated during uplift and eastward tilting of the pla-
teau (Maxwell, 1979b). Structural control on the location of 
tributaries ~o Nirgal Vallis is represented by north trending ridges 
and scarps that terminate at the headcuts of several tributaries, and 
continue on the opposite side of the canyon (Fig. 19.14). Assuming 
that these ridges represent folding or faulting of the local bedrock, 
it is possible that the flow of subsurface water was localized along 
these discontinuities resulting in an enhanced zone of headward 
erosion. Of the four tributary canyons that exhibit this phenomenon, 
three are incised into the south side of Nirgal Vallis, possibly 
'sugges ting a more abundant source of water to the south. 
As shown by our field investigations in the southern Gilf wadis, 
the relatively recent eolian regime has had a great effect on the type 
of sediments deposited on the wadi floors, but has done little to mask 
the effects of the original fluvial processes that created the 
canyons. Instead, the location of wind-blown deposits has been 
controlled by pre-existing forms (such as south-facing cliffs), 
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A 
Figure 19.13 Tributary canyons to Nirga1 Vall is on liars (A) and 
drainage canyons of the southeastern Gi1f Kebir (B). 
Canyons in both places abruptly terminate in subcircu1ar 
depressions, and are dominantly flat floored. 
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Figure 19.14 Tributary canyon on the south side of Nirga1 Vallis that 
is suggestive of structural control. Canyon terminates 
at location of ridge in the upland plains. 
resulting in the formation of lee-side dunes in Wadi E1-Bakht and Wadi 
Ard E1-Akhdar. Since they are transient features, the dunes have 
imposed temporary base levels, locally affected the gradient of the 
wadi channels, but have not caused any change in canyon outline or in 
the dominant flat-floored character of the valley floors. These 
observations thus suggest that many of the morphologic characteristics 
of martian canyons may truly be relict fluvial topography, with rela-
tively little recent modification. 
CONCLU SIONS 
Erosion patterns of the Gi1f Kebir plateau provide evidence for 
previous fluvial activity, which has now been taken over by the eolian 
regime of the present-day hyperarid climate. The extensive systems of 
wadis that are carved into the resistant quartzarenite and quartzite 
caprock of the plateau are dominantly flat-floored, and terminate in 
abrupt headcuts in the plateau interior. In the upstream reaches of 
Wadi E1-Bakht and vvadi Ard El-Akhdar, lee dunes have dammed the 
channels, resulting in extensive deposits of playa mud. It is 
apparent that early man took advantage of these geologic conditions, 
the lakes for storage of intermittent rain water, and the quartzite 
for the production of implements. 
Both field investigations and observations of orbital images sup-
port Bagno1d ' s early hypothesis of subsurface drainage of the plateau. 
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The absence of surficial drainage networks and the steep cliffs that 
characterize the upstream ends of the wadis may best be explained by 
eastward drainage of water trapped beneath the caprock of the plateau. 
Headward erosion of the wadis took advantage of the pre-existing 
structure, as shown by the location of the constriction of Wadi Ard 
EI-Akhdar at the contact between basalt and quartzite, and by the 
north-south al ignment of wadis in the northern Gilf Kebir. It is 
suggested that subsurface water may have been channelized by piping in 
the siltstones of the plateau, ,thus accounting for the linear segments 
of the wadis. 
The similarities in canyon outl ine and valley shape between the 
Gilf Kebir wadis and the tributary canyons of Nirgal Vall is on Mars 
suggest that similar mechanisms may be responsible for their 
formation. Subsurface runoff, perhaps in the form of piping may have 
substantially contributed to headward erosion on both Earth and Mars 
(Baker, 1978b), resulting in the abrupt headcuts and amphitheater-like 
terminae of the canyons. 
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Chapter 20 
ARCHAEOT .. OGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE GILF KEBIR AND THE ABU HUSSEIN 
DUNEFIELD 
\tJILLIAH P. McHUGH 
G.A.I. COnsultants, Inc. 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15156 
ABSTRACT 
Investigations at Wadi El-Bakht and Wadi Apd El-oAkhdap, 
in the southepn GiLf Kebip, ampLify ppeviousLy pubLished 
accounts by Myeps, BagnoLd, PeeL, and McHugh. New data 
demonstpate that NeoLithic pastopaLists who mised cattLe 
and goats (op sheep) occupied these two wadis duping and 
shoptLy aftep the existance of smaLL Lakes. The vefltebpate 
pemains have been identified by AchiLLes Gautiep (Um~vepsity 
of Gent) and a singLe 14C date (7280 :t 90 BP, SMU-273), 
ppeviousLy obtained by Vance Haynes, suggests a sixth 
miLLennium B.C. age fop the pastopaL gpoups. This age esti-
mate is suppopted by the singLe detepmination, aLso on 
ostpich egg sheL L, of 8170 :!: 120 BP (A-1966), fpom the Big 
Bapchan 1 site in the Abu Hussein DunefieLd; this site ppo-
duced one tpuncated skuLL of a juveniLe Bos among a scattep 
of fLakes and bLades of siLicified quaptzite and congLo-
mepate chunks, aLL of which Lay on op wepe sLightLy embedded 
in a peddish ("NeoLithic") soiL. A simiLap soiL deveLopment 
is pepopted forJ the GiLf Kebip pLateau supface at a peduc-
tion station whepe Lithic aptifacts ape embedded in 30 cm of 
this soiL. The Lithic technoLogy at wadis El-Bakht and Apd 
EL-Akhdap demonstpate that the occupants aLso utiLized pLant 
pemains, ppocessed them on theip gpinding stones, and stoped 
op cooked them in theip pottepy. Aspects of this pastopaL 
NeoLithic compLex ape UJidesppead acposs the southepn 
Egyptian Desept, fpom the GiLf and Uweinat to Napt;a PLaya 
and the impLications of the ppesence of this adaptation fop 
Egyptian and NiL otic ppehistopy ape onLy beginning to be 
peaLized. 
INTRODUCTION 
The archaeology and cu1 tura1 his tory of southwes tern Egypt are 
barely known. Only a handful of publications report on limited 
aspects of the prehistoric archaeology of the. vast southwest quarter 
of the Western Desert. The rock art of Gebel Uweinat is reasonably 
well reported in the works of Winkler (1939b), Rhotert (1952), Van 
Noten (1978), and a few others. Rhotert's work also covers the rock 
art of a large area in southwest Egypt and northwest Sudan, including 
the Gi1f Kebir, and provides the most comprehensive sample of rock art 
of the region. 
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In spite of the numerous publications on rock art, none of the 
original archaeological investigators have reported the details of the 
settlement sites. The artifact collections made by the Frobenius 
1933-35 expeditions were destroyed in World War II and never reported. 
The collections made by W.. B. Kennedy-Shaw were deposited in various 
museums and never described. The collections made from several local-
ities by Oliver Myers on the 1938 Bagnold-Mond expedition have ended 
up in the Department de Prehistoire, Musee de l'Homme, and have not 
been fully analyzed.. I have studied part of the collection and 
reported the results of my analysis and interpretations in three 
papers (McHugh, 1974a; 1974b; 1975). A preliminary account of the 
settlement sites and associated artifacts from the plain north of 
Karkur Talh, investigated by the Belgian scientists, has been 
published (de Heinze1in and others, 1969). 
The reported settlement site archaeology is thus limited essen-
tially to one wadi (Wadi E1-Bakht) in the southern Gi1f Kebir, and to 
the plain north of Karkur Ta1h. This paper will report on the settle-
ment or specialized activity sites in three additional locales, one in 
the Abu Hussein dunefield, the second in Wadi Ard E1-Akhdar, and the 
third on the Gi1f plateau surface. In addition, further information 
on the settlement archaeology in Wadi E1-Bakht, originally studied by 
Oliver Myers, will be provided. 
Archaeological Investigations of the Bagno1d-Mond 1938 Expedition 
During the 1938 Bagno1d-Mond expedition to the Gi1f Kebir and 
Gebel Uweinat, systematic archaeological investigations were conducted 
by Oliver Myers and Hans Winkler over a period of seven weeks. Myers 
(1939) investigated sites at the eastern edge of the southern Gi1f 
Kebir, in the wadis El-Bakht and Ard E1-Akhdar, and along the Karkur 
Ta1h near Uweinat mountain. In their wide-ranging surveys, Peel and 
Bagnold (1939; Peel, 1939b) discovered and reported numerous sites, 
many on the Gilf surface, and others, including some with rock art 
(Peel, 1939a), in the Gilf and Uweinat wadis, and between the Gilf and 
Uweinat. Myers spent almos t 3 weeks at the large Acheulean station 
near Birket El-Shaitan, north of the mouth of Wadi El-Maftuh at the 
eastern edge of the southern Gilf. He spent a few days each in the 
wadis of El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar, and (apparently) a couple of 
weeks in Uweinat. He was assisted by three laborers (Quftis), one 
driver--mechanic, and at various times by other members of the party. 
Myers t purpose in joining Bagno1d was to look for evidence of 
what he called the "Saharan culture", a term he used to denote the 
assemblages (lithic implements and pottery) he had discovered in his 
explorations in the low desert around Armant on the wes t bank of the 
Nile" He was convinced that the source of this cul ture was to be 
found far to the west of the Nile Valley, for he had examined ceramics 
from several remote places in the Sahara which he thought were of the 
same tradition as the "Saharan" ceramics from Armant" Some of this 
pottery had, in fact, been collected by W. B. Kennedy-Shaw in the 
southern Gi1f and in the surrounding country (Shaw, 1936a). It is 
indeed curious then, that Myers first elected to investigate the 
large Acheu1ean site near the base camp which we revisited in 1971, 
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and only subsequently examined the ceramic-bearing locales in the 
southern Gilf. 
Myers published only one short paper on the results of his 
research (Myers, 1939). I was able to study the materials from wadis 
EI-Bakht and Ard EI-Akhdar which he had deposited in the Musee de 
l' Homme in Paris. These were accompanied by fragmentary notes and 
three short manuscript drafts (Myers, ms. a, b, and c) e. Nevertheless, 
enough information existed in the papers by Myers, Bagnold and Peel to 
indicate that these two wadis contained artifact assemblages and asso-
ciated physiographic settings of unique importance for understanding 
the paleogeography and cultural ecology of southwestern Egypt. Thus, 
my objective on the 1978 expedition was to visit these two wadis to 
reappraise their tantalizing potential and to conduct whatever 
investigations our limited time would allow. 
Impatient as I was to get there, other requirements of the expe-
dition dictated spending several days at other places and in traveling 
to the Gilf. These excurs ions provided the opportunity to examine 
other locales with evidence of prehistoric settlement in the southern 
Wes tern Desert, an extremely impress ive introduction to this vas t 
area. In the following sections, I will describe the major archaeolo-
gical localities I was able to inves tigate (in each case, all too 
briefly). I will offer some very tentative models of the geomorphic 
events in wadis EI-Bakht and Ard EI-Akhdar, and will suggest the 
paleoclimatic implications of these events. Finally, I will review 
the major elements of a tes table model of human adaptation, or the 
cultural ecology of the Gilf-Uweinat area in late prehistoric times. 
THE BIG BARCHAN SITES 
The Big Barchan Site 1 was found accidentally on September 27, 
1978. While visiting the Abu Hussein dunefield, Vanee Haynes called 
our attention to the presenee of an isolated concentration of lithic 
artifacts adjacent to a large barchan. At that time, Haynes collected 
some ostrich eggshell fragments from within the soil, and I excavated 
and removed a fragmentary mammalian skull whieh had been partially 
exposed and truneated at the surface. A collection of lithic imple-
.ments was made by the party. I returned to the site on the following 
day to make a map of the dis tribution of the remalnlng lithic 
materials, and to put in some test pits to ascertain the vertical 
extent of the cultural materials and to provide soil samples. A 
second eoncentration of implements was noted on this seeond visit. It 
is loeated about 70 m southwest of the first, and is designated Big 
Barchan Site 2. The lithies were collected at this site also, and a 
test pit was excavated. 
Setting 
The Abu Hussein dunefield is an extensive series of large barchan 
dunes covering hundreds of square kilometers southwest of Bir Sahara 
at about 22° 55' N, 28° 25' E. The large barchan near the two sites 
is located at the eastern edge of the dunefield. The approach to the 
dune from Bir Sahara, some 37 km to the east-northeast, is across an 
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Figure 20.1 
BIG BARCHAN SITES I AND 2 
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Sketch map of the Big Barchan sites in the Abu Hussein 
dunefield southwest of Bir Sahara. 
almost featureless sand plain. The absence of noticeable drainage 
channels, rock outcrops, or vertical relief is probably noteworthy in 
evaluating the significance of the sites. 
Site 1 is situated well within the horns of the barchan and about 
32 m from the south-facing slip-face of the dune (Fig. 20.1). The 
tips of the horns are roughly 220 m apart, and Site I is located a 
Ii ttle eas t of the midpoint between the two horns. The quartz i te 
implements and abundant fragments of conglomerate at Site 1 were 
distributed over an area measuring about 26.5 m (N-S) and 15.8 m 
(E-W). The lithics were primarily on the surface, although a few were 
slightly embedded within the sand'. 
Site 2 consists of a scatter of quartzite artifacts and a few 
conglomerate fragments covering an area about 11 m N-S and 20 m E-W. 
The artifacts here were fewer in number and less dense'than at Site 1. 
Both sites occupy flat surfaces, so flat as to suggest the surface has 
been graded level by eolian processes. The truncated skull indicates 
the operation of such processes as, of course, do the barchans 
themselves. 
The location of the two sites within the wind-shadow of the dune 
poses a quandry. AI though we didn't have time to explore widely 
around the sites, I made a brief survey in their vicinity to look for 
other sites within and beyond the dunefield, but found none. As men-
tioned above, no detectable water courses are to be found nearby, 
although my survey around the sites and passage across the sand plain 
to the east can hardly be considered an adequate search for such 
features. 
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Archaeological Observations 
No quantified description of the artifact assemblages can be 
offered since time was insufficient for their study. The artifacts 
remain in Egypt awaiting future analysis. However, it can be said 
that the assemblages are unusual in several respects.. First, they 
contain two different components, flaked quartzite implements and 
fragmentary conglomerate rocks. The quartzite implements were mainly 
blades of moderate to large size (50 mm to greater than 100 mm in 
length). There is no minute debi tage and there are no blade cores; 
thus, the production of the blades was carried out elsewhere and they 
were carried to the site. The conglomerate fragments are generally of 
small to moderate size, easily lifted in one hand. They too must have 
been intentionally brought to the site. For what purpose, we cannot 
say at this time. Second, no pottery and no ground stone implements 
were found with the assemblages. The absence of pottery and milling 
stones may have chronological significance, but given the location of 
the sites and their lithic contents, a functionally-based explanation 
may be reasonable. 
Pedological Observations 
The excavations on the firs t day revealed the presence of an 
interesting soil immediately below the granules on the surface. A 
description of the deposits of Test Pit #1 represents the soil profile 
to a depth of about 70 cm. The top \2-3 cm is comprised of a mantle of 
loose sand and coarse granules. This layer overlies a dull, reddish 
zone comprised of compact, reasonably consolidated, coarse and very 
fine elements. This zone also reveals narrow desiccation cracks 
running vertically through it to a depth of at least 35 cm. 
Surprisingly, tiny rootlets permeate this reddish zone. These appear 
as fine tubular sand castings about 1 mm wide. Within the sand tube 
is a very fine fiber, presumably that of a rootlet. The question of 
the age of these rootlets naturally arises. According to Dr. Loutfy 
Boulos, expedition botanist, these rootlets cannot be very old (oral 
comm., 1978). Their presence and probable recent age suggest vegeta-
tion cover in the not too distant past, and the possibility of recent 
pedogenic processes as well. The relative age of this soil needs 
further study. 
Without question, the sand-granule zone has been in place for a 
long time, since before the arrival of the implements. A radiocarbon 
date of 1870 ± 120 BP (A-1966, Haynes, pers. comm., 1978) on the 
ostrich eggshells gives a lower limit for this layer. Relatively 
moist conditions are reasonably inferred from the degree of soil deve-
lopment and from the presence of the desiccation cracks. It is also 
likely that the deposit has been reduced by eolian processes because 
of the very level surface, the location of almost all the artifacts 
completely on the surface, and the truncation of the skull. 
The chronological relationship between the sites' occupation and 
the presence of the large barchan cannot be estimated. Only some 
questions can now be posed: 
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1. Were the barchans in existence when the sites were occupied? 
2. Were sites 1 and 2 ever covered by the southward-moving 
barchans? (We should look for artifactual assemblages coming out 
from under the tail of the barchans.) 
3. What was the pre-dune morphology of the area? 
4. What was the drainage pattern in the area? Are the ancient 
water courses completely mantled by the sand and dunes? 
Interpretation 
The extremely limited artifact typology of the two site assembla-
ges suggests that these were specialized settlement situations. Their 
locations on, and slightly within an old soil formation permits the 
deduction that relatively moist conditions existed locally when these 
sites were occupied. The soil formation indicates the presence of 
vegetation. The os trich eggshell fragments and the truncated skull, 
identified as a juvenile Bos. by A. Gautier (Chapter 21), indicate the 
local presence of the species represented by these remains. The 
apparently specialized nature of the artifact assemblages (blades of 
varying sizes, and absence of milling stones and pottery) indicates 
that only limited activities were conducted by the site inhabitants. 
It would seem that these sites represent rather transitory settlement, 
such as that of a small group of hunter collectors out after game 
(ostriches, cattle, ostrich eggs), or perhaps pastoralists en route. 
Based on the quartzite implements, with no apparent local source, it 
is possible that these people came from afar. The absence of pottery 
and milling stones in the assemblages calls for no other explanation 
than to point out that a group of hunters or pastoralists on an expe-
dition would likely not carry such impedementia. 
The significance of the Big Barchan sites lies in the following: 
1. They show human settlement at some time in the past in what is 
now an incredibly hostile environment. 
2. They indicate that local conditions were sufficient to support 
soil development, vegetation growth, and probably the presence of 
wild species and domestic cattle (?). 
3. The radiocarbon date of the os trich egg shell gives an es ti-
mate of the time of occupation of the sites, and when the clima-
tic conditions were favorable for hapitation.· 
4. They reveal a specialized functional situation with an extreme-
ly limited inventory of tools, far removed from the source 
region of the lithic materials, from a base camp, or from an 
obvious source of water. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN THE SOUTHERN GILF KEBIR 
We reached the eastern flanks of the Gilf Kebir in mid-afternoon 
on September 29, 1978. Soon after, a few of us went scouting for 
Bagnold's 1938 camp near the large Acheulean site examined by Myers. 
I examined the extent of Myers work at the Acheulean site (the 
trenches and surf ace areas collected) and lef t impressed with his 
industry, and sorry he hadn't been able to publish the results of his 
work. Late in the afternoon, we departed for our camp at the eastern 
end of Wadi Wassa, arrlvlng well after dark following a blistering 
chase of Haynes' lead car. 
The locations of Myers' Acheulean site, and the others we 
visited in the southern Gilf are shown in Figure 20.2.. The following 
pages detail our archaeological investigations at Wadi Diyaq, Wadi 
El-Bakht and Wadi Ard El-Akhdar. 
Reduction Station at Wadi Diyaq 
On October 1, 1978, while attempting to find a place for the 
vehicles to get to the plateau surface of the southern Gi1f, we 
chanced upon a remarkable site. Walking up the slope toward the pla-
teau surface, I noticed some blades and flakes among the slope scree. 
Just over crest, I stepped onto a surface which was littered with a 
continuous cover of flakes, blades, and cores. 
Description of the Site. The flakes, blades, and cores were spread 
over a small flat area approximately 12 by 20 m. The artifacts were 
mainly of large size with specimens commonly exceeding 10 cm. A few 
large cores were scattered among the flakes and blades, and near the 
center of the concentration was a circular area of small-scale debi-
tage apparently marking the location where the flaking took place 
(Fig. 20.3). Off to one side of the concentration of flakes and 
blades was an area with rough, large blocks of dark quartzite. Some 
of the blocks bear large detachment scars, and scattered among these 
blocks are more flakes, apparently the product of removing materials 
for reduction. 
A collection of reduction specimens was made from the circular 
concentration of small debitage and the area immediately surrounding 
it. In making this collection, we observed that some flakes and 
blades were imbedded in the soil. A small test pit was excavated to 
determine the depth of the reduction materials, but limited time 
allowed only partial completion. Flakes and blades were present to a 
depth of at least 30 cm, embedded in a reddish soil matrix. Desicca-
tion cracks filled with a soft, buff-colored sand penetrated 20 cm 
into this soil (Fig. 20.4). The reduction specimens from below the 
surface had the red soil adhering to them. 
Interpretation. The identification of this site as a reduction sta-
tion is based on: 1) The tremendous quantity of large and small debi-
tage on the surface, and below, only one bifacial1y flaked implement; 
and 3) The nearby pre.sence of the large quartzite blocks with detach-
ment scars and the debitage around their bases. 
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Figure 20.2 Map of the southern Gilf Kebir showing the archaeologi-
cal locations investigated during 1978 expedition. 
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Figure 20.3 
Figure 20.4 
Reduction station near Wadi Diyaq; note that the surface 
is littered with lithic debitage. 
Subsurface deposits at the Wadi Diyaq reduction station 
showing in situ artifacts and desiccation cracks. 
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The depth of the debitage within the paleosol raises the 
question, what mechanisms could explain the depth of lithic implements 
in the soil? Extended production while soil deposits were accumu-
lating seems indicated. Yet this area still seems to represent a par-
tially deflated surface with the continuous mantle of quartzite 
artifacts functioning as a lag surface. If anything, the deposit 
since abandonment should have been lowered through the eolian removal 
of sediments. The 30+ cm depth of implements mixed in the paleosol 
demands a process of sediment accretion during the production of the 
implements, or their downward displacement from original positions on 
the surface. Desiccation cracks are present extending more than 20 cm 
below the surface, but such cracks could not be the routes taken by 
the artifacts to lower depths. The subsurface artifacts have the red 
soil adhering to them, indicating the processes of soil formation and 
desiccation post-date the stage in which the artifacts became incor-
porated in the sediment. 
The reduction station above Wadi El-Diyaq is the only one of the 
Gilf sites with any substantial depth to the artifactual remains. 
Although deflation seems to have been the most recent dominant 
process, accretionary processes have been important, during which 
sediments and artifacts were either deposited synchronously, or the 
implements were lowered in a previously existing soil deposit. 
It would be unwise to attempt a reconstruction of the 
deposition/erosional sequence at the Wadi E1-Diyaq reduction station 
on the basis of so short an examination. The substantial soil de-
velopment incorporating some 30 cm of cultural remains is intriguing, 
to say the least. It is encouraging, moreover, to find such evidence 
on the Gilf plateau surface, evidence suggesting not only specialized 
human activity (quarrying), but also geographic and climatic con-
ditions under which the soil could develop (moisture and vegetation). 
Such conditions fit nicely with the evidence of moist conditions which 
the wadis E1-Bakht and Ard E1-Akhdar contain. The reduction station 
near Wadi El-Diyaq indicates the importance of studying the plateau 
surface for data on human settlement systems and correlated paleo-
geographic conditions. The potential significance of the plateau 
surface will be considered below after the discussion of the finds in 
wadis El-Bakht and Ard E1-Akhdar. 
Wadi E1-Bakht 
The ~Jadi El-Bakht was explored and mapped by members of the 1938 
expedition (Bagno1d and others, 1939). Near the head of the wadi, 
they found lacustrine deposits behind a large, wadi-straddling sand 
dune. During this expedition, R. F. Peel mapped the wadi, and Oliver 
Myers made a longitudinal profile across the ancient lake bed and 
blocking dune. Myers also made controlled collections from several 
areas on the dune and from the surface of the lake sediments (Myers, 
1939). I studied the artifact remains in the Husee de 1 'Homme 
(McHugh, 1971), published a description of them, and offered a model 
of the late Prehistoric geographic conditions and the cultural adap-
tive mode as indicated by these remains and their physiographic 
setting (McHugh, 1974a; 1974b; 1975). On October 2 and 3, 1978, Carol 
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Figure 20.5 Blocking dune in upper Wadi El-Bakht, view looking west. 
Breed, Jack McCauley, Ted Maxwell, Nabil Embabi, three laborers, and I 
inves tigated the archaeology, geology, and geomorphology of the upper 
Wadi El-Bakht. 
Setting. The Wadi El-Bakht is one of the numerous, steep-sided 
canyons which penetrate the eastern and southern margins of the 
southern Gilf Reb ir, and extends about 22 km into the Gilf plateau 
following a westerly course. Eighteen km above the mouth, the wadi 
turns abruptly from a short northerly course to the west and about one 
km farther, a sizeable dune extends across the floor (Fig. 20.5). 
Wes t of the dune are the deep sediments of the ancient lake which 
formed behind the dune. The dune has since been breached, and a deep 
erosional gorge has formed in the eastern edge of the lake sediments 
(Fig 20.6). This deep gorge climbs steeply to the west continuing as 
a shallow, sand-filled, 2-3 meter wide channel which crosses the playa 
surface from east to west (Fig. 20.7). 
The lake deposits are composed of irregularly alternating levels 
of hard, greyish sil t and reddish sand which are exposed in the ver-
tical walls of the gorge. These stratified deposits are generally 
horizontal but they do rise gradually to the east where they once 
abutted the blocking dune (Fig. 20.8). The reduction and planation of 
these ascending levels by eolian processes has produced a rough, saw-
tooth-like surface in the southeastern part of the playa, south of the 
gorge. A 1.0-1.5 m thick, homogeneous unit of hard grey silt 
underlies the thin, alternating silt and sandy levels in the eastern 
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Figure 20.6 
Figure 20.7 
Eastern part of eroded lake deposits and breached dune 
in Wadi, El-Bakht; view to the southwest. 
Shallow, sand filled channel on the playa surface west 
of the gorge in Wadi El-Bakht, view to the southwest. 
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Figure 20.8 Northeast corner of the eroded lake dE!posits in Wadi 
El-Bakht, showing small yardangs and Area C (see Fig. 
20.10) being collected. 
section of the lake deposits and is exposed as the playa surface at 
about the wes tern limit of the gorge. This depos i tional sequence is 
approximately 10 meters thick according to Ted Maxwell's longitudinal 
transect (see Maxwell, Chapter 19). Clearly, the thickness of the 
lake sediments must have been greater in the past as there are a 
series of small yardangs rising a meter or more above the general 
level of the playa surface along its northeastern margin. 
The playa is confined within the steep walls of the 500 m wide 
canyon, which rise about 120 m above the playa surface. Talus depos-
its extend well up the sides of the canyon walls, and sand covers the 
lowest levels of the talus. The lake deposits abut the western edge 
of the dune, although an erosional moat or trough is present along the 
northeas tern margin of the playa, below and wes t of the dune (Fig. 
20.9). This part of the playa surface is heavily eroded; small yar-
dangs dot the surface and indicate that the playa surface has been 
reduced Over a large area. The visible playa deposits extend about 
300 meters wes t of the eas tern margin of the gorge and almos t 200 
meters north to south. Each border is covered by eolian or alluvial 
deposits, so these dimensions are only approximate. Near the center 
of the playa is a shallow depression covered by a thin (10-15 nun) 
deposit of recent silt, among which are some desiccated plants. This 
association mus t be the resul t of a fairly recent accumulation of 
water in this area, although there is no data for the actual age of 
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Figure 20.9 
PLATEAU SURFACE 
Schematic longitudinal section of upper Wadi E1-Bakht 
showing relationships among the blocking dune, erosional 
gorge, playa and plateau surfaces, and locations of 
artifacts. 
these silts and plants. We observed no other obvious evidence which 
could be associated with this recent wet episode, although it is con-
ceivable that the plant stems protruding from the dune surface might 
be related to recent moisture. 
The blocking dune at the eastern margin of the lake sediments is 
composed of a northern component, a falling dune, and a lower, 
southern component. The two components of the dune are separated by a 
depression where the dune has been breached, apparently by water 
pouring through the gorge. The dune exhibits at least three different 
levels which are shown in Figure 20.6. 
The breached area is flanked by two shoulders whose surfaces are 
a little higher than the level of the playa surface. Abundant arti-
facts cover broad areas on both shoulders. North of the north 
shoulder, the dune climbs steeply up the canyon wall, and a we11-
defined linear crest rises to approximately 50 meters above the playa 
surface. East of this crest, but 10-15 meters lower, the sloping dune 
surface is again covered by numerous quartzite implements, a little 
pot tery, and some os trich egg fragments. These artifacts disappear 
under the crest of the dune, indicating dune development since the 
prehistoric settlement ended. A third surface of the dune, also 1it-
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tered with artifacts, is located about 80-100 meters to the east; this 
surface lies below that of the surface of the dune shoulders bordering 
the breach. 
Archaeological Remains. Due to limited time, investigations in the 
Wadi E1-Bakht were confined to the northern part of the ancient lake 
deposits and the north shoulder and crest of the blocking dune. 
Eroded channel banks downstream from the blocking dune were super-
ficially inspected for artifacts, but only one large flake was 
discovered. Cursory inspection of several locales along the course of 
the wadi failed to reveal any concentrations of artifactual materials, 
but it can scarcely be concluded that they do not exist. None were 
reported by Peel or Myers, however, a1 though Peel recorded the loca-
tion of a site on the plateau surface at the head of Wadi E1-Bakht. 
Myers reported that he had made controlled collections at four places: 
one on the playa surface, two on the dune (lower dune and upper dune), 
and a fourth just below the blocking dune. The precise loci of these 
samples cannot be determined. 
To facilitate our brief examination, a grid was laid out on part 
of the playa. A number of areas with concentrations of lithic imple-
ments or fragmentary faunal remains were identified, and both 
controlled and nonsystematic samples were collected. Several hearths 
were carefully excavated, and baked earth and charcoal were collected 
from them. A sketch map based on the grid system has been prepared 
showing the areas where we collected faunal remains, li thics, and 
hearth materials (Fig. 20.10). Ted Maxwell assisted in laying out the 
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Figure 20.10 Sketch map of upper Wadi EI-Bakht showing locations of 
artifacts collected. 
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grid, made the longitudinal and transverse profiles, and surveyed the 
elevations that appear on the sketch map. Photographs of the general 
area and of specific features were also taken. 
My investigations of the settlement archaeology began on the 
north side of the central part of the playa surface, from which I 
moved eastward, ending on the dune surfaces. Immediately north of the 
recent silts mentioned above was an area with scattered artifacts and 
a concentration of subfossil bone fragments. The bone fragments were 
systematically collected from a 15 m x 15 m square, designated Area A, 
at NSO-N6S, E8S-E100 (Fig. 20.10). A narrow test pit (3 m by 0.5 m 
deep) was excavated at the northern edge of Area A to ascertain if 
faunal and artifactual remains extended below the surface, but none 
was found. Among the bone fragments were articular processes, teeth 
and numerous bone splinters. The mammalian species represented by 
these bone remains have been identified by A. Gautier (Chapter 21) and 
will be discussed below. 
Area B, a 10 m by 10 m square at N60-N70, E12S-E13S, produced a 
series of potsherds entirely on the surface. Area C, a 7 m by 7 m 
square at N80-N87, E224-E23l, contained a concentration of lithic 
implements (f=48) , one hand milling stone, abundant debi tage 
(quartzite specimens, f=622; chalcedony or chert specimens, f=lO), 
ostrich egg fragments and abundant pieces of rough rock. Area C is 
adjacent to the eroded north eastern margin of the playa and close to 
the small yardangs. 
Systematic collections were also made at two other areas. Area D 
is a 2 m x 2 m square located on the northern shoulder of the dune at 
the western edge of a large artifact concentration (Fig. 20.11). Its 
exact grid location was not plotted. This square was investigated in 
order to determine the number of flaked versus non-flaked stone speci-
mens and thus to evaluate Carol Breed's sugges tion that this con-
centration of lithic materials was a naturally deposited lag surface. 
The counts are: flaked implements, f=362; fragments of conglomerate, 
sandstone, and quartzite, f=3l0. My interpretation based on this 
limited but carefully collected sample is that all these lithic 
materials were introduced onto the dune surface by human and not by 
natural agencies. These materials may indeed be remnants of a 
deflated surface, or lag surface, but one whose origin is artificial. 
The amount of possible deflation, however, needs further study. 
Similarly, the effect of the breaching of the dune on the distribution 
of dune-shoulder artifacts needs to be studied. 
On the oppo site shoulder of the dune, however, is ano ther large 
area of artifacts within which is a local (1-2 m diameter) con-
centration of small-scale lithic debitage, the product of chipping at 
this location. This concentration cannot have been introduced by 
other than human activity. Interestingly, abundant plant stems 
pro trude from the lithic remains on the south shoulder; however, it 
hardly seems likely that these can date from the time of the pre-
historic occupation. These plant stems may be due to growth generated 
by the same wet episode which resulted in the very recent accumulation 
of silt and plant growth in the playa. 
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Figure 20.11 Concentration of artifacts forming a lag surface on the 
north shoulder of the blocking dune (Area D in Fig. 
20.10). 
North of Area D, high up on the east-facing slope of the falling 
dune, but 10-15 m below the crest, is another concentration of arti-
facts (lithic implements, potsherds, and also os trich eggshell 
fragments). A selected sample was collected from part of this area 
(Area E). The western edge of this artifact concentration disappears 
under the crest of the dune, indicating the post-occupational movement 
of the present dune crest. The presence of these artifacts suggests 
occupation on the higher part of the falling dune surface when it must 
have been stabilized by moisture and perhaps vegetation. A few plant 
stems still protrude through the surface here. 
It seems reasonable at this time to propose the following 
hypothesis regarding the timing and persistence of human settlement at 
Wadi El-Bakht: 1) Human occupation occurred late in the history of 
the lake; 2) Human occupation was not continuous, and two or more 
cuI tural facies are represented in the artifacts; 3) Human occupation 
persisted beyond the local edaphic (and climatic?) optimum; and 4) The 
adaptive mode of some of the groups at Wadi El-Bakht included the use 
of milling stones, presumably for the grinding of some unidentified 
plant product. 
The presence of several classes of artifacts on the surface of 
the playa (flaked stone tools and debitage, ~illing stones and 
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ceramics) and in situ hearths and fragmentary faunal remains / (bones, 
ostrich egg shell) make it clear that the late prehistoric occupants 
of Wadi El Bakht were living on the lake bed when it was dry or par-
tially dry. The in situ hearths indicate that the present~urface, or 
one very near t~ , was occupied. The aforementioned yardangs 
protruding a meter or so above the main playa surface indicate that 
the lake depos i ts were formerly deeper and subsequently have been 
reduced, largely by eolian erosion. On the scooped out (concave) and 
rounded (convex) yardang surfaces, stone artifacts are found. 
Unfortunately, these were not collected or examined, and we cannot say 
at this time whether or not they were placed on ·the yardangs after 
deflation of the surface. 
made: 
Based on these observations, the following conclusions can be 
1. No Pleistocene-age Acheulean, Mousterian, or Aterian artifacts 
were found in the upper Wadi El-Bakht. The lake may well have 
formed in post-Pleistocene times. No artifacts were exposed in 
the lower two-thirds of the lake sediments and only one non-
diagnostic flake was observed deep within the lake deposits, in 
the gorge, about 3 meters below the eroded and lowered playa 
surface. I believe that the implements on the surface of the 
southeastern part of the playa, where the slightly dipping lake 
deposits are truncated, are not eroding out of the sediments but 
were rather left on the already partially deflated surface. 
2. It is reasonable to assume that the lake surface could not be 
occupied when the playa was full of water. At this time, the 
adjacent dune surfaces, apparently stabilized by vegetation and 
sub-surface moisture, were the original loci for human settlement 
while the blocked basin contained water. 
3. Occupation of the playa surface took place during a phase when 
the lake was partially or completely dried up, but when water was 
s till locally present. The water may have been confined to a 
limited central basin, beneath the playa surface, or in springs 
along the base of the wadi cliffs. 
4. The occupants of both the dune and the playa surfaces utilized 
milling stones; presumably the plant products exploited were 
locally available, even when the lake was (temporarily?) dried 
up. The wadi floor above and below the blocking dune provides 
hundreds of hectares where grain-bearing plants could have grown. 
This suggestion does not require the presence of domesticated 
cereals, al though the possibility of their presence cannot be 
discounted. In a climatic regime with rainfall sufficient to 
produce the playas in wadis El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar, seasonal 
moisture could well have supported the natural growth of grain-
producing plants which may have been exploited by the human occu-
pants of the two wadis. 
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Wadi Ard El-Akhdar 
Wadi Ard El-Akhdar is a complex of canyons which penetrates the 
southern Gilf Kebir from its broad opening along the east-west 
trending Wadi Wassa. The wadi describes an arc-like course to the 
north, west, and finally southwest where it terminates some 35 km from 
its mouth. Several shorter but still impressive wadis branch away 
from Ard El-Akhdar. Peel and Bagnold discovered the locale of the 
lake depos its in the upper Wadi Ard El-Akhdar, and Peel (1939b) 
described it as a two-kilometer-wide basin filled with lake deposits 
and rich in archaeological sites. Hyers apparently spent several days 
here, but little specific information about his work in Wadi Ard 
El-Akhdar accompanied the few artifacts recovered there. 
Lake Deposits and Archaeological Setting. The sediment-filled basin 
is more accurately' described as a widening of the Wadi Ard El-Akhdar 
above a pronounced constriction caused in part by the presence of a 
large hasaltic intrusion. Slope talus further constricts the wadi 
and, at present, a falling dune partly blocks the northern half of the 
wadi. It would seem that an earlier dune completely hlocked the wadi 
at some time(s) in the past, causing the formation of the lake within 
which were depo sited some 4 to 5 m of sediment. Remnants of these 
sediments are perched 4 to 5 m above the wadi floor on the steep slope 
of the cliffside which forms the southern border of the wadi at its 
narrowest point (Fig. 20.12). The perched sediments require the pre-
sence of some kind of a dam, behind which the lake was impounded for a 
Figure 20.12 Perched sediments on the south wall of Wadi Ard 
El-Akhdar at the point of greatest constriction (photo 
courtesy T. Maxwell). 
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period of time sufficient for sediments to be deposited at their pre-
sent elevation above the wadi floor. This dam could have been an 
extended talus dam, a sand dune, or some combination of two. Whatever 
the cause, the wadi was blocked and during a period of enhanced 
precipitation, water and sediments accumulated behind the dam. On the 
basis of present evidence, human occupation of the area did not begin 
with the initial stages of the development of the lake. Additional 
investigations will be needed to demonstrate when humans discovered 
the lake and began to settle at its edges. 
The setting is more complex than that of Wadi El-Bakht, where the 
lake was confined within a narrower canyon, where most of the blocking 
dune still remains, and where the playa surface shows little evidence 
of fluvial erosion. The vJadi Ard EI-Akhdar playa is much larger than 
that of Wadi El-Bakht, perhaps on the order of ten times, and is much 
more heavily dissected by drainage channels (Fig. 20.13). The playa 
surface at Ard El-Akhdar varies between relatively broad areas which 
are almost level, to those which are undulating, to those which are 
deeply eroded. A wide (approximately 30 m)· channel winds through the 
lake deposits between steep banks about 4 m high. Numerous smaller 
gull ies dissect the playa sediments and grade, often steeply, to the 
main channel. Locality 100 displays the moderately undulating surface 
relief in the southeast corner of the playa, where artifacts are pre-
sent and deflated hearths are partly embedded in the silts (Fig. 
20.14). Locality 101, about .5 km west-northwest of Locality 100, 
occupies a flat ter block of si1 t where concentrations of artifacts 
often cap the slightly higher knolls (Fig. 20.15). 
Figure 20.13 Oblique view to the southwest of the dissected lake 
depos its in upper \.Jad i Ard E1-Akhdar; archaeo 10 gical 
site 100 is located at far left of photo, and site 101 
is located at far right (photo courtesy C. V. Haynes). 
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Figure 20.14 Deeply eroded lake deposits at archaeological site 100 
in Wadi Ard El-Akhdar. 
Figure 20.15 Circular concentration of large quartzite rocks and two 
milling stones on the surface of lake silts at site 101 
in upper Wadi Ard El-Akhdar. 
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Geomorphic Evolution. The depositional and erosional events in the 
Wadi Ard E1-Akhdar can be out1~ned as follows: 1) The wadi itself was 
formed over millions of years through the agencies of fluvial and 
eolian action, perhaps along lines of structural weakness in the 
sandstone of the plateau. 2) Late in prehistoric times, toward the 
early or middle Holocene, sand and/or fang10merates accumulated and 
blocked the wadi at a constricted point. 3) In a time of rather pro-
nounced precipitation, a lake or marsh developed behind the blocking 
dune, and sil ty sediments were depos i ted at the bo ttom of the lake. 
The lake mus t have experienced a1 ternating dry and wet periods, for 
vertical "pipes" formed within the si1 ts from the present surface to a 
depth of 3-4 m. 4) When the water of the lake disappeared exposing 
the sediments, human groups occupied the surface, making and leaving 
stone implements, and making fires on the surface. Presumably, water 
must have still been present locally, in the deeper channels or at 
least below the surface. 5) Sheet flooding seems to be indicated by 
the wide-spread gravels on the present surface in some areas. Channel 
incision took place in playa deposits on which artifacts were already 
present, for the lithic artifacts are often found in the gullies. 6) 
Eolian erosion caused lowering of the playa surface overall, but left 
remnants of the higher lake levels, and rounded off the dissected 
sediments. Deposition of sand took place in the main channel and 
other depressions. 7) Occasional, torrential rains caused the partial 
clearing of the main and tributary channels, and the deposition of 
rather coarse materials along the edges of the main channel near the 
constriction. This outline must be considered extremely over-
simplified and provisional. In particular, the role of eolian action 
may be understated, being masked by the more conspicuous evidence of 
water-caused erosion. 
The playa sediments themselves deserve some comment. First, they 
are not nearly as thick as those in the Wadi EI-Bakht (i.e. 4-5 m as 
compared with 10 m). Nor do the Wadi Ard El-Akhdar sediments reveal 
the al ternating layers of silt and sand which are so marked in the 
Wadi EI-Bakht playa sediments. The Ard EI-Akhdar sediments show evi-
dence of more extensive fluvial erosion than those at EI-Bakht where 
only the narrow gorge and the very shallow channel tes tify to running 
water eroding the playa deposits. 
The Ard EI-Akhdar sediments might have resulted from a shorter 
period of deposition in which persistent conditions resulted in the 
accumulation of a rather homogeneous deposit, without the alternation 
of silt and sand. This episode might equate with the "thick silt 
block" period at Wadi EI-Bakht depositional sequence. The "thick silt 
block" period at EI-Bakht largely predates the initial appearance of 
man there, and underlies the archaeological sites. 
Inter-Wadi Comparisons 
The playa deposits of wadis EI-Bakht and Ard EI-Akhdar are 
separated by only 30 km. Very little is known about the topography 
of the southern Gilf Kebir plateau surface which separates the two 
wadis. The term "Rough Hilly Country" occurs on Peel's map, indi-
cating a fair degree of relief. Presumably, the two wadis have 
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separate catchment areas and drainage systems. Peel (1939b), however, 
found no evidence of developed drainage systems on the plateau 
surface. Such systems, perhaps never deeply entrenched in the hard, 
capping formations of the Gilf, may have been largely obliterated by 
mass-wasting at the wadi edges and by eolian erosion on the surface. 
We have reason to be optimistic regarding the potential for 
research on the Gilf plateau surface itsel f, for we know that pre-
historic archaeological sites exist there, and at least parts of the 
surface retain soil profiles. Where such soils have developed in the 
past, there was vegetation and, hence, rainfall. ilinsequently one can 
further deduce that some of the water falling as rain on the Gilf sur-
face drained into the major wadis, directly by surface drainage 
systems or indirectly by percolating through the ground. Given the 
proximity of wadis El-Bakht and Ard EI-Akhdar, and the contiguous 
relation of their respective catchment areas, the hydro-geomorphic 
events experienced by the two wadis may have been roughl y synchronous. 
According to this simplified model, rainfall in the Gilf was suf-
ficient at some period in the past to support vegetation on the pla-
teau surface and to collect in certain natural depressions, there to 
form ponds or lakes, such as in wadis El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar. 
Where no impoundments exis ted in the wad is, the water poured down the 
wadis and out onto the plains. Indeed, along the courses of the wadis 
the evidence of water transport and alluvial deposition is abundant; 
we drove along dry water-courses sometimes between cut-banks one to 
two meters high. The alluvial deposits in the debouchement of Wadi 
El-Bakht are gradually masked by wind-blown sand at its eastern 
margin. Wadi Ard El-Akhdar empties directly into the broad \-ladi 
Wassa, which is full of coarse alluvial materials. In sum, the evi-
dence of water transport and deposition of materials in the southern 
Gilf wadis is overwhelming. While the processes of thermal 
weathering, mass wasting, and eolian erosion may be the primary ones 
operating today, fluvial processes were significant in the past, 
perhaps as recently as the middle of the Holocene if our archaeologi-
cal interpretations are correct. 
TECHNOLOGY 
Technology is that subsystem of a culture which includes the body 
of knowledge involved in the production of useful things, both the 
organization for production, as well as those things produced. The 
artifactual remains of any society, modern or ancient represent only 
part 6f the technology of that society. The organization for produc-
tion and the body of knowledge behind the production must be inferred 
from that extent of the artifacts (from their morphology, inferred 
function, distribution and associations, age, and sources of 
material). 
It is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to define a pre-
historic society and to determine the total range of its activities, 
many of which will no t be expressed in the archaeological record. It 
is, on the other hand, very possible to mistakenly treat artifact 
assemblages of different societies as being the product of a single 
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society. These problems plague the study of the cultural ecology of 
the Wes tern Desert of Egypt as they do other areas. Nevertheless, 
using our relatively crude analytic and synthetic methods, we will try 
to unders tand the indus tries we have located, because they are mani-
fes tations of mankind's adaptations to changing environmental 
condi tions. These cuI tural adaptations shed light on the las t major 
occupation of this area before the onset of hyperarid conditions. 
The lithic debitage of the four locales described above is domi-
nated by quartzite blades of moderate to large size. The blades exhi-
bit varying amounts of edge retouch, but complete edge modification is 
no t common and bif acial retouch is very rare. Thus, the flake stone 
industries are not complex in terms of the diversity of tool types and 
extensiveness of retouch. This situation is not unexpected, at least 
for the reduction station above ~Jadi Diyaq. The reduction station (by 
definition) would not be expected to produce a variety of completed 
lithic implements. It was a specialized functional locality used to 
procure resource material (quartzite flakes and blades), which was 
then removed to other places for final modification and use. 
The "0 ther places" could have been the two wadis in the southern 
Gilf, or a campsite like the Big Barchan sites. At the Big Barchan 
Sites, only a select group of quartzite blades and flakes was 
recovered. None had been converted into fully finished implements, 
but each could eas ily have been used as is, or have been retouched to 
convert it into any of a number of types useful to a small group of 
hunters or pastoralists on an extended trip far from the sources of 
quartzite raw material. The extremely limited typological variation 
of the Big Barchan assemblage is seen as reflecting a basic tool kit 
of readily modified blades adaptable to different needs as determined 
by the success of the hunting-foraging party. No implication that the 
Big Barchan assemblages were brought from the southern Gilf, more than 
200 km to the wes t, is intended. 
The Wadi Diyaq reduction station could have served both Wadis 
El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar, but this seems unlikely because sources of 
quartzite closer to these wadis are present. In fact, Ted Maxwell 
(oral comm., 1978) found what may be another reduction station on a 
bluff overlooking the Ard El-Akhdar playa. The artifact assemblage of 
Wadi EI-Bakht will be taken to represent those of both wadis because 
it has had more extensive study. In the previously published analysis 
of the VJadi EI-Bakht materials, I described the lithic implements 
collected by O. Myers in 1938 (McHugh, 1974a). That sample, from four 
localities, lacked the smaller debitage (small flakes and bladelets, 
shatter) one would expect with a representative sample from a multi-
functional habitation site. However, this component is indeed present 
at Wadi El-Bakht; we observed it in situ, and collected it from two 
controlled areas. 
Myers' collection was also without much evidence of milling 
stones, but we found these to be common if not abundant. Milling 
slabs are present both on the dune (Fig. 20.16) and on the playa 
surfaces, and hand stones, some of the distinctive expanded-head 
pes tIe-shape type (sometimes termed "phallic"), were found at several 
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Figure 20.16 Large milling basin with shallow superior depression 
found buried in the sand on the blocking dune, upper 
Wadi EI-Bakht. 
locations on the playa surface (Fig. 20.17). Someone, perhaps Myers, 
had left a group of hand stones on a small yardang at the eastern edge 
of the playa. It is now clear that milling stones are an integral 
part of the Wadi EI-Bakht assemblages, and that the activities repre-
sented by this class of implements must have been practiced there. 
The final major component of the wadi assemblages is pottery, 
found at both the dune and playa localities at Wadi El-Bakht and at 
some playa localities at Wadi Ard El-Akhdar. In the Myers' collection 
from Wadi El-Bakht, a thin ware (3-8 mm) was common at the playa 
10 cali ty, and a thick ware (8-15 mm) was more common on the dune 
(McHugh, 1974a). This dichotomy is a real one according to our recent 
observations. In fact, we found some very thick (18-20 mm) sherds 
with extraordinarily course temper (granules) among the dune sherds. 
Some of the thin ware sherds feature incised or impressed surf ace 
designs, including chevrons and dotted-line motifs (Fig. 20.18). 
These designs were not present in the sample Myers collected, probably 
because the rim sherds and decorated sherds had been removed from the 
co 11 e c t io n. 
The pottery at Wadi EI-Bakht, then, seems to belong to two dif-
ferent wares representing two different ceramic traditions, one of 
which, that from the dune locality, may pre-date the other. This 
inference on the chronological relationship of the dune and playa pot-
tery is based both on the degree of technical refinement displayed by 
the pottery and their different physiographic situations. 
The presence of ceramic technology at Wadi El-Bakht indicates not 
only a relatively late prehistoric age for settlement, but also a 
degree of occupational persistence and a variety of activities 
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Figure 20.17 Artifacts from Wadi El-Bakht. A) Expanded head stone 
pestle; B) Small, flat milling stone with projecting 
knob. 
Figure 20.18 Rim and body sherds from Wadi El-Bakht. Note the 
mending or suspension holes (one incompletely drilled) 
in three specimens, and the chevron and parallel linear 
surface decorations on several sherds. 
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involving manufacture and use of pottery. If manufactured in the wadi 
itself, the pottery demands, in addition to the technological 
knowledge and skills, the presence of suitable raw materials, clays 
and flammable materials (vegetation). The presence of pottery pre-
sumes the need for solid vessels for storing and transporting foodstuffs 
and liquids, and for coo king and preserving foods. Po t tery is, 
afterall, peculiarly related to food. The presence of pottery and 
milling stones in the Wadi EI-Bakht assemblage combine to form a 
strong case for the utilization of some kind of a cereal grain. 
Obvious killing implements (pro jectile points) are conspicuously 
absent from the Wadi EI-Bakht assemblage, as well as from the other 
three sites. No bifacially flaked, tanged, basally- or corner-notched 
pro jectile points occur in any of the collections. This fact vvas 
noted in the study of the Myers collection and remains true, according 
to my recent observations. Also absent from all four assemblages is 
any significant number of geometric microliths. Microlithic imple-
ments are common in the later prehistoric industries along the Nile 
Valley, at Kharga Oasis, and elsewhere in north and east Africa. What 
the apparent absence or extreme paucity of microliths in the Gilf and 
nearby assemblages means in techno-economic terms cannot be determined 
at present. It may relate to an economic orientation or adaptive 
mode, still not widely recognized or understood, which existed in the 
southern Western Desert of Egypt in early and mid-Holocene times. 
This adaptive mode will be discussed after we considE~r the implica-
tions of the settlement system represented by the four sites. 
SETTLEMENT PATTERNS AND ADAPTIVE HODES ~ 
The concept of settlement patterns is one employed by archaeolo-
gists to attempt to relate prehistoric societies and their adaptations 
to the natural environment. It can be a rewarding approach when data 
pertinent to paleogeographic conditions and temporal variations are 
available. The distribution of human settlements and specialized 
activity areas can be seen as expressions of cuI tural adaptations to 
the existing geographic conditions. During our brief expedi tion, we 
located innumerable archaeological sites, only a few of which we were 
able to study. Almost everywhere we stopped, where ever there was 
rock and in one instance where there was only sand, there were 
art ifacts. Al though the Big Barchan sites may have no relat ionship to 
the Gilf sites, they may represent the kind of site frequently 
reported to exist in the desert away from the Gilf and Uweinat (Shaw, 
1936a). The rock art sites of the Uweinat and Gilf wadis represent 
another mode of prehistoric human activity, but not studied on this 
trip. In addition, sites with stone circles have been reported from 
the Gilf plateau (Bagnold and others, 1939), were observed near 
Uweirtat by E1-Baz (oral comm., 1979), and are present near Qaret 
EI-Haiyit east of Bir Sahara. 
Confining ourselves to the best studied sites, we can see three 
basic modes of settlement: the first within the wadis, the second on 
the plains surrounding the Gilf and Uweinat, the third on the Gilf 
plateau surface. The first is exemplified in the Wadis EI-Bakht and 
Ard EI-Akhdar and in several Uweinat wadis (karkurs). It may be an 
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over-simplification to group the Uweinat rock art sites with the 
playa-dune habitations of the Gi1f wadis, but the former surely mean 
nearby habitation as well as graphic production. The second mode is 
represented by the sites around the bas in northeas t of Karkur Ta1h, 
Uweinat, by Van Noten (1978; p. 29), some of those reported by Shaw 
(1936a), and perhaps by the Big Barchan sites. A third mode may be 
represented by the plateau surface reduction station and the stone 
circles. These three settlement/activity modes can be hypothetically 
related by employing a diachronic model of human adaptation in the 
region. 
The proposed model is based on the assumptions that each of the 
prehistoric societies represented by the artifact and graphic 
assemblages employed mUltiple strategies and a variety of techniques 
in gaining their subsistence requirements. It also assumes that the 
producers of the graphic art left traces of their other activities in 
other places, and that the fauna depicted in the rock art, whether 
wild or domestic, was present in the area when the depictions were 
produced. However, it is no t necessary that the graphic depictions 
fully reflect the fauna (artistic traditions are notoriously 
selective). Another assumption is that the groups that inhabited the 
wad is, with or without lakes, were not confined to these locales, but 
exploited large areas on the plateau surface and the adjacent plains. 
The representations of human groups and animals seen in the rock 
art of Gebel Uweinat and the Gi1f Kebir lends itself both to chronolo-
gical ordering and paleogeographic reconstruction. The following 
scheme, based on the data published by several authors (Shaw, 1936a; 
Peel and Bagno1d, 1939; Hink1er, 1939b; Rhotert, 1952; and Van Noten, 
1978), is offered as a provisional sequence of rock art production 
reflecting changing adaptive modes. 
Early Holocene (8000 - 6000/5000 B.C.) 
The Gi1f-Uweinat area was settled by scattered small groups of 
nomadic hunter-gatherers who gathered available plant foods and hunted 
such local species as giraffes, scimitar oryx, gazelles, Barbary 
sheep, and ostriches using dogs, clubs, shields, wheel traps, lassos, 
and perhaps the bow and arrow. This mode is evidenced by engraved 
scenes on bo u1ders and wadi walls in Uweinat, and to a lesser extent 
in the Gil f. 
Middle Holocene (6000/5000 - 3000/2000 B.C.) 
1. Initial: Appearance of cattle (Bos sp.) in the region as 
graphically shown in engraved scenes;lnlt still featuring mainly 
wild species. 
2. Middle: Cat t1e become the dominant animal depicted in the 
engravings with wild species, dogs, and humans becoming rare. 
3. Mature: Paintings replace engravings, cattle remain the domi-
nant element but many animated human figures are portrayed, often 
featuring body decorations and adornment, and posed in social 
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activities. Dogs and wild fauna are almost entirely absent; 
outlines of structures are present, and there are examples of 
scenes depicting armed combat, perhaps ritual, between groups of 
opposed archers. 
4. Final: Goats appear in scenes with cattle and then by them-
sel ves (perhaps heralding the on-set of the modern hyperarid 
regime). The latest graphics are historic age productions of 
camel-caravaneers and do not immediately concern us here. 
The rock art sequence is still hypothetical and must be tested 
further. If correct, it reveals the replacement of a hunting-
gathering adaptive mode by one dominated by cattle pastoralism, 
itself supplemented and finally replaced by goat herding. As depicted 
in the rock art, these replacements are no t s'udden or disas trous. 
Cattle raising may have been adopted by the autocthonous hunter-
gatherers, al though it seems clear that cattle were no t an indiginous 
species in the Gilf-Uweinat area, since they were not depicted in the 
earlies t engravings. The adoption of goats by cattle pas toralis ts 
raises no problems, but may indicate that climatic conditions suitable 
for extensive cattle pastoralism were beginning to deteriorate. This 
sugges tion is supported by the paintings showing only goats in the 
latest prehistoric phase. 
A settlement pattern model can only make sense when combined with 
a model of paleogeographic conditions. The rock art vividly portrays 
the native fauna of the region when the hunter-gatherers were the only 
occupants. These species (giraffes, ostrich, and scimitar oryx, but 
not gazelles and Barbary sheep, which are still present; Hisonne, 
1969b; Haynes, pers. comm., 1978) need vegetation of the savannah type. 
The absence of elephants and rhinos, present elsewhere in north 
African rock art, sugges t these species were locally absent because 
the mesic conditions they required did not exist. The general vegeta-
tion mosaic which would support giraffes, ostriches, and scimitar oryx 
must be considered the minimal one which would support domestic cattle 
with their requirements for extensive pasturage and free water. Thus, 
from the fauna of the rock art, a floral pattern consisting of 
widespread grassy plains interspersed with trees and low brush is 
inferred. This picture must be coupled with seasonal variations in 
precipitation, solar insolation, and temperature. A semi-arid regime 
wi th summer rains and winter drought is sugges ted, the analo g being 
the regime now present in the Sudanic zone to the south. 
Incorporation of this seasonal analog in the paleogeographic 
model introduces a dynamic aspect into the model of prehistoric 
settlement patterns. If seasonally al ternating moist: and dry con-
ditions prevailed in the Gilf-Uweinat area in late prehistoric times, 
the human populations would have to make adjustmE:!nts to these 
alternations. The following scheduling adjustments are offered. 
During the rainy season (May-June through September-October), the 
vegetation over broad areas would germinate, flower, and reproduce. 
Water would be present in drainage channels, in inter-dune troughs, 
and in closed basins. Accordingl y, this would be the period when 
native fauna, especially the giraffes, scimitar oryx, ostriches, and 
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gazelle would range widely across the plains and plateau surface. The 
Barbary sheep would have remained confined to the mountains and 
plateaus. The prehistoric hunter-gatherers presumably would have 
hunted their quarry across these same plains and during the same time 
collected plant foods to meet their subsistence needs. 
Hunting populations are all too often considered to be solely or 
mainly dependent on meat for survival when, in fact, plant foods are 
often the more important. Significant reliance on plant foods (wild 
grains, especially) may have been characteristic of the late pre-
historic hunter-gatherers of the Gilf-Uweinat area. The milling 
s to nes present in numerous assemblages may reflect this adaptation 
rather than an agricultural one. This pattern of plant exploitation 
would necessarily have drawn these populations onto the plains during 
the rainy season. In the dry season, both animal and human popula-
tions would gradually contract to those zones maintaining surface 
water sources, mainly the mountain and plateau wadis and playas 
retaining water. Initially, post-rainy season conditions would be very 
favorable to man and animal. Then, wadi settlement would be free from 
the threat of calamitous gully-washers but water and vegetation would 
still be abundant and life comfortable. (Is this the season when the 
engravings were produced?) Later, in the dry season (February-May), 
conditions became increasingly stressful as the dormant vegetation 
deteriorated and water became less plentiful and more difficult to 
obtain. The last month or so of the dry season may have been a cru-
cial period in terms of human survival. Human populations which had 
p,lant collecting, especially wild grain exploitation, as a major adap-
tive technique had the basis of a successful survival strategy, since 
grain can be amassed and stored for long periods. When supplemented 
by the hunting of giraffes, os triches, oryx, and Barbary sheep, spe-
cies probably attracted to the wadis for water and food in the dry 
season, the hunter-gatherers had a viable, balanced economy well-
adjusted to the prevailing geographic conditions. 
This apparently well-balanced adaptive mode gave way, as shown in 
the rock art, to one in which domestic cattle became a predominant 
concern to the subsequent human popUlations. Domestic cattle must 
have been introduced into the Gilf-Uweinat area from outside as cattle 
are not present in the earliest engravings. Whatever their source, 
cattle became an economic mainstay and hunting of wild animals, but 
not plant collecting, retreated into the background. The cattle 
pastoralists also had to follow a transhumant schedule, taking their 
herds onto the plains during the rainy season, remaining there until 
pas ture conditions and the lack of surface water forced retreat to the 
confines of the wadis where water and progressively limited vegetation 
existed during the dry season. Again, initially this was a season 
(October-December) of relative plenty, perhaps the time of feasting, 
ceremonies, weddings, and production of rock art. As the new year 
progressed, pasture for the cattle became scarce and inferior in 
nutritional quality and water also became scarce. As the quantity of 
milk declined, cereal grains collected the previous season plus 
butchered cattle and hunted animals served to sustain the cattle 
pastoralists. With the onset of the first rains in Mayor June, the 
pastoralists began returning to the plains. To remain in the wadis 
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would court disaster, in many instances because of torrential rains. 
Such might not be the case in Wadis El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar 
which had been blocked by dunes and/or talus detritus. Water 
impounded here in the rainy season may have pers is ted longer than in 
typical unblocked wadis. But it is clear from our inves tigations that 
both of these wadi lakes disappeared at times and human groups moved 
onto the lake sediments during these dry episodes. The paleogeo-
graphic model virtually requires the Wadi· El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar 
inhabi tants to leave the wadis for the plains where abundant pas tures 
and free water would be undeniably attractive. Likewise, the Gilf 
plateau surface may have been a locus of human exploitation during the 
rainy season, for it apparently also supported plant growth and 
settlement (reduction station soil, the sites with stone circles). 
The reliance of the Wadi El-Bakht and Wadi Ard El-Akhdar occupants on 
plant foods is indirectly but forcibly indicated by the common pre-
sence of milling stones. These plants mus t have, in part, been 
collected away from the immediate vicinity of the two wadi lakes. The 
presence of pottery in these two wadis is perfectly compatible with 
the bi-modal economic system (cattle pastoralism, grain-collecting or 
cultivating). 
The addition of goats to this economic system presents a problem 
of origins, but not one of economics. In a semi-arid environment, 
goats would provide another important source of milk and meat (not to 
mention hair) to that provided by cattle. That goats contributed to 
the final environmental degradation of the Gilf-Uweinat flora is easy 
to accept, especially since Van Noten (1978, p. 22, Figure 197) 
describes and illustrates scences in which the branches of trees are 
pulled down by goatherds for consumption by these animals. 
FAUNAL REMAINS 
Until now, the hypothetical model of human adaptation in south-
western Egypt derived from the rock art and settlement sites has been 
lacking support from paleo-osteological evidence. While the rock art 
proclaims the presence of a limited number of native mammals and 
domestic cattle and goats, no assuredly prehistoric mammal ian remains 
associated with human occupation have been reported. The osteological 
remains we collected at the Big Barchan 1 site and in the two southern 
Gilf wadis have been identified by A. Gautier, University of Gent, 
who discusses them in Chapter 21. 
Cattle (Bos sp.) are definitely present in Wadi EI-Bakht and most 
probably in Ard El-Akhdar and at the Big Barchan 1 si te. These are 
almost certainly domestic cattle. Either goat (Capra SPa )or sheep 
(Ovis sp.) are definitely present at EI-Bakht and "Ard El-Akhdar. 
Thus, the suggestion that the inhabitants of these two wadis were 
pastoralists raising cattle and goats (sheep seem unlikely) is now 
completely credible, if not proven. This inte rpre ta t ion is in keeping 
with the model of prehistoric cultural adaptation I have previously 
offered (McHugh, 1971; 1974b) al though goat-herding was no t included 
in this model. 
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Knowing that the late prehistoric inhabitants of the southern 
Gilf wadis raised domestic cattle strongly reinforces the interpreta-
tion based on the geomorphic evidence from the two wadis that the 
Gilf-Uweinat area experienced long-term mesic conditions in the early 
to middle Holocene. The localities in El-Bakht and Ard El-Akhdar, 
although perhaps unique in their preservation of a suite of intimately 
related geomorphic and archaeological evidence, were surely only spe-
cial locales in a broad environmental zone which was amenable to the 
pastoralists. Therein lies the significance of the Big Barchan 1 site 
in the Abu Hussein dunefield with its single calf skull and soil 
development. 
AGES 
Chronometric evidence supporting the proposed model is skimpy. 
The suggested time periods are obviously arbitrary and only 
suggestive. From the Gi1f and Uweina t, only a few radiometric age 
determinations exist. From Wadi E1-Bakht, a sample of ostrich egg 
shell gave a radiocarbon date of 7280 BP ± 90 years (SMU-273; Wendorf 
and 0 thers, 1977) • Vance Haynes (oral comm., 1978) reports this 
sample was collected from the northeastern corner of the playa. This 
l4C date fits the model very nicely, indicating that Wadi E1-Bakht was 
occupied at about 5300 B.C. (uncorrected for radiocarbon flux). 
Unfortunately this is the only radiometric date from the Gilf at 
present, and solitary l4C dates are always suspect. 
The only other radiometric dates for the area are those reported 
by Van Noten (1978; p. 29) from the plain north of Karkur Talh, 
northeast of Uweinat. The sites from which the samples came are asso-
ciated \Ilith a closed basin containing progressively decreasing water 
levels. The four dates are 6115 ± 70 BP (GrN 6018; on wood), 4305 ± 
60 BP (GrN 7237, on ostrich egg shell), and 3320 ± 35 BP (GrN 6018, on 
tree wood). These determinations translate to a range of from 4165 
B. C. to 1370 B. C. (uncorrected for radiocarbon flux). The ostrich 
egg shell samples are reported to be associated with neolithic 
artifacts, and the tree wood sample from an apparent neolithic surface 
(Van Noten, 1978, p. 29). These dates indicate that the neolithic 
occupations may have spanned some 2800 years near Uweinat. It seems 
unlikely that this neolithic settlement was continuous. The basin 
probably contained water at several times attracting groups to the 
playa edge who remained for undetermined periods only as long as the 
water remained. This interpretation implies a series of recurrent 
moist episodes in the Uweinat area between 4200 and 1400 B.C. 
The single l4C date from Wadi E1-Bakht (7280 ± 90 B.P.) and its 
application to the occupation by pastora1ists should not be considered 
remarkable. It is supported by the 1/+C date of 8170 ± 120 B.P. 
(A-1966, also on ostrich egg shell) from the Big Barchan 1 site which 
produced a solitary juvenile Bos skull and a developed soil profile. 
Additional support for early cattle and goat domestication comes from 
Napta Playa, about 100 krn wes t of the Nile. Here Fred Wendorf and his 
colleagues have uncovered remains of neolithic settlements including 
the osteological remains of domestic cattle and goat (or sheep) dating 
to before 7150 ± 130 B.P. (SHU-242; Wendorf and others, 1976; and 
per s. co mm., 197 8 ) • 
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Thus, it would appear that a broad zone across southern Egypt was 
suitable for raising cattle and goats in early and middle Holocene 
times. The implications of these discoveries for our constructs of 
Egyptian and Nilotic prehistory are dramatic. It would seem, on pre-
sent evidence, that the southern Western Desert of Egypt, or more 
broadly the northeastern Sahara, may have begun to expE~rience the so-
called "Neolithic Revolution" before the Nile Valley did. 
SUMMARY 
Our brief expedition to the southern Western Desert of Egypt and 
especially to the Gilf-Uweinat area has produced abundant evidence 
indicative of the paleogeographic and cul tural ecological po tential of 
this vast region. This evidence takes on new significance in relation 
to recent discoveries elsewhere in southern Egypt (outside the Nile 
Valley). This region was not uninhabited during the early and 
mid-Holocene but was rather extensively occupied by wide-ranging 
hunter-gatherers and, later, cattle pas toralis ts-cul ti vators. These 
interpretations may force a reappraisal of Nilotic cul ture history 
during this period. The paleogeographic evidence from the Gilf Kebir 
and Abu Hussein dunefield must have implications for the Nile bor-
derlands as well. The geographic discontinuity between the southern 
Egyptian and Nubian Nile Valley and the Western Desert, so long 
assumed in constructs of Nilotic culture history must now be seriously 
ques tioned. 
Disregarding the Nilotic connections and confining ourselves only 
to the paleogeographic and cultural ecological potential of the 
Gilf-Uweinat area, the research problems are formidable.. The previous 
sections of this paper have obviously concentrated on the late pre-
his toric cul tural adaptation (early to middle Holocene). While arti-
f ac tual evidence is clearly abundant, the to tal range of se t tlement 
modes and exploitative practices is very poorly known. The associated 
geographic conditions are even less well known. Several seasons of 
research could easily be devoted to this time period covering only a 
few millenia. 
Yet there remain scores of millenia to be studied, for human 
occupation as old as one hundred to two hundred millenia exists in the 
area (e.g. the Acheulean site discovered by O. Myers). The nature of 
Acheulean adaptation in the Gilf and Uweinat is a mystery, and the 
cul tural stages between the Acheulean and the Holocene cul tures is 
even more so. What paleographic conditions existed in Acheulean and 
in the late Pleistocene to the Gilf and Uweinat cannot even be 
sketched. Thus, the known period of human occupation is in need of an 
immense amount of research. 
Although the discoveries of archaeologists will be of some 
interest to the geologists, especially those concerned with the 
resul ts of changing climatic conditions of the past 200,000 years on 
the landscape, the results of eons of geologic processes remain to be 
studied. The value of coordinated archaeological and geological 
research is obvious. The archaeologist can poten~ially provide dates 
for deposits and climatic episodes for the recent past (2XI05 years 
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ago). A comprehensive sequence of paleoclimatic episodes covering 
this period, developed through coordinated archaeological and geologi-
cal research, could provide the geologists with analogs useful for the 
study of earlier periods. 
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Chapter 21 
NEOLITHIC FAUNAL REMAINS IN THE GILF KEBIR AND THE ABU HUSSEIN 
DUNEFIELD, WESTERN DESERT, EGYPT 
ACHILLES GAUTIER 
Laboratorium voor Pa1eonto10gie 
Rijksuniversiteit Gent 
Gent, Belgium 
ABSTRACT 
Faunal pemains fpom the apchaeological site in Wadi 
El-Bakht and fpom the pegion suppounding the Gilf Kebip con-
sist of elephant, bovid, addax, gazelle, goat, jackal, 
ostpich, wild donkey and dog. Sevepal of these animal s ape 
depicted in the pock apt at Gebel Uweinat, al though p'Y'e-
sentl y only sheep, goat and donkey have been pepo'Y'ted fpom 
this a'Y'ea. Identification of 'Y'emains found by W. P. McHugh 
dU'Y'ing the 1978 expedi tion indicates the p'Y'io'Y' existence of 
domestic cattl e and sheep O'Y' goat in the upst'Y'eam pO'Y'tions 
of Wadi El-Bakht, and the p'Y'obable existence of ca·ttle in 
Wadi Apd El-Akhda'Y'. A single sample f'Y'om the Abu Hussein 
dunefield, 200 km east of the Gilf Kebi'Y', consists of a 
poo'Y'ly-p'Y'esepved skull that may 'Y'ep'Y'esent a calf OP srmll-
size bovid. These native faunal 'Y'emains p'Y'ovide evidence 
fo'Y' the occupation of the a'Y'ea by Neolithic-age pastopalists. 
PREVIOUS STUDIES 
Evidence for animal life in Neolithic times in the Gi1f Kebir and 
in Gebel Uweina t is provided both by faunal remains and rock art. 
Faunal remains from the Gi1f Kebir were collected by o. H. Myers in 
1938 (Bagno1d and others, 1939) and are housed in the British Museum 
of Natural History in London. According to preliminary identification 
by D. M. A. Bate and J. W. Jackson, this collection includes E1ephas 
sp. (elephant), Bos sp. (large bovid); Addax cf. nasosulcatus 
(addax) , Dama1iscus sp., Gazella sp. (gazelle), Capra sp. (goat) , 
Canis cf anthus (jackal), Struthio camelus (ostrich, presumably in the 
form of eggshell fragments) and Equus asinus (wild donkey) (J. 
C1ut tonbrock, pers. comm.). Unfortunately, the exac t provenance of 
these remains is not known, though it is likely that some of them were 
associated with the cultural materials recorded or collected by Hyers, 
especially at the site on the playa in the upstream portion of Wadi 
EI-Bakht (McHugh, 1974a; 1975). 
In 1975 the Combined Prehistoric Expedition (Wendorf and others, 
1977) visited the Gilf Kebir area and collected prehistoric cultural 
and faunal materials frOIn the site at Wadi E1-Bakht previously 
recorded by Myers. A sample of ostrich eggshell fragments (SMU-2 73) 
gave a radiocarbon date of 7280 B.P. ± 90 years (Wendorf and others, 
1977). The scanty mammalian remains include vestiges of large dog 
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(Canis lupus f. familiaris), dorcas gazelle (Gazella dorcas), and 
sheep or goat (Ovis ammon f. aries or Capra aegragus f. hircus) 
(Gautier, no t dated). This assemblage is basically comparable with 
part of the Myers collection (Bos sp., Gazella sp., Capra sp., 
Struthio camel us, Canis cf. authus, which may rather be a domes tic 
dog). In this report, faunal remains collected by W. P. McHugh in 
October 1978 will be described. 
RECENT FAUNAL OCCUPATION 
Notes on the rock art from Wadi Hamra and Wadi Sura in the Gilf 
Kebir were published by Rhotert (1952). The animals depicted include 
ostrich, a medium sized antelope, giraffe, gazelle, domestic cattle 
and dog. A detailed study of the rock art at Gebel Uweinat was 
recently published by Van Noten (1978), who tentatively distinguishes 
five phases of faunal occupation: (1) engravings with wild herbivores 
and ostriches; (2) engravings with game as well as domestic cattle 
(not well documented); (3) engravings with cattle (predominantly long-
horn); (4) paintings with short horn cattle and later goats; and (5) 
engravings with drolnedaries and other domesticates. Neolithic surface 
materials found by Van Noten include ostrich eggshell fragments, 
grinding stones and lithics, and faunal remains of Gazella soemmeringi 
in the plain to the north of Karkur Ta1h, which are dated between 6100 
and 3300 BP (Van Noten, 1978; p. 29). An elephant molar fragment 
(E1ephas africanus) was also found associated with pottery near the 
entrance of Karkur Ibrahim. These sites are thought to be contem-
porary with the shorthorn pastoralist phase. The faunal remains of 
caprovid (goat or sheep) and domestic cattle from the Gilf Kebir can 
also be attributed to that phase, or more precisely to the second 
part, in which small livestock appear. The finds in Myers' collection 
of Elephas sp., Addax cf. nasosulcatus, Damaliscus Spa and Equus 
asinus may date from the firs t part of the second rock art phase, 
though it is also possible that they represent game contemporaneous 
with the shorthorn pastora1ist phase. A reinvestigation of this 
material is necessary in order to further define the age relation-
ships. 
The present large mammalian faunal remains of large mammals at 
Gebel Uweinat and the Gilf Kebir is very limited. Only Barbary sheep 
(Ammo tragus 1ervia) and gazelle (Gazella dorcas, G. leptoceros) are 
rWHded from Gebel Uweinat. Human settlement is also almost non-
existent, but in 1968-69 one Toubous family with about sixty goats, 
twelve dromedaries and a dozen or so semi-wild donkeys was living at 
Gebel Uweinat (Van Noten, 1978; p. 22). Fifty years ago, however, 
this area was still visited regularly by small numbers of Toubous 
shepherds. It is possible that the degradation of the environment, 
initially due to climatic change, continues very probably as a result 
of the destructive influence of man and his livestock. Indeed, some 
of the younger rock paintings depict herds of goats accompanied by men 
busily tearing off branches to feed animals (Van Noten, 1978; p. 32). 
Goats may have been introduced in the area after desiccation set in, 
but they certainly contributed more than other livestock to the 
destruction of the delicately balanced and sparse vegetation. 
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SETTING 
The first assemblage comprises finds from prehistoric settlements 
on the playa, the blocking dune, and upstream from the playa in Wadi 
El-Bakht, a steep-sided canyon which penetrates some 20 km into the 
southern Gilf plateau. The second assemblage was collected from a 
playa accumulation with associated prehistoric sites (site 100 and 
site 101) in Wadi Ard El-Akhdar, formed in a way comparable to the 
playa in Wadi El- Bakht. The alluvial sequence at Wad i Ard El-Akhdar, 
which consists of compact sil ts, may be contemporaneous with the com-
parable sequence in the Wadi El-Bakht playa, where compact silt 
deposi ts, apparently devo id . of archaeological material are followed by 
alternating silts and sands. A third assemblage consists of one 
sample only, collected at the Big Barchan si te I in the Abu Hussein 
dunefield, well east of the Gilf and about 35 km southwest of Bir 
Sahara. The dune site is associated with a dull, reddish soil con-
taining fine roo tlets, the age of which remains unknown. The asso-
ciated lithics form a rather poor assemblage, suggesting a very 
transitory occupation and only limited economic activities. 
In the following inventory, the locations of remains refer to the 
grid lines of McHugh (Chapter 20). Identifications were made with the 
aid of comparable materials from the same area and elsE~where in Egypt 
(the Nabta playa), and the recent osteological collections of the 
Laboratorium voor Paleontologie. The remains described below are now 
included in the collections of this laboratory under Number P2532. 
WADI EL-BAKHT ASSEMBLAGE 
No.9: Playa surface between N52-N62.5 and E87-E97.5; bone splinters 
and flakes mainly of large long bones, and one fragment of 
the symphysis of a large bovid jaw (domestic cattle, Bos pri-
migenius. f. taurus). -- ---
No. 10:. Playa surface at about N7l, El16; one fragmentary scapula of 
a large bovid, possibly domestic cattle. 
No. 13: 
No. 15: 
Playa surface at N53, E97. 5; probably of a large bovid; two 
fragments of a distal humeral epiphysis of a large bovid, 
probably domestic cattle. The width of the articular end is 
approximately 61 mm, which suggests an animal of rather small 
size when compared to the measurement of the large series on 
Latene cattle of Manching (approximately 125 mm; Boessneck and 
others, 1971). One jaw fragment with damaged P4, 1'11 and M2 
is either sheep (Ovis ammon f. aries) or goat (Capra aegragus 
f. hircus). ----
Wadi above the playa, exact provenance unknown; some pel vic 
fragments of a medium sized bovid, in all probability sheep 
or goat. 
No. 16: Playa surface at NlOl, E207; completely fragmented jaw of 
sheep or goat. 
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No. 17: Playa surface, eastern area, precise provenance unknown; one 
proximal moiety of a caprovid metacarpal, probably derived 
from a goat (see Fig. 66A in Boessneck and others, 1964); 
proximal transverse diameter: 21.0 mm. 
No. 19: Area E, dune on north side of wadi, eastern face; one ver-
tebral fragment of a large animal, possibly large bovid; one 
flake of a large long bone. 
No~ ~O: Area C, surface of eastern edge of playa, N80-N87; E224-E23l; 
clus ter of teeth fragments of a large bovid, 
indistinguishable from analogous fragments of relatively 
small domestic cattle. 
No "_ 28: Playa surf ace at Nl03. 5, El06-l07. 5; several splinters and 
flakes predominantly of a large bone (or bones). This sample 
was recorded as being from VJadi Ard El-Akhdar, but both the 
collection date (10/3/78) and the coordinates recorded on the 
label indicate that it is from the Wadi El-Bakht playa 
(McHugh, pers. comm., 1979). It is therefore included in the 
Wadi El-Bakht assemblage. 
WADI ARD EL-AKHDAR ASSEMBLAGE 
No. 25: Playa surface, site 100, at about N99, El14 ; four eolized 
---- fragments of large long bone (or bones). a 
No. 26: Playa surface, area A· , six eolized fragments apparently all 
---- derived from a large long bone (or bones). 
No. 27: Playa surface, area B; several eolized fragments of a large 
long bone (or bones). 
No. 35: Playa surface, site 101, area E; one jaw fragment with 
incomplete and much worn HI and M2; either shee t or goat. 
ABU HUSSEIN DUNEFIELD SPECIMEN 
No. 21: Big Barchan site 1; very fragmentary and poorly preserved 
skull remains embedded in sediment and partially truncated by 
eolian activity. The recognizable fragments include a bulla 
tympanica and skull base elements (condyle and basioccipi-
tal). These specimens cannot be attributed to Gazella dorcas 
(dorcas gazelle), Ammotragus lervia (Barbary sheep), sheep, 
goat or other medium sized bovids, because of morphological 
and overall size differences. They are, however, morphologi-
cally comparable to their analogs in domestic cattle, but 
smaller. The bullae are about 0.8 times smaller, and the 
condyle and basioccipital are about 0.6 times smaller. This 
suggests that we are dealing with a juvenile animal (calf), 
but unfortunately no comparative material of this developmen-
tal stage of cattle is available to me. Moreover, the 
remains are very poorly 'preserved. The identification must 
therefore remain tentatively as a med ium-sized bovid, 
possibly juvenile cattle. 
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SUMMARY 
As can be seen, the Wadi EI-Bakht and Ard EI-Akhdar assemblages 
contain both small livestock and remains derived from large animals, 
most likely cattle. Undeniable evidence for cattle was found at Wadi 
El-Bakht only, probably because the samples from that area are larger 
than those from Wadi Ard El-Akhdar. At any rate, both assemblages are 
comparable with the one collected at Hadi El-Bakht by the combined 
Prehistoric Expedition, which fits in the later rock paintings phase 
of Gebel U\veinat (shorthorn cattle and small lives tock). Presumably, 
this phase is related to younger neolithic settlements in that area 
and in the Gilf Kebir. The size of the cattle is consistent with this 
interpretation, since we can assume that the shorthorn cattle was pro-
bably smaller than the longhorn cattle preceding it. 
The sample from the Abu Hussein dunefield is tentatively ascribed 
to domestic cattle. The poor contextual data, however, are confusing 
and several explanations are possible: a transitory camp site of 
hunters, cattle raiders, pastoralists in search of lost cattle, or 
maybe a poorly defined activity area at the edge of a large (now 
inaccessible) site of less transitory nature (see McHugh, Chapter 20). 
Further research in both the Gilf Kebir and Gebel Uweinat could be 
very rewarding for the assessment of the marked faunal changes 
(disappearance of native fauna, including elephant, etc.) which 
occurred there in the late Quaternary. 
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Chapter 22 
THE FLORA OF GEBEL UWEINAT AND NEIGHBORING REGIONS, SOUTHWEST EGYPT 
LOUTFY BOULOS 
Nat ional Research Centre 
Dokki, Cairo, Egypt 
ABSTRACT 
On~ y a few investigations have been made of the fi or'a 
of Gebe~ U?;)einat or' sUr'r'ounding ter'r'ain, a~ though these pr'e-
vious studies have r'esu~ ted in the ~isting of 55 p~ant spe-
cies fr'om -the r'egion. In this paper', the r'esu~ ts of 165 
identifications of samp~es co~~ected dUr'ing 1968, and 32 
identifications of samp~es co~~ected duping 1978 ar'e 
summar'ized. In the U?;)einat r'egion, 73 species ar'e no,,) kno?;)n 
to exist, of ?;)hich 7 ar'e cu~tivated. 
PREVIOUS BOTANICAL EXPLORATION 
Among the several expeditions to Gebel Uweinat, only few have 
paid some attention to the study of its flora. Gebel Uweinat is not 
unique in this regard, however, since few investigations have been 
made of the flora of the Gilf Kebir or surrounding desert regions. 
The pioneer works of Hassanein Bey (1924b) and Prince Kemal el Din 
Hussein (Hussein, 1928) provided very little botanical information 
about the newly-discovered Gebel Uweinat and Gilf Kebir plateau. Shaw 
(1931) and Shaw and Hutchinson (1931; 1934) gave the first accurate 
bo tanica1 information about Gebel Uweinat and the Gi1f Kebir, as a 
resul t of the collections made by Shaw during the two expeditions of 
Major R. A. Bagnold in 1929-1920 and 1932. Hutchinson (1933) gave an 
additional brief botanical account on the 1929-1930 expedition. 
In 1933, the expedition of Marchesi to southern Cyrenaica reached 
Gebel Uweinat, where plant collections were made by Di Caporiacco. 
One year later, Monterin collected specimens from Gebel Uweinat during 
the expedition of the Royal Geographical Society of Italy. Botanical 
results of both Italian expeditions in 1933 and 1934 were published by 
Corti (1939), in which he identified and provided information about 27 
species from Uweinat. 
The Trans-Saharan Belgian expedition of the winter of 1964-1965 
passed by Uweinat. Leonard (1966) gave a brief account about the 
expedition and reported the presence of 25 different flowering plants 
from the foot of Gebel Uweinat, but did not give their names. 
In 1967, the United States Naval Medical Research Unit Number 
Three (NAl1RU-3) visited Uweinat. Osborn and Krombein (1969) gave an 
account on its flora, and provided a list of 55 plant species of which 
45 were covered by the collections of Osborn. The extra 10 species 
were compiled from Shaw (1931) and Shaw and Hutchinson (1931; 1934). 
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From October 1968 to January 1969, a Belgian-Libyan expedition 
visited Uweinat. The Belgian group camped in Karkur Talh, with a 
small camp near Gilf Kebir. I joined the expedition for the first two 
months, representing the University of Libya, and camped independently 
near Ain Zuwia. The published results of the Belgian expedition 
included a chapter on the flora (Leonard, 1969), and another account 
on the flora and vegetation of Gebel Uweinat was presented by Leonard 
(1971). In both papers, Leonard described the vegetation, often 
citing the plants by their generic names without giving names of the 
species. 
My unpublished collections of 1968 (165 identifications from Gebel 
Uweinat) as well as those from the 1978 expedition (32 identifications 
from Uweina t and southwes tern desert of Egypt) fo rm the bas is for the 
comments on the vegetation presented here. 
The main collections from Gebel Uweinat, the Gilf Kebir and the 
neighboring areas are deposited in the following herbaria: Jardin 
Bontanique National de Belgique (BR); Botany Department, Facul ty of 
Science, Cairo University (CAl); Field Museum of Natural History, 
Chicago, Illinois (F); Istituto Botanico, Firenze (FI); Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Kew (K) and University of Libya (now Al Faateh University), 
Tripoli (ULT). 
VEGETATION 
The scarceness of rain, which may fall once every seven to ten 
years in Uweinat, and up to twenty years or more in the Gilf Kebir and 
other areas, may explain the extremely scattered spots of vegetation, 
sometimes separated by hundreds of miles of sterile desert. The rain 
is not only erratic in terms of intervals but also in terms of 
quantity. In the area studied during the 1978 expedition, four vege-
tation types are recognized (Boulos, 1980). 
Ephemeral Vegetation 
Ephemeral, or annual plants appear after occasional rains, con-
tinue to grow and complete their life cycle in a period from several 
days to one year, and then dry up. The length of their life span 
usually depends on the amount of rain water available to them. The 
seeds of ephemerals are known to be resistant to the drought and heat 
characteristic of this and similar deserts, and may remain in the soil 
for several decades until the next rain, and then germinate. 
In the Gilf Kebir region, the dry remains of some plants suggest 
that certain perennials may behave as ephemerals in order to produce 
seeds in a shorter time, e.g. Zilla spinosa (Turra) Prantl, 
Trichodesma africanum (L.) R.Br. var. abyssinicum Brand and Citrullus 
colocynthis (L.) Schrader. I propose here, to call these and other 
perennials which can possibly acquire the life form of annuals as 
"pseudo-annuals" • 
According to a NOAA satellite image, it was cloudy December 
16-17, 1977 over an area 5 km southeast of Peter and Paul mountains, 
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50 km northeast of Gebel Uweinat. As our expedition passed by a small 
wadi with sandy soil and trachyte boulders, some plants were still 
growing on October 20, 1978. The only species which was rather green 
and bore flowers and fruits, though showing some signs of senility was 
Fagonia arabica L., while Stipagrostis plumosa (L.) Munro ex T. 
Anders. was almost dry. Farsetia ramosissima Hochst. and Trichodesma 
africanum var. abyssinicum were perfectly dry. Considering that these 
plants have germinated after the rain of December 1977, 10 months 
before we saw them, it may be concluded that the perennial Fagonia 
arabica and Trichodesma africanum var. abyssinicum changed their 
growth - form from perennials- into pseudo-annuals to meet these severe 
and unfavorable conditions. Stipagrostis plumosa and Farsetia 
ramosissima, which are known to be annuals or perennials, successfully 
acquired the annual habit by producing their seeds that are now kept 
in the soil for the next unpredictable shower. 
Ephemeral and Perennial Vegetation 
Ephemeral and perennial plants occur mixed together in wadis and 
water catchments. They are entirely dependent on rain where no peren-
nial ground water or other permanent water supply is available. The 
difference between this and the previous category, where only peren-
nial vegetation could occur, is the availability of rain and run-off, 
which form a layer of temporary underground moisture available to the 
root system of perennial plants. The life time of perennials is 
usually 3 to 4 years in this region. This temporary moisture ceases 
to exis t due to the irregulari ty of rainfall and rapid evaporation. 
The difference between this and the next category, where perennial 
vegetation occurs near wells, is that the continuous supply of water 
from the wells allows long-living trees to exist as well as smaller 
plants, irrespective of rain. 
Ephemeral and perennial vegetation is typified by vegetation in 
some wadis of the Gilf Kebir, particularly Wadi El-Bakht and Wadi Ard 
El-Akhdar. During our 1978 visit, the vegetation was quite dry. 
However, it was possible to identify the following species: Panicum 
turgidum (perennial), Zilla spinosa (perennial), Stipagrostis plumosa 
(perennial or annual), Trichodesma africanum var. abyssinicum (pseudo-
annual), Anastatica hierochuntica L. (annual). 
Perennial Vegetation Near Wells 
The conspicuous perennial vegetation in the vicinity of wells 
consists of trees, shrubs and perennial herbs. Around the five wells 
(Bir Tarfawi, Tarfawi West, Bir Kiseiba, Bir El-Shab and Bir Kurayim) 
which we visited during our 1978 expedition, several species grow and 
cover small to large areas, depending on the abundance of water and 
its availability to the plants. The most luxuriant growth is cer-
tainly that at Bir Tarfawi, where palm trees of Hyphaene thebaica (L.) 
Mart. (dom palm) and Phoenix dactylifera L. (date pafm) as well as 
Tamarix nilotica (Enrenb.) Bunge, grow in dense groves. Some huge 
trunks of Tamarix nilotica trees were found lying on the ground mixed 
with the debris of its leaves and branches, suggesting that Tamarix 
trees flourished in the not too distant past. This may also suggest 
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Figure 22.1 Dense growth of Typha domingensis (foreground) and 
Imperata cylindrica (background) around Ain Brins, 
Karkur Murr, Gebel Uweinat. October 27, 1978. 
Figure 22.2 Close-up view of Cassia italic~ shrubs in the bed of 
Karkur Bu-Hleiga at Gebel Uweinat. November 7, 1968. 
that the ground water has become depleted and may no longer support 
large trees as it did a hundred to probably a few hundred years ago. 
In the vicinity of other wells , Tamarix nilotica grows as shrub-
forming hummocks. At Bir Tarfawi West, these hummocks unite and form 
enormous crescent-shaped hills of pure stands without being associated 
with any other plant species. Acacia ehrenbergiana Hayne, a shrubby 
form about one meter high, was recorded 25 km northwest of Bir 
Kiseiba, on a hummocky sand dune. 
The herbaceous perennials are mainly grasses; Sporobolus spicatus 
(Vahl) Kunth grows around the wells very close to where the water 
level approaches the soil surface, normally a saline soil. Imperata 
cylindrica (L.) Beauv. and Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud. 
grown near and around Bir Kiseiba and Bir Kurayim. Stipagrostis 
vulnerans (Trin. & Rupr.) de Winter, another perennial grass with 
stiff sharp spiny leaves, formed a pure stand extending over one kilo-
meter on the sand dunes near El-Shab. Alhagi mannifera Desv., a 
perennial leguminous shrublet with spiny-tipped twigs and dull brown 
lomentoid fruits, was recorded from Bir Tarfawi and Bir Kurayim, 
covering extensive parts of the ground in the drier, or seemingly dry 
areas near the wells. It cons titutes an excellent fodder, especially 
for camels. 
Perennial Vegetation in Gorges 
The perennial vegetation in the winding gorges (Karkurs) of Gebel 
Uweinat depend on ground water. Occasional rains may feed the ground 
water and allow ephemeral vegetation to appear shortly after showers. 
The following three vegetation types are recognized in the gorges. 
Vegetation near springs. This vegetation, which is res tricted to the 
vicinity oI' springs within the gorges, may be compared to the peren-
nial vegetation near wells described previously. The difference bet-
ween these types of vegetation near wells lies in the open desert (or 
an oasis-like vegetation), while spring vegetation is located within a 
closed system and consists of gorge or wadi-like vegetation. Ain 
Brins at Karkur Murr provides an example of wadi vegetation, where the 
following perennial water-loving plants grow near the springs: Typha 
domingensis Pers. Phragmites australis, Imperata cylindrica and Juncus 
rigidus Desf. (Fig. 22.1). The date palm, PhoeniXdactYIiIera is also 
reco rded; however, onl y small scat tered trees occur. Some annuals 
grow on the muddy borders of the springs; Eragrostis aegyptiaca 
(Willd.) Del., Polypogon monspeliensis (L.) Desf. and Portulaca 
oleracea L. 
Herbs and Small Shrubs. This type of vegetation is commonly found in 
the gorges (Karkurs) of Gebel Uweinat. It comprises perennial her-
baceous and small shrubby species, almost in the complete absence of 
trees. The following are the most characteristic: Aerva javanica 
(Surm.fil.) Juss. ex J. A. Schultes var. bovei Webb, cassia italica 
(Mill.) Lam. ex Steud (Fig. 22.2), Citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrad., 
Pulicaria crispa (Forssk.) Benth. & Hook. fil., Crotalaria thebaica 
(Del.) DC.: Pe~~~_aria tormentosa L., Cleome ~hrys~~ Decne, Cleome 
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Figure 22.3 
Figure 22.4 
Luxuriant growth of Acacia raddiana trees in Karkur 
Talh, Gebel Uweinat. -Note the tufts of the perennial 
grass Panicum turgidum. October 28, 1968. 
Ficus salicifolia, a small tree growing between granite 
boulders at 850 m al ti tude, Wadi Abd El-Halek, affluent 
of Karkur Ibrahim, Gebel Uweinat. November 15, 1968. 
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droserifolia (Forssk.) Del. and Fagonia thebaica Bois8. One or a few 
sp-ec.ies -may stretch over the greater part of a gorge. Toward the 
mouth of gorges, where they join the open desert, Fagonia ,indica Burm. 
fil. and ~:!:pagr:.....~~is plumosa are more common. 
Trees. These are restricted to four species: Acacia raddiana Savi., 
Ao_ ~]1re~~ergian~, Haerua crassifolia Forssk. and Ficus salicifolia 
Vahl; the last three species are also known in shrubby forms in this 
area. Usually the two Acacia species grow together and are associated 
with perennial grass Panicum turgidum (e.g. in Karkur Talh; Talh is 
the local vernacular naL;eOfA. raddiana). The conspicuous element of 
the vegetation is mainly dueto the luxuriant growth of A. raddiana 
(Fig. 22.3), which forms an open thorny fores t together with the less 
common ~ ehrenbergiana. Dense tufts of Panicum turgidum cover a high 
percentage of the Karkur bed. 
In Wadi Abd El-Malek, however, Acacia trees are almost absent, 
while Maerua crassifolia trees are abundant, and Ficus salicifolia 
trees start to appear at about 850 m altitude (Fig. 22.4). 
Vegetation of Higher Altitudes 
According to Leonard (1971), Ochradenus baccatus occurs between 
900 and 1400 m, while Lavandula, Salvia, Heliotropium and Monsonia 
occur between 12.50 and 1850 m. Some of the last four species are con-
sidered by him as Mediterranean elements. 
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